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PREFACE
For the first time in 1979, the Research and Theory Division of the
Association for Educational Communications and Technology

collected

selected research papers from those presented at the national convention
in New Orleans, LA for publication in this

11

Proceedings 11 document.

This

publication was printed in limited hardcopy quantity, but is available
through the Educational Resources Information Clearinghouse (ERIC) system.
REFEREEING PROCESS:

All papers selected for presentation at the Annual
Convention and included in this

subjected to a blind refereeing process.

11

Proceedings 11 were

Proposals were submitted by

potential presenters to Dr. Bill Winn of the University of Calgary who
~
I
• ••

~

removed all -reference to author.
for evaluation.

Proposals were then submitted to reviewers

Approximately forty percent of the manuscripts submitted

) t

for consideration were. selected for presentation at the Convention and for
publication in

th~se

11

Proceedings. 11 The manuscripts contained in this

document represent some of the most current thinking in the educational
communications and technology field.
While each paper was intended to stand alone, they have been grouped
according to a general category for ease of use.

Individual authors

should be questioned concerning their ideas, methods, or conclusions.
M. R. S.
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RESEARCH ON MEDIA -- WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Francis E. Clark, Director
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• Jay F. Angert
Educati onal Technology
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Title e RESEARCH ON MEDIA -- · WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Authors e FRANCIS E. CLARK
Texas A&M UniversHy
e JAY F. ANGERT
Texas A&M University

Abstract • A surrmarization of media research inadequacies remains a standard
feature of media literature reviews.

A Gestalt solution would be a research

model, applicable to field studies in educational institutions, which accounts
for the total instructional setting . . It appears that an appropriate research
model must be directly related to the psychological, sociol-0gical, and physiological attributes of the learner, the teacher, the task, and the resources,
which collectively result in an instructional environment .

The objective

form (physiological) and subjective meaning · (sociological) of any learning
task must yield a functional distinctiveness (psychological) in terms of the
sensory information to be extracted by the learner.

2

RESEARCH ON MEDIA

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

FRANCIS E. CLARK
Texas A&M University
JAY F. ANGERT
Texas A&M University

A summarization of media research inadequacies remains a standard feature of literature reviews.

A serious reader of the research literature fot

the past ten years will encounter numerous depressing apprais~ls of the
limited value of media research for improving education.

Although many re-

viewers have decried the uncertain qual°ity and utility of media research, ar
exhaustive litany of futility is unnecessary.

The comments which fo1low are

sufficiently illustrative.
Research Deficiencies

In 1968, Snow and Salomon remarked that "virtually nothing is known
about the teaching effectiveness of instructional media 0 (p. 341).

This con

clusion was based, in part, on their observation of the widespread use of
experimental designs which averaged individual learner differences, although
the prime importance of these differences as independent variables had been
previously noted (Cronbach, 1957).

Comstock (1975) similarly concluded that

the utility of media research for either theory or practice was inconsequential.

In addition, research with, as opposed to research on media, has been

the rule rather than the exception (Salomon, 1970).

Researchers have repeat·

edly treated a given medium as a whole entity, as in comparison studies of
film versus television, in an attempt to support the premise that the me dia
could indeed teach.

Fleming (1970) recognized that such gross comparisons

yielded meaningless data since they masked considerably more variability than
they explained.

th~

In 1977, Schramm described this macro quality as perhaps

most regrettable feature of the long list of instructional media experiments.
Levie and Dick ie (1973) suggested that research would be better conceptualized
by specifying media variables in terms of specific attributes.

Finally, Con-

·d fea-

way (1970) and Dwyer (1972) have identified as a major research deficiency

ure for

the lack of logical correlations between the treatment content encountered in

he

many studies and that typical of actual classroom instruction .

ny re-

and Salomon and Snow (1970) have also noted the pressing need for "ecological

rch, an

validity, 11 i.e., experimentation under normal instructional conditions.

I ow are

Glaser (1972)

Perhaps the most brutally frank assessment of media research was offered
by Hawkridge (1973):

wn
i s conof
though

The fact is that instructional researchers and designers have
not provided even the foundations for constructing strong practical procedures for selecting media appropriate to given
learning tasks. If there has been British work in this area,
I have been unable to discover it . . . . In the United States,
over 2000 media studies have not yielded the answers we need.
( p. 1 )

.

Taken at face value, these assessments imply a great deal of misdirected energy,
over a lengthy time span, to establish a data base of questionable value.

been
ATI as a Solution

that
quenbeen

The widespread recognition that media research had failed to attend to
individual learner ·differerices prompted repeated calls for employing the meth-

~ peat-

odology known synonomously as Trait-Treatment Interaction (TTI), or Aptitude-

of

Treatment Interaction (ATI), hereinafter referred to simply as ATI (Allen,

dia

1971; Berliner and Cahen, 1973; Cronbach, 1957; Cronbach and Snow, 1977;

1s

Vesta, 1975; Snow and Salomon, 1968; Virag, 1976).

Within this context,

Di~

aptitudes or traits are defined broadly enough to include the psychological,
sociological and physiological characteristics of learners.

Cronbach and

Snow (1977) suggested that any aspect of an individual which may be useful
in predicting instructional responses should be considered an

11

aptitude. 11

Treatments are defined in a similarly broad fashion so as to include variations among most experimentally manipulable aspects of the teaching or the
environment.

ex ten
have
an ur
inst1
ing

is h
Cron

Interactions may be defined statistically as regression slopes which
depart from parallelism.

A disord inal

intera ct io~

suggests that different

niat
and

treatments are differentially superior ·for students who are at different

de vi

levels of a particular trait or aptitude.

a

An ordinal interaction, however,

SI

suggests that one treatment retains its superiority over an alternate treat-

may

ment throughout the range of aptitudes under consideration .

hyp

However, this

superiority is usually more pronounced at one level of the aptitude than at

ray

others (Ott, 1977; Cronbach and Snow, 1977).
Adaptations in education to individual differences are neither new nor
difficult to find.

Considering the obvious extent to which the educational

ap~

pat

community has accepted instructional and programmatic practices geared to

SUI

individual differences, the concerted research efforts to locate education-

in

ally relevant ATI surficially makes eminent good sense .

It is intellectually

ar

To do so is tantamount to asserting that

Fo

difficult to deny that ATI •·s exist.

the instruction which works best for one group of students is therefore best

fu

for all students (Cronbach and Snow, 1977).
Paradoxically, it is the firm belief in human individuality and instructional diversity which has so complicated ATI research.

l;

As Cronbach (1975)

stated, "Once we attend to interactions, we enter a hall of mirrors which

H.

ological,
ch and
useful
tude.
~

extends to infinity . . . " (p. 119).

The greatest difficulty ATI researchers

have faced is the isolation of those aptitudes and treatment conditions, from
an unknown universe of differences, which reliably interact with particular

11

variaor the

instructional treatments to produce predictable learning outcomes.

Consider-

ing the ilTlllensity of the task, and the relative infancy of the technique, it
is hardly surprising that ATI results have been disappointing (Bracht, 1970;
Cronbach and Snow, 1977; Dwyer, 1978; Heidt, 1977; Parkhurst, 1975) .

Unde -

which

niably, ATI results have been less than spectacular.

:ferent

and treatments is so vast that researchers have had a veritable field day in

·rent

devising researchable combinations.

owever,

a survey of all the ways in which individuals and instructional treatments

e treat-

may differ.

, this

hypotheses (Cronbach and Snow, 1977).

t han at

ray of studies with relatively few threads of corm1onality.

The range of aptitudes

A search for ATI's calls for no less than

These constructs may pair up to form virtually limitless ATI
The result has been a bewildering ar-

In the face of such diversity, the temptation is great to use a shotgun
iew nor

approach in searching for ATI's.

1tional

part of many ATI researchers to include extremely large numbe rs of trait mea-

d to

Salomon (1971) has noted a tendency on the

sures in their studies, in the hope of discovering some interactions.

Such

ation-

interactions; even when found, are weak in their explanatory power, having

?ctua lly

arisen atheoretically and from an inadequate conceptuali zation of the traits.

ng that

For the most

e best

ful.

part~

this broad-band exploration approach has not been success-

Attempts to integrate the fragmentary ATI results have met with on ly
is truc-

limited success.

975)

results was virtually impossible.

ch

Hawkridge was striking:

Allen (1975) concluded that generalizing from the available

11

••

•

The similarity of his comments to those of

there is little definitive evidence from the

6

aptitude-treatment interaction research that points conclusively to the employment of practices that might guide the selection of the more general
instructional strategies, much less lead to the design of specific instructional media" (p. 139).

Dwyer (1978) and Parkhurst (1975) have also noted

the limited usefulness and meaningfulness of ATI research to date.

In the

summary of what is undoubtedly the seminal work for research on interac_tionsi
Cronbach and Snow (1977) concluded that "No Aptitude X Treatment interactions
are so well confirmed that they can be used directly as guides to instruction
(p. 492).

Numerous methodological problems have plagued t he search for ATI (Cronbach and Snow , 1977).

Quite often, however, investi gations which have paid

close attention to acceptable methodology and data analysis have frequently
paid inadequate attention to the more subtle, but equally vital, manner in
which the particular constructs chosen as dependent and independent variables
complement one another . Thus, a large port ion of t he media research shortcomings has stemmed from an inadequate conceptualization of pertinent variables.

Snow (1970) pointed out the inappropriateness of the majority of

constructs in differential psychology for use in ATI research .

Cronbach and

Snow (1969) previously cited the need for new conceptualiza tions of traits
and treatments.

However, both past and present admonishments have largely

gone unheeded .
The ATI research literature is so disparate and contradictory that reviewers find themselves in disagreement over its proper interpretation.

How

is one to make sense out of a body of research which fails to produce interactions where hypothesized, produces interactions in unanticipated and inexplicable fashion, and which may or may not replicate interactions in

the em-

subsequent studies? Heidt (1977) stated that 11 To prove a trai t-treatment

era l

interaction, it is necessary to detect a disordinal interaction . . . 11

nstruc-

(p. 13).

noted

Heidt further concluded that the .AT! results are so inconsistent

that general surrmarization is impossible.

Berliner and Cahen (1973), how-

In the

ever, argued that ordinal interactions are as useful in ATI research as dis-

ractions,

ordinal.

~ractions

Of the ninety studies which Bracht examined, only five were adjudged as

Contrasting reviewer techniques have further muddied the waters.

>tructionR giving adequate evidence of ATI, since they produced disordinal interactions.
Cronbach and Snow (1977), however, regarded Bracht s criteria as overly
1

: (Cron-

stringent and, in a reexamination of several studies dismissed by Bracht as

e paid

failing to show ATI s, found disordinal interactions.

1

1uently

1

As different as non-ATI and ATI research are from one another in method-

ier in

ology and philosophy, it is interesting to note that many of the criticisms

·ariables

leveled against non-AT! research are equally applicable to the newer me t hod-

s hort-

ology.

To the extent that these inadequacies persist, confusion will still

vari-

i·eign.

In 1970, Shulman warned against research which measured aptitudes

of

with micrometers but environments with divining rods; yet cr itics are still

:i.ch and
~a

its

·gely

decrying the unprofitability of using gross

aptitud~

and treatment measures

(Anderson, Ball, and Murphy, 1975; Cronbach and Snow, 1977; Dwyer, 1978):
According to Dwyer (1978), unrealistic treatment cont ent is still being experimentally varied under artificial pedagogical conditions (Salomon and

t

reHow

'nt er inex-

Clark, 1977).

Methodological problems (e.g., inadequate sample sizes and

data analyses, and only rare replications), continue to hamper ATI effort s
(Berliner and Cahen, 1973; Cronbach and Snow, 1977) .
These difficulties have led every reviewer of ATI literature we have
encountered to paint a depressingly familiar pi cture of ineff ect i veness.

8

....

All, however, have been loathe to suggest abandoning the effort and, surpris-

~Jh i

ingly, have reached somewhat optimistic conclusions on the heels of pessimis-

both ·

tic reviews.

pre he

Perhaps the single most pervasive shortcoming of ATI research

efforts that we have detected is the lack of inclusiveness, i.e., collective
inattention to the totality of the learning environment.

le

proce

The term Apti tude-

Treatment Interaction by itself denotes an overly simpl istic two- dimensional
conception of learning environments and has perhaps engendered a delimited
focus among some researchers.

ATI investigations have provided a forum for

are

researchers to promote a spectrum of variables covering learner, teacher,

"gen

and treatment characteristics; environmental or situational conditions; and

trun

a variety of resource characteristi cs.

way

If research is to proceed sys temat-

ically toward usable conclusions, some semblance of order must be imposed on
the mass of ATI hypotheses.

To date, research has been conducted from each

researcher's conception of fundamental combinations of attributes.

However,

it

we are unaware of a research model which effectively relates these diverse

i t,J

attributes.

ec

The literature is replete with suggestions.

Carpenter (1972) called for

in·

a blend of media and modes, instructional fun ctions and objectives, content

st

and audience characteristics, and learn ing environments, whil e Clark (1975)

le

stressed the relationship between ins t ructional methods, materials, and in-

he

dividual aptitudes .

wl

DiVesta (1975) suggested concentrating on cognitive pro-

cessing variables, whereas Salomon (1976) argued that a presentation's

t

effectiveness depended on a match of mental skills act ivated by the presen-

1

tition's code and the learn i ng task requirements .

e

Finally, Burns (1976)

suggested a blend of learner, media and environmental variables, whil e Schramm
(1977) pointed out the need for studies of the content of instructional media.

surpris-

~Jhil e

these varied recommendations have meritorious features, they reflect

pess i mis-

both an obvious lack of common terminology and a vast disagreement on a com-

esea rch

prehensive model from which research on instructional media selection should

1lective

proceed .

ptitude2nsional

A Praatitioner/Resea.raher Continuwn

imited
~um

for

Since the empirical data have not provided clear research directions, we
are faced with a body of literature from which it is diffiCult to extract

:her,

"general" principles.

Thus, we will need to extrapolate from a broad spec-

1s; and

trum of models, paradigms, classification systems, and hierarchies.

;temat-

way we may be able to identify the common denominators of the current litera-

1osed on

ture.

In this

Any resulting research model would, of necessity, be eclectic in nature.
While it may be true that there is nothing so practical as a good theory,

m each
owever,

it is also true that much theorizing has little relationship with practical-

verse

ity.

Instructional researchers would do well to adopt, adapt, and apply the

eclectic instructional practices of "successful" instructors to the design of
Undeniably, a considerable amount of classroom in-

11 ed for

instructional research.

rntent

struction, devoid of experimental controls or constraints, frequently produces

1975)

learning of practical significance .

d in-

holistic approach which is characteristic of the "effective" instructor, but

ve pro-

which, philosophically, is worlds apart from most research efforts . . Intui-

One possible explanation may lie in the

tively, many instructors manage to derive an optimal blend of personal style,
?sen-

learner and resource characteristics, and task requirements through a considei~ation

Schramm
media.

of psychological, sociological, and physiological factors.

All too frequently, however, the researcher operates from a narrowly
circumscribed perspective.

This tunnel vision tendency l eads to narrowly

10
--£..":.=====~---

--·----·

conceived research hypotheses .

These hypotheses, in tu rn, engender explana-

tions of data in terms which either sustain or modify the philosophic bent
of a particular researcher.

Rarely are philosophic lines crossed to acknow-

ledge equally valid or potentially superior explanations of observed learnin9
outcomes.

This omission is true both across and within disciplines.

The

field of educational technology serves as an appropriate example.
We assert that past med ia research has been philosophically dichotomous,
arising either from practi tioner or researcher concerns.

Becker (1977) de-

scribed how such artifi cial distinctions have excluded cons i deration of many
important variables.

Not surprisingly, the various media selection models

have closely paralleled these media research directions.

Mielke (1973) re-

ferred to this separation as the distinction between administrative research
and basic research, and ·Clark (1975) ·extended this distinction to most media
ta xonomies .
An Eclectic Model for Research and Instruction

To a large extent, commitment to preferred stat istical methodology has
also dictated research .directions.

Usually, investigators have dealt with

one or two instructional variables at a time, either in a search for main
effects or for interactions.

To this

e nd~

researchers have used regression

analysis and other sophisticated statistical techniques to analyze fairly
unsophisticated subjective measures of attributes or traits .

For these rea-

sons, statistical trends have failed to produce the consistency needed for
the development of an i nstructional model .
Considering the unproductive history of research on instruction, it seerr
appropriate to step back and take a second look at the diverse research

explana-

directions which have been, to a great extent, independent of one another.

ic bent
While we recognize that research frequently transcends artificial boundaries,
o acknowlea rning

j

The

we nevertheless submit that most research on instruction may be categorized
loosely into three major areas. · We feel that these areas closely parallel
the considerations of the effective instructor described earlier.
The first area may be termed functional and/or differential psychologi-

:hotomous,
177) de1

of many

cal research.

This area deals primarily with intellectual

73) re-

research
st media

as well

as the relationships among stimuli, mediating covert behaviors, and observable
overt responses.

models

abilities~

More precisely, researchers within this domain of research

usually begin with a psychological theory and then proceed to validate the
logically derived statements, in the form of constructs, through schemes fo r
organizing data for quantitative analysis.
thought to be synonomous:
archy, and system.

The following schemes are usually

theory, model, paradigm, analogy, structure, hier-

E. L. Thorndike, J. P. Guilford, R. M. Gagne, B. S. Bloom,

D. P. Ausubel, L. S. Briggs, G. A. Salomon, L. J. Cronbach, L. L. Thurstone,
R. M. W. Travers, R. E. Clark, B. F. Skinner, C. E. Osgood, and G. L. Gropper
igy has
are some of the researchers who have followed this line of research.
with
main

A second area deals with observational and/or sociological research.
Researchers in this area acknowledge the notion that individuals can learn to

~ ssion

'rly

perform some physical and social tasks by imitating the overt behaviors of a
"model." This research area includes the humanistic, cultural, ethic, ethnic,

e reafor

ego and consistency needs of individuals when they are alone or in groups.
This area also encompasses instructional cognitive styles which may be cultural and social preference systems acquired and supplemented duri ng schooling

t

(Heidt, 1977).

Some of the .proponents of the sociological approach to in-

struction include the .•following:

A. Bandura, G. F. Kuder, E. K. Stron g, G.

12

W. Allport, H. A. Witkin, N. Flanders, W. F. Seibert, R. E. Snow, R. R. Sears

vari

A. H. Maslow, C. Buhler, and E. H. Erikson.

best

The third area is defined as physiological research.

Within this area

witr

lies the subjective research on perception, on the form and structure of sen-

has

sory messages, and on the constant interaction between the person and the

dai

environment.

tia

major area.

The biol og ical bases of knowledge contain the roots of this
Research in this domain has dealt with the developmental charac-

lea

teristics of individuals as they interact, through the sensory channe_ls, with

dee

the instructional environment .

S. H. Bartley, C. B. DeSoto, J. J. Gibson, M.

th1

L. Fleming, J. Piaget, A. Gesell, R. J. Havighurst, H. Werner, M. Montessori,

as

D. Durkin, V. Lowenfeld~ F. M. Dwyer, and A. A. Lumsdaine are some of the re-

le

searchers who have contributed to this area of study.

O\

It appears that an appropriate research model must be directly related

n

to the psychological, sociological, and physiological attributes of the learn-

ti

er, the teacher, the task, and the resources, which collectively result in an

a

instructional environment.

t

A Gestalt solution would be a research model,

applicable to field studies in educational institutions, which accounts for
the total instructional setting.

If learning is the ultimate

~roduct

of the

instructional environment, then the instructional environment is the product
of the interaction within, between, and among the teacher, the learner, the
task, and the resources.

One of the problems involved in a discussion of our

instructional model i s that the variables are not, unfortunately, as mutually
exclusive as we would like for them to be.

We are viewing instruction as a

- dynamic process in which the var iabl es of instruction play an integral but
Subordinate part.

Of greatest importance are the unique psychological, socio-

logical, and physiological relationships within, between, and among the

c

R. Sears

variables. We maintain that relationships between stimuli and responses are
best predicted from information about the intermediary processes that occur

iis area

within the individua l .

·e of sen-

has developed general dispositions for processing stimulation based upon the

td the

daily activities associated with communicating, perceiving temporal and spa-

' this

tial relations, and problem solving.

1 charac-

learning environment in order, ultimately, to leaq1.

els, with

deduced from the psychological, sociological, and physiological makeup of

ibson, M.

the learner and his surroundings.

ntessori,

as a simplistic example, if the learning environment is too "concrete," the

f the re-

learner will be under stimulated; if overly "abstract," the learner will be
overwhelmed.

It is not unreasonable to suppose that the learner

The learner must adapt himself to the
Our model, then, is

To use Dale's (1969) "Cone of Experiences"

In either case, it is quite likely that the learner will not

"elated

reach the objective of the learning task.

:he learn-

that, in order to provide a functional relationship within, between, and

ilt in an

among the variables of instruction, communications problems involving syn-

idel,

tactics (interrelations of signs), semantics (meanings attributed to

t s for

and

pragmati~s

The implication sought here is

(human reactions to signs) must be minimal.

sig~s),

Hence, the ob-

of the

jective form (physiological) and subjective meaning (sociological) of the

)reduct

learning task must yield a functional distinctiveness (psychological) in

·, the

terms of the sensory information to be extracted by the learner.

of our
utually

Internal consistency within each variable of instruction is achieved
only when the psychological, sociological, and physiological attributes are

as a

encoded and decoded in harmony.

but

reduce the complexities of human nature to purely numerical terms, it seems

socio-

While it may be unrealistic to attempt to

worth emphasizing that, if viewed in the manner we have described, · there is
a potential of seven interactions within each variable of instruction for

14

any given learning task.

Carried further, the potential interactions

amo~g

the variables of an instructional environment, comprised of the learner, the
teacher, the task, and the resources, may be derived, in conservative mathematical terms, as approximately three million total interactions (Hoel, Port
and Stone, 1971).

Since these permutations are based upon one learner, rathe

no1
in
us
a
p~

than a class or cell of twenty or more learners, the implications are explic-

iI

it.

;·

At any rate, these concomitant considerations serve to illustrate the

complexity of any given .i.nstructional environment.

The complexity is magni -

fied still further by the fact that perceived dynamic internal and external
attributes, that seem to be uniquely associated with the variables of the
learning environment, are not always accurate reflections of the actual uniqu
attributes .

Over time, and through controlled research, the actual unique

attributes for different learning environments may mai nfest themselves as a
subset of the perceived attributes.

There is still, however, an additional

complication, i.e . , that either perceived or actual attributes may evolve,
change, or disappear during the course of instruction or experimentation
either due to maturation or due to i.nteraction with other elements of the
instructional environment .

In the light of these considerations, it seems

particularly apt to note that Cronbach (1975) said

11

•••

tigation I advocated in 1957 no longer seems sufficient.

the 1ine of invesInteractions are

not confined to the first order; the dimensions of the situation and of the
person enter into complex interactions" (p. 116}.
Where Do We Go From Here?

It would seem that the need exists for an instructional model that incorporates the past, present, and future researchable directions .
J

This is

s
r

ns amo!1g

not to say that future researchers will agree that the postulated relationships

rner, the

in vogue today are researchable tomorrow.

ve

use the model discussed hereinbefore as a foundation or datum plane upon which

mathe~

NonetheJess, it may be possible to

Jel, Port

a logical rationale could be based for future meta-analyses.

1er, rath

psychological, sociological, and physiological measuring instruments and/o r

·e expl i c-

inventories with veridical comparisons should be identified and/or developed

ite the

in an attempt to differentiate the unique attributes from the common and the

s magnixterna 1

static attributes from the dynamic.

f the

will, in the future, be equipped to employ realistic rational controls so that

At the same time,

As a result, functional experimental

research investigating the interrelationships of the variables of instruction

experimenters may more reliably explain that which actually happened.
un ique
as a

:!S

itional
101

ve,

Most contemporary researchers would agree that we need to know more about
the physical and psychological attributes of resources.

Heidt (1977) suggested

that the unique psychological attributes of resources may be a product of the
physical attributes for specific learning experiences.

We submit that a simi-

:ion

lar subset of unique sociological attributes should also be specified since

· the

they influence, and are influenced by, the unique psychological and physiologi-

seems

cal attributes.

inves. are
f

the

To extend this idea, the subsets should also be comparable to

all of the variables of instruction, and not just to the resources .
In conclusion, it seems reasonable to believe that a logically deduced
amalgamation of all research in the behavioral
or more axiomatic theories for instruction.

sci~nces

could result in one

Once derived, selected constitu-

ent attributes could be held constant while, at the same time, systematically
Until this is accomplished, research O·n instructional medi a

varying others.
in-

will remain omnibus, composed of complex and multivariate aspects of what

is

might be termed

11

impulsive reckoning. 11
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th·

RESEARCH INTERPRETATION: A JUSTIFICATION FOR MEDIA
This paper will attempt to explain the apparent inconsistencies

eq
us
ir

1n media research findings by identifying apparent research weaknesses which

Cl

complicate data interpretation anq frustrate attempts to derive broad

r

generalizations useful to practitioners in their classroom use of visual

e

media. THe . presentation will emphasize the interrelationships which exists
among the different types of visual materials, different types of educational
objectives, different methods of presentation, different cueing techniques,
etc.

Studies describing the results obtained from evaluati ons involving

television, slide/audiotape, programmed instruction, and textbook formats will
be reviewed.

RESEARCH INTERPRETATION: A JUSTIFICATION FOR MEDIA

Education is currently experiencing financial crises which are necessitating
that virtually everyone justify the financial outlay made for his position,
equipment, and materials.

At all levels instructional media special i sts and

users of educational technology are being challenged to defend their usefulness
encies

in the teaching-learning process. This is not always easy to do because of the

ses which

contradictory nature of empirical

ad

related research studies.

isual

experimental media research, a number of studies would be found in which instruc-

h exists

tion utiliting media was significantly more effective than conventional instruction.

ducational

Some studies would also be found in which the mediated instruction was found to be

hniques,

significantly less effective than conventional instruction, and others would be

1ving

found in which no differences were found to exist between the mediated and

ormats wil

conventional instruction.

findings which have resulted from media

For example, if one were to survey the available

To further complicate media justification, when signifi-

cant differences are obtained in empirical studi es, the results are seldom in
agreement with other research findings investigating si milar problems (Davis,
1962; Wendt &Butts, 1962; Stickell, 1963 ; Reid &Maclennan, 1967; Chu & Schramm,
1967; Edling, 1968).

Opponents of media and technology are quick to cite these

contradictory findings as an indication of jneffectiveness.
Since it has been documented that properly designed visual materi als can
significan~y improve student achievement (VanderMeer, 1950b; Kopstein

& Roshal,

1954; Treichler, 1957; Gropper, 1962; Dwyer, 1972, 1978), it is imperative that
individuals charged with the responsibility of justifying media utilization be
able to detect those deficiencies in media research which contribute to its
failure to generate consistent findings of superiority.

After deficiencies are

identified, contradictory findings can be explained and the use of media justified.

Following is a list of some of the most common criticisms associated wi
media research _which tend to complicate data interpretation and frustrate an
attempts to derive broad generalizations useful to

practitioners in the cla

room (Dwyer, 1978 pp. 39-41):
1.

Many studies have obvious weaknesses in experimental design,
i.e., lack of randomization of students, vagaries in
sampling, inadequate numbers of students in treatment
groups, lack of tests of significance and probability
statements, absence of any control factors.

2. A considerable number of media related studies which have
been reported are without any hypotheses or . predictions
based on theory .
3. The content materia l being presented experimentally in
media related studies has been restricted in that it is far
removed from that which is currently being taught in
schools (nonsense syllables, digits, letters, etc.);
consequently, the results have ·had little practical
significance to educators invol ved in applications in
the classroom.
4. The difficulty and meaningfulness of the content material
(in terms of the kinds of educational tasks to be
achieved by the students) used in the experimental
tr~atments

5.

has not been specified precisely.

In many media related studies content to be taught has
not been pretested to determine where visualization of the
the content is appropriate; in other words, a considerable
,,

amount of visualization used in media related experiments
has not been specifically designed to complement the content
material to be presented.

1ci ated wi

6.

In media related research the relationship that exists
between the content information in each channel (visual,

1strate an

oral, print) to the information in the other channel(s)
needs to be specified precisely.
n,

7. The method of presenting the visualization has not been
described precisely.

s. The precise purposes of visualization in many mediated
studies has not been stated.
9. The amount of realistic detail (line drawings, detailed,
line drawings, photographs) contained in visualization
designed to complement oral/print instruction in media research
has not been described precisely so that data from different
studies can be compared.
10.

Mediated instruction normally is evaluated via printed
criterion items.

To properly assess the instructional

contribution of visualization, a significant proportion
of the eva)uation battery should reflect all the channels
(visual, print, oral, etc.) used by the learner to acquire
the information.
11.

Many of the criterion tests currently being used to measure
achievement are global in nature attempting to measure the
students' total learning, rather than being designed to
measure media's contribution to students 1 achievement of
specific kinds of educational objectives.

In using the global

criterion test to measure student achievement of different
types of objectives, the variances are pooled (for the
different objectives), thereby concea 1i ng any effects that
media may have in faciliating student achievement of specific
educational objectives .

12. Many of the criterion measures used to assess student
information acquisition may be invalid or unreliable-reliability and validity coefficients are very infrequently
reported in media related research.
13. The type of test items used to measure student information
acquisition has not been adequately specified.

This is

important because item format can influence the student's
level of achievement; i.e., a fill-in type test in which
the student is required to provide the correct word is
more difficult than a recognition type multiple-choice
type test in which the student is required to select the
correct response from an array of possible alternatives.
14. Researchers have failed to specify the time-span (seconds,
minutes, hours, etc.) between the presentation of the
information to the students and the testing.
15. The amount of time students have been permitted to view
and interact with the instructional presentations has not
been adequately controlled and/or reported.
16. Media researchers in preparing their research for
publication have omitted essential characteristics of
their studies which prevents exact replication, i.e., total time
of treatment, age or grade level of students, mean intelligence
of

~tudents,

prior knowledge in the content area, etc.

17. Very few of the media related studies have been replicated
to establish confidence in the results.
18. The divers.i ty of interests and a lack of common usable
terminology used by media researchers has compounded the
misinterpretation of many media related studies and restricted
their generalizability.

19.

To a certain extent the results of experiments have been
determined by the statistical techniques used--a liberal
test providing one interpretation of the results, a

I

conservative statistic another .

time
?nee
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Abstract
Behavioral objectives provide the basis for systematic planning of
instruction.

This systematic approach enables the designer to work more

effectively and it enables the learner to understand what is expected upon
completion of the learning experience.

There are, however, a wide range of

views concerning the advantages of behavioral objectives. The purpose of t
paper is to present a critical review of the literature on behavioral objec
This paper is divided into four major areas:

(1) definition of a behavioral

objective; (2) the function of behavioral objectives; (3) a consistent accep
format for constructing behavioral objectives; and (4) the pros and cons of
behavioral objectives.
The literature review reveals that current findings on the effects of
instructional objectives provide no conc l usive or consistent data on the
relationship between the use of objectives and student learning.

Consequent

there is a need to assess the behavioral objectives movement, to identify
strengths and weaknesses, and to suggest areas in which research is needed.

1ing of
)rk more
~cted

upon

le range of
1rpose of

11troduction

Behavioral objectives have been central to the concept of instructional
sterns development.

They have now been incorporated into the designing of

They provide the basis for planning instruction. They have been
sed to tell learners what is expected of them upon completion of the learning

ioral objec xperience. There is, however, a wide range of views concerning the ad vantages
1

behaviora f behavioral objectives, as well as many varying opinions as to the technical
pects of how and for what purpose they should be used. Behavioral objectives
rovide a point of departure for a thoroughgoing attempt to improve instruction.
y precisely stating in behavioral tenns what the student should be able to

o after the learning experience, the designer hopes to
on the

r~duce

any gaps

etween the desired outcomes of education and the intentions of the instructor.
his approach has been criticized from both curriculum specialists and

i dentify

ducational technologists.

This paper is a critical review of the literature

is needed.

n behavioral objectives; it is divided into four parts:

(1) determining a

onsistent definition, (2) a consistent acceptable fonnat used for writing
ehavioral objectives, (3) the function of behavioral objectives, and (4) the
cases for and against the use of behavioral objectives.
Defining Behavioral Objectives
At first it may seem that defining objectives is really not a difficult
task. However, educators experienced with curriculum development, course
development, and those who have tried to develop procedures for evaluating
students will attest to the fact that it is.

Palmer (1974) feels that most

educators make the task of defining behavioral objectives far too complicated.

30

This section of the paper will be divided into five parts:

(1) Defining

Behavioral Objectives in Relation to Terminal Behavior, (2) Defining
Behavioral Objectives in Relation to Subject Matter, (3) Operationalism and
Behavioral Objectives, (4) Opposing Vi ew Points Concerning the Definition ,
and (5) Research Related to the Development of a Consistent Operational
Definition.
Defining Behavioral Objectives in Relation to Terminal Behavior
Many educators have defined the term behavi oral objective.
·.

Lindvall

(1964) states that the process of developing behavioral objectives is basica
one of

facilitating communication .

This is accomplished by choosing

precise words and statements so t hat there is a clear and exact meaning for
those read ing the objective .

Popham {1969) wri tes that whether these state-

ments are referred to as objectives, aims, goals, intents, or outcomes is
relatively unimportant.

Whatever synonym i s used, a behavioral objective

should refer to an intended change wh i ch one wi shes t o bring about in a
learner. Bloom (1956) defines objectives as being specific
educative process uses to change student behavior.

Mager's (1962) definition

of behav ioral objective has probably influenced more educators
definition:

an objective i s a statement describing a proposed change in a

learner; it specifi es what the learner will be like when he has successfully
completed a learning experience .

For example, an objective written for a

5th grade science class using Mager's 3 characteristics of a well stated
objective would look like the following:

Given a battery, light bulb, socket

and pi eces of wire, the student will be able to demonstrate the making of an
electric circuit by connecting wires to battery and socket and testing the
lighting of the bulb.

=ining

fining Behavioral Objectives in Relation to .Subject Matter
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A major consideration when one is defining behavioral objectives is that

lism and

f detennining what is to be learned by the learner.

nition,

as been described as one in which the learner's behavior is clearly and

:inal

·recisely specified in relation to the subject matter with which the learner
s expected to deal.

An educational objective

That is, the objective must specify .not only the learner's

erminal behavior, but also the particular aspects of the subject matter to
hich the learner must address himself in order that learning may occur.

dval l
.

s bas1ca11

f agne and Briggs (1974) state that the first step in defining objectives is to
"dentify the purpose of the course.

>ing

This purpose should be concerned with

hat behavioral change will take place should the purpose of the course be

ing for

They also feel that these purposes should be stated as immediate

! state-

outcomes of instruction, and not outcomes to be reached in the distant future.

s is

This process of identifying the purpose will help teachers to make clear

tive

statements of what they are trying to teach.

a

Some teachers in the past have

\

had a clear understanding of what was to be taught and what was to be learned

:hat the

by the student, and were able to translate this notion into relevant learning

'i nit ion

experiences without ever having put them down on paper.

y other

teachers have not carried their

in a

content to be presented.

;fully

~hinking

However, many other

beyond the point of selecting the

They have not considered carefully what the students

are to do with the information.

•a

!d

• Operationalism and Behavioral Objectives

socket , '

'

Operationalism is a concept borrowed from the hard sciences.

It is con-

I

3f an

:he

1

t

cerned with banishing ambiguity and obscurity from the language of science.
By applying scientific concepts to concrete procedures one could avoid
inconsistent and contradictory meani ngs.

l

In the context .of objectives it
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refers to the process of defining abstract constructs or concepts in terms o.
a limited number of instances drawn from the three domains of learning: .
cognitive, affective, and psychomotor (Tieman, 1977).

Tuckman (1972) says

an operational definition is a definition based on the observable characteristics of that which is being defined.

In the field of behavioral research ,

nte
all

rar

operational definitions are formulated so that statistical methods can be
applied.

These methqds produce reportable evidence and hard conclusions .

The behavioral objectives approach requires that behavioral objectives be
precisely stated in behavioral terms.
Opposing View Points Concerning the Definition
Some educators feel that there is difficulty with explicitly defining
behavioral objectives.

MacDonald-Ross (1973) points out that some of the

problems encountered in the behavioral objective domain are extensions of
the basic problems faced by operationalism.

He states:

"What exactly

counts as an operation? What happens to the concepts when we are not performing operations or if we have not yet learnt how to perform them?"
Hempel (1958) says that the greatest advances in scientific systematisation
have not been accomplished as a result of referring explicitly to observable
behaviors, but rather by means of laws that speak of various hypothetical or
theoretical attributes.

He points out that activities, events, and attitudes

which are not ascertainable by direct observation have an important and vali d
place in the educational system.

va·
ob
of
Th

cc
ir
f.1(

ol

c

For instance, in the fine · arts it is

extremely difficult to have an observable product when judgment, feeling,
and creativity play such a major role.

MacDonald-Ross points out that as

as art subjects are concerned, there are no ultimate goals to be reached, but
rather standards of judgment and tastes to be developed.

He also says that

I
f'J

in

in the arts do represent a type of behavior, which being

·ning:
ternal is not observable.

72) says

1

Eisner (1967) supports the positions that attitudes,

lues and creative experiences are important educational aims which cannot be

la '
ranslated
research, I

character~

into behavioral terms.

Burns (1972) feels that if the definition

f behavioral objectives is concerned only with specific behaviors, there is

can be

0

1s ions.

room for expansion, self discovery, originality, and whatever you might

ish to call that which is subsumed under the general term "creativity."

ives be

.esearch Related to the Development of a Consistent Operational Definition
A series of studies (Barron, Gerlach, and Haygood, 1976, and Haygood,
erlach and Wigand, 1977) deal with analyzing rater's perception of the comefining

onents of behavioral objectives, rated both in isolation and within complete

Of the

tatements of obj ectives.

:ms of

These studies measured the deg ree to which the

various components contribute to the raters' perceptions of the complete

tly

objective. These empirical studies have currently investigated the development
Jt per-

of a consistent operational definition of the terms behavioral objective.

"'

The results indicate clearly that no single component, the verb, direct object,

.isation

condition, or standard, should be singled out as being of primary importance

servab 1e

in determining the character of a behavioral objective.

tical or
attitudes
rnd

l

valid

Investigators

ar~

moving closer towards a consistent operational definition of the behavioral

·

objective, but additional research is needed that will limit the many discrepancies among educators concerning the definition.

is

II

ing,

Form

t as far I Major Theorists Views on Form

hed, but

1

Many articles and books have appeared in the professional literature

s that

! concerning

the proper form of behavioral objectives (Mager, 1962, Bloom, 1964,
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Lindvall, 1963, Popham and Baker, 1970, and Kibler, Barker, and Miles, 1970).
Tyler . (1934) suggests one should state the objectives in such clear and

;

definite tenns that they can serve as guide for constructing test questions.
Many statements of objectives are so vague and nebulous that they prove to
be glittering generalities which are of little value as guide in teaching an
of no value in making examinations.

Mager's (1962) three criteria for a wel

stated behavioral objective are probably the best known:

(1) One should sta

the objective in tenns of what the learner will be able to do after the
learning experience.

,

This is done by selecting verbs which describe observa

actions . Such words as identify, describe, construct, and list are far less
ambiguous than verbs such as to know,

underst~nd,

or appreciate.

(2) The

second characteristic of a well stated objective is a statement of the conditions under which the performance i s to occur.

Conditions should be stated

clearly enough that others understand your intent as you

unde~stand it~

(3) The third characteristic of a well stated objective is the criterion, the
quality or level of performance that will be considered acceptable.
Some educators feel that Mager's criteria for a well-stated behavioral
objective have weaknesses.

Merrill (1970) reports that Mager's criteria for

a well-stated objective fail to distinguish the level of behavior.

He states

that there are more purposes to instructional objectives than transmission of
knowledge and increasing proficiency.

He also points out that there are two

classes of conditions under which behavior is to occur.

The first is concern

with those conditions related to a particular subject matter and unique to the
testing situation.

An example of a condition stated in a behavioral objective

for a math class would be" . .. using only a calculator ... " or " ... using only
the protractor . . . 11 The second is concerned with the psychological conditions

1
which help define the behavior being observed . This second type is quite oftei

b

es, 1970).

erlooked and is more important because the type of behavior being observed

,. and

11 change when psychological conditions are changed. In most cases the
ychological conditions are not stated in the objective, but have an impor-

?uestions.
•rove to

nt effect upon its outcome .

For example, the classroom learning environment

typically not normal the day before Christmas vacation.

MacDonald-Ross

for a wellJ 1973) feels that a fourth characteristic shoul d also be considered when deterhould stat ining what cons t 1•t ut es a we 11 stated ob.Ject1ve~
·
· s hould be
an ob"Ject1ve
the
elevant to the general educational aims of a course. He states , "No rules
observab• re given for achieving this criterion--which is actually the most difficult
far less
o achieve, yet the most important of all" (p. 12).
') The
Gagn~ and Bri ggs (1974) agree with the three basic . criteria set forth

!

he condi- · ~ Mager and later writers concerning a well-stated behavioral objective.
stated
agne and Briggs also state that the choice of verb in an object ive is a matter
i t.

f critical importance.

They feel that there are two kinds of verbs which

fti on , the r ust be incorpor ated into an objective.

The first verb denotes action . Verbs

•

1vioral
·r ia for

denoting action are not difficult to find .

Common ones are, writes , draws,

selects, mat ches, names , groups, verifies.

There are many others as well .

The following examples denotes action:

Without use of reference materials,

e states ' state the provisions of the Fi fth Amendment, i n writing . While it may be
ssion of essential for completeness of commun ication, is not necessarily the most impor3re two tant verb in the definition of an objective . The second verb, (i.e., the
major verb) whi ch they feel is probably of even greater importance in its
!

to the

implications, denotes l earned capability.

It has the purpose of communicating

bjective i the kind of human capabil i ty one expects to be learned, as it may be observed
only
in some performance exh i bi ted by the student. The following verbs descri be
:iitions performances i mplyi ng learned capabil i ties: discrimi nate, classify , demonstrate, generate , execute, originate, identify, and state .

Several examples

36'

that use verbs which describe learned capabilities are:

11

•••

states oraHy

the major issues in the Presidential campaign of 1968," and " ... identifies,
by naming, the root, leaf, and stem ofrepres.entativeplants . 11 Early writers
regarded the verb as the primary determiner for which objectives were considered behavioral.

Many writers provided us with lists of verbs.

Not unti

,ea

Deno and Jenkins (1968) was there any empirical data collected regarding the _
verb and behaviorality.

Deno and Jenkins selected a list of verbs from a

well-known experimental curriculum.

at
he

They had a group of elementary and

secondary teachers rate the verbs on a five point scale of observability.
The following results were reported by Deno and Jenkins

"The results

el
e'.

indicate that many widely used and recommended behavioral terms refer to
behavior which is not regarded by teachers to be as clearly 'observable' as
some have suggested" (p. 22).

They concluded that verbs used in behavioral

objectives are selected for usage rather than observability.

Gerlach (1974)

replicated the Deno and J enki ns study, by rating the same ninety-nine verbs.
The results obtained by the study were basically the same as those reported
by Deno and Jenkins .
A Closer Look at the Three Essential Characteristics of a Behavioral Objectiv
A verb which describes overt behavior is the main factor involved in
stating clear descriptions of what the learner must do to perform the task.
There are many verbs which could be used in behavioral objective statements.
The following list is illustrative of widely used verbs:

identify, name,

describe, construct, state, discriminate, classify, generate, name, order,
check, and perform (Sullivan, 1969, Deno and Jenkins, 1968, GagnJ and Briggs,
1974, Gerlach, 1974).

h
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a

es oral1y
den ti fies,

The choice of verb in an objective is a matter of critical importance.

The statement of
an objec.'
Wrl ers • ve should commun1ca
· t e re l 1a
· bl y, 1n
· sue h a way t hat two d1f
· f erent l iterate
·
iere conople will agree on the specific behavior which is to be exhibited by the
Not until
11
11 11
11 11
11
arner . Words such as knows, understands, appreciates, do not communi.arding the l te reliably. The action should be expressed in the objective so that anyone
from a
0 reads it will be able to identify the same performance.
Y and
The statement of conditions which specifies the cond i tion unde r which the
)il ity.
havior is to occur is the second essential characteristic of a well-stated
rly

llts
~er

primary reason is the avoidance of ambiguity.

•t

havioral objective .
to

·able ' as

The conditi ons specify the limitations and restricti ons

ich are imposed on a learner when, following instruction, he performs the
ask stated in the objective.

Conditions describe the materials, events,

ehavioral '·nformation, and the objects i n the learner's environment.
:h (1974)
1e

verbs.

·eported

Examples of stimulus

onditions include the following:
"When presented with a typed 1 i st . .. "
"With the use of c1ass notes .. • 11
"Without the use of classnotes or other references ... "

ObJ·ec t 1' ve·~mbiguity is reduced when precise · limitations and restrictions are spec i fied.
The third essential characteristic of a well stated behavioral objective
ed in
e tas k.

is the statement of criterion, which describes how well the learner is to per-

tements.

form the task . · The criterion or standard provides a basis for evaluating the

iarne,

prescribed behavior .

For example, cons i der the objective "Name the four major

food crops grown in Arizona. 11 The standard is "correctly name all four major
1rder,
Br l. ggs, ,, food crops grown in Arizona and only those four . Thus a pe rformance standard
. is a specified level of achievement used to determine whether or not a task
has been mastered satisfactorily .

Performance standards help both teachers

as

and students know where any given student is in a program.

Mager (1962)

states, "When the minimum acceptable performance for each objective is specified we have a performance standard to use in assessing students' work.
io

Mastery generally means that the student will exhibit the performance
100% of the time (minus some small percent for "measurement error").

However

. frequently it is appropriate to set a lower standard, such as three out of
five problems solved correctly, or four out of six defects identified (Bloom,
1971).

_ki
tr

Is

Briggs (1970) states, "Many people find the how well criterion the mo

awkward to include in a statement of objectives.

But, for objectives requiri

more complex evaluation, it may be easier to omit this third criterion from

'·hE

i>
e<

the actual statement of the objective, and present it in the scoring key, and
grade conversion guide, showing just what standard of student performance wil
be considered acceptable."
Behavioral objectives do not state in quantitative terms what criteria
will be used to determine whether or not the objective has been satisfactoril
met {Gagne and Briggs, 1974).

The objective does not say how many times the

h

student is to "demonstrate the addition of whole numbers, 11 or how many "errors
will be permitted.

They do not state what will be needed for the observer to

,

be confident that the objective has been met.

.

Gagne and Briggs feel that the • t ·

are two reasons why the criteria should
not be included in the objective
.
ment.

- ar

stat-~

First, the criteria specified in an objective is not likely to be

applied in the same manner to all individuals.

ti

Second, the question of

0

criteria of performance is a question of "how to measure," and is bound up wH ,
the techniques of .performance assessment.

At the point in the instructional

.

planning when objectives are being described, it is confusing to become
concerned with assessment procedure.

The concept of mastery implied by ·the

01

0

m
c
b

-

(1962)

jective statement is derived from an important theoretical viewpoint.

eo~ underlying Gagn~'s (1970) learning hierarc~ies accounts for the func-

work.

According to

formance

)·

.
~

HoweverI
out of

The

th~

theory, the achievement of an intellectual

Kill is important because it supports the learning of more complex skills.
rictly speaking from a practical view, Gagn' and Briggs point ~ut that it

js
I"

not possible to predict in precise terms how mastery should be measured.
1ed (Bloom ,
.
hey state, "It is not wise to adopt some arbitrary standard like five out of
'1 on the m
ix correct responses. The cri te'r i on of mastery .I/ti 11 vary with what is being
·es requiri
earned, and needs to be determined as a part of the assessment process" (p. 89).
ion from
The roles of the three basic components of an objective, as stated by
g key, and
ager {1962) have been researched by Barron and Gerlach (1974). Their results
rmance wi 1
'
onfirmed the importance of the verb in objectives, but they also found that
:riteria

'sfactorily

he choice of conditions and criteria influences the rating of a complete
bjective.
~erb,

.imes the

Haygood et al . (1977) state that "no single component, such as the

should be singled out as being of primary importance in determining the

t:haracteristic of a behavioral objective . "
ny "errors'
Some writers contend that form should be considered only as a function of
server to
n objective. There is little point in requiring a teacher to write an objec ~
that ther1
tive in standard form without taking into account the purpose for stating the
tive state:
objective (Harlen, 1972). This purpose should provide the basis for teachers
) be
to make decisions in their everyday work in guiding learning in the classroom.
Of
I

•

me
~Y

cated by Mager may be of help to some in encouraging clarity of thought, it may
the

I

be unnecessary for others" ( p. 234) .

.
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Instructional, or classroom, objectives are primarily the responsibilit
of teachers and cannot be determined by anyone else (Harlen, 1972).

Unfor-

tunately, teachers are frequently untrained in the use or formulation of
behavioral objectives in which case outsiders suggest examples or provide
guides to defining objectives.

This may do as much harm as good if teachers

accept others' objectives as their own, or if they go through a superficial
training which teaches them the form but not the philosophy behind the
of objectives (Marlen, 1972).
Many teachers are now being given the opportunity to implement a develo
objective based instructional program.

Niedermeyer and Sullivan (1977} stat

that teachers do have the option of accepting or rejectin9 an objective basea
program on their judgment of the worth of its objectives and resources for
their pupils.

There is. no expli cit requirement that teachers are to use all

the materials that have been developed for them, or closely follow the recommended instructional procedures . The intention of the teacher and the progra
however, is to produce successful pupil performance on the objectives.

To

reach this goal teachers should use whatever resources and creative abilities
they have.
III

Function of Behavioral Objectives
The functions of behavioral objectives can be divided into four categoriE

(1) aid in design of developing efficient instructional programs; (2) provide
guidance in evaluation of instructional programs; (3) facilitate learning for
students; and (4) inform teachers, administrators, and general public of the
purposes of the instructional program.
Aid in Design of

Instruct~on .

Objectives offer a systematic means of

sponsibilit' anning in education.
.
).

. . a program or system, one needs to know
When des1gn1ng

Unfor:ion of

at a successful solution will look like as well as what criteria it must

provide

e only possible rational basis for evaluating the success of the learning

f teachers

perience.

perficial

tisfy. MacDonald-Ross (1973) implies that behavioral objectives can provide

The course becomes successful only if the students can demonstrate

~tisfactorily

what the objectives predict.

He also states that objectives

the conce1 ndicate how the process of teaching should be cond.ucted as well as help to
sist in the selection and design of instructional activities.
t a develo

197

A systematic procedure for developing instruction has been developed by

state'l agn~ (1974) . He states that when objectives are known, one is able to infer

7)

:tive based ·hat kind of learned capability i~ being acquired, and one can also determine
·ces for
hat conditions will be needed to bring about the learning with greatest
o use all fficiency. Clearly, then, the systematic design of lessons which make up
the recom- ~ourses will result in the development of a sizeable coll ection of statements
the
f objectives. This collection of objectives will be constructed by using
~s.

To

abilities

uch schemata as Bloom's Taxonomy (1956) or Gagn~'s learning hierarchy (1970).
igher level objectives will ,be formulated which will depend on the acquisiion of lower level objectives.

These lower level objectives will be stepping

tones or prerequisite skills that will have to be mastered before the higher
. level goal or objective can be achieved. Thus the specification of prerequisite
ca t egor1
) prov1'd e skills should provide a complete description of those previously learned skills
.
needed by the learner in order to acquire the new skill most readily . The
rn1ng for
·
.. of t he l identification of performance objectives makes possible the classification of
capabilities into useful categories.
ins Of

Without these categories, we can deal

with learning principles only on a very general basis.

With them, it becomes

possible to infer what kinds of learned capabilities are being acquired ~t any

I
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given point in the learning process.

One can also determine under what cond'

tions (internal as well as external) the learning experience takes place.
This knowledge may increase the efficiency of one's instruction.
Instruction is to be designed wi th reference to performance obfectives a
the prerequisite capabilities they imply.

The first necessary component in tl f

design of instruction is to classify the lesson as having a particular type 0_ x
learning objective.

Along with specifying objectives, two other components

are included in the design of instruction.

e

One is developing methods, designl e

materials; producing media, and developing learning experiences or exercises;
the other is evaluating the success of the learners after the instructional
process.

Mager (1968) describes the three components of instruction in an

easy to remember format:

(l) Where am I going?, which refers to how

the objectives; (2) How will I get there?, which refers to how to achieve the
objectives; and (3) How will I know when I've arrived?, which is the evaluati
process of determin i ng whether or not the student has satisfactorily
the objective.

These three questions can be used when planning instruction.

One does not have to proceed in any given order when developing the thre
components.

MacDonal d-Ross (1973) feels this would be entirely too mechanica tt

a view of the procedure of instructional design.

Rather, he suggests that

the designer should do his best in developing objectives, then move on to
considering the end-of-unit tests, and then select and develop the instructioiar
materials.

This procedure would be carried out until one felt that each

component had been specified as clearly as possible.

t

At this point one would

develop a first draft; quite frequently there wi ll be changes in some of the
objectives .

But of course one would be doing this on the basis of some

evidence rather than on the basis of some vagu·ely conceived or haphazard

....

one should realize that although objectives are intended to be a
place.

sis for prescribing course structure and evaluation, frequent adjustments
st be made in practice.

jectives a

1

onent in

There are varied viewpoints concerning the advantages and disadvantages
:fusing behavioral objectives in instructional design.

Baker (1974) for

la~ type ol xample, feels that the use of behavioral objectives in forming a basis for
11ponents

estructuring instructional programs may have some negative consequences.

js, d~signlecause objectives are stated in operational language, they appear to be
~xercises; ore teachable .

icti ona 1
i

in an

Objectives may look achievable if they follow the fonnula :

Given ... the student will be able to •. . 11 , but such is not always the case.
ecause it is easy to transform goals into the accepted behavioral objectives
ormat, examples of learning may be casually produced.

Baker states that

:hieve the.lany supervisors and curriculum specialists feel that as long as the behavioral
evaluatim,erb has been supplied, there is little to criticize . She also states that
'most behavioral objectives do not present sufficient cues regarding what a
ruction.

eacher should alter in instruction in order to facilitate improved learning."
Objectives help as a stimulus to clear thinking by forcing the teachers

n_echanica

think in specific terms rather

~han

in vague ambiguities.

MacDonald-Ross

; that

(1973) feels that this is a prerequisite for any system of des ign or planning

rn to

and that such thinking yields the additional benefit of revealing value judg-

istructio~ments that might otherwise remain concealed.

!ach

Once externalized, such thinking

can be subjected to criticism and testing, and thus instruction can be improved.

ine would ~ Since objectives can provide a stimulus for clear thinking, they can help
of the

teachers in developing instructional goals, strategies, purposes, and methods.

me

,· Kibler,

ard

l instructional intent in behavioral objectives, other teachers will be able to

Cegala, Parker, and Miles {1974) suggest that if teachers state their
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understand what content is being covered within their classroom.
Although there is not complete acceptance among educators of the specif
use of behavioral objectives in designing instruction, it can be agreed that
behavioral objectives can provide guidelines for teaching and can lay the
foundation for a systematic approach for curriculum planning .
Guidance in Evaluation of Instruction.
evaluation process .

Objectives are useful in the

Gagn~ (1970) states that descriptions of objectives are

descriptions of what must be observed in order to verify that the · desired
learning has taken place .

Consequently, statements of objectives are used

for assessing student learning.

Teachers may use objectives to design situa

tions within which student performance can be observed; or objectives can be
used as a basis for test construction.

While objectives can be used as a

basis for evaluating students, they can also be used as a basis for evaluati
instruction.

Since objectives are directly related to instructional content,

and since they include a performance standard, both the student and the
teacher can know the quality and quan tity of a successful performance.

If

students constantly fail to meet the standard specified in the objective, thi
can help the teacher to evaluate either the instructional content or activiti
that are related to the objectives not being attained by the students.

Revis

of the instructional content and/or activities may be needed at this time.
Kibler et al. (1974) feel that there are primarily three functions of
in instruction:

(1) student achievement of instructional objectives; (2)

evaluation of instructional materials; and (3) evaluation of the instructor.
Kibler goes on to say that while both norm-referenced and criterion-reference,
testing can be used to provide information concerning the three functions,
criterion~referenced

testing is best suited for accomplishing functions one

l

d two, and norm-referenced testing is best suited for function three.

It is

tremely important that teachers be able to determine the student's level of

~reed

that ' chievement at any time during an instructional program.

lay the

This can be done

ery effectively by keeping an accurate record of the students' progress on
ach performance objective throughout the i nstructional program . When teachers

in the

ave this type of information, they will know how the student is performing at

:tives are f ny time and they will be able to pinpoint any weaknesses in learners.
esired

.~

re used

Evaluation can occur throughout the instructional process.

tates that tests over competencies of an objective are useful for determining
hether or not students need additional remedial work.

can

~s

Briggs (1970)

They also are a useful

ource for pinpointing trouble when a student fails the test of a specific

::l as a

ehavioral objective.

When tests are given for specific objectives, then can

evaluati n" erve as a guide for the teacher in determining whether the student is ready
' content ,

to the next objective.

the

Tests for units of instruction can reveal the

learner 's mastery of more complex objectives.
If

e.

End-of-course tests can indi-

cate the students' ability to solve more complex problems or to apply their

t ive, thi~ knowledge to a wider range of situations .

Gagn~ (1974) feels the pre-tests

activitil based upon criterion objectives can also help to identify students who have
s.
.

Revis~ acquired the

t ime.

level of performance before instruction begins.

Such objectives

,

1may also help in identifying students who lack the pre-requisites to satis-

f evaluatl factorily meet the criteria set forth in an objective.

; (2)

:ructor.

Teachers have few rules to go by when writing test items; selection of
1

content is often haphazard.

Consequently, when teachers are faced with a

·eferenced student who has not satisfactorily met the objectives, they often have dif.ions,

ficulty in selecting content for practice items.

ns one

inspecting the test, what relevant class of examples they may use that will

Teachers usually guess, after
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correspond to the objective.

Baker (1974) feels the answer to providing da

to facilitate improvement of instructional programs lies in domain referene1
testing.

This type of testing can supply both the data needed for assessme

1

of instructional programs and information suitable for feedback to teachers
to facilitate planning.

The use of domains in the design of tests helps

reduce the production of trivial objectives.

A domain consists of a subset

of knowledge, skills, understanding or attitudes where the essential elemen°
of the content, in which the student is expected to acquire, is carefully
described.

Baker states, "domains for teaching and testing represent an

attempt to find a reasonable compromise between vagueness and
(p. 11).

Domain require the teacher to

foc~s

to which the learner's skill is to apply.

over-precis io~

on the range of eligible cont

Designation of content rules

represents the major difference between domain-referenced testing and
based evaluation.

objec~

Content limits provide a set of rules to describe what

content is appropriate to include or to sample in the test on instructional
examples.

The content limits describe the range of content to which the

learner is expected to respond .
Referring again to the three components in the design of instruction
(seep. 15), it can be seen that instruction is cyclical.
components are in constant feedback loops.

Tha·t is, the thr

Not only does the finished

product get tested and revised, but even the objectives themselves are
to revision.

The result of such cycling is that the objectives, course

content, and tests may eventually form parts of an interlocking system,
changes in one part will require adjustments in the other two parts.

whe~

The

advantage here is that the system can continue improving over a period of t t

n-relevant material.

The second is that objectives may provide some organi -

reference ation or general structure to the content or subject matter.
assessme
teachers

Duchastel and

rrill also point out that objectives may serve a management function by
to better organize their time and learning experiences

helps

n tenns of the goals of the course.

a subset

ra!11lling sessions which often precede tests .

1 element

roviding learners feedback in terms of the criteria set forth in the objective,

eful ly

nab ling students to deal with any discrepanci es between performance and goal.

nt an
precision'

This might help eliminate the typical
Another function is that of

Finally, presenting objectives to students may help to motivate them.
ho

Students

know that they have satisfactorily met the cri teri a set forth in the

)le conten objective will probably be more motivated than st~dents whose only reinforceJles
ment comes from a grade at the end of a course. Duchastel and Merrill also
id objecti point out that presenti ng objectives to st uden ts wil l have no results if the
· what
students pay no attenti on to them in the learning situation. Therefore,
ctional
teachers must make an effor t to thoroughly explain the meaning of objectives
the

to students so that they will actuall y use them whil e learning.

A discussion

on the form and function of behavioral objectives would be helpful.
:tion

teachers must be careful not to gi ve long and extensive lists of objectives to

:he three students.
~d

However,

This may overwhelm and confuse them . Such a list would defeat its

own purpose .

,

Gagne et al. (1974) agree that the advantage of providing objectives to
se

students is that it informs the learners of their goal . Gagn~ disagrees with
those who contend that when one communicates an objective to students, they may

The

be inhibited from trying to meet still other objecti ves which they may formu~
late themselves .
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Facilitates Student Learning.

When behavioral objectives are given

t~

students prior to the instructional content which is to be presented, they
provide guidance to the student in the processing of information.
(1968)

ns1

Deterlin

ti

says that if students are told precisely what the objectives are, in ar

the form of minimum performance requirements, and if they are given · sample le
test questions, performance can be improved . Behavioral objectives provide f
goals which are definable and assist in guiding the teacher in developing

f

student activities.

a~

If behavioral objectives are used to tell the student

exactly how he is going to be tested, the threatening aspect of the test wi
probably be reduced.

Testing is a means by which students can check on thet ·

progress, or as a tool which the teacher uses to help them progress.

By.

providing the objectives to the students one is communicating to the
what they are to do, to achieve satisfactorily.

ue

Kapfer (1970), too,

presenting behav ioral objectives to students . He says that if students are
given objectives they will be able to make · intelligent choices concerning ho
they will attain them.

In the past, students have not had this opportunity.

b il

Kibler et al . (1974) state that it seems reasonable that students who are
presented with behavioral objectives are spared the frustration and timeconsuming effort of trying to guess what the teacher expects of them.

It al pr•

seems logical that students will _learn more if they are told what is expecte in!
of them and how they will be expected to demonstrate that they have satisfactorily met the objective.

su
to

There are several more reasons for providing objectives to students
(Duchastel and Merrill, 1974) . The first is that behavioral objectives may

Si nee they wi 11 know exactly what i· bo
co
be able to discriminate between relevant and

provide direction to students' learning.
expected of them, they

- --

·-·~~-·

~--------

wi~l

te

Informs the Teacher, Admin1strator, and the Lay Citizen of Purposes of

-

nstructional Pro ram.
Deterl i

Accountability in education has gained acceptance from

t h the public and the federal government.

With the growing involvement of

rent graups in making decisions about local educational systems, it is
1

en ·sample

lear that some fonn of accountability is needed.

es provide

f the exact nature of what learning and schooling are all about.

veloping

f accountability is becoming a more frequently discussed issue in education.

~

The public should be aware
This type

parents, funding agencies, and legislators are all extemely

student

1e test wil interested in having some type of proof that education in fact is taking place
?ck on thei in our schools.
s.

By.

he studen

Are schools really doing what they say they are doing? Why

should any educator try to cover up what is being taught? How and what should
"Johnny" know and do by the end of the school year? The answer to these

o, advocat questions is quite simple and straightforward:
dents are

Specify the objectives, which

in turn will inform these people about what we are doing and how we can prove

: erning ho it.

To achieve the balance between spending and student learning that accounta-

)Ortunity. bility demands, the teacher and school system must show evidence that students
1ho are
time-

m.

It al

s expecte

satis-

have learned as a result of their instruction.

Educational accountability can

be demonstrated successfully only when educational goals and objectives are
precisely identified and stated.

Kibler et al. (1974) say that the use of

instructional bojectives will allow teachers to convey their goals to their
supervisors and school boards.

Burns (1972) suggests that specifying what is

to be learned is obviously the function of objectives .
ents

In order to defend budgets or requests for funds, administrators and

ves may

teachers can provide the content of courses in objective form to the school

ly what i

board and thus demonstrate the need for expenditures to the board in more

and

concrete terms.

This process is much better than trying to provide verbal or
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verbal-pictorial representations of learning situations as they really exis
because board members are often too far removed from the classroom. Thus ,
instructional objectives may provide a basis for logical, concrete reasons
spending money.

Scott (1974) states that objectives can also be used to

explain to parents or to the community the philosophy on which a
of instruction is based.
cess.

Parents are often neglected in the educational pr

However, parents are becoming increasingly concerned about the quali

of education in the schools and are becoming more
process. A list of objectives could be sent home to the parents telling th
which objectives their child attained . Parents could then evaluate the progress of their child at intervals during the year and check to make
their child is keeping up.

This would help inform parents about the content

being taught as well as the childs ' growth in the program. These objectives
could also infonn parents of the child's weaknesses and strengths.

Such a

procedure would be quite an improvement over the report care procedure

I

corranonly used.
There appear to be a least two advantages to the use of objectives in
most teach i ng situations.

First, objectives prompt teachers to determine th

mostsignificantaspects of the subject matter to be learned . The second is
that objectives aid in establishing criteria for the measurement of classro
achievement.

Since instructional objectives require teachers to specify

criteria for acceptable behaviors and to determine in advance how satisfacto
performance will be measured, teachers can achieve an increased sense of
security. They feel more secure in their position and more satisfied with
their professional contribution when they are confident in teaching the subj
matter, confident of the subject matter's importance, and confident that the

b

·eally
m.

Thus,

e reasons

asuremen

t techniques will measure whether or not the objectives have been

t satisfactorily.

Instructional objectives are important at two levels of administration.

used to

e administrator who is in charge of curricula relies on objectives to insure

at content and subject matter are covered adequately and that subject matter
not overlap or become redundant.

Instructional objec-

thread of continuity among related courses.

Instructional

by teachers give the supervising administrator insight
nto the teachers' philosophy and course goals. Teachers can collect data to
etermine the effectiveness of their instructional program and if students
failing to meet the standards set forth in the objectives, it
of poor instruction.
)bjectives

This in turn will enable administrators

o more effectively evaluate teachers.

Such a
lure

IV The Cases for and Against Behavioral Objectives
The Case for Behavioral Objecti ves.

i ves in

ook

Since the time Mager's (1962) classic

on Preparing Instructional Objectives provided a major stimulus to the

ermine the se of behavioral objectives in the field of education, two distinct schools
2cond is
classroo~

!Cify

of thought emerged, the first arguing the case for the use of behavioral
objectives, and the other against the . use.

In arguing the case for the use

of behavioral objectives in education, a large number of claims have been made.

t isfacto Proponents of the use of behavioral objectives maintain that behavioral objece Of

tives clearly indicate to students what is required of them, and as a result.

d wi th

student performance improves (Gagn~, 1970 , Mager, 1968, Popham et al., 1969,

:he subje and Tyler, 1964).
:hat the

Objectives can also provide communication between the

teacher and the student.

Students become aware of where they are going and

what is expected of them when objectives are given to them .

Objectives work
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as an organizer. A considerable number of studies collected empirical data
which indicate that giving objectives to students prior to instructioD wi ll
enhance student learning.

Dalis (1970) demonstrated that by using precise

instructional · objectives in advance of instruction enhanced learning of hi
school students in a health education class. The study implies, however,
objectives must be stated in precise terms, otherwise their value to the
learning situation is doubtful.

Doty (1968) investigated the effect

senting objectives to students in a reading class.

The results showed tha

the students who had prior knowledge of the objectives scored significantly
higher on a posttest than did students who did not have prior knowledge.
Lawrence (1970) studied two· groups of students in a nursing care course, wh
Engel (1968) studied two groups of students in a mathematics course.
studies reported that the group who received the behavioral objectives prio
to instruction performed significantly better on a posttest.

Blaney and

McKie (1969) divided sixty volunteers into three groups, a behavioral objectives group, a general introduction gr oup, and a pretest group.
showed that the behavioral objectives group did significantly better than

t

introduction group on a posttest. The results also showed no significant
difference between the pretest group and the behavioral objectives group on
posttest.

Students in a college economics class were divided into two grou

One group received the behavioral objectives and the other did not. Tieman
(1968) reports that by using retention scores as criterion, the behavioral
objectives group scored significantly better than the non-objectives group .
There are also several studies that have shown no significant differenc
between groups of students who have received behavioral objectives and grou
who have not (Boardman, 1970, Smith, 1967, and Weinberg, 1970). Therefore,

tiOl,'I Will
precise

owever,
to the

l "zability of providing objectives to students prior to instruction
1enera i
·iy determined . The evidence reported here demonstrates the comaot eas1
However, it has been shown that objectives . sometimes

lp and are almost never harmful. Therefore, if the provisions of objectives
relatively inexpensive, one might as well make them available to students
chastel and Merrill, 1973).
An~ther

>wed that
fi cantly

reason for using behavioral objectives is that they serve as

rational aids, basically because they are designed in terms of action
That is, they act as a medium of communication or a

edge.

people.
Both
ves prior

pproach quite often in our schools.

~

objecresults

By using well specified guidelines, in

he form of behavioral objectives, each team member will know exactly what

asked of him.

y and
:i l

Curriculum design is developed by the team

Thus, the division of labor can become a much easier

ask.
A third claim for us ing behavi oral objectives is that by specifying the

xact behaviors one wants the students to exhibi t, the teacher is bet ter able
~ ;cant

roup on
wo group

o select appropriate )earning activities or to design and suggest alternative

instruction strategies appropriate tQ the individual learner.

By constructing

objectives that meet Mager' s criteria for a well stated behavioral objective,
the teachers will be guided in their choice of selecting instructional

Tieman
activities that will be specific, precise, and relevant to the desired outcome.
tiara l

Because of the systematic approach to instruction that behavioral objectives
group.
fferenc
d groups
:!fore,

afford, the teacher can also pinpoint, at any time during instruction, those
students who may be experiencing difficulty in achieving the objective. Thus,
the teacher will be able to design and suggest alternative instruction
strategies appropriate to the individual learner.

In this sense, the use of

behavioral objectives serves as an operational aid for the teacher in prov ·
individual treatment for students.

Because the outcomes of objectives can

replicated, treatment can be individualized.

This means

different entry characteristics are recognized and remedial work can be
provided forthosewho may need it.

Tests developed on the basis

provide the teacher with di agnostic capabilities.

MacDonald-Ross (1973) st

that individualization may also mean that students can choose their own way
reach the objectives.

For example, they might form contracts, which are

written agreement between the teacher and student, to teach the goal or
objectives specified by the teacher.
Clear and well sequenced objectives are necessary for indi.vidualizatio
of instruction.

Through testing, the teacher identifies where the child is

academically at different times in the instructional program.

Piper (1977)

points out that frequent re-evaluation is needed in order to continue moving
the child along ' in the instructional sequence.

Careful and frequent

if•

recording of student progress is needed to facilitate the quality and
of individualized instruction , as well as allowing for the evaluation and
continued improvement of teaching techniques . .
A fourth claim for using behavioral objectives is that they play
part in the Objectives Based Instructional Programs that are being implemen
in our schools.

Classroom verified objective based programs have the

for enabling teachers to provide students with the sufficient amounts of
practice, feedback, and self correction needed to acquire competency on
objectives is still very new to many teachers.

Therefore, objective-based

te

programs are assisting teachers in successfully promoting pupil attainment o PE
the objectives by providing guidelines for effective teaching procedure.

r in

that the teachers use to develop the instructional materials

tives

d procedures so that there is a high level of pupil achievement on the

ients

jectives requires extens ive amounts of time, money, and expertise.

:an be

d Niedenneyer (1977) point out that if teachers want students to achieve

Sullivan

stery of objectives, teachers must also be provided with instructional
teTials and procedures developed especially for the

obj~ctives

of the

r own way essen. They go on to say that merely providing behavioral objectives to the
ch are

eachers will have little effect on the learning situation.

Teachers

al or

hould not be accountable for high levels of pupil performance on objectives
ithout the proper development of instructional materials and procedures.

Jalization ulTivan and Niedermeyer conclude that with the increasing rate of objectives
child is

ased programs in our schools, there is need for empirical evidence to support

!r (1977}

he concept of Objective Based Instructional Programs.
A fifth claim for using behavioral objectives i-s that they provide useful

"fnonnation for evaluating curriculum planning.

t

Objectives guide the teacher

nd

nd student in the teaching-learning process and they provide a measure against

on and

hich progress can be judged.

If teachers are to improve their teaching,

hey must have information that determines the success of different teaching

iy a majo

ethods and strategies that are used in instruction.

·mplement

bjectives help provide this information.

e potent

lanntng evaluation is analyzed by using either norm-referenced or criterion-

s of
on
·based

referenced testing procedures.

The information concerning curriculum

Norm-referenced t esting compares an individual's

perfonnance with that of a normative group.

The standard in this type of

testing is comparing a particular student's score with how other individuals

nment of performed on the test .
re.

Well -stated, clear

On the other hand, cri terion-reference.d evaluation

procedures are designed to determine whether a student has achieved mastery

of a behavior as specified in an instructional objective(s).

In criterion

referenced testing the interpretation of a student's score performance is i
no way dependent upon the performance of other students.

Criterion-refere

procedures assume that if instructional objectives are important, teachers
should be concerned with whether students have achieved them, not with how
they achieved relati ve to their peers.

Objectives help to provide

on student achievement throughout the unit of instructiona as well
of the unit.

Kibler et al. (1974) point out that criterion referenced testi

is used for at least four different types of testing purposes :

(1) for

pre-assessment purposes, {2) fo·r formative testing--to check on the progress
students so that assistance may be provided when necessary, (3) to determine
whether components of instructional model need modification, and (4) to
determine whether students have achieved the criterion levels of objectives
end of instructional unit.

Teachers can determine whether students are read

llM!a

ori
the

He
de

to go on to higher order objectives or more complex objectives by evaluating
lower level ones .

Accurate assessment of what each student can and cannot d

is critical for good teaching.

It is a waste of time, as well as frustrating

to tell students what they already know about .the content being presented or
to present information that is "over their heads. " Teachers have d'i ffi culty
determining where their students are in the instructional process . With
objectives clearly in mind , much of the guesswork is eliminated.

When stude

see that they have ach ieved a satisfactory performance on lower level objecti
they are encouraged to further effort.

Clearly stated objectives motivate

both teachers and students .

th
ge

1n

yo

u
ca

Behavioral objectives may be informative in ·regard to curriculum planni
Bruton (1974) has done research on whether or not behavioral objectives would

ed
SE

vide information for curriculum planning.
1ance is ;

The researcher evaluated a widely .

set of oral language objectives from the Distar Language I Program
lemaRn, Osborne, and Englemann, 1969) for use with first grade children.

t eachers

results showed that fifty-four of the eighty- five objectives were shown

111

useful in relation to instruction.

The results also indicate that

irty-one of the objectives were not applicable for classroom use.

Thus, the

5~arch cited shows that objectives can be used for guiding student learning.
) for
e progres&
determine
4) to

bjectives

The case Against .Use of Behavioral Objectives .
11eans, favor the use of behavioral objectives.

Not all educators, by any

One concern is that of the

origin of objectives--how are they derived? MacDonald-Ross (1973) states that

there is no consistent view among educators as to the origin of objecti ves.

He feels that two schools of thought have emerged concerning methods for
deriving behavioral objectives.

One group attempts to provide explicit rules

for converting observable human action i nto behavioral obj ect1ves .
Ross refers to this group as the "hardliners . "
fr us tratin

MacDonald-

They .do not ag ree with the

distinction between knowledge and skills and between education and training.
The hardliners believe that one can observe a 11 master performer" at a task

!sented or
lifficulty
With

el object
otivate

and be able to prescribe educational objectives.

MacDonald-Ross feels that

the task analysis procedure might be effective for skills but inadequate for
general education.

For example, trying to specify the objectives for a course

1n engineering by observing master performers would be quite fruitless unless
you were also willing to take into account the network of knowledge and
understanding underlying their actions .
case thus seems to fail.

MacDonald-Ross states 11 the hardline

It is not sufficient to use observations of action

(whether of action at work, or during examinations) fo r a prescription of
educational objectives, if' one takes the meaning of the word 'education' at al l
seriously. 11

d to be

and ambi_guous.

ation and
ehavioral

In trying to eliminate ambiguity, one runs the risk of
long list of objectives.

Wight (1973) states that when

achers begin writing objectives for what they hope to see as a result of ·
struction, they often write a behavioral objective for each intended outcome.
bis can result in a list so long that is more an obstacle course than an aid

matter.
ig can hel
>recise
:er's
·rational

to learning for the student.

Wight also states that meeting the specification

for a properly written objective often inhibits productive thinking.
get
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Teachers

caught up in the mechanics of writing behavioral objectives that they

1-0se sight of their priorities, namely, what they are really trying to teach.
MacO-onald-Ross (1973) concludes that "every time behavioral objectives have
been constructed on a large scale this problem of specificity· has proved quite

not refl

fearsomely difficult."

He feels that no satisfactory rules have emerged and

perhaps the problem of specificity is insolvable in principle.
fer from
)jective i
iere is a
'e behavio
.e Mager's
t he
ed
i nitions

Kapfer (1972) state that the level of specificity in constructing objectives
has seemed to transform education into a mechanistic program devoid of real
human value. They point out that one of the most compelling critics of
behavioral objectives, Charles Silverman (1970), states "Indeed, the approach
to insturctional technology that most researchers are following (based on
precise, measurable, behavioral terms) is l ike'Jy to compound what is wrong with
American education--its failure to develop sensitive autonomous, thinking,
humane individuals" (p. 196}.
Triviality is another criticism of behavioral objectives.

:tives is
(1973)
pecifici ·
o become

Woodruff and

In trying to

satisfy the requirements of a properly written behavioral objective, teachers
quite often find themselves listing inconsequential student behaviors and overlooking important ones.
prescribed form .

Meaningful objectives are more difficult to state in

Pascal (1975) states that many educational goals which can be

expressed in behavioral objective form are trivial, with the result that i
tant outcomes of education are under-emphasized.

Popham (1968) states that

going through the process of constructing explicitly stated objectives, edu
can identify and weed out the trivial goals; then they can begin
tion to more meaningful educational objectives.

pa~ing

att

MacDonald-Ross (1973) stat

that while Popham's response that trivial objectives can be weeded out once
revealed may be true, it still avoids the
operationalism.

11

huge 11 problems of origins and

He feels that the problem of triviality is still a problem

One of the most fundamental problems with behavioral objectives is tha
the objective itself is confused with the indicator (means of determining
whether the objective is achieved (Wight, 1973). A behavioral objective is
statement of a measurement to be taken, under specified conditions with
criteria for evaluation to act as evidence that the desired behavior has beE
ach ieved.

Many educators suggest that one should write a general statement

or goal first.

Then behavioral objectives can be written which relate to tt

general statements.

But the general goal is often lost because of the

focu~

the behavioral objective; too much attention is devoted to the present performance specified in the indicator as opposed to the future capabilities
for in the general goal.
to the goal.

Ci

Special effort should be made to relate the indi ci

If this does not happen the student may find little meaning i1

the specification of . performance .
Behavioral objectives frequently do not take into account that there mi
be many ways of assessing whether an objective has been achieved.

This is

particularly true when dealing with higher order cognitive objectives or
objectives in the affective domain.

An additional criticism of behavioral

objectives is that they do not specify the measurement to be used.

There a·

llt that i

.nt 1Y
.

1ea-rn1n 9

:tives,

many opportunities for assessing the behavior demonstrated within
activity and some of these may be better than those spedfied in

behavioral objective.

It may be argued that behavioral objectives do not

vent educators from seeking other evidence to verify that the behavior has
satisfactorily .

But the point is that a well-stated behavioral

jective has a measurement component that is explicitly stated, which causes
i ns and

he teacher not to look further for additional evidence that the objective has

The question arises as to which behaviors or products of behavior can be
ermining

ecepted as valid for the purpose of objectives? Harlen (1972) states "behavior,

j ecti ve is

~definition,

:; with

ame interpretation of a particular i tern of behavior" ( p. 226).

ior has
statement
~ l a te

=

y be observed only under cetain special condition.

Some behaviors

Are these described

ehaviors to be restricted to those objectives that can be observed and
bjectively judged only under certain condition?

t he

~ sen t

is observable, but two observers would not always agree on the

Harlen points out that

bservable behavioral changes are only sampled, and that indications that a
per-

hange in behavior has taken place can never be a certainty.

He feels that

>il i ti es ca

blurred line between what is accepted as · observable and what is

t he indic not. Taba

(1962)

feels that deciding whether or not the criteri a of the

meaning in objective has been reached is less important.

Harlen feels that the standard

of acceptable performance in a behavior objective should not be rigidly
applied and that some "slack" should be allowed, otherwise there is a potential
This is
1es or
iavioral

drawback in specifying behavioral objectives with explicit criteria .
Some educators are expressing a distaste for the whole process of
defining objectives.

Sheehan (1974) states that advocates of behavioral

objectives have become overly zealous and preach the i r message with a
vengeance.

Eis ne r (1967) states that many educators f eel that the specifi-

cation of objectives encour ages students to seek the l i ne of l eas t r es i st ance

G2

and thus lower their own educational goals.

Other educators feel that the

are important educational aims which cannot be translated into behavioral
terms--attitudes, values and the creative experiences.

Still others feel

the heavy emphasis on behavioral objectives implies training rather than
education.

Some educators believe that the behavioral objective movement w

.s terilize education.

Sheehan (1974} states "The attempt to package, to

circumscribe, and to modularize materials for the consumer is seen as
productive.

It is in direct conflict with the more important goals of

teaching students to identify their own educational requirements, to deci de
what they would like to learn and what is important to them with i n the
of what i s availab l e and their own abilities." He goes on to say that the
student must be able to learn on his own with the help of the
books, films, television, journals, colleagues, his own observation, and the tu(
teachers.

He must derive from them what is important without the aid of

superimposed instructional objectives.

ff~

Sheehan feel s that behavioral object hr•

advocates have pushed their views too zealously and tend to see objectives a
ends in themselves rather than as being only a small part in the i nstruction
process.
A final criticism by educators in regard to use of behavioral objective
is that it takes an enonnous amount of extra time and energy to formulate and
them.

Conroy (1973} points out that most commercially produced instructiona

programs that do provide behavioral objectives describe outcomes that are
usually limited to lower level skill capabilities. As a result, teachers a
forced to write most of the objectives for the programs. Teachers feel that
their role is becoming one of a clerk whose role is to mechanically
behavioral objectives.

Conroy also feels that even though there is broad

w
t

- -...a.--_,,,. __~ -~~--------·----------

ement about the benefits of using behavioral objectives in education,
>ehavioral
:hers feel
her than
movement
age, to

i 1s

ativelY little use is being made of the systematic process of developing
rarely does a total school system manage its entire
program by behavioral objectives.

He concludes:

"The fact of

that the vast majority of American teachers just do not use
havioral objectives as a part of their professional practice."

of

. to decide

Although there are several logical reasons for using instructional objecthere is limited empirical data to support their use.

Kibler et al.

point out that there are only about fifty or so experimental studies
ocused on instructional objectives.
Jn, and the tudies are inconsistent.

Unfortunately, the results of these

They also provide no conclusive evidence about the

ffect of instructional objectives on learning. Kibler states 11 of the thirtyaid Of
>ral objecti hree studies found that compared student learning with and without possession
•jectives a f instructional objectives."

Current findings on the effects of instructional

nstructfon bjectives provide no conclusive or consistent data on the relationship
etween the use of objectives and student learning.

We are unable to draw any

objectives onclusive generalizations about the effect of behavioral objectives.
It was the purpose of this paper to present a review of the literature
nul ate and
;tructional oncerning the definition, form, function and the cases for an against the
at are

1

se of behavioral objectives.

It is clear that there are many different

achers are definitions of the term "behavioral objecti ve. 11 Additional development is
feel that eeded in this area so that a consistent operational definition of the term
grind out behavioral objective can for formulated.
broad

Al though Mager' s criteria for

writing a well stated behavioral objective is the best known, literature reveals
that there is little agreement as to which characteristic of the behavioral

objective is most important, while others think that the standard or
is.

Gerlach et al. (1977) indicate that the choice of

di~ect

object

influences the observability and precision of a behavioral objective. Th
also contend that no single component is consistently of primary
in determining the proper form of a behavioral objective.
As ide from the problem of detennining the co·r rect form of a
objective and the need for training educators to write in an acceptable fo
the literature suggests that educators must also be

pr~sented

with the phil

sophy behind the concept of behavioral objectives. The basic characterist1
of a behavioral objective are not fixed.

Educators are not looking for

objectives that are a particular size and shape, but are looking for object
that are clearly stated and convey our instructional intents as concisely a
possible.
Although there are disagreements regarding the definition and form of
behavioral objectives, the literature reveals that behavioral objectives
have important functions in the instructional process:

c~

(1) aid in the desi.

of instructional programs, (2) provide guidance in evaluation of instructio
programs, (3) facilitate learning for students., and (4) inform teachers,
administrators, and general public of the purposes of the instructional
program.

The major disagreements lie in the very nature of the behavioral

objective movement itself. There is a wide di-sagreement as to the advantage
of using behavioral objectives. MacDonald-Ross (1973) is one of the major
critics, stating that "behavioral objectives will never achieve all that the
supporter hope, for they are l imited by the very presumptions on which they
based."
As an advocate for the use of behavioral objectives in education, I will
conclude with the following impressions that I have drawn from

revie~

of the

1.

There is a need to generate explicit principles for constructing
relevant behavioral objectives.

Rules for specificity of objectives

need to be developed.
2• Behavioral objectives form a well-worked out method of rational
planning in education. They encourage educators to make explicit
the values they may have never revealed as well as making them think
and plan in detailed, specific terms.
J.

well as give them direction and provide motivation.

19 for

·o r objecti

Behavioral obje.c tives help to better organize the students' time as

4. Behavioral objectives can form the basis for a well-worked out

program for individualizing instruction.

ncisely as

5. Behavioral objectives are the clearest verbal devices available to
educators for use in comnunicating the intent of learning programs

form of

to students, administrators, and general public.

:t i ves can
the design

6.

Behavioral objectives can provide direction and guidance to teachers

s truction

when they are choosing instructional activities and materials for a

hers,

learning program.

)na 1

7.

Behavioral objectives provide a rational basis for evaluating

1vioral

instructional programs.

dvantages

cyclical approach to evaluating instructional programs is worthwhile.

major
:hat thei
.h they a

, I wi 11

of the

Even with the high "costs" attached, the

Good instruction is not developed overnight and without expense.
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Abstract
The troubling problem of relating research to practice is
scussed with reference to1 what, why, how.

The wha t of rP.cP.nt

1s illust:rated by exA.rnples which ·suer;e i:;t

1s becoming more
l.A CTICE:

r1~orous,

m enifl-rel,,,. t~o

analytical, and t heoretical,

more rel1a_b le and p;enerally a ppli cable.

The why is

with reference to the greater reliability of
information over that learned on the job by a.n
cUv1dua.1 pract1 tioner.

The how is considered. by notinA; the

rge. available reservoir of relevant findings and by describing

way of cognitively relating the practitioner's questions to the
searcher's findings through their common interest in relating
struct1onal conditions to instructional effects.

I

/

l uca. ti one.
l,

1979

74.

RELATING BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE RESEARCH TO PRACTICE:

WHAT, WHY, HOW

Nine years ago I reported to this group on some perceptual princip
for the design of instructional materials.
in Detroit of what was then DAVI.

perception research:

The occasion was the meetin

I stressed five principles based on

Perception is very selective, is influenced by a

prior set to see some things and not others, and is highly organized.
Further, audi.tory perception is specialized for temporal

dis~inctions

and visual for spatial distinctions , and finally, pictures of objects a
better remembered than their names .

Since then Dr. Levie and I have

searched out nunierous other principles from behavioral science reaearch:

56 from the perception literature, 41 from the memory literature, 27 fr
the concep t learning literature, and 69 from the attitude change literat
These are now packaged in a book entitled Instructional Message Design (1
Consequently, one of the things this paper will not include
_ --

of any of those research-based principles for the design of
materials.

Instead, I wi ll address the general problem of moving resear

into practice and do so from three perspectives:
the how.
First, the

.

~·

deal adequately with

'

and~

Obviously it is impossible in these few minutes to

!b!£ behavioral science research is being reported

t

part of that is particularly pertinent to instructional deeignert

developers, and media users.

So, I will briefly describe three trends i n

media-related research and give a few examples of each.

Research today

fliff ct~S

from th& t of twenty years ago in several important ways:

01orous.
of resear

more analytical, and more theoretical.

it is more

Although these characteristics

ch .-y fail to describe the applied research which many professional

tioners identify with, I will argue and give examples to support the
practi
opposite view, i.e. that it is the rigorous, analytic•\nd theoretical research
te meeting

>ased on

tbat best serves the practitioners needs. ·
Trend number one,

JBQ.!!-~J:gor.

'l'he idea of rigor is simply that

:ed by a

reaearch is better conceptualized and better controlled, and hence more

.nized.

reliable.

.ctions

re-addressing previously studied problems with improved procedures.

bjects are

example, there was a long-accepted principle that knowledge of correct

have

For

responses (KCR) would be reinforcing to the leamer and hence would be

r esearch:
e , 27

This frequently takes the form of replicating prior studies. or

fram

e literatu

a88ociated with increased learning.

~ 

This was also a basic tenent of

programed instruction (PI), \Dltil study after study failed to support it.

A study by Anderson, Kulhavy and Andre (1971) took a more rigorous approach.
(kCR)

These investigators noted that reinforcementAwas by . definition, to follow
1

reiterat

the correct response and, further that the response was to be made to the

t ructional

criteria! cues.

i g research

Subjec ta could peak .at the correct response before responding and could.

why, and

readily do so without paying much

Most prio.r PI studies had not controlled for these factors.

atten~ion

to the criterial cues.

Conse-

quently, conditions were arranged, by way .o f computer terminals, such that
d nutes to

subjects were required to. respond before receiving KCR and were variously

·e ported t

encouraged

designers

t~

give careful attention to criterial cues.

The results, for

once, showed a significant difference in recall favoring the KCR condition

t r ends in

over the no KCR.

tt t oday

Xulhavy went further , they replicated the a tudy but included both Peak and

This seemed to resolve the issue, but Anderson and

No-peak conditions in a controlled comparison.

The "Peak" group nade

higher within-program scores, but the No-Peak group made significantly
superior recall scores after the progtam.

Increased research

produced more reliable findings which are of direct relevance
In

another series of studies, Levin and his associates had been

studying the effects of two treatments on children's lea ming of prose
stories.

Repeatedly, the prose-plus-related-pictures condition was

superior to the prose alone, the stories being read aloud in both cases.
For investigators interested in picture effects, these results were qui
positive, but rigor required tha t they consider plausible alternative
interpretations of these data.

One alternative was that the pictures

contributed nothing uniquely attributable to their being ,pictures, for
they might be serving only as a repetition of the story, which repetiti
could as well have been provided verbally.

A follow-up study (Levin, 19

included a verbal repetition condition in which each sentence was repeate
aloud either by the narrator or by the leamer.

Re~ults

shwed that verb

repetition increased learning over no-repetition, but the single verbal
plus pictures was still significantly

~uperior

to all other conditions.

A more general sign of greater rigor in our field is the marked
reduction in the number of gross media comparisons, for such studies are
generally both conceptually weak and procedurally very difficult to contro
Trend number two, more analytical.

The most apparent indication of'

increasingly analytical research is the greater

n~ers

of independent

variables examined in a study, i.e. not just media variables but also
learner variables and subject matter or task variables.

There is also

increase in the diversity of dependent variables, i.e., not just recall,

group made

attitude change,
for example, a

ch rigor,

tar diversity of attributes are being examined, e.g., sex, cognitive
Ja.. development level.

had been

1

...-r•ll1 more

Results include much evidence that females are

skilled in verbal tasks than males, while there is some

g of prose

•ft41DC• that males are generally more skilled in some spatial tasks than

tion was

,...i..

both cases.

People also differ in important ways called cognitive style.

For

:s were qui

esample, some are more skilled than others at distinguishing a simple

:ernative

mud figure from a coq>lex background.

pictures

re1earch has been done with this basic visual perception skill, soue of

urea, for

it demonstrating a relationship to other cognitive skills and even · to

repetiti

1

(Levin, 19
was repeat

social skills.

A surprisingly large amount of

This so-called cognitive style is not related to general

intelligence but does seem related to the type of school subject and type
of instruction method that learners can most readily cope with.

Subjects

d that verb who are most skilled at separating figures from complex grounds (called
l e verbal

field-independents) tend to be more analytical, prefer acience courses and

l ditions.

and working alone, and

n rked

Subjects least skilled at figure-ground separation (called field-dependents)

udies are

tend to be cognitively more global, prefer social studies courses and working

t to contr

with people, and learn best from well organized learning materials (Wttkin, et

:ation of'

al., 1979).

endent

for instructional developers.

1

ar~

better able to organize information themselves.

.

These more analytical findings all have intere·a ting implications
·'

also
!I

also an

recall ,

Pictures are also being studied more analytically.

For example,

Margaret Hagen (1974) has been studying how we perceive pictures and to what
extent and in what ways we must learn to perceive them.

The literature is

78

contradictory, but it does appear that infants can recognize without
training a picture of a familiar object.

However, skill in perceiving

certain aspects of complex pictures must apparently be learned.

For

example, we must learn to adjust to impoverished information
certain depth cues in flat pictures, and lack of motion cues in still·
pictures~and

must learn to interrelate various shades, textures> and fo
~~,"~

as to reduce theirAambiguity.

Jean Mandler (1976) has studied the kin

information which people selectively remember in pictures.
suggests that the identity of objects in a picture is remembered best,
spatial location of those objects somewhat less well, and the interior d
of the objects least well.

Needless to say, these analytical studies a

highly relevant to professional practice in our field.
A,nalytical studies produce quantities of findings which are comple
related to numerous variables.

'lbe effect is to greatly complicate the

•

task of interrelating such studies so as to summarize, generalize and fo
some useful conclusions .

It is here that overriding conceptualizations,

models, and theories are indispensable.
Trend number three,

~ore

theorx .

Theories are not only more general

than individual findings, they also explain why, and thus are of great

tl
11

!

potential utility.
Although numerous theories have been generated, it is still not cl
why pictures are more memorable than words, but the effort
general finding has produced much important research.

For example,

conditions have been identified in which pictures are not superior, e.g.,
where the pictures are presented at a
quite similar to each other.

~-·

rapi~

rate and also where they are

t

p

~

without

supported theories is dual•coding, i.e., that pictures
morable because they are more likely to be coded twice, both

98

1ed.

For

and verbally, and dually stored.

Words are less memorable

to be dually coded and stored.

However, it

that both are readily recoded, i.e.• we see a picture of a
es> and fo

or we hear or read his name and think of a

nte consequences of this for media professionals are
evidence t

•aCJ~lly

ered best,
!

c.tr objective

interior

fo~-the

effect of a concrete· picture may be an abs.tract

Like it or not, these and other theoretical insights will

••'9

l

shattering, for the cognitive effects of our stimuli are not given

~ur professional practice.

Dual-coding theory is similar to others in which explanations are

•ouabt at the processing level through such questions as:

How are extemal

•ti'auli represented internally, how are they changed/translated/elaborated
.lize and f

dming such processing, how are they stored in memory, and how are they
~
seaeU.li and re-presented to awareness?
A contemporary theoretical account is called depth-of-processing, i.e.,

the greater the depth (or .breadth) of processing of a picture or word the

of great

recall. : For example, Bower and Karlin (1974) found significant
in recognition memory for pictures of people depending on the
depth of processing presumably induced.

Subjects instructed only to judge

•ex of the pictured people remembered the pictures less well than those

explain t

the

mple,

initructed to judge the honesty or the likeableness of the people.

r ior, e.g.,

tlia implications for message designers is that the mere presentation of

e they are

Pictures is not enough.

One of

The learner must be further involved in studying

thaa (by way of ·introduction or task), in attending to the most critical

aspects (by way of pointers, captions), in thinking about them (by way
answering questions , solving problems).
yields another practical insight:

This theoretical research thua

the learner must process information

more than superficial ways, and can be influenced to do so by appropria
instructional design.
Theoretically oriented research on visual processing has produced
many very interesting and relevant insights for our field.

The mental

representation of a picture, object or event, i.e. a picture in the mine
has been shown to participate in numerous cognitive processes.

A menta

image can markedly facilitate memory for both words and pictures (Paivio
it appears to contribute to concept formation by representing the most
common or prototypic examples of the concept (Rosch, 1978); it appears t
function

importa~tly

in the solving of spatial problems and of spatial

games like chess (Chase and Sime>?-, 1973); it is widely reported to have
been the medium of.creative and inventive· thought used by both artists
and scientists, including Eins tein, (Shepard, 1978).

There is also

evidence that thinking visually is a cognitive skill that can be develop
through repeated experienc_e with visual media such as film (Salomon, 197°
The implications of such theoretical work on mental imagery are mind
boggling, especially for visual media researchers and practitioners.
In

sum, I have endeavored to indicate that media-related research h1

become increasingly rigorous, analytical, and theoretical, and that the
effect for professional practitioners has bean both an increased reliabi:
'

and a broader generality of conclus ions.
research to practice.

So much for the

!.!!..!! of

relatir

research to practice may need no discussion for
it being understood that a profession is characterized by the

of its knowledge and the relevance of that knowledge to its

lformau

If our research does not inform our practice there is little
our profession to engage in it.

However, one can ask;

•otbar relating research to practice where a seasoned professional
the answers simply by facing a variety of
of solutions, and observing the results?

II

One

under these circumstances is that the practitioner
from his own individual experience while the researcher
upon the accumulated knowledge of numerous other investi-

t he most

Further, researchers generally are more precise in setting up the
spatial

"tut" ttituation and in analyzing and evaluating the results; and they more

:1 to have

reauJ.arly go public with their results so that others can criticize them

artists

ad develop other studies to repeat or contradict the findings.

also

••.,.ral reasons research tends to produce more systematic and reliable

For these

I

information than practice, at least in those domains of human experience
.omon,

that are amenable to research methodology.

: mind

re-aearch must also pass the test of relevance before it can be

ners.

related to practice.

esearch

b. ~can research be made relevant to practice?

t:hat the

But in addition to reliability,
successf~lly

It is here that my third topic, the how of it, comes

My answer assumes that the research in question has been or will be

well done, i.e. meets the criteria pr~viously descr~bed:
•alytical, and theoretical.

rigorous,

My answer also assumes that the research

potentially useful to madia practitioners, and that includes a
•urpriaingly large proportion of the very extensive body of research on

82

instruction, learning, and communication.

Often a practitioner making

film on earth science for eighth graders, for example, feels
relevant research is that on films for eighth grade science.
many areas of research may be pertinent:

Actually

how eighth graders learn in

general, the effect of their stage of cognitive development, and thei r
interests; the characteristics of science as a form of knowledge, the
differences between learning facts, concepts, and skills; the potential
strengths and weaknesses of film in instruction, the fixed pace, the la
of learner control.

Also pertinent is the research on the many stimulus

elements available in film such as motion, color, pictures vs. words,
pictures interacting with words, the sequence or order of pictures

ando ~

words, the characteristics of visual perceptual channel vs. auditory
channel, etc., etc.

The extensive research on all these factors assures

that there is no dearth of potentially relevant research findings for the
earth science film. maker or most. any other instructional

developer~

Professional practice in our field is frequently represented by a
model which depicts a series of steps or- operations which the practitionet
must perform or supervise • . Research is seldom depicted in these procedur
models, though it has sometimes been suggested as somehow underlying the
procedures or surrounding them, the idea beirtg that practice somehow take•
place in a nutrient medium of research.

But the general absence of refer

to research in development models must be explained in some way, e.g.,
research is considered irrelevant or only remotely t;elated, or research is
assumed throughout and hence not depicted, or knowledge of research (as
with. other forms of knowledge) doesn't belong in an intrinsically procedu
model.

I prefer the latter interpretation, that research represents an

essential but non-procedural aspect of the process.

I

~le

there is important research on development procedures them.selves,

it f.t ,q view that most current research pertinent to design and development

Actually

PP~ges

on the way in which professionals

concept~lize

l e arn in

•
proce8 ...

and their

oJ.ution& to design and development decisions?

1ge, the

ba'.'99 written about the process of decision making .

potential

or think about the

What kinds of thought processes are most productive of viable
Davies (1971) and others
My concem is with the

•W>•tance, the content, of the decision-makers thought processes, for it
i i hare that research converges on practice.

Probably the question most central to the developer ' s thoughts is:
words,

What instructional condi tions will most effectively and efficiently guide
the learner to the competence desired?

This reduces to the basic relation

ditory

between instructional conditions and learning effects, or more fundamentally

rs assures

to the relation between conditions and effects .

1gs for the

can identify with t his relationship .

1per,.

studying the relati on between conditions (the independent variables) and

e d by a

effects (the dependent variables), while the practitioner's interest is in

Both research and practice

The researcher ' s interest is in

deciding which condition will most likely produce the effect he desires.
~

procedur

It is at this commonly held

bas~c

conceptual l evel, relating conditions . to

Lying the

effects, that I believe the rapprochement between research and practice can

:iehow take•

a:>st appropriately be made .

: of r e fer

possible can be represented by the parallel forms of two statements:

e.g .,
esea rch ie
t"ch (as
r pr ocedu

The commonality that makes rapprochement

the researcher's conclusions and the other the developer's questions .
Researchers conclude:
Certain conditions have lead t o certain effects.

Developers ask:
What conditions will l ead to the desired effects?

one

Clearly the juxtaposition of the developer's questions with the
appropriate researcher's conclusions has the effect of relating reeearc
to practice in a direct way.

A designer/developer who conceptualizes,

thinks about, and discusses decisions in this way is more likely to make
reliable decisions, particularly if he has in mind an adequate supply of
reliable statements linking conditions to effects.
I call instructional design/development principles.

These linking
Examples are the

perception principles cited at this convention almost ten years ago and
the numerous others cited since.
Lest anyone think this cognitive matching of research findings and
practitioner questions is so pat a process as to automatically produce a
correct solution must realize that the principles do not apply to all
design/development problems and even where applicable serve only as fair
reliable guides.

They must always be tested in each design/development

application, i.e.,"prototypic messages must be given careful formative
evaluation.
In sum I have endeavored to report a few examples of recent research
in our field that are in'Creasingly rigorous, analytical, and theoretical,
and thereby are more reliable and generally useful for professional
instructional designers and developers.

Further I have provided argumenu

why much research in instruction, learning, and communication is relevant
to our professional practice and have described a cognitive process model
for relating research findings· to designer/developers questions.

I

i

I
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a model for the systematic design, development,
validation of alternative instructional modules, by incorporating the basic con
underlying ATI analyses. The proposed working model is based on the premise
the A TI concept is best applied, not in isolation, but as an integral part of a dyn
decision making instructional environment. Four areas of interest, for applying
ATI concept in an operational environment, are discussed:

(1) Operati

Methodology; (3) Variable Categories; (3) Statistical Procedures; and (4) Alterna
Module Development Guidelines.

APPLYING THE ATI CONCEPT IN AN
OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
Overview
For many years, much has been written about ATI methodology, ordinal and
di50rdinal interactions, and the search for meaningful hypotheses involved with ATI
evelopment

'

,_arch. In this brief paper, the writer has attempted to synthesize both prior work
experience and prior
8

~eadings

into a working model. This model attempts to set forth

framework for designing alternative instructional modules that have rewards for

bOth the learner and instructor.
for applying
(1) Operati

An aptitude variable can be any personological or organismic variable upon
which individuals differ (e.g. IQ, anxiety, dogmatism, etc.).

A treatment is any

instructional strategy or combination of instructional strategies that structures
information for the purpose of having students learn that information. As generally
defined, an aptitude-treatment-interaction exists when, as a result of a given
treatment, individuals at one end of an aptitude variable perform at one level on a
criterion measure. Individuals at the other end of the aptitude variable perform at a
significantly different level on the criterion measure and the reverse trend holds true
for a second treatment. (For an expanded discussion, see Snow and Salomon, 1968;
Bracht, 1970; Rhetts, 1974; Snow, 1977; Cronbach and Snow, 1977.)
The literature is filled with plots (varying greatly in degree of angularity) of
different trea~ment groups against both aptitude and crit~rion measures. However,
little if anything is written which proposes how to incorporate the ATI concept into a
decision making instructional environment.

Two common criticisms of the ATI

90

approach are that generalizations resulting from ATI research:
strategy that demonstrates a need to develop alternative modules in the first
and/or (2) are not easily interpreted so as to provide detailed guidelin
instructional designers. The proposed working model is based on the premise th
ATI concept is best applied, not in isolation, but as an int egral part of the dy
decision making instructional environment.
Four areas of consideration, for applying the ATI concept in an opera
environment, will be presented: (1) Operational Methodology (overall master pla
Variable Categories . (for independent and dependent variables), (3) Sta tis
Procedures (analyzing the results),

and (4) Alternat ive Module

Guidelines (detailed guidelines for instructional designers).

Operational Methodology
Underlying the implementation of this model is the assumption that for mo
us, the time and expense involved in alternative module development is not w
taking unless t he existing instructional module causes large or alarm ing variations
the criterion variable. That is, if everyone is reaching criterion or achieves mast
(passing grade) in an acceptable time frame within a given module, why use resou
searching for ATI's or developing alternate modules? It is only wheh grades, tim
completion, or some other dependent variable of interest and importance v
within a given module, that educators should be concerned about developing alter
modules.

Only then does it seem justifiable to allocate resources for alterna

module development.
The operational methodology suggested here involves five main steps (refer
Figure 1):
Step 1:

Establish Main Track Module(s) (Point "A")
Establish a single or main track of instruction; that is,

gue~"

approach by designing one module per instructional concept for the

entire unit or course being taught.
Establish Data Analysis Pool (Point "B")
Establish a data pool of variables of interest and importance.

These

variables must be ones that are expected to be closely associated with ·
(

performance on the criterion measure.
Assess Variance (Point "C")
Examine the dependent variable of interest, usually time or score, with
regard to -amount of variance in main track instruction. Identify main
track modules with unacceptable variance in the dependent variable.
St~P

4:

Analyze Data (Points "D" and "E")
Analyze

data

and,

based on significant predictor set(s),

develop

alternative modules for main track modules, only where large variations
exist in the dependent variable.
Step 5:

Validate Alternative Module(s) (Points "F" and "G")
Validate alternative module development.

Examine actual performance

· data associated with predicted performance data under varying module
assignment rules; i.e., random vs. non-random for both main track and
alternative module(s). Assess results and make decision(s).

Variable Categories
Once the main track modules(s) have been developed (Step 1,) . serious
consideration must be given to the selection of variables to be entered into the data
pool.

At least four categories of independent variables are suggested for

consideration during. Step 2 (Figure 1, Point "B"):

1.

Cognitive

2.

Achievement Motivation

3.

Personality I Anxiety

4.

Derived

COGNITIVE - This would be either a general mental ability measure

aspect of general mental ability for which a strong rationale could be built tha
aspect is related to performance on the dependent variable (e.g. high spatial a
skills required: measured by performance on a visual discrimination test).
ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION - This element of the data pool js

important in determining the degree to which an individual's motivation to succe
related to the task at hand. This variable must be designed to measure specific
achievement motivation for the dependent variable of interest (e.g. high success
required:
executives).

measured by performance on a test to identify potential corpo
For an excellent discussion of factors to consider in the selection

this type of variable, see deCHARMS and

M~IR

(1978).

PERSONALITYI ANXIETY - According to Cronbach and Snow (1977) analysi

achievement via levels of anxiety is a potentially useful concept that has eme
from analyzing many ATI studies.

The optimal level between anxiety and vari

levels of state/trait curiosity as predictors for differing kinds of performance
has yet to be widely studied, much less reported in detail. Among those who
written on this topic are: Leherissey, O'Neil, and Hansen (1972 and 1973); Spielbe
(1972); and Mccombs (in press).
DERIVED -

A fourth category of independent variable that may dese

attention in more sophisticated instructional environments is a category often c
a "within-course" or "derived" variable. It is simply using time on one module
some other variable whose value is not determined until after the start of

unit) to predict time/score (or some other dependent variable of
-~L)

on subsequent modules. This set of variables is often only able to be studied

sophisticated computer managed systems where dynamic decision-making and

Dependent variable(s) must also be selected. These are usually either time to
of trials to completion, total score, or some combination of all
~h

spatial a

est).
Statistical Procedures
There are basically two stages in the data analysis procedures. They involve:
ire specific

1.

Identifying the main . track modules with large variations in the dependent
variable (Figure 1, Point 11 C 11).

2.

Using stepwise multiple regression to identify a predictor set that is predictive
of dependent variable values (Figure 1, Point "D").
ASSESSING VARIATIONS - Admittedly identifying main track module(s) with

excessive variations in the dependent variable is often an arbitrary decision. There
:it has eme

are many sophisticated statistical techniques to determine empirically what
constitutes large or significant. However, the emphasis here is on presenting a model
or procedure that stresses operational considerations.
Preliminary examination simply of range, standard deviation and mean score for

3); Spielberg

each main track instructional module dependent variable can provide a wealth of
usable information. Each educator must then make some hard decisions about what is

may deser

acceptable performance variability.

When modules have unacceptable or large

variations in performance, they then become candidates for further and more
1e module (

discriminating statistical analysis. Where large variations in main track modules do

' start of

~

exist, it only makes good sense to either continue using that module or make

minor revisions and repeat the analysis process.
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DETERMINING PREDICTOR(S)- Once a module has been identified as

unacceptable variations in the dependent variable (that is, some sub-group of st
performed well or quickly while another sub-group of students performed
slowly), the task of determining the best predictors of performance begins.
T.he analysis procedure suggested here is to use stepwise multiple
identify, from the

previously obtained data analysis pool, significant predictor

for the performance variable.
predictors, a more

regre~t

a~curate

By examining the complex nature of signif

estimate of those variables specifically associated

performance by a sub-group of students, when attempting a given task, is pos.s
Lacking a theoretical framework for the selection of variables to be entered into
analysis pool would be a major deficiency in the implementation of the proce
suggested here.
Alternative Module Development Guidelines
OncE~

the predictor set is identified, alternative module development b

(Figure 1, Point "E"). For illustration, assume the following hypothetical situa·
exists when attempting to predict a score on a particular main track module.

Predictors

Simple r

Mult R

Curiosity

+.40

.40

Spatial Ability

+.38

.56

Verbal Reasoning

-.35

•72

l'e:':::::Z::~~~~~-----------------------

-

In this situation, we see that curiosity and spatial ability are positively related

sub-group of
ts performed
nee begins.

performance while verbal rea5()ning is negatively related; also, 52 percent of the

nee in the dependent variable is accounted for by combining all three
.ndent variables as predictors. One instructional strategy that might be worth
.ng would involve building an alternative module that aroused curiosity while

:ficant predict

pensating for lack of spatial ability.

This alternative module would be

thesized to be appropriate only for low verbal reasoners. Such a module might
ve advanced organizers that demonstrate how the material being presented is

;iven task, is p

ted to future job skills or arouse curiosity. The instructional content would then

e few or relatively simple visuals (compensate for spatial ability).

Again, this

ule would be designed solely for low verbal reasoners.
The above instructional strategy is not conclusive.

However, it is a

esearchable strategy that is meant to be (1) empirically derived and (2) based on a

s

ationale to facilitate learning for a group of students who might be able to profit

e development rom some kind of alternative module.
hypothetical sit
rack module.

During the alternative module validation phase, regression analyses would be

un, against the criterion, on various combinations of main track and alternative
odules which had been assigned to (1) all students, (2) predetermined sub-groups of

lt R

tudents, and (3) random sub-groups of students.

By comparing these regression

lopes, and weighing the cost involved in alternative module development against the
ayoff derived, decisions could be made about whether to continue alternative module
plementation or continue with main track materials only (see Figure 1, Points "F"
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If the validation phase bears out the proposed hypothesis,
module would be assigned to this sub-group of students as the "primary" module.
start of the instructional unit.

It is in this area of module assignment,

accounting, and record keeping that computer managed systems are most valua

Summary
The above procedure is an attempt to synthesize some of the recent t ·
about ATI studies and alternative instructional module development. After
analyses and resulting alternatives ·are neither always appropriate nor cost eff
and should be viewed as part of a larger picture. That is, they should be view
part of an empirically based decision model for alternative instructional
development.
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ABSTRACT

It is becoming increasingly evident that there are many
deficiencies in the hierarchical task analysis
designing instruction.

The Elaboration Theory of Instruc

tion was developed as an alternative that overcomes those
deficiencies.

The Elaboration Theory calls for beginning

the instruction with a special kind of overview--one that
epitomizes the instructional content rather than sununariz
it.

Then it calls for elaborating on that overview in a

specific way==by adding detail or complexity in "layers"
across the entire breadth of the content, one layer at a
time, until the desired level of detail or complexity 1s
reached .

In Search of a Better Way to Organize Instruction:
The Elaboration Theory

The Elaboration The·o ry of Instruction is an alternative to

ire many

tpproach

standard way

~£

organizing instruction based on a hierar-

chical task analysis.

The hierarchical organization results

in an instructional sequence that begins with highly fragmented, small pieces of the subject-matter content.

Many

educators have found the fragmentation to be demotivating.

Many educational psychologists have found the parts-to-whole
sequence to be in.c·o nsistent with much knowledge about how
iew in a
" layers"

learning occurs most effectively- - namely schema theory and its
p~edecessor,

subsumption theory.

And many instructional

r er at a
~ x i ty

is

aesigners have found that learning hierarchies represent a
very incoinpl.ete basis upon which to make decisions about

sequencing the instruction, mostly because learning hierarcpies are only one aspect of the structure of subject-matter
content.

All this is not to deny that learning prerequisites

exist nor to negate that they are important- -they do exist
and they are important.

Rather this affirms that learning

prerequisites are not a sufficient basis for organizing a
whole course : our knowledge must progress beyond the hierarchy.
Context
Instructional design theory is concerned with methods of
instruction .

It is helpful to conceptualize two different

levels of methods for organizing instruction: micro strategi~,
which are methods for organizing the instruction on a single

topic (i.e., on a single concept, principle, etc.), su
generalities, examples, practice, and feedback; · ·and ma
strategies, which are methods for organizing
of instruction which relate to more than one
sequencing (ordering), synthesizing (integrating), ancl
izing (previewing and reviewing) all of the topics.
The Elaboration Theory of Instruction is
theory of instruction--it does not attempt to
aspects of instruction.

It does not deal with micro st

for organizing instruction, although it can be
expanded to include such strategies. (Reigeluth
in preparation).

For a good description of micro strat

see Merrill's component display theory (Merrill, Reigel
& Faust, 1979 ; Merrill, Richards, Schmidt, & Wood, 1977) .

Also, the Elaboration Theory does not attempt to deal w
strategies for delivering instruction (e.g., media selec
nor does it deal with strategies for managing instructio
Finally, most aspects of strategies for motivating stud
are not included within the present domain of the Elabor
tion Theory.

But all of these aspects of instruGtional

will be integrated with the Elaboration
seeable future.

The Elaboration Theory of Instruction

presently deals only with macro strate ies for or anizin
struction (see Figure 1).

Insert Figure 1 about here
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Figure 1. The context of the Elaboration Theory in
relation to other aspects of instructional design theory.
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An Analogy
A good introduction to the nature of the
Theory of Instruction is an analogy with a zoom

-----.;:..

Taking a look at a subject matter "through" the
Theory approach to organizing instruction is similar
many respects to looking at a picture through a zoom I
on a movie camera.
A person starts with a wide-angle view, which all
one to see the major parts of the picture and the majo
relationships among those parts (e.g., the composition
or balance of the picture), but without any detail.
The person then z·ooms in on a part of the picture.
Assume that, instead of being continuous, the zoom
in steps or discrete levels.

Zooming in one level

given part of the picture allows the person. to see the
subparts of that part and the major relationships among
subparts.

After having studied those subparts and thei

relationships, the person could then zoom back out to

t

wide-angle view to review the other parts of the whole
and to review the context of this part within the whole
ture.
The person continues this pattern of zooming in one
to see the major subparts of a part and zooming back out
context and review, until the whole picture has been see
the first level of detail.

Then the person can follow tr

same zoom-in/zoom-out pattern for the second level of detail,
the third level, and so on, until the desired level of
n

lens.

detail is reached.
In a similar way the

The_ory of

"J:-i:i:~ .~!l!~tio~

starts the student with an overview of the major parts of

lmilar
l

~~_a_boration

the subject matter, it elaborates on one of those parts to

zoom

a certain level of detail (the first level of elaboration),
it reviews the overview and shows the context of that part
within the overview (an expanded overview), it continues
iosition

this pattern of elaboration/expanded overview for each part

:ail.

of the overview until all parts have been elaborated one

picture.

level, and it follows the same pattern for further levels of

oom

elaboration.

vel

zoom-lens analogy is just an analogy and therefore that it

s ee the

has non-analogous aspects.

Of course, it must be remembered that the

One such dissimilarity is that

all the detail of the picture is actually present (although
and

usually not noticed) in the wide- angle view, whereas the

out

detail is not there at all in the overview of the subject

e whole p

matter.

he whole

The general-to-detailed organization prescribed by the
Elaboration Theory helps to insure that the learner is always

1g

in one

back
been

o~

aware of the context and importance of the different topics
that are being taught.

It allows the learner to learn at

the level of detail that is most appropriate and meaningful
to him or her at any given state in the development of one's
knowledge.

And the learner never has to struggle through

a series of learning prerequisites
a level of detail .to be interesting or meaningful
initial stages of instruction.

Very few learning

requisites (if any) exist at the level of the
As a learner works one's way to deeper levels
increasingly complex prerequisites will
duced.

But if they are only introdu.c ed at the

detail at which they are necessary, then there
a few prerequisites at each level; and ·t he
to learn those prerequisites because he or ·she will
importance · for learning at the level of detail that now
interests him or her.
Unfortunately, the zoom lens approach has not . been
much in instruction, in spite of its fundamental simpli
and intuitive rationale.

Many textbooks begin with the

zoomed in to the level of detail deemed appropriate for
intended student population, and they proceed--with the
locked on that level of detail--to pan across the entir
ject matter .

This has had unfortunate consequences for

synthesis, retention, and motivati on.

Many instruction

developers begin with the lens zoomed all the way in an
proceed in a highly fragmented manner to pan across a s
part and zoom out a bit on that part, pan across another
part and zoom out a bit on it, and so on until the whole
scene has been covered and to some limited degree integr
This has also had unfortunate consequences for s ynthesis
retention, and motivation .

And some educators have intu

an elaboration-type approach with no guide'u l

ng

:lll<l.ll_ ..

es on how to do it.

~ffe ctiveness

This has resulted in a good deal less

than is possible for maximizing synthesis,

etention, and motivation~
The major reason for the lack of utilization of the
zoom lens approach in instruction is probably that the hiera rchical approach was well-articulated and was a natural
outgrowth of a strong behavioral orientation in educational
psychology.

This in effect put "blinders" on most of the ·f ew

·ill

people who were working on instructional design strategies

hat

and methodology.

THE ELABORATION THEORY
The elaboration theory of instruction states that if
cognitive instruction is organized in a certain specified way,
then that instruction will result in higher levels of learn~ te

th the
entire

ing, synthesis, retention, and affect, all other things being
equal.

There is one limitation to this theory: the smaller

the amount of interrelated subject-matter content, the less

es for

difference it will make.

:.ictiona

topics, it doesn't make any difference how you sequence them,

in and

With a small enough

number of

whether you synthesize them, or whether you summarize them
(as long as there are no learning prerequisite relationships
among them).

The following is a description of that "certain

specified way" of organizing instruction, which is called the
Elaboration Model of Instruction.
t hesis ,
~

intu-

The Elaboration Model of Instruction starts by presenting knowledge at a very general or simplified level--in the
form of a special kin:iof overview.

Then it proceeds to add ·

detail or complexity in ."layers" across the entire brof the content of the course (or curriculum), one lay
a time, until the desired level of detail. or complexi
reached.

It is important to emphasize that the

Elabo~

Model prescribes a special kind of
scribes a special way in which the elaboration is to

0

The Epitome
We do not like to use the word "overview" because
meaning is very vague- -it means different things to dif
people.

Also, we believe that a certain specific kind

overview is superior to other kinds.

Among other

thin~

our overview must epitomize the subject matter that is
be taught, rather than sununarizing it.
named it the ep itome (e·pieo•me).

Hence, we have

An epitome has two

"critical characteristic s" which di stinguish it from ot
types of overviews : (1) it epitomizes the subject matte
the course (or curriculum) rather than summarizing it, a
(2) it has a single "orientation"--it emphasizes a singl
type of contento With respect to epitomizing the subject matter of cl
course (or curriculum), an epitome is formed by "boiling
the course content to its essence.

It does not preview

1

of the course content; rather it presents a few fundamen
topics that convey the essence of the entire content.
topics are chosen or derived in such a way that all the

Tl

'

remaining course content provides more detail or more con

epitome.

entire b

~

~

) , one la

purely abstract.

Since "general" and

often confused, this distinction will be

r compleJci

in greater detail shortly .

the Elab
, and it

Although an epitome is very

With respect to having an orientation, the epitome
one of three types of content: concepts,
principles.

A concept is a set of objects,

ideas that have certain characteristics in common.
concept entails being able to identify, recognize,
or describe what something is.

:.if ic

A procedure is a

that are intended to achieve an end.

) ther

It is

often referred to as a skill, a technique, or a method.
we have

Knowing a procedure entails knowing how to do something.
A principle is a change relationship--it indicates the re-

i t from o

lationship between a change in one thing and a change in

ject matt

s~mething

Lzing

ing what will happen as a result of a given change (the ef-

:es a

fect) or why something happens (the cause).

else.

It describes causes or effects by identify-

These three

different emphases are ref erred to as a conceptual orientaa tter of
Y'

"boili

!!£!!, a procedural orientation, and a theoretical orientation,
respectively ; and the orientation is selected on the basis
of the general goals or purpose of the course (or curriculum).

r fundame

All three types of content may appear in the epitome, but one

ntent.

type receives primary emphasis; and the epitome is formed
by epitomi zing the orientation content and then introducing

r

more c

whatever of the other two types of content are highly relevant.
More will be said about this below.
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We mentioned above that an epitome is very genera
is not purely abstract.
often confused.

The terms "general" and

It is helpful to think of three

. (1) general to detailed, (2) simple to complex,
to concrete.

The first two are very similar to

but the third is very different (see Figure 2).

Insert Figure 2 about here

The general-to-detailed continuum refers
tinuum formed by subdi_viding things (concepts
or by lumping things (concepts or procedures) together.
"General" has breadth (things lumped together), while "d
)_

is usually narrow (subdivisions).

In Figure 2a. · "polar

is a more detailed concept than "animal.'.'.
continuum refers primarily to a continuum
removing things (principles or procedures).
things, while "complex" has many things,

In figure 2b,

cedure for subtracting mul'!=i-digit ::numbers
the procedure for subtracting single - digit numbers.

Addi

complexity can . be added by introducing sub-procedures for
rowing" when · the top number is smaller than the bottom
The abstract-to-concrete continuum refers to tangibility,
there are two major types of tangibility .

First, generali

are abstract, and instances are usually concrete--the defi
of a tree is abstract, while a specific tree (an object) i
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Instances

Co to right
moat column

The record potato harvest this
fall caused a drop in the
price of potatos. +
2. (Teacher holds up a pen and
says to class, "This object
is a pen.")* ·
Er
sagt, dab er das nicht
3.
tun will.

l.

Black
Bear

j

IPolar
I
Bear

I Grizzly
I
Bear

.

Subtract bottom
no. from top no.
A.

~

Ye•

General-to-detailed
continuum
(a)

I

I Co to next I
col\Jml to
left

+Technically, this is a statement
about the instance and is not the
instance itself.

Stop

Hote i These are juet tvo point•
on the continuum. For othere,
1ee Merrill, P.F, (1978).

Simple~to-complex

Figure 2.
~
~

--. ~--- -----·-

*Unlike No. 3, the instance is not
actually present here on this page.

continuum

AbstractMto-concrete
continuum

(b)

(c)

Illustrations of three continua that are often confused .

.,.
crete.

This is the most important abstract-to-concrete

continuum for instructional theory.

Second, some conce

are considered abstract because their instances are not
tangible.
concept.

"Intelligenceu is a good example of an abstr
This second abstract-to-concrete continuum is

largely irrelevant for our purposes.
On the basis of these distinctions, an epitome is
always either very general or very simple--it must be,
order to epitomize the instructional content.
never be purely abstract.

But

According to Merrill's Compon

Display Theory, it should contain the following for each
topic it presents: a generality · (e.g., the definition of
concept) , some instances of that generality (e.g.,
of the concept), and some practice for the student
the generality to new instances.

An epitome

about six (plus or minus three) topics--that
different generalities, along with their instances and pr
tice items.

These topics may be any combination of conce

procedures, and/or principles.
Figure 3 illustrates the nature of a theoretical
and of a conceptual epitome for an introductory course in
ecomonics, and Figure 4 illustrates the nature of a proce
epitome for a course in literature.

Insert Figures 3 and 4 about here

The law (principle) of supply and demand.
The ~rinc~ple of what causes changes to occur in the quant4• ity aemanded and the quantity supplied (price changes).
b. The principle of why prices .change in a free market
economy. ·
The principle of why changes occur in supply schedules or
d~mand schedules.
The concepts of supply, supply schedule, and supply curveo
The concepts of demand, demand schedule, and demand curve.
The concept of changes in quantity supplied or demanded.
The concept of changes in supply schedules or demand schedules .
The concept of equilibrium price.

e not

um is

e is

be,

Practically all principles of economics can be viewed as elaboratiens on the law of supply and demand, including those that
r elate to monopoly, regulation~ price fixing, and planned economies.
r

each

t on of a

Figure 3a. The instructional content for a theoretical
epitome for an introductory course in economics.

1.
2.

Definition of economics
Definitions of subdivisions of economics:
a. Definition of macro economics
b. Definition of micro economic s
c . Definition of comparative economics
d. Definition of international economics
e . Definition of labor economics
f. Definition of managerial economics.

Practically all concepts in economics can be viewed as elaborations on these concepts (i;e., a~ further subdivisions--either
parts or kinds-~-0f these concepts).
Figure 3b. The instructional content for a conceptual
epitome for an introductory course in economic s .
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1.

There are three major stages in the multidimensional
analysis and interpretation of creative literature:
a. Identifying the elements of the dramatic framewor
character and plot.
b. Combining the elements into composites appropriat
for analysis of their literal meaning--analysis 0
character in terms of plot.
c. Figuratively interpreting the elements--symbolism
through character, mood, tone.
d. Making a judgment of worth--personal relevance,
universality.

(This procedure is simplified by introducing
for the analyses in a and b, three in c, and two in d. I t
is further simplified by introducing only those procedure
and concepts necessary for the analysis and interpretation
a short poem. Complexity is later added by increasing the
number of elements used in each stage of analysis or inter
pretation and by introducing procedures and concepts neede
for analyzing and interpreting more complicated types of
creative lite~ature.)
2.

Concepts necessary for perfo.r ming the procedure in 1.
a. character
b. plot
c. symbolism
d. mood
e. tone
f. universality

Figure 4. The instructional content for a procedural ep
for an introductory course in literature.

- - ---------- - - -

----- -·

.mensiona

-1 Elaboration

:erature:
c frameVl:

level-1 elaboration is a part of the instruction that
des some more detailed or complex knowledge on a topic
t

of topics) that was introduced to the student in the
It should not include all of the more detailed or

l ex knowledge on that topic.

evance ,

& be an epitome of all of the more detailed or complex

Y two el
in d.

ledge on that topic, just as zooming in one level provides

)rocedure

detail~d

: pre ta tie

?asing t
' or inte
~pts need
YPes of

wide- angle view of one part of the

There may be as many level-1 elaborations as
there are topics in the epitome, but there does not have to
be ~

r e in 1.

Rather, a level -1 elaboration

one-to-one correspondence .

It is possible that each of

the topics in a level-1 elaboration may elaborate to some
extent on all of the topics in the epitome or perhaps even
on a relationship among those topics.
The depth to which a level-1 elaboration should elaborate
on a part of the epitome is somewhat var i able (i.e., the discrete levels on the zoom lens are variable , not always constant
and equal in the amount of detail added).

The most important

factor for deciding on the depth of a given level-1 elaboration
is student learning load.

It is important that the student

learning load be neither too large nor too small, for either
will impede the instruction's efficiency , effectiveness
(especially for retention), and appeal.

The number of topics

that represent the optimal student learning load will vary with
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such factors as student ability, the complexity of
matter topics, and student prefamiliarity with the
The breadth of a level-1 elaboration will usually be f
difficult to adjust.

Hence optimizing the student

load in a given elaboration can of ten be done only
the depth of that elaboration.
Figure 5 illustrates the nature of
on the theoretical epitome in Figure 3, and Figure 6 i
trates the .nature of a level-1 elaboration on the proc
epitome in Figure 4.

Insert Figures 5 and 6 about here

Other Elaborations
A level-2 elaboration is identical to a
except that it elaborates on a topic (or set of
introduced in a level - 1 elaboration rather than
In a similar manner, a level-3 elaboration
or complexity on a ·topic (or set ot topics) introduced
level-2 elaboration, and so on for elaborations at deepe
of detail/complexity.

In all cases, an elaboration

level of detail/complexity should be an epitome for
elaborations that elaborate on it.
According to this kind of organization,
that are on the same level are very different from each

le

lt

iple of increasing marg'inal costs as an explanation for the
of the supply curve. .
i ple of profit maximization for individual firms.
dure of marginal analysis to arrive at profit maximization.
of fixed and variable costs.
of total, average, and marginal costs.
of break-even point and shut- down point.

>pies)

n

Figure 5. The instructional content for a level-1 elaboration
on the theoretical epitome in Figure 3a. It elaborates on the
supply aspect of the law of supply and demand by presenting
more complex principles that relate to supply.
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-· ·----

---

----------------

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How to identify other elements of the dramatic fra
work--setting, perspective, and language.
How to combine the elements into composites approp
for analysis of their literal meaning--(1) analysis
character, plot, and setting, (2) analysis of pers
character, and plot, and (3) analysis of language.
Concepts of setting, perspective, and language.
Concepts of types and patterns of
Procedure for analyzing imagery.
Concept of prosody.
Procedure for analyzing prosody.

Figure 6. The instructional content for a level-1 ela
tion on the procedural epitome in Figure 4. I t elaborates
on stages a and b (which must be elaborated at the same t'
because of their interrelatedness) by adding elements that
need to be identified (in stage a) and analyzed in combina
(in stage b).

to the instructional content they contain (i.e.,
appropri
inalysis
>f persep
1guage.
tge.

are very different from each other); . but elabordifferent levels are very similar to each
r with respect to their instructional content (i . e ., their
very similar) beeause each level has the same
the previous levels, only at a level of greater

itome
After each elaboration, the instruction presents a sum11&rLzer and an expanded epitome, equivalent to the zoom-outfor-context-and-review activity in the zoom lens analogy.

The

aummarizer is comprised of a concise generality for each topic
presented in the elaboration.

The expanded epitome (a) syn-

thesizes the topics presented within the elaboration (internal
synthesis) and (b) shows the relationship of those topics (and
relationships) to the rest of the topics (and relationships)
that have been taught (external synthesis).
Summary of the Elaboration Model
In summary, the Elaboration Model is as follows (see .Figure
te same t
tents tha.
.n combin

7).

First, .the epitome is presented to the student.

Then a

level-1 e1aboration is presented to provide more detail on an
aspect of the orientation content in the epitome (that aspect
which is most important or contributes most to an understanding
of the whole orientation structure).
~xpanded

epitome are presented.

Next a summarizer and an

Another level-1 elaboration

and its summarizer and expanded epitome are presented.

This
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pattern of level-1 elaboration followed by its summar
expanded epitome continues until all aspects of
content that were presented in the epitome have
one level.

Then a level-2 elaboration is presented

more detail on an aspect of the orientation content
presented in one of the level-1 elaborations.

As

elaboration is followed by a summarizer and an ------:;..=
ex
This pattern continues until all of the aspects of the
tion content presented in all of the level-1
been elaborated one level (unless the objectives of the
or the nature of the subject matter exempt a level-1 el
tion from being further elaborated).

Additional levels

oration are provided in the same manner--an elaboration
by a summarizer and an expanded epitome--until the level
detail/complexity spec ified by the objectives is attained
all aspects of the orientation structure (and supporting
structures) of the course.

Insert Figure 7 about here

USING THE ELABORATION MODEL
We have developed a fairly detailed set of procedure
designing instruction according to the Elaboration Model
(Reigeluth, et al , 1978).

A major part of those procedure

analyzing the instructional content as to four different

t

1

of subject-matter ··sti:;uctures: conceptual, procedural
and learning.

•
(Learning structures show learning pra

relations within the subject matter·.)

It is beyond

t

of this paper to describe and illustrate each of thes
types of structures.

The interested reader

Reigeluth, Herrill, & Bunderson, 1978.
There are six major steps for designing
ing to the Elaboration Model (see Figure 8).
~elect

an orientation--either conceptual, procedural,

0

theoretical~-on th~ basis of the goals or

truction.

Second, one must develop an

for that orientation.

It depicts the orientation

cont~

(either concepts, procedures, or principles) in
detailed/complex version that the student needs
This is a form of content analysis or task description.
the orientation structure is analyzed
to determine which aspect(s) of the orientation content
be presented in the epitome and which aspects will be pr
in each level of elaboration.

In this way the "skeleton"

the instruction is developed on the basis of epitomizing
elaborating a single type

of content.

Insert Figure 8 about here

The fourth major step is to embellish the

" ·skeleton. "
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Analyze ttt.

orientation
structure

orientation
structure

2a. Conceptual
Develop all useful
parts and kinds tax·
onomies, select the
most important
one(s). and combine
into a matrix (if
possible).

Decide on the aspects
of the orientation
structure that should
comprise the epitome
and each level of
elaboration.

2c. Theoretical
Identify all important
principles to be
learned, and combine
them into a theornti·
cal structure.

....N

::s

(/)

Make that

2b. Procedural
Identify all useful
steps and alternative
paths to be learned,
and combine them
into a procedural
structure.

Figure

0

3a. Conceptual
Prune the orientation
structure to form the
epitome. Add back
levels to form each
level of elaboration.
3b. Procedural
lump steps and
branches together to
form the epitome.
Break apart each general step to form each
level of elaboration.
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structures
Identify all unattained
contextual, procedur·
al. and explanatory
goals, and make the
corresponding sup·
porting structures.
Then identify all
unattained learning
prerequisites, and
make their corres·
ponding learning
structures.

Divide e<ich level of
elaboration into its
individual elaborations, according to the
part of the epitome,
or of an elaboration,
that is being
elaborated.

Design the epitome .
• gene<al synthesizer
• constructs
• summarizer
•epitome
(synthesizer)
Design each elaboration in the primary
level
• general synthesizer
•. constructs
• summarizer
• expanded epitome
etc.
Design the terminal
epitome.
• orientation
structure
• important support·
ing structures

3c. Theoretical
Prune the o rientation
structure to form the
epitome. Use rank·
order of importance
and/or a parallel con·
ceptual structure to
identify principles for
each level of
elaboration.

8. The six-step design procedure for structuring the instruction in any course entailing cognitive subject matter •

adding the other two types of content at the
levels of detail.

This is usually done by "nesting"

remaining subject-matter structures within different
the skeleton.

(This may include some isolated

topics in the orientation content that did not
orientation structure in forming the skeleton.)
prerequisites are one of the considerations that enter ·
at . this point.
Having allocated all of the instructional content
different levels of elaboration, it is

~

t

important to

tablish the scope and depth of each individual elaborati
that will comprise each level.

The scope is usually pre-

determined by the orientation topic and its
ing topics, although two orientation topics can be
together into a single elaboration, and it would be
(though not advisable) to add extra supporting topics.
depth is then determined on the basis of achieving
student learning load, as described above.
Sixth and finally, some of the internal structure
each elaboration within each level can be planned.

The

sequence of topics within an elaboration is decided
on contribution to an understanding of the whole orientati
structure (but within the constraints of learning
and the locations of synthesizers and sunrrnarizers

sting"

concludes the "macro" design process, at which

f erent

e "micro" design process begins--decisions as to
the instruction on a single topic.

THE NEED FOR RESEARCH
and procedures as described above have under-

)

y limited field-testing and virtually no research.

at

t urn out that having a complete expanded epitome after
si~gle

content

elaboration is inefficient and unnecessary (es-

after lower-level elaborations) . . It may also turn
it is unnecessary for a student to study all level-1
bOrations before proceeding to a level-2 elaboration.

d have
.:1

This

important implications for learner- controlled
student could now truly

be

ollow one's interests in approaching a subject matter.

i be

This

valuable in adult and continuing education

topics .

also likely that a large , full-scale field test of
t ructure

procedures will r eveal more effective and efficient

0

1ed .

to design instruction according to the model.

: ided

The Elaboration Model as developed to date is a tentative
in a much-needed direction .

lng
~ rs

It does not yet have the

maturity and validation of the currently used approaches to
in~tructional design, but the need for alternatives should be
clear.

And there is great potential for the Elaboration Model

to meet that need.
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SUHMARY
It is becoming increasingly evident that there are
deficiencies in the hierarchical task analysis approach
organizing instruction on the macro level.
instructional designs are usually fragmented, demotivat
inconsistent with learning theory, and at best a very i
complete basis for organizing instruction.
Theory of Instruction was developed as an alternative t
overcomes these deficiencies.

But it is emphasized that

is but a partial theory of instruction--it only deals wi
macro strategies for organizing instruction (see Figure
above).
The zoom-lens analogy was presented as an introducti
to the nature of the Elaboration Theory of Instruction.
person starts with a wide-angle view and then proceeds to
zoom in one level for detail on a part of the picture and
out for review and context . · After the ·whole first level
studied, the same zoom-in/zoom-out pattern is followed for
the second level of detail, and so on until the whole pie
has been studied at the desired level of detail.
approaches to designing instruction were contrasted in te
of this analogy, and their deficiencies were mentioned.
Next, the Elaboration Model of Instruction was
It starts by presenting a specia l kind of overview,
the "epitome", which (1) epitomizes the instructional cont
rather than sunnnarizing it and (2) has a single "orientati
(a single type of content).

The single orientation may be

Finally, the need for continued research, fiel d
and development of the Elaboration Model was emphasi
The Elaboration Model as developed to date
move in a much-needed direction.

The need

to the hierarchical approach should be clear, and
great potential for the Elaboration Model to meet
need.

FOOTNOTE
1
A subject matter structure is something which
single kind of relationship that exists within
matter .

Figure 2a shows part of a subject-matter struc

rhich shows a
thin a subje
A Consumer's Guide to Common Flaws in Research *

Dennis M. Roberts
The Pennsylvania State University

the present paper is a revised and condensed version

of a paper "Common Flaws In Research Design" by
William Rabinowitz and Dennis Roberts published
in the NABTE Journal, 1977, #4 .
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Planning the Research Study
The purpose of research is to shed light on important questions p
in testable forms.

In general, one seeks to establish functional or

relationships between independent and dependent variables.

However,

designing studies to establish these relationships or causes
potential

hazard~.

In any case though, the investigator has

to plan the study in order to maximize the interpretability of the find '
Unfortunately, there are many basic flaws that can seriously hinder res
interpretation.

The present brief paper is a sequential walk through a

simple research setting-- a two group experiment-- to indicate common
avoidable) design difficulties that will jeopardize the usefulness of
obtained data.
Common Flaws
Figure 1 presents a flow chart type diagram of several important
in the research process.

Obviously, it is kept simple-- many details

design execution have been omitted because of space limitations.

Insert Figure 1 about here

purposes of the remaining discussion, that "the" important question is
"Will the use of electronic calculators improve elementary
attitudes towards mathematics?"
1.

Failure to select sub'ects from the
to be made.

o ulation to which

This item deals specifically with what Campbell and Stanley (1963) re
to as external validity.

Clearly, the question implies that an answer is

desired for the overall population of elementary school students.
there should be evidence in the methods section that shows students at
varying elementary grade levels are included in the sample.

Secondly ,

must be evidence that the students from these several grade levels
drawn (for the study) in a way to assure a representative sample.

If

sample differs in important ways from the population, the results may
generalize to the population of interest as stated in the
2.

Failure to use randomization in assi
control groups .
It is

absolute~y

the experiment.

students to ex erimental

essential that both groups be equivalent at the oa

Differences between the groups on the dependent variabl

appear at the conclusion of the study will invariably be interpreted as
resulting from the impact of the independent variable.

However, this co

cannot be justified if groups were different initially in important (and
unknown) ways.

U~fortunately,

there is no way to absolutely guarantee eq

lence of both groups initially.

However, random assignment does ensure

equivalence within the limits of chance.

Since random fluctuations (chan

aberrations) are estimatable, random assignment offers a way to control
initial makeup of the two groups.

t

If the method section

indications that students were assigned at random to the two groups, the
set of results are very suspect.
3.

Failure to use an adequate number of students.
If the hope is to support the notion that use of

attitudes towards mathematics, then we certainly want to reject the null
hypothesis (µ Attitude with Calculators = µ Attitude without Calculators)
our notion is actually correct.

In this situation, rejecting the null in

occur.

Assuming reasonable reliability, howev er, a more important

whether the dependent measure i n the study is, in fact, measuring
toward mathematics.

Obviously , any comparison between the groups

measure that isn't tapping the important construct of interest is
certainly no test of the hypothesis we might have generated from our
question (i.e., calculators improve attitudes towards mathematics) .
6.

Failure to use an appropriate statistical test.
One area where flaws shouldn't occur but do quite often is the i

use of certain statistical tests.

The emphasis here is not on using a

that is less powerful than others but rather on using a test
common example here is using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to make s
adjustments for the fact that groups were not equivalent initially.
means ( i n all probability) is that a statistic al technique i s
correct for non-randomization of students to the experimental and
Unfortunately, ANCOVA can't make non-random assignment random; no
test can correct for that difficulty .

ANCOVA has two s e ts

need to be me t in order to be i nterpreted properly-- there
a nalysis of varianc e (ANOVA) and regression.

If random assignment has

made and there is a reasonable correlation between a covariate
incidentally-- before the experiment begins) and th e dependent
ANCOVA may reduce the error term, hence, giving a better chance to rej e
null

hy pot ~es is .

The interested reader i s referred

by Kennedy (1977) for elaborations on this topic.

l

I

i
I

I
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Reanalysis of Research Studies in AVCR

•

PURPOSE

A desideratum of behavioral science research is to provide tee
correct and statistically accurate answers to all
tigated within an

experi~ent.

Focusing upon this

the area of instructional technology have identified many
questions, designed experiments th.:it isolate variables to
statistical models to study quantifiable data, and drawn
er populations which were under investigation.

However,

observation methodology,. it was revealed that 108 studies which app
the first twenty-five volumes of AV Communication Review selected a

-

iate analysis of variance model to test experimental hypotheses.
primary purpose o.f study~ was twofold:

(1) to compute the interrela

between independent and criterion variables for the 108 studies pre
identified;

and, (2) to report these calculations in the form perc

the profession.

•

RATIONALE

A tendency exhibited by most researchers who published
ings in the journal cited hereinbefore

res ~~~ch

was to test

based upon a statistical model designed to identify
Very few studies were
nificant relationships.

found

that reported practical significances

Clark and Snow (1975, p. 392)

native experimental designs should be employed to investigate additi ·
research questions, . i.e., practical significances
ships.

While manipulating the design to control variables is desirab

lies ·

in

AVcn

Of lnterrelationships between dependent and independent varito advancing the knowledge base within the field of instruc-

a typical analysis of variance studyt the researcher attistically suggest that there are no differences between criterion
le totally d:isregarding the statistical e.ssociation between the

criterion variables.

Both statistical and practical signifi-

be computed from the data reported in most F-test tables.
statistical ·index called w

2

(Greek omega, squared)

proportion of vca>iance in Y accounted
aquared values are not difficult to interpret.

e the i

toa

nterre1a

stud.

J.es

the fonn

to correlat:ion

coe_~_ ficients

research

r l.mental
·
h

YP

'f•
. l.cant diff

by X.

are somewhat sim-

that exists between two or. more variables.

These values are ·

form of a continuum ranging from 0 to 1.00.

(Omega, sqaared

'when

gruent to the cr iterion variable.
.

fo~

in that each is a mathematical expression of

a negative value.)

Shed

Th~y

Hays

(J)

2

is 1. 00, the independent variable

Howeyer , when UJ

2

assumes a zero value,

the independent variable does not in any way reduce the uncercriterion variable.

In most studies that were reanalyzed;: Hays' (1963, p. 327) formula for

~n:i.fican ces

be abandoned because moit researchers reported incom-

gested that

F-test tables.

te addition

to the 108 experimental studies that appeared in the first twenty-five

!

r:

Thus, McNamara's (1978, p. 51) alternate versioc was ap-

.

-.!cant rela
s desirable

His equivalent formula. was reported as
est. (JJ2 = (k-l)•F-(k-1)

k-l•F+(N-k)+l

......_ ... ..,
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where F is the numerical value for the ANOVA test, N is the .
individuals in the sample, and k is the number of levels of

th~

variable.
•

RESlfLTS

. The following results were germane to the study.
1.

Seven studies were not included in this reanalysis
the~

failed to report information necessary to calculat
all seven cases, the researchers failed to re
port the degrees of freedom.

GV . In

2

2.

Two of the 108 studies reported W

3.

Forty-eight percent of the 108 studies appeared in

4.

A total of 1,019 F-tests were computed in
studies.

s.

About 23 percent of all F-tests reanalyzed produced <..J 2
values between . 0001 - . 0099.

6.

Sixty-eight percent of all
• 04.99 inc~i"ement.

7.

Only 1.5 percent of the F-tests pr oduced c.J
than .7000.

6)2

values fell within the • '
.

o

values.

.

2

values brg
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RESEARCH FOR THE PRACTITIONER
A common response when research is mentioned is "so
what"!

We all have read research studies which address

seemingly meaningless questions or which disappoint with
inconclusive or inaccurate : findings.
one to be mistrustful of all research.

This can ea sily
To exercise cauti on

in reviewing research and in accepting the
is a healthy attitude.

It is one that insists that the

I
•
questions asked are valid and that the CQnclusions
drawn

are significant .
truth.

It is one which resists fads and seeks

It is thi s attitude that I hope you will maintain

during this presentation .

However, to distrust and discount

all research on the basis of some bad experiences would be
akin to throwing the baby out with the bathwater.
What , then, can research do for you?

Why bother to come

to a presentation on research for practitioners?

I suspe ct

that one of the reasons you've come to this session - and to
this Conference - is that you are interested in new ideas
and want to keep up to date with the field.
Another reason for an i nterest i n r es earch may be to
overcome the is.ol a ti on in which many of us work.

Medi a

specialists in the public schools usually practice alone,
one to a school and have few contacts with others who understand the work.

Contacts with fellow specialists are usually

limited to a few in-service days a year and regional meetings
or conferences such as this one .

l.
'

Knowing something about

by researchers can help us feel part of

ted is "so
h address
Point With
l

easily

l

ta

useful to be able to quote research findings

ead

program changes to administrators.

J

'Oise caut·ion
lusiona dra'N?i

in In-Service , advised using research findings to
on the value of conducting in-service

that the
>ns

Nancy

drawn

They have .been trained to be skeptical, to demand

nd seeks

ideas and research findings can provide such evidence.

maintain

can use research to sell ideas in other ways as well.

U1d discount

e last few years accountability has been a by-word in

: WOUld be

With the continuing shrinkage in enroller to come

in the public schools at lower levels

I suspect

peak years of the sixties), value for dollars

n - and to

is a significant concern.

w ideas

A study such as Janet

(A Feasibility Study for the Centralized Processing
be to

Non-Print Materials for the Elementary School

·edia

the Allegheny Intermediate Unit) could help

alone,
10

under-

·e usually

meetings
i bout

'

illustrate such accountability for an administrator.
The Allegheny Intermediate Unit consists of 46 public
scbo~l

districts in the county of Allegheny (in Pennsylvania).

The study

~as

limited to this area and is not generalizable

to a different geographical area, al though the method can
become a decision making process for more general application.
This study utilized the survey research method with data
collected through questionnaires and telephone interviews.
The data collected was. processed and analyzed by computer
using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences. Cost
analysis .showed that centralized processing, at the time of
this study , would have saved from $6.52 to $6.96 per item
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STIMULUS VARIABLES

TASK VARIABLES
Problem Solving

7

Rule Learning

6

Conce~t

5

Learning

Discrimination

Learning

V Symbolic Visuals
and Audio
Media
Still Visuals
and MotionVisual Media
III Audio-Still
Visual Media
TV

4

Verbal Associations

J

Motor Chain

2

Stimulus-Response

1

II Audio-Motion
Visual Media
I Realia and
Real Things

Action Stage

Iconic Stage

LEARNER VAIABLES
Graphic illustration of the D-Model for selection
Figure One

Symbolic Stage

individual district processing.
r area in which research can improve the return for
d

for time invested is that of selection of media.
opriate media is selected, both money and time are

neY that should have been spent on materials more
~

the task has been misspent.

Time that a student

using inappropriate materials is_ time wasted.

When

iders all that a child must learn in his/her school
t here is little room for a haphazard selection of
To improve the ability of practitioners to
t appropriate. media for described tasks, Barbara Dompa

(See Figure One.)

This model is

facilitate the interaction of task, stimulus,
components in the selection of media in order
"that the messages necessary to permit the rlevelopment of the

learner's competencies will be discernible.
As part of this research an experiment was designed to
test whether or not there would be a significant difference

between novice librarians using the D-Model and novice librar-

ians using selection aids in the choices made.

The experimental

design was as followsa

·Pretreatment
Phase

Treatment
Phase

Post-Treatment
Phase

Control group

c1

s

c2

Experimental group

E1

M

E2

The pretreatment phase was a pretest administered to both
groups,

The treatme-n t phase for the control group was a
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one - hour revi ew of selection aids.

For the experimental

group it was a one-hour explanation of the D-Model.

Directly

following the treatment, both groups received a post-test
in which they were asked to identify appropriate media to
meet eight behavioral objectives.
Analysis of the data generated revealed a statistically
singificant difference between the performances of the
control and experimental groups, with the experimental group
out-performing the control group.

From this it appears that

an ability to use the D-Model can lead to improved selection
of media for specific tasks, and, thus, to improved effectiveness.
Yet another use of research is in suggesting methods for
evaluating and improving media services.

In today's world

of tight budgets, it is necessary that media specialists and
librarians be aware of the effectiveness of their programs.
One way to test program effectiveness and to enhance awareness .of media services is to conduct a self- evaluation study.
In 1973 David Leortscher studied media center services in
Indiana.

For this study he prepared and administered a

questionnaire
center.

regardi~g

services

offer~d

by the school media

The questionnaire was administered to teachers and

media center staffs in nine typical Indiana schools.

The

questions covered the areas of accessibility, awareness,
production, instruction and consultation.

Media center staffs

were asked to respond , .on a scale of 0 to J, whether or not
a

se~vice

was provided and how frequently it was provided.

nental

r e asked to respond as to whether they received
;t-test
·dia to

and to what degree they were satisfied with the
n general, media center staffs · agreed among themut the services they· were offering, but the teachers
This research showed that in the best of

the

only about 40 to
~ars

that

60%

of the teachers agreed

staff about the services offered.

(Another

finding was that individual differences among
ffe cted library use as much as did the subject
h ods for

world

indicated that a priority task for media

i sts and

ensure that teachers and other users know

ograms.
aware>n

s tudy.

~vices

in

t a

ices are, in fact, offered.
like Loertscher's•

One way to alert them
since answering a

teacher awareness as can a follow-up
As an outgrowth of his study Loertscher has developed,

1 media

1

r s a nd

Janet Stroud, a service called "PSES -- Purdue Self-EvalFrom a catalog the

The
s s,

selects the survey i tems to use in the school.

For

user will be supplied with a reproducible question>r not
.ded.

................ and machine readable answer sheets for each person
in the survey .

The answer sheets are analyzed by

Purdue and the results are reported to the school.
JoArm Rogers studied the effect of
media skills upon their use of
She developed the School Media Center
Pundamentals Test in order to determine whether "a relationship

eXists between possession of necessary skills, attitude toward

~edia f ormats, and frequency of use of media center resources,
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print and non-print."

Her study should have an impae

provision and content of both pre-service training an
training for teachers.

The media specialist can incr

teacher use of media center materials by providing
riate in-service training.
An important group of users that should not be neg1
as one strives to increase the visibility of the
is students.

Jacqueline Mancall has studied the

used by high school students in preparing independent s
projects.

Library use was determined by studying bibli

of student papers, by a questionnaire surveying the stud
who prepared tire papers, by a questionnai.re surveying th
teachers involved, and by interviews with the librarians
Mancall discovered that s.t udents prefer to use monograph
materials with little consideration for the currency of
materials, and that materials other then monographs and
journals mus t be specifically brought to students,. attent'
An encouraging aspect of the study was that these student
saw libraries . as .places where they can
Instruction in the use of library/media centers is
area that is becoming more popular for research.

Some

ago, Corlett at the University of Portland ,
skills as a predictor of academic success.

She administer

the Feagley, Curtiss, Gaver and Greene Library Orientation
and the Brown-Holtzman Test to a sample of 81 college stud
enrolled in

fresh~an

English classes in a small metropolit

university (fall, 1969-70 school year).

The criterion of

academic success was the grade point average attained at
end of the semester.

She performed correlation analysis an

ression analysis.

Her conclusions, from the statis-

sis of the data, were that the

t can incr

Libr~ry

Orientation

red valid for forecasting success in college.

>Viding ap

This

be replicated to extend the population to which
can be generalized.
the area of instruction is a study of instructional

the
, by

the

Clark Chie-Yuen W:>ng.

He studied the effectiveness

orienting college students to the Learning

ependent

of the Community College of Denver.

He used

162 subjects and six librarians.

a written quiz and a performance

trveying t

been pilot tested.

He used the

Groups Posttest Only true experimental

ASSIGNMENT AFTER
ORIENTATION

and 3

r~ceived

ASSIGNMENT BEFORE
ORIENTATION

orientation by lecture; groups 2 and

' • by- slide-tape method. · Groups 1 and 2 received the perf cr-

after the orientation; groups J.and
before the orientation.
Major findings ·w ere s
?tropoli

l.

Students receivi~g orientation achieved significantly

higher on the quiz than those not receiving orientation.
n ed at

2•

3.lysis

different achievement . on the quiz.

Neither m·e thod of orientation resulted in significantly
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3.

Students receiving the assignment before the

adieved significantly higher than those receiving the
ment after the orientation.
It should be noted that this study can only .be general
to community college students.
In 1978,Helen Gothberg reported on a study of alte
methods of teaching basic reference to library school a
The study compared the lecture method to an audio-tutor
method of instruction.

Audio-tutorial units included a

tape, a bibliography of required readings, suggested t 0 ,
for discussion, additional information sheets, a study
and a worksheet.

The results of the study showed no si

icant differences in the understanding of theoretical co
regardless of the method of instruction; no differences
the knowledge of the basic reference tools,
in student satisfaction with the methodology.

However, a

tutorial students reported more satisfaction with their o
performance and knowledge than did the lecture method stu
A constraint on the study was contamination through an
exchange of information between the control and experimen
groups.

Students in the lecture group believed that the

audio-tutorial students had superior notes.
In a review of research, William H. Allen analyzed tr
in instructional media research as reported in AV Communlg
Review and the Review of Educational Research during the f
year periods of 1963-7) and 1973-77•
I

Based on his review

the published material concerning research, he concluded tl
I

before the
0

most attention from researchers: nature .

e recei y;

'n€

of media factors related to the design and
the relationship of media and

only .be
to learning.
study of

L

~ search

al

ibrary Sch

oo
an audio-tu

its incl Uded
' suggested
, a study
showed n 0 s

;heoret·
J.ca1

the pictorial image.
aptitude-treatment interaction studies have

t o isolate learning variables and the effect. of
t media upon these variables.

Ann DeVaney Becker

of instructional media and its effect on learning.
nts that the stimulus-response model used in such
disto.r tion through the experimenter's

difference

the intervening variables.

and no diff

According to

neglects the effects of intention, action

However,

d situation as variables in the learning process.

with their

td

concerning the nature of media, particu-

a provocative article concerning such methods of

ets

1rough

He reported a move from evaluative

She

learning may be better described through language
numbers and the reduction of data to statistics.

an

model, Becker suggests· that field research

experime

such as case studies utilizing interviews,

::i that the

cord or document surveys·, direct observation, indirect

observation in order to provide
nalyzed t

The reliability of these studies may· be
checked by observing the agreement between different observers
at different time, the

a;greement between different observers

at the same time and t~e agreement between observations made

ncluded

by the same observer at different times.
•

I hope that I have presented a persuasive case for the value

of research in helping us to find answers to the problems
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that face us day by day.

If so, I want to make

point: · research is not conducted in a vaccuum.
need to hear from the field .

Practitioners

feedback concerning what research is needed
the appropriateness of the research which has been
Only then can the contribution of research be most
appreciated and utilized.

\

I

want t

in a

o make

~ ti ti one rs

.

is needed a
l
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PART II:
LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS AND

PRESENTATION ORGANIZATION RESEARCH

I

I

I
'

ement Research and the Interaction Between Television and
related Characteristics

of Education
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~opais

The relationship of eye movements while watching television, read
ability, cognitive style. and mode of presentation was studied.
five third grade children were classified as good or poor readers
(Gates·MacGinitie Reading Test).
Childr~n's

Cognitive style was measured by

Embedded Figures which classified subjects as field de-

1

pendent

or independent.

A Polymetr ic Eye Movement recorder was ua

to me~ure attention as chil dren viewed sev en static and seven dyn
'

segJnents from The Electric Company.
i

The results indicated that the
•

eff ecet of these factors varied from segment to segment although sev
I

eral overall effects achieved significance.
I

It was concluded that

eye movement research is a useful tool for assessing individual
I
I

differences across instructional modes.

s studied.
;>oor

the Interaction Between Television and

readers

measured by

as field de-

Snow, 1968; Snow and

t ed that the

, 1968; Salomon, 1972) has stressed the importance of the
llitl1!'elt-way

interaction between the medium, the individual learner,

l uded that

This study exemplifies what Salomon and

lvidual

what had previously been
linear investigations of main effects.

The re-

here can be described in terms of the definition
of media research as the investigation of the psychological and
in&tructional effects of media on the responses of individuals.

This particular study describes, through the analysis of eye movelllllt~

measured during the viewing of both dynamic and static tele-

Viaion P'resentations, the perceptual analysis of individuals
PQ9sessing differing degrees of field-independence-dependence and
reading proficiency.
In perceiving, the individual cons tructs his world according
to both the features of the stimuli before him, and the organization of his own cognitive s tructure.

The gaze, as it is called

(Mackworth and Bruner, 1970; Mackworth and Morandi, 1967), is
initially controlled by the display, but eventually becomes an
instrument of thought.

Studying the eye movements of field

pendents and field dependent individuals, and good versus poor
readers lends insight into comparisons, if any, of developmental
shifts from global processing to highly differentiated modes of
perception .
Wolf (1971) and others (Fleming, 1969 and 1970)
the view that "the study of eye movements allows for an unusual
opportunity for determining the reaction of viewers to stimuli
materials." (Wolf, p, 113) .
The research carried out here was based on the underlying
assumption that a child's eye fixations reflect his cognitive
approach to the task and that eye movements are indicative of
attending behavior.

Support for such an assumption is well

founded in the literature (Mackworth and Bruner, 1970; Mackworth,
1967 ; Guba, Wolf, de Groot, Knemeyer, Van Atta, and Light, 1965;
Gould, 1967, 1973; Gould and Schaffer, 1965a, 1965b; Gould and
Dill, 1969; O'Bryan, 1969; O'Bryan and Boersma, 1971; Noton and
Stark, 1971; Vurpillot, 1968).

The research performed here

investigated both individual difference and stimulus-related
characteristics while at the same time examined the interaction
between these factors.

The primary objective of this research

was to study by means of eye movement photography the attentional

ated to the organismic variables of field-independnes

and differing levels of reading .proficiency, and
there was an interaction between these factors and
in the stimulus presentation.
into the process of reading has generally
reading proficiency varies with both the ability of the
~he

complexity of reading material (Tinker, 1947;

1960; Conant, 1965; Fleming, 1969; Mackworth and
Nodine and Lang, 1971; Edelfat, 1975; Rayner, 1975).
lmuli

doubt that eye movements can provide a way of obrelative effectiveness with which a person reads

lying

:ive

• 1960).

Without attending to the stimuli it would be

difficult to process any information which in turn benefits

. of

1972).

1

research attempted to lend insight

kworth,

into possibly different response availabilities between poor

1965;
and
1

and

By providing descriptive

good readers , analyzing at
tr

levels up the hierarchy of word and letter recognition.
not been much eye movement research as it relates
area of field-independence-dependence although two partstudies (Conklin, Muir, and Boersma, 1968; and Boersma,

:tion

Muir, Wilton, and Barham, 1969) have found differences in such

tr ch

&canning strategies as track length and information search.

t ional

Originally defined by Witkin (1954, 1962, 1964, 1977), field-
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independence-dependence has been used to describe individual
differences in overcoming embedding or potentially distracting
contexts.

Field independent persons possess a more analytic

approach to tasks, in contrast to the global fi eld approach
characteristic of field dependent individuals (Witkin, 1962),
The eye movement indices chosen for this study served as a description of those behaviors which are normally attributed to
field independent individuals while at the same time specified
the global characteristics of field dependent persons.

An

intention of this study was to assess the possibly embedding
nature of various televised stimulus segments and to examine
through eye movement analysis how embeddedness (or distractibility) may have affected the attention of field independent
and field dependent children.

O{ particular importance to this

study was the ability of the television code variable of motion
to separate f igure from ground.

A number of argutnen ts for action

on the screen are found in research (Fowles, 1973; Rovet, 1974;
Allen, 1975) .
The appeal for research whose major aim is to examine
stimulus characteristics as well as person-related variables had
motivated this study.
Previous research comparing the various media as methods of
presenting visualized instruction had been inconsistent in its
conclusions, although it was generally acknowledged that no
significant differences had resulted in most s tudies comparing

cribe individu

aJ.

:ially d ·
l.s tract .

a more anal
Ytic
,. l
ie

visual media _(Dwyer, 1973;

& Wells, 1974).

Salomon (1974) suggested that

look at those variables peculiar to one medium

d approach
i mportance of looking at the "symbol system unique

(W.i tkin, 1962) ,

umu (p. 386), and how it interacts with certain
r scteristics results in more insights concerning
attributed

to

i ation and the nature of the medium.

Looking at the

representation and how they are
r sons'

An

is more beneficial than studying
Ly

embedding
ces across the technologies themselves.
to examine

Studies of .t his

''the relationship between the

-: distract-

ormation is externally represented and how it is internally
independent

p. 159).

~ ance to this

l e of motion

pictorial, symbolic, and verbal char(Allen, 1970) .

According to some theorists (Olson,

Olson & Bruner, 1974), the individual learner must become
:ovet, 1974·

'

of the code within a symbol system in order to benefit from
When producing a symbol system code for a particular

:amine

important to take into account the possibility that
r iables

may also hinder learning.

Rust (in

rawles, 1973) reiterated the point that such high appeal charnethods of
: in its
t

acteristics as rhythm, rhyme, and electronic bridges may be
diatFacting as well as attention-getting.

no
In looking at the medium of television, one would classify

1parfng

movement as a code variable.

Allen (1970) proposed the need f or
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studies comparing action and non-action within the medium.
stressed the necessity of including individual
in research of this sort and advocated further investigation i
those variables dealing with the perceptual processes and
interact differentially toward certain media elements.
The appeal for research whose major aim was to examine
stimulus characteristics as well as person-related variables
motivated this study.
In the nature of fonnative research, existing segments of
Children's Television Workshop program The Electric Company were
examined by means of eye movement photography.

By doing so

insights into the nature of the attentional behaviors of good
poor readers, and field independent, field dependent
observed in interaction with televised segments from
As well, the nature of the stimulus element of movement and its
resultant effect on attention was observed.
The independent factors of reading proficiency , fieldindependence-dependence, and dynamic versus static stimuli were
examined in terms of their contribution to fiv e eye movement
measures - (1) orientation time to target or the length of time
taken by a subject before making a fixation on a target area
(word or sentences) once it appears on the screen (ORIENT)
(2) percentage of fixations on target (FIXATION)

of time on target (TIME)

(3) percentage

(4) left-to-right movements or direct-

ithin

the medi

tdua1 apt.
l.tude
t her inves tig

.' processes

and

ulll,

target (AVERAGE).

\'a

These measures have been

movement research studies which, in being se-

ati 0

research were considered useful indicators of how

and h

a elements.

stimulus presentation on the tele-

was t o exami
ne

l

(5) average length of fixation or

, (particularly one involving "reading").

These

to whether and how an individual

e lated variables

fixations to targets on the screen, and also
the effects of stimulus variables on eye

St ing segments

~~
By doing so

aviors of good
1dent child ren

ght of the literature concerning field-independence1

reading proficiency, mode of ins _tructional presentmovements, the following objectives or research

movement data, to gain more insight into the
field -inde endence- de endence and reading
:y ' fieldstimuli were
!

mov ement

ngth of t ime
·

of e e movement research

to determine the effects

of movement on the visual

atternin

of good

and field inde endent and field de endent

·get area
RIENT)

percentage
or direct-

of eye movement research, to further investigate
perception between good and poor readers.
Utilizing eye movement research, to ex amine perceptual
!!ffeTences between field independent and field dependent persons.

The general objective of this research study was the
following:

In the line of formative or ongoing field

using eye movement s as a dependent variable, the research was
performed in order to acquire more knowledge about the communication process between the medium and the individual.
It was hypothesized that good readers, field independent
individuals, and dynamic stimuli would yield the more proficient
and analytical scanning strategies exemplified by significantly
faster orientation times to print, a significantly greater percentage of fixations on the target words, a significantly larger
percentage· of time on target, a significantly larger percentage
of directional attack on target, and significantly shorter
duration's of fixation.

Method
Subjects
The subjects (Ss) were 85 third-grade pupils (42 boys, 43
girls) from eight elementary schools in the Scarborough, Ontario ,
Board of Education.

The Ss were chosen according to their com-

prehension scores on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, Primary
Form 2 (1964), , The test s cores were obtained by examining the
individual record file for each grade three student in the normal
stream for each school.
Those students scoring at least one and one-half standard
deviations above or below the Borough mean reading score were

was the
assigned to good reader and poor reader groups.

The

t~d of 41 good readers (15 boys, 26 girls) with a mean

-

;§_earch was
co.r e Of 40 • 82 and a mean grade equivalent score of 5.63,
(27 boys, 17 girls) with a mean reading score

-

tl.

grade equivalent score of 1.76.

dependent
Eye Movement Recorder (Model V-1164-1) was
:nificantly
movement patterns (EMPs) in this study.
eater perdetailed description of this linei tly larger
Utilizing the corneal reflection
e rcentage
characteristic of this apparatus, a spot of light superr ter
stimulus field was produced.

These eye spots

a video camera as the Ss viewed the stimulus

field on a nine-inch television screen housed at eye level
approximately two feet from the subject.

The location of eye

spots was transmitted as digital signals t o a PDP-9 computer.
ys, 43

Stiaulus Materials
Ontario

'

com-

r

~ imary

Segments from the Children's Television Workshop program

The

c,

the
nonnal

~lectric

Company (TEC) were used as a stimulus material.

was necessary to produce a stationary presentat ion from the
already existing dynamic segments in order to assess possible
diffe~ences in the quality of eye movements between dynamic and

static modes of presentation.
a rd
~e

It

Doing so involved "freezing" the

moving segments at particular intervals, juxtaposing the frozen

bits (or segments) in the same order as that of the dynamic
sentation, and dubbing the identical voice track over the
resultant visuals.

This method insured maximum content comp-

arability between the two presentations.
A dynamic and a static presentation were created consisting
of s even "bits" or segments each.

In the nature of formative

research, the segments were chosen for their individual stimulus
qualities (e.g. computer or electronic bridges, animation, dis-'
tracting versus non- distracting field).

Procedure
Administering the CEFT
The Children's Embedded Figures Test (CEFT) was administered individually to all Ss to ass ess cogni tive style.

A

standardized procedure for administering the test was outlined
in the Manual (Witkin, Ottman, Raskin

& Karp, 1971).

For the

purposes of the analyses carried out in this study, a mean split
was performed to divide those Ss who were considered field
independent (FI) from those who were field dependent (FD).
Eye movement recording procedure.
Subjects entered the eye movement laboratory individually.
The eye movement recording device was explained to the Ss.

They

were told that the E was interested in monitoring thei"r
watch i ng and that by allowing the E to do so, they were contributing to the b etterment of television programs for all children.

he dynamic

t task was to assure that each S was in an appropriate

'Ver the
Ll

t au, e

ntent co111p~

position for viewing the television set.

The

such that the S's forehead would
headrest attached to the equipment.

A

to minimize any head movements of the Ss.
formative

sweatband placed around his/her
same purpose.

1ation ' di s~ ·

a proper position for watching television, calibration
equipment took place.

To calibrate, Ss were

four corner dots and a center dot affixed to the
screen.

The recording equipment was then

riately adjusted.
idmin-

the two stimulus presentations--dynamic
le .

A

The order of presentation for each S was previously
)Utlined
For the
ean split

det~1nnined

with the aid of a table of random numbers.

Between

presentations each S was given a two..;minute rest.
procedure.

~ld

)

As outlined previously, five eye movement measures were

.

the questions and hypotheses of this

dually,
'·

They

elevisfon..
;,ntri-

~efore measuring the eye movements, it was necessary to

• pecify the criterion for defining an eye spot as a "fixation"

for the purposes of this study.

Taylor (1960) points out that

the average length of fixation for a third-grader is .28 seconds

tildren.

:1.70

(or 280 milliseconds) per eye spot.

Owing

jects in this experiment included children reading at levels
low as grade one, it was decided to establish .10 seconds or
milliseconds as the minimum amount of time necessary for an eye
spot to be considered a fixation.
Before analyzing the data, it was necessary to insure
validity of the measurements by eliminating defective recordings.
Upon completing the data gathering, the video tapes of each
subject 's EMPs were reviewed without knowledge of the characteristics of that particular subject .

Those segments lacking in

calibration, as indicated by the eye spot being off the center
spot of the screen following the termination of a segment, were
excluded from analysis.

This elimination process led to a

possible situation in which for one particular subject there may
have been only one or two good s egments from which data could be
analyzed.

The pr ogram used i n the final analyses comprised the

necessary measures for the handling of missing data.
Preparation of Data for Analysis
In order to assess the eye movement patterns, information as
to the exact time and location of each target was provided as data
to the PDP-9 computer.

The targets within each stimulus segment

were a word or group of words, and the target field in which the
eye movement measurements were made consisted of a four-sided
figure surrounding these words.

Targetting the dynamic segments

lblS

_QQ

consisted of either targetting certain areas during the presentscion where a targe t letter or word would lie at a particular
point in time (e . g. Try, Dry, Shy) or targetting a larger area in
which whole words or sentences would appear (e.g. the Princess and
the Frog).

Targetting the static segments consisted of a similar

process in which the unmoving words or letters were targetted for
gs.

their position on the screen.

Targetting constituted transmitting

a pulse from each corner of a target to be changed to numerical
coordinate information in the computer (in the same manner as an
r-

S's eye spot).

Once this information became computer data, the

location and analysis of subject data, already stored on computer
tape, was carried out on the eye spots occurring within the time

of target appearances.

With the time and coordinate informa t ion

available within the computer, a series of programs reduced the
data in terms of the five eye movement indices of interest to this
study--orientation times (in thirtieths of a second), fixations on
target (as a percentage), time on target (as a percentage),
average duration of fixation (in thirtieths of a second) , and
as
ata

left-to-right (L~ R) movement (as a percentage).

The eye move-

llent information was identified and categorized for each segment
and subject.

In the final analysis only data from the stimulus

t

e

first presented to a subject (dynamic or static) was utili zed in
the calculations.
§!atistical Treatment of Data
A regression procedure was used specifying the analysis of

-----------
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variance model.

The particular program utilized was taken from

the Statistical Analysis System (Service, 1972).
The program applied the method of least squares in
linear model to the data.

The variation attributable to each of

the independent variables in the model (treated as classification
variables) was examined as were the interactions of these
on the five dependent or eye movement measures.

Treating the

variables as independent ·of each other was of concern to this
For this reason, the partial sum of squares was the source of
variation examined .

The data analyzed was that available from eac

subject cla.ssified under either the dynamic or static condition ,
good reader or poor reader category, and field independent or fie
dependent classification.
Results
Regression analyses were calculated for each segment (referred
to as ALL) as well as an overall analysis averaged over all segment•
together (MODE-AVERAGE).

To account for the possibility that

diff erences or lack of differences in the dependent measures
be due to long exposure to a stimulus, a regression analysis on
information gathered during the early seconds of a segment's
exposure was executed (INIT).
1)

Orientation Time
Mode-Average data gathered throughout the -segments r evealed

the only significant differences for this measure.

Good readers

did orient significantly faster than qid poor readers (F= 5.07;

'4

dents were characterized as having more fixations on target.
Data for mode of presentation also confirmed the hypothesis
on another segment for both ALL (F= 4.57; p (.05) and INIT
(Fe 6.34; p( .05) data.

The percentage of fixations on target

were not substantially differenct across modes for the other
segments and averaged over the segment s.

Significant differences

did occur between male and female on one segment (different
than the above two segments) for ALL (F=4 . 38; p<.05) and INIT
data (F- 4.80; P( .05).

In both cases girls fixated on target

words significantly more than did boys.
One segment uncovered a READ x CEFT x PRES interaction
(ALL - F:: 5.66; p ( .05) with the combination of poor reader x
field indep endent x dynamic, demonstrating the largest percentage
of fixations on target.

Furthermore, two-way READ x PRES

(F= 4.83; p ( .05) led to significant findings when data was
averaged for the segments taken

together and only on INIT dat'a.

Time
Data for t wo different segments (one for ALL data F:5.75;
p ~ . 05 the other for INIT data F ..... 5. 5 7; p '\. 05) r esulted· in
significantly different percentages of time on target between
good and poor readers.

Both r e sults supported the hypothesis.

On examining Mode-Average data the hypothesis calling for r eading
proficiency differences on this measure was not confirmed.
Significant differences between the dynamic and static
segments were revealed for ALL data on one segment (F= 8.65;

era

mr

s:m ?

,

a

:get.

particular case it was the static rather than

!Sis

that resulted in more time spent on the

fIT

target

data, on examining whole segments, resulted in

ther

times (F:!::- 4.95; p ( .05).

fferences

Girls spent a

antly greater percentage of time on targets than did boys.

: nt

x PRES was significant for one segment (F = 10. 08; p ( . 01)

id INIT

combinations of field-independent static and field-

:arget

dynamic resulting in greater percentages of time on

on

ht Directionalit

er x

(L-+R)

an opposite direction than that

r centage

in early data for one particular segment
As well, early data for the same segment

lS

: dat"a.

was a significantly larger percentage of leftto-right movement in the dymanic presentation (F= 8. 65; p ( • 01) .
of Fixation

5 . 75;

In both ALL data for one particular segment (F• 4 .4 6; p ( .05)
averaged across segments (F- 5 .18; p< .05) field independent

!e n

IUb.}ects possessed larger fixation durations.

.is.

different

eading

presentation did indeed lead to larger fixation durations

Early data for two

segments showed that the static as opposed to the dynami c
(F~

6.35;

p(,QS) in one segment, while boys' fixations on target were

significantly larger than girls' in another segment (F= 6.60;
~(.05).

ALL data on one particular cartoon segment l ead to
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significant CEFT x PRES (F~ 5.54; P( .05) and READ x PRES
(F= 3.83; p( .05) interactions.

CEFT x PRES was also signific

for Mode-Average data (ALL - F=3.80; p(.05).

In both cases

the shorter fixation durations were characteristic of field
independent subjects viewing the static condition .
Discussion
The following is an interpretation of the results as they
relate to the more general research objectives asked of this
study.
1.

By means of eye movement data, to gain more insight into

relationship between field articulation and reading ability.
Past research has indicated that field-independen ce-dependence was not closely r elated to the verbal component of reading.
From the perceptual analysis performed here, there was
evidence to suggest that field-independence-dependence
to the perceptual component of r ead ing proficiency (at least on
the eye movement measures used to describe reading prof iciency in
this research).

Although there may be communality on other mea-

sures between thos e leaning toward high reading proficiency and
field independency, eye movement data in this study
evidence to demonstrate that good reade rs were good readers because
they possessed a field independent cognitive style.

Naturally

such an influence is limited to the eye movement data in this
particular study, but it does raise the question as to what is the
link between the two variables.

:AD x PRES .

of e e movement research

to determine the effects

of movement on the visual

ood

In both cases
and field inde endent and field de endent
ic of field
1 .

element studied here was the dynamic versus static
~ne

!Sult s as they

medium of television.

It had been purported in the

with little supportive research that the dynamic

:ked of this

of television were a useful aid in attracting and mainGross (1974) and Allen (1975)

nsight into
ng

in the essential ·information - relaying nature of the

abilitr.

Studying the dynamic versus static quality

endence- depen-

!

an investigation into the code of the medium of

was
It

~ppea rs

from the data that in a rather complex stimulus

lence
dynamic mode did prove to be beneficial in the
(at
the eye movement measures while in another more
animated segment the static presentation lead . to more
on other mea)f ic iency and

spent on the target words.

In another segment in which

in a left-to-right manner by means of aniscanning patterns were reinforced.

readers beca
Naturally
t a in this

Generally, the visual cueing characteristic of dynamism within
lledium of television did not result in many significant
ifferences in viewing patterns as measured by the eye movement

to what is
The auditory component of the stimuli

;aay have diminished differences, for as Mock (1975) indicated, the
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auditory channel is a very strong cue as to where to look.
The general lack of significant findings .in interaction wi
presentation mode seems to negate the possibility of visual
supplantation.

The results of this research suggests that move-

ment was not necessarily an essential aid to particular reading
or field- independent- dependent groups.

Information as to where

significant differences and interactions did in fact occur as a
result of movement or lack of it should be exploited as a means
of instructional assistance to particular viewers.
3.

By means of eye movement research, to further

investi~ate

differencei in perception between good and poor readers.
The results suggest that readers were only differentiated
in the presence of particular qualities of a stimulus segment.
As Rayner (1975) and Conant (1965) believed , it would appear that
text not individual hypothesis testing determined eye movement
patterns.
Questions which come to mind as a result of the analysis
include the following:

Was supplantation responsible for matching

the eye movements of poor readers with those of good readers?
Was it good readers' "sampling" (Wiener and Cromer, 1967) of the
target that resulted in similar eye movements to those of poor
readers in many instances?

Were the stimuli not exciting enough

to hold the attention of good readers?

Were some of the segments

not visually complex enough to allow for differences between the
two groups ?

Research questions such as these could be examined

!re to look.
.n interaction
ty of visual
5gests that mo

r&dUC i ng
~s

segments geared toward such an investigation.

of this eye movement study did not support pre-

c-ha t gO

od readers exhibit shorter durations of fixaIn more cases than not, they not only paused
but also spent more time on the words than

The findings related to the effects of dynamic
fact oc cur as

also seem to weaken the supplantation argu-

i. ted

readers.

'

.
investiga~

eaders.
lfferentiated
ilus segment.
uld

point toward stimulus-specific
of particular segments that resulted in any differences

e two reader groups.

Furthe r analysis into isolate d

these segments would yield information as to the

e occurrence of connnon elements that differentiated the
Knowledge such as this would be useful to instructional

: ye move ment
movement research to examine the perceptual ·
e analys is

field inde endent and field de

ersons.

Similar to the results related to reading proficie ncy, there
t readers?

1967) of the
>e of poor

ted rather s egment-specific eye movement differences involi field-independence-dependence.

In one particular segment and

r Mode-Average data, field dependents did pause significantly

·t ing enough

onger when on target as they made an attempt to decode the words.

t he segments

'lheae results were supported in the literature by claims of cogni-

>e t ween the

tive delay and the global field dependent style of proces s i n g,

'e examine d

While the shorter durations were more characteristic of the f ocusing
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I

in analytic mode of field independent individuals.
The question arises here as to whether the lack of
differences is caused by individual or stimulus properties.
qualities of the stimulus supplanting operations for field
dependents or boring field independents?

Are the stimuli not

embedding enough to differentiate between the groups?
The shorter durations of fixation involving field
subjects (at least for one segment and for Mode-Average data)
to support a field independent sampling process that suggests
that, characteristic to their style of processing information,
independent· individuals spend time comparing target with non
areas as they attempt to find meaning in a stimulus complex.
It appears from this study that the task and its inherent
qualities were what made light of the cognitive style differences
individuals possessed.

Further study of these stimulus-specific

elements is one direction where future research could take aim.
Future Research
Of the questions posed by this research, the one which stands
out is that which asks whether eye movements are stimulus or
person-specific.

The research performed here did lend insight

the problem as main effects and interactions were examined.

The

data indicates that individual qualities of each segment played a
large part in where the subjects were looking.

Further study of

these stimulus specific elements is one direction where future
research could take aim.

As Olson (1974) and others suggested,

arch in depth the code or syntax of particular medium.
Jf signifi
rties.

dge should be ascertained as to the effects of specific
ces, particularly auditory cues.

E' ield

Research comparing

ating the voice-over, would no doubt yield worthwhile

nuli not

as to the

effe~ts

of. the visual cues.

The auditory

t may have been the sole channel from where some of the

information that assisted them in analyzing
;e data)
uggests
rmation,
th non

results of this study it appeared that in more cases
the dynamic stimulus did not make a difference in the eye
If an asymptotic level was reached where the dynamic

mplex.

a cueing aid, what was that level?

i nherent
:lifferences
; -specific
: ake aim.

itself with such a question.

us or

an information processing hindrance?
Further study of EMPs as they relate to cognitive style variables

t

Resultant information would be useful to
and those researchers exploring the area of

Other organismic variables including anxiety,

i nsight
ned.

In other

there a level at which dynamism ceased to be beneficial

ought to be performed.
1hich stands

Further

The

played a
study of
future

;gested,

development (a la Piaget or Bruner), or locus of control
included in such investigations.
Although many studies exist in this area, complete information
concerning eye movements and reading has not been totally uncovered .
Recent research (Mitrani, in Edelfat, 1975) has suggested that good

readers "read" during saccadic EMs.

Information such as this is
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useful in interpret ing results although further exploration is
needed in this area to substantiate his findings.
Not specifically compared, varying results were acquired
between ALL and INIT data.

What happened to the attention of

subjects as they viewed a segment over time was a factor that
be taken into consideration when studying individual differences
and different modes of instructional presentations.

Furth~r

resear ch into the most beneficial length of time for
of a stimulus presentation ought to be

invest ig~te d

keeping

attentional factors and pacing of a segment in mind.
Finaliy, sex differences as they relate to eye movements,
medium and organismic variab les ough t to be investi gated further.
This study produced some interesting main and interactive sexrelated effects.
done so.

However , it was one of the few EM studies to

Many organismic variables have been co rrelated with sex,

but it is rare to find an EM study which not only differentiated the
"looking" behaviors of males and females, but also correlated these
EMPs with other measures.
Educational Implications
Implications resulting from EM data surrounding organismic
variables as they stand alone and in interaction with other factors
related to the medium of television are useful to those involved in
instructional de sign.

Application of theory into practice need not

be made so lely to the medium of television, but Gan also be applied
to other methods of communication (including the teacher) that are

the teaching-learning environment .

ion is

Knowing that

a stimulus field may evoke certain EM responses in inuired
:>n of

that
'. erences
:her
exposure
ng

s, with a further investigation into the elements of these

•

instructional packages can not only be designed so as to

vantage of these attention-getting and maintaining devices,
also be paced according to the perceptual style of inforAlthough it was found that the dynamic mode
ed positive effects for · some individuals while negative results

others, generally there were no significant differences due to
Information such as this is useful to those who have only
at movement on the screen as a positive characteristic of the

f urther.
sex-

Instructional materials designed for certain individuals
be produced avoiding what may prove to be hindering

: s to

,,tith sex,

As the National Institute for Education Report (Gibbon et al,

ltiated the

1974) suggested, EM studies are a useful "real-time" indicator of the

Lted these

perceptual pro cesses of certain individuals .

Ey e movement studies

allow one to study the style of individual processors and to investigate, as in this study, the effects of these styles under the

i smic

influence of certain environmental factors.

r factors

V&Tiables that can produce such useful information as it relates to

,rolved in

individual differences.

need not
~

applied

hat are

There are few dependent

Individual differences are a major concern

to educators as they investigate "person" qualities interacting with

vari ous environments and instructional methods.

Knowledge o f infor-

mation processing skill gained from EM studies is useful to teachers
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and producers of instr uctional television who set up t eaching-!
environments while keeping in mind an instructional pace suitabl
various learners .

--- - -

- --- ---
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PRINCIPALS' PERCEPTIONS OF ACTUAL AND IDEAL ROLES
OF THE SCHOOL MEDIA SPECIALIST

centers have been undergoing changes in the last few
e result of these changes is that school medi a centers have
heart of the instructional program.

r

The new functions per-

the school media specialist focus heavily on serving the needs

prnfessional staff and the needs of the learner.

Because school

nter activities are closely integrated with the educational
and principals need to understand and

tt the center and the functions of the school medi a specialist.

The

professional to the functioning of the media
It is the principal 's enthusiastic support, or
ltk

of it, which often determines the success or failure of programs.

the principal supports the media specialists and their program the
Without this interest and understanding, a
impossible.
and Sam le
Beeause the principal is a key force in the media center program,
to describe the perceptions of the principal toward the
l'G'le 0f the school media specialist.

Two hundred high school principals

in the state of Iowa were chosen to make up the sample.

The randomized

ltst Of two hundred princ i pals was obtained from the Iowa Department of
P,ub1 le
· Instruction .
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This study focused on three general questions:
1) What perceptions do principals have toward the

functions of the school media specialist?
2) What perceptions do principals have toward
of the school media specialist?
3) Is there a significant difference between the actual and
of the school media specialist as perceived by secondary
principals?
In addition to studying the perceptions of principals as a wh
the principals were grouped according to the following variables a
differences were studied:
1) Those who were employed in a small (enrollment of 500 or 1
large (enrollment of 501 or more) school.
2) Those who were employed in rural (population
urban (population of 5,001 or more) geographical area.
3) Those who had a media course(s) or those who had
course(s).
4) Those who had been employed in the school (tenure)
6-10 years, 11-15 years, or 16-more years .
The data coll ected was used to test the following hypotheses:
*l) There is no significant difference between the actual

performance of the school media specialist as perceived by h
school principals.
*2a) There is no significant difference between principals
and large schools in their perceptions of what should be the
role of the school media specialist.

is no significant difference between principals from small
large schools in their perceptions of what should be the ideal
school media specialist .
no significant difference between actual and ideal perof the school media specialist as perceived by principals

no significant difference between actual and ideal perof the school media specialist as perceived by principals
riables and

There is no significant difference between principals from rural
and urban schools in their perceptions of what should be the

500

a.ctual role of the school media specialist.
There is no significant difference between principals from rural
and urban schools in their perceptions of what should be the ideal

area.
not had

role of the school media specialist.
3c) There is no significant difference between actual and ideal per-

formance of the school media specialist as perceived by principals
from rural schools.
*3d) There is n~ significant difference between actual and ideal per-

ses:

formance of the school media specialist as perceived by principals

:t ua 1 and idea

from urban schools.

·cei ved by hi

4a) There is no significant difference between principals who had and
had not taken a formal media course(s) in their perceptions of

pa1s from smal

what should be the actual role of the school media specialist.

1oul d be the a 4b) There is no significant difference between princi pals who had and
had not taken a formal media course(s) in their perceptions of
what should be the ideal role of the school media specialist.
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*4c) There is no significant difference between actual and ideal
performance of the school media specialist as perceived by
principals who had taken a media course.
*4d) There is no significant difference between actual and ideal
performance of the school media specialist as

perceiv~d

by

principals who had not taken a media course.
*5a) There is no significant difference between principals with
different tenure in their perceptions of what should be the
actual role of the school media specialist.
5b) There is no significant difference between P,rincipals with
different tenure in their perceptions of what should be the
ideal role of the school media specialist.
*5c) There is no significant difference between actual and ideal
performance of the school media specialist as perceived by
principals with 0-5 years tenure.
*5d) There i s no significant difference between actual and ideal
performance of the school media specialist as perceived by
principals with 6-10 years tenure.
*5e) There is no significant difference between actual and ideal
performance of the school media specialist as perceived by
principals with 11-15 years tenure.
Instrument Chosen for Data Collecting
The questionnaire was selected to be the type of instrument
this study.

The questionnai re was divided into two parts, each having

its own purpose.

The purpose of Part One was to obtain background

* Hypothesis was rejected at the 0.05 level of significance.

~d

on the principal and the principal 's school.

by

This background

i ncluded conditions that may have affected the principal 's
toward the actual and ideal role of the school media specialist.

ideal

ose of Part Two was to determine the principal 's perceptions
dia specialist's performance (both the actual and the ideal
Part Two was composed of statements describing functions

With

be perfonned by a school media specialist.

e the

The principal read

a) his/her perception of the actual perforwit h
e the

the school media specialist of the function stated, and b) his/
tion of the level of performance by the school media specialist

ld be ideal for that function.
ideal
1 by

cm~

The principal indicated his/her

by giving each statement a numerical value.

A 0-5 scale was

principal 's perception in regard to each statement.
two was based on the recommendations from the

ideal
I by

and Standards Committee of the Iowa Educational Media
Thus, Part Two of the questionnaire contained forty-one
These forty-one statements were later (during the

deal
by

grouped into eight subroles or categories: systems,
selection, utilization, production, leadership, research,

When the respondents returned the questionnaire, the responses were
Cltegorized according to their corresponding subrole.

For example, each

having
questionnaire was taken and the responses for statements 1, 17, 18, and 31
ind

were recorded. These statements defined the subrole systems. These four
scol'es were then averaged in order to produce one score for the subrole
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11

systems.

11

Each questionnaire produced sixteen scores; there were

subroles and two conditi ons (actual and ideal) under each subrole.
data was grouped according to this method so that perceptions of sub
instead of individual functions could be studied.
then tested by the paired 1_-test, 1_-test or analys i s of variance.
Significance was set at the 0.05 level.
Results.
The test results allowed for the rejection of fourteen of the ni
teen hypotheses.

On the bas i s of the findings in this study, the fol

conclusions were made:
1) High school principals perceived a significant difference bet
the actual and ideal performance of the school media specialis
Significant differences were found in all eight subrole areas.
2) Each group of principals perceived a signi ficant difference
between the actual and ideal performance of the school media
specialist . The two groups that were the most satisfied wi th the
specialist's performance were: a) those principals employed in
urban schools, and b) those principals employed eleven or more
years in the school.
were:

The two groups that were least satisfi ed

a) principals employed in small schools

employed in rural schools.
3) Principals from small and large schools perceived differently
actual performance. of the school media specialist.

Differences

were found in all but one subrole--utilization. The
principals perceived similarly the ideal performance of the schOO
media specialist.

there Were

ls from rural and urban schools received different scores

ch subro1 e.

ir perception of the actual role of the school media

>tions Of s

list. The significant differences between the two groups were

YPotheses

administration, selection, product i on ,

variance.

rship, and general.

In all significant cases, principals

urban schools produced the higher mean value.

The two

perceive similarly the ideal role of the
n

ol media specialist.

of the

1y' the fo J

incipals who had taken a media course and principals who had
t

taken a media course did not differ on their perceptions of

e actual role of their school media specialist .

Neither did

perceptions of the ideal role of the school

~erence

1 media
ed With
1oyed in

or more
t isfied

&) There was a significant difference between the perceptions of
principals with different tenure toward t he actual roles of the
school media specialist.

Principals employed 16 years or more

produced a higher mean score than principals who have been
employed 0 t o 5 years.

That is to say, principals employed 16

years or more perceived the media specialist performing the sub-

...

roles more frequently than did principals employed 0-5 years .

~n tly

th

rences

A ranking of actual and ideal roles was produced from the principals
On the actual level, the performance of the school media specialist
in, the various subrole categories ranged from performs infrequently (2 . 3)

e school

to performs sometimes (3.5) on a 5 point scale.

Utilization and selection

were the subroles being assumed most frequently; production and research
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were the subroles perceived as befog least assumed by t he school med
specialist.
At the ideal level, the desired performance ranged from perfo
sometimes (3 . 2) to performs always (4.2) for the different
Selection and utilization were the subroles that should be
frequently by the school media specialist .

Research and production

the subroles that should be performed least by the school media speci
The subroles were ranked a.lmost identically in both the actual a
the ideal charts . Principal s were saying that the order in which the
subroles were being performed by the school media specialist was corr .
The desire of the principals was that more time needed to be spent on
higher priority subroles . The only subrole that differed by more than
in the rank ordering was the subrole general (which contained more
traditional functions).

Principals indicated that the specialists need

to concentrate more effort in the area of administration and systems.
Actual/Ideal as Perceived by all Principals
There is a difference between the actual and ideal perfonnance of
the school media specialist as perceived by principals.

None of the

subroles were reported as being performed at the ideal level.

It is ve

common in any field not to have programs functioning at the ideal l evel .
Realities such as high cost, poor physical facilit i es,
.. lack of professional help, etc. may place a barrier between the actual and ideal
performance levels.

However, the value of the results of this study was

in its showing the subroles that had the greatest difference between the
two conditi ons.
performance.

In other words, the difference between actual and ideal

The widest gap existed i n the administration subrole. Mor

be needed from the school media specialist in developing
The two other subroles that needed the
systems and research.

Generally the principals

school media specialist should:
of the educational team; b)
Production

a) participate more

be more involved with determining

apply the principals of research to
Media specialists need to shift more

the actual

forts toward the learner.

s this researcher's opinion that the gap between actual and ideal
s under the subrole of research is due to the fact that research
part of, or not strongly emphasized in past media programs.
s Effectin Actual and Ideal Perce tions

ned more

effect the principal 1 s perception toward the
of the school media specialist? Considering

1d systems .

ived actual performance, di fferences between principals occurred

a)
formance of
ne of the

population of the school, b)

and c) tenure of the principal.

geoThe

riable that produced the greatest difference between principals' actual

J.

Seven out of eight subroles
(principals from large schools producing the higher

of pro-

by this researcher that these results might have

and ideal
is study was
between the

facilities, and the number equality of
rsonnel working in large school media programs.
No significant differences for the ideal performance variable were

il and ideal Produced for any of the four conditions or variables .
rbrole.

Groups of

More Principals did not differ in their desires of how the school media
specialist should perform.

This indicated that there was some unity within

zoo

the sample of principals.

Discovering that principals desired si

performance of the school media specialist can be
planning, developing in-service, educating future specialists,
subroles where perhaps perceptions need to be changed, etc.
Recorrmendations
The data produced by this study indicated definite needs that
be examined in order to strengthen school media programs.

Followin

several recorrmendations towards fulfilling these needs.
media staffs need to openly recognize the gaps between actual and i
conditions in the i r schools.
they may be acted upon.

These gaps should be clearly identifie

The staff members then

conditions were causing the gaps.

After the identification process

completed, the staff then needs to plan short and long term activiti
that will close the gaps.
The widest gaps discovered in this study occurred in
administration in systems, and in research.

Since the principals

surveyed indicated a willingness for the school media specialist to as
greater responsibility in these areas, the school media specialist sho
reassess their current activities and prepare to provide more input wi
regard to these three subroles.

Second, school principals should seek

improve communication within the school.

The principal should attempt

encourage other staff members to become aware of the functions of the
school media specialist and to use the services of this indivi dual .
Third, there needs to be an identification of the "new" functions o
the school media specialist and the "traditional" functions.
ranked the traditional subrole (general) slightly above three

::

z-z

Principals

iversities that train professional educators should make an
1"111

i

1i sts,

prospective school personnel about the duties and

es of the school media specialist in order to change the

~ tc.

t~aditional

library services and to diminish the tendency to

stereotyped role of the school media specialist (historically
needs that

..

a substantial difference between the perceptions
in larger schools (higher student enrollment) and

1ctual and ;

smaller schools . Also, a significant difference
rural areas and urban areas.

Again, staff

t identify the reasons for the discrepancies between actual and

ion

to improve conditions for rural and small

erm

Perhaps through discussion, in-service education,
etc. some of the actual conditions

n t he areas

ideal .

r incipal s

should provide programs that recognize and address

eci al i st to

Curr~culum

planners for pre-service

those found between rural and urban schools; large

specialists
more input
Is should s
;haul d atte

ndividual .
.ew11
ns .
hree
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APPENDIX A:

SAMPLE QUESTI ONNAIRE

STUDY OF ACTUAL AND IDEAL ROLES
OF SCHOOL MED IA SPE CIALISTS

questionnaire
a c tua l

i s t o atterr.pt to

role s a nc fu n ctions of
speci a lis t' ,

Identify the
the

school

idea l

roles an d

media specialist.

the fo l lowing definitions

• profe s sional r espon s ible for prir.t materials that are
housed in the s chool media center (library) .
eialist- professiona l responsible for no n - print materials
and ~ment that are housed in the s c hool media center (library).
c1alist - professional responsible for all of the mat erials
(prin t, non-print, equipment) that are housed in the
schoo l media cen t er (11brary).

tapes, etc.
of this su r v ey,
s.po1:1s1ble
Ml ;

for a ll

a schoo l me o ia special i st may be co ns idered:
of

the materia l s

libra rinn p l us a udi o -vi s ual

i n the school

media center.

specialist.

ploy s a tw o per son team as described a bove ,

you wl 11

need to th i nk

in Part 2 .

correct answer for the questions asked in Part 1.
or each statement ~perception of the actual condition in your school.
fi lland sea 1e )
you) jud~me~t as to the ideal c o~dition for that
e)

grade levels you are responsible for as a secondary principal:

population of your secondary school is:

he, ll'ea .

in

-

h.

w 1ch your school is located can be considered:

Rural (popu·1ation: under-5,0 00)
City (population: 5,001-50,000)
(populat i on: 50,001-over)
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r,
I

4.

How would you descr ibe your school media center?
Sepe rate: one pers.on is responsible for the print media, the
person is responsible for non - print media
Unified: one person is resp onsible for all media .

0

5.

The main professional person{s) · in charge of the sc-hool media cente"
( N0 TE : s e e d e f i n i t i o n s o n f i r s t Pl
School librarian{s)
Audio -v isual specialist{s)
School media specialist{s)

6.

Have you eve r taken a formal media course at a college or
Yes
No

**** In answering questions 7-9. count each staff member only once . ****
7a.

The number of school librarians your school employs is :

0
--1

--2

==Other
7b .

The total work hours per week for all of the librari ans are :
Under -20 hrs.
-21-39 hrs.
--40-45 hrs.
--46 - 59 hr s.
--60-79 hrs.
==80-over hrs .

Sa. r·he number of au di o- v1 s u_a 1 specialists you r school employs

1 ~:

--1
0

--2
==Other
Sb. The to ta l work hours per week f or a 11 of the
Under-20 hrs.
21 - 39 hrs.
--40-45 hrs .
--46 - 59 hrs .
- ~60-79 hrs .
80-over hr s.

--

--

9a. The number of school media specialists your school employs is:
0
1
--2
==Other

--

9b. The t~tal work hours per week for all of the school media specialists
Under -20 hrs .
--21-39 hrs .
--40-45 hr s .
--46- 59 hrs.
--60-79 hrs.
__:._SO-over hrs.
10. The number ·of years that you have been employed as a secondary school
at yo~ r school is:
1- 5 yrs.
--6-10 yrs.
--11- 15 yrs .
==16-over yrs.

IDEAL
PERFORMANCE
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w
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0

0

0

l..i...

l..i...

l..i...

0
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w

w

w

w

0

LI.I

0

1

2 3

1
1
1

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

1

2 3

oz:c..c..o..c..

ticipates in the planning, arrangement, and utili-

~100 and development of media facilities which will

a re ·:

33.

34

s:

35.
36.
5 3 7.
5

38.

s

39.

s

40.

34 5

41.

11

01tde.1t

pp'O rt the objectives of the media program and the
structional prograM.
erates production equipment.
0
valuates and selects production equipment and supplies.a
Assists tea c hers and students in identifying, obtaining,O
and adapting media to meet their needs.
Provides gu1dance in reading, listening, and viewing
0
experiences for students and teachers.
0
Keeps school media center quiet.
Keeps an adequate equipment inventory.
O
Retrieves, interprets, and evaluates available res earc h 0
related to the educational progra~ .
Provides and protects the ri9ht of access to informa0
tion by . fac ulty and students ~ithin the existina
legal fra r.1e wo rk.
Determines goals for the media program as an integral
0
part of the educational prograffi of the school· and
dlstrict .
Estab lishes procedures for effective and efficient
0
acquisit ion, processing, cataloging, circulation, distribution, and mai nta1nan ce uf materials.
Establishes job specifications and applies principles
0
of personnel management.
Develops and applies criteria for evaluating and
0
selecting a variety of materials and equipment.
Establishes and administers processes and procedures
0
for preview, evaluation, selec tion, and withdrawal
of materials and equipment.
Instructs and supervises others in media design and
0
production .
Designs and adapts an identified research study · for the 0
development and advancement of the media program.
Del iv.ers needed equipment to the classrooms.
0
Teaches skills in the retrieval and ut il ization of
0
materials and equipment to students and teachers.
Designs production facilities and establishes basic
0
routines for the operation of those facilities.
Designs, develops, and writes, proposals for the acqui- 0
sit ion of lo cal , state, and federal funds to suppo r t
and expand media programs.

4 5

4 5

2 3

4 5

2 3

4

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4. 5

1

2 3 4 5

1

2 3

1

2

3 4 5

2

3 4 5

2

3 4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4 5

1 2
1 2

3
3

4 5
4 5

l 2

3

4 5

1 2

3

4 5

1
1

1

1

5

5

4

.to .<..de.n.t.l 6y .thoH. l>u.11..veljl> .that have

THANK YOU!

been 11..e.tu.11..n ed ,PLEASE .6.<..gn:
YOUR NAME:
YOUR SCHOGL:
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PART 2
Ple.aae. c.i.11.cle. .the. numbe.Jt wh.i.c.h be..~t JtepJuu,e.nn you1t. pett.ce.p.t.(.o,t 06
pe..1t60.1tmanc.e o4 the Media 6pec;alilt 601t. eac h ~~ the atat~ m~Ht 6:

ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE

012345

1.

0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4

5
5

0 1 2 3 4

5

2.
3.
4.

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

5.
6.

0. 1 2 3 4 5

7.

0
0

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

8.
9.

0

1 2 3 4

5

0
0

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

5
5

0

1 2 3

f,

5

0 1 2 3 4

5

0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4

5
5

O 1 2 3 4 5
O 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 l 2 3 4 5

Partici~ates, as a member of .the educational team, in the
design and continual development of the curriculum . ~
Sets up and operates equipment .
Conducts in-service media trainihg for teachers.
Initiates , develops, implements, and evaluates policies for
the operation of the media program.
Prepares, justifies, and administers the media program budget.
Builds a collection of bibliograph i c aids and tools and other
sources to provide current reviews and inforMation about
materials and equipment.
Develops selection policies which meet curricular, informational , and recreational needs and conforms to the appropriate
legal requirements.
Produces media for s~ecifiect learning objectives.
Teaches skills in the retrieval and utilizati on of materials
and equipment to student s and teachers .

10. Repairs malfunctioning equipment.
11. Reproduces printed materi al .
12 . Applies the pr i nci ples of research to the devel opment and
adv ance~ent of the media program .
13. Engages in research and publication activities.
14. Participates in distric t, county, regional, state . and
national orqanizations.
15. Checks shelves frequently to keep materials in order.
16. Determines classi f ication system to be used for organizing
materials.
17. Analyzes learner characteristics, such as various abilities,
interests, needs, and learning styles.
18. Recommends alternative learning environments .
· 19. Maintains an effective public relations pro9ram which
conmunicates the vital contribution of the media program to
learning.
20. Assesses the current status of the media program in terms of
district, state , regional, and national guidelines and to
establish short and long ran9e plans .
21 . Identifies and interprets legislation which affects the media
program.

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

O

o

1
O 1

0 1 2

s

0 1 2 3

Abstract
of this study was to investigate instructional methodto the effectiveness of different instructional feedback
can be used in regular classroom situations .

Experimental

created to investigate whether, in addition to mastery
' f n the

I. .

s trategies, (a) student self-evaluation of their products using
c riteria or (b) student

cies for

self~evaluation

and instructor feed-

accuracy of their evaluations would affect either the student's

·am budget.

0
0

and Other
)OUt

fotmaJropriate

use stated criteria to judge their own performances, or would
student performance.

Fifty-six undergraduate students

either the control group, the self-evaluation group,
self-evaluation/feedback group to measure the effects of these
0
0

~ ri aJs

indicate that the association between student self-evaluations
fnstructor evaluations on a final class project was negatively affected
student self-evaluation only , and positively affected by the combina-

0

self-evaluation and instructor f ee dback on the a ccura cy of the

0

1er.

0 I
0
0

self-evaluations.

Feedback was shown to be mos t effective in

students had too much confidence in the quality of
2

0 I 2
0 I 2

These findings indicate that the combination of student self~
~valuation and instructor feedback on the accuracy of those evaluations

0 I 2 J

does affect the ability of students to use prespecified criteria to
0

2 3

0 2 2 3

evaluate their own work during the developmental process.

In addition,

It positively affects the performance of students who overesti mate the
•!

:.

quality of their work .

1.
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The Effects of Self-Evaluation as an
Instructional Feedback Strategy

Lou M. Carey
Arizona State University
Larry Israelite
Arizona State University
Richard F. Schmid
Concordia University

to increase the effectiveness of instuction, many universiuse of "objective based" instructional programs.

In courses

students are told what performances are expected
the course and are often given the criteria by which these pertie judged.

It is assumed they will use the criteria given to
own performances and to alter performances which

should be.
learning is the issue, the ability to self-evaluate takes on inIf learners are unable to evaluate their own work, if
ble to discriminate between correct and incorrect performances during
results of instruction will be less than optimal .

The

is whether students are able to use objectives and
,.to

evaluate their own performances, and if so, whether the ability to

a uate improves with practice.
to investigate the effects of two invariables:

(a) learners• self-evaluation of their products using

criteria and (b) learners' self-evaluation with instructor feedback
their evaluations; on two dependent variables: (a) learners•
judging their own products, and (b) learners'

Review of Literature
ltterature on systematically designed instruc~ion and the variety of
that can be employed to improve learning is abundant.
or th,e purposes of this study, literature that contained descriptions of
(a) 5 ¥stematically designed instructional procedures related to objectives,
standards, and practice and feedback and (b) self-evaluation as an instructional strategy was reviewed.
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Instructional strate gies.

The writers first explored

systematic instructional design procedures and the effects of
atically designed instruction.

Particular areas studied were

objectives, performance standards, and practice and feedback.
A number of learning theorists state that learning will impr
result of pre-specified objectives (Gagne & Briggs, 1974; Gerlach
press; Kibler, Barker & Miles, 1970; Kibler & Bas set, 1977; Mage r ,
More research is needed on the development of strategies that wi l l
the ability of students themselves to use objectives in learning s1
One question about objectives which remains unanswered is whethe r s
can effectively use only statements of objectives for maximum instr
effectiveness and, if not, what other instructional techniques pre
instruction can be employed along with objectives to facilitate lea
The specification of performa nce standards is widely accept ed
integral part of an instructional objective.

When performance eva l

is judgmenta l , when there is no clearcut right or wrong performance,
specification of performance criteria becomes appropriate.
right or wrong response is not possible, Dick and Carey .(1978) sugge
instructional objectives should include a checklist of the
which will be expected when the performance of students is judged .
should give students a clear understanding of the nature of the
performance.

However, the degree to which learners are able to

in shaping their behaviors has not yet been established (Carey,
The use of practice and feedback are universally accepted as im
aspects of instruction.

Both are regularly included in

designed instructional materials .

Research on practice and feedback

tJliS study relative to self-evaluation or student evaluation

Kulhavy, Yekovich and Dyer (1976) have shown that, in
I were

65

/back.

truction, certain conditions maximize the effects of instructor
performance.

They found that feedback in programme d

effective when a learner believes a test response is
in fact, it is incorrect.

They say that, in this case, learner

'

77; Mager

•

that wiJ I

incorrectly high.

When a learner believes a response

ct, and it is, Kulhavy et al· state that feedback is not effective
either the subject matter bei ng tested,
or both .
instruction, feedback indicates to the learner whether a
response to a program frame is correct or incorrect, and the
feedback are measured by a subsequent test covering the same
In some instructional situations, the feedback given on one
future performances which

r formance ,

When complex, multi-dimensional performances are given,
in this performance can be measured by having th em
of the ir own performance. · Se 1f-eva1 ua t ion becomes an
learner response confidence.

judged .

If instructor f eedback is then

quality of learner self- e valuations, in addition to the perfo rmof tasks to be learn ed, a double feedback condition exists.

e to

rey,

The effects

eedback on student performance should be noticed under these conditions
when the feedback given on
tierformance and on se lf-eva lu at ions is instructional and causes students
t o a.ttend more to objectives and sta nd ards for a cceptable performance .

fee dback
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1

Self-evaluation.

One method for determining the degree t o

learners are able to use objectives and criteria statements to sh
performances is to ask learners to use them to evaluate the.ir
Those who are able to evaluate their work using pre-specified
probably possess a clear understanding of the objective and cri t er
On the other hand, learners who are unable to use performance cr i t
judge the qual i ty of their work after its completion are probab ly
to use the same criteria during its production.

learners

use criter i a dur i ng performances would not be expected to
as those who have the abil i ty to apply statements of criteria when
developing instructional products .
Clark (1938) found that students were able to evaluate their o
ance on college level algebra, quantitative analysis," and chemist ry
The correlation between student scores and
(1958) supports the argument that students are able to evaluate thei
performances .
Both Clark and Bennent report that students gave themselves t he
grade as their instructors in a high percentage of cases .
grade, or singl e number on a 5-point scale seems to be an
determining how closely several part s of a complex performance
related performance criteria.

When one performs in the field,

not a consideration, job performance is, and evaluations
closely the actual performance approximates the expected performance.
The question of whether self-evaluation actually promotes
remains unanswered.

McEowen (1957) found that learning was unaffected

students' evaluation of their materials.

•

l

learnl~

In this study, however, perf

ton course grades, so students had little at stake.

Had the

the grades, student interest in learning might have
rand the results might well have been different.

t he.i r own

study involving sculpture, graphics, painting, and drawing skills,

S} found that although sculpture improved as a result of self•
probab Jy a

the other skills studied did not.

Noting the . inconclusiveness

Fried concluded that the value of self-evaluation was
and recommended continued research in the area.
a study con ducted in two Air Force technical schools, Duel (1958)

was improved when students were given formal and

!r i a when

to evaluate their own work .

A study in which

effect on students' mechanical drawing skills
by Irwin (1973).

He found that students who evaluated their

throughout the school year learned more as measured on a
mechanical drawing skills.

uate their·

In this study,

ve r, results were confounded because the self-evaluating group had a
e 1ves the

&

higher mean IQ than the control group.
Re search into the effects of self - evaluation has generally been concerned
with either student ability to self-evaluate, or the effect of self-evaluation

An indication from the literature is that, in certain

ice match t

students are able to evaluate their own materials, although the evidence
based on
formance.
!S

learning

from conclusive.

Evidence has been cited which both supports and

contradicts the assertion .that self-evaluation improves student performance.
little has been written on the effects of (a) student practice on evaluating
their own work and of (b) instructor feedback on student self-evaluation.

ver, perfo

The combination of systematic instructional procedures with self-evaluation
as an additional feedback strategy may prove to make instruction more effective.
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Hypothes es
The literature concerning learner self-evaluation,

th~ugh

l im

does indicate that students may possess at least a 1 im i ted abi lity
evaluate the i r own work and that periodic self-evaluat i on may impr
performance .
The specific hypotheses tested in this resea r ch are the
1.

fol l ~

The correlation between learner and instructor evaluat ion

on a final course project will be higher when instructor feedback i
on previous learner self-evaluations throughout the term than when
instructor feedback on self-evaluation is g i ven, or when
participate in self-evaluation throughout the term.
2.

Learner performance on a final class project wi ll be

students evaluate their own materials throughout the term and
instructor feedback on their self-evaluations than when students do
receive feedback on their self-evaluations, or do not participate in
self-evaluation throughout the term.

3. learner performance on

a fina l

product wi ll be better when

feedback i s g iven on the qual i ty of the students' evaluation of
work tha n when instructor feedback is given only on the quality
product for a subgroup of students who incorrectly assume that thei r
products are well produced .

4. Learner performance on a final product will be better when
is given on the quality of the initial product and on student evalu at
of the pr oject, than when feedback is given only on the product for a
of students who correctly assume their product is not well produced .

Pilot Study
ttempt to identify those experimental procedures which could
be adapted to an ongoing instructional program, a pilot study
the spring semester of 1978 at Arizona State University,

Three instructors, and nine undergraduate media production
study.

Three intact classes were assigned to

groups; control, self-evaluation, and feedback.
tructor was responsible for only one treatment group.
The control group used performance objectives, criteria
be better

to produce a mediated unit of instruction.

nd

during the semester at which students

:fents do n

Jly submitted their materials for instructor evaluation and feedback.

: i pate in

self-evaluation group followed proce dures previously described for the
In addition, prior to s ubmitting their materials for instructor

:er when
l

of
ity

1at their i

used the instructor evaluation form to assess th e quality of
Instructor feedback on the quality of the materials was the
both the control and the self-evaluation groups.

The third or

group produced their materials in the same manner as the other two
Like the self-evaluation group, prior to submitting their materials,
work and submitted the evaluation forms to their
Instructor feedback for this group consisted of both feedback

uc t for a
reduced.

of the products and on the quality of the student evaluations.
To enable comparisons in self-evaluations among the three groups, the
control group used the evaluation forms to assess their final products at
the end of the semester.
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Results.

Pearson product moment correlations were used to

evaluation scores of students with those of their instructors in
self-evaluation, and

feedbac~

groups on the final product.

correlations (p .::_ .05) were observed between student and
in both the control and the feedback groups.

A slightly

significant correlation was observed in the self-evaJuation group.
A one-way analysis of variance amo_ng group 5 revealed no signi
difference s (p .::_ .05) among the performance scores of the three gro
Discussion
As a result of the pil ot study , a number of procedural problems
identified.

Due to the nature of the procedural problems, data coll

during th is study i s not valid, and it is not generalizable to other
tional settings .

Changes in procedures which were identified

problematic are desc ri bed in the following paragraphs.
The first procedure which was fou nd to be unacceptable
of one treatment to each instructor.

Train ing sessions were held to

scoring guidelines, and a high deg ree of inter-rater reliability was
However, dur ing the study, which spanned an entire semester, a distin
of i nstructor bias deve l oped.

One inst r uctor seemed to be more lenie

grading than did the others, and also offered students more assistane
development of their products .

Students were assured of high grades

instructor prior to formal instructor evaluation.

As

their scores before submitting their products, and. the
student and instructor scores was no doubt inflated in this case.
determined that if each instructor delivered all three treatments, then
effects of this type of instructor bias would be minimized.
A second problem which was encountered concerned the instruments
for both student and instructor evaluations.

The objectives list and

grading criteria were on separate forms and although students had both

at the time of self-evaluation, they rarely
:t.

criteria sheet when grading their products.

The objectives

re combined into one form to help students focus on the
assessing the quality of their materials.

t study helped refine experimental procedures and enabled the
0

conduct the main study in an ongoing instructional setting.
of instructor treatment assignment and evaluation
the procedures used in the pilot study were also used in

Method

conducted during the 1978 summer session at Arizona State
Tempe, Arizona.

Student participants were enrolled in IME 411,

Materials and Procedures in Education.
b ility was

A total of 56 preservice

three class sections participated.

Students in

blocked according to three levels of grade point average;
high, and then randomly assigned · to either the control,
t, or second treatment group .

gh grades

At the onset of the study, there were 20

group, 16 in the first treatment group, and 20 in the
d treatment group .

During the conduct of the study, eight students

tere dropped from the control group because their instructor confused their

case.

treatment.

ments,

groups in order to avoid instructor bias.

Each course instructor taught the control and the two treatment

Mastery instructional strategies including use of performance objectives,
s truments
1ist and

~pecifi e d criteria, examples of acceptable produc ts , relevant practice, and

instruct or feedback on the quality of students' products were the instructional

; had both
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techniques used in all three treatment groups to help students Pro
mediated and one non-mediated unit of instruction.
and feedback, and assessment procedures occu rred throughout the co
were three major checkpoints at which students formally
products for i nst ru ctor evaluation and feedback.
The control group followed the instructional procedures outl in
previously to produce their materials during the course.

Students

the first treatment group followed these same procedures, and
in addition, prior to submitt ing their materials for instructor
each checkpoint, students in this group used the instructor evalua ti
to evaluate their materials.

The s elf-eval uations were submitted wi

materials and were not seen again by students.

The evaluation form

a listing of all aspects of the products to be evaluated and the spe
criteria to be used iry the evaluation.
can be seen in Appendix A.)

(Sample instructor evaluation

This treatment group is referred to as t

self-evaluation group.
The second treatmen t group, re f erred to as the feedback group , fo
the same procedures as the self-evaluation group with the addition of
procedure.

When instructor feedback was given on the quality of stud

materials, students were also given feedback on

thei~

self-evaluations

Instructors asked students why they graded themselves the way they di d
based on the criteria, and showed students how their evaluations comp
with instructor evaluations.
Students in both the control and self-eva luation groups received
type of feedback -- feedback on the quality of their materials.
in the feedback group received feedback on the quality of their mater i

their self-evaluations.

It is important to note that the

student self-evaluations until after student
This eliminated instructor b i as caused by student
~ of

the quality of their work.

Standards
as pect of student products was graded by course instructors on a
md

1 to 10, with 10 being the highest .score possible.

1ctor

blished by course instructors prior to the beginning of the study.
F

Grading criteria

scores were used as tlhe standard against which all comparisons

t his study a posttest-only control group design was used to measure
red to as

self-evaluation of instructional products, and
the quality of self-evaluation on student performance

: k group,

product .

An analysis of variance at a significance level

measure the effects of t hese two independent variables.

rsen product moment correlation at a significance level of .05 was
between student evaluations and Jnstructor
products .
Results
and feedback on the accuracy of self-evaluation were
i a 1s.

t heir

their effects on (a) student's evaluation of their
P.erformance and (b) on student achievement.

2Z4

Effects of Self-Evaluat ion and Feedback
on the Relationship Between Student
and Instructor Scores .
It was hypothesized in this study that the correlation bet
evaluation scor es and inst r uctor evaluat ion scores on the fina l
would be highe r when i nstructor feedback on studen t evaluations
class projects was g iven than when no in structo r feedback was giv
no student evaluat ion took place.
Student and inst r uctor evaluat i on means a nd standa r d
final course project and the co r relat i on between them a r e
For the control group, the student evaluat i on mean was 57.9 (maxi
score

= 60)

and the instructor mean was 56 . 82, yield i ng a differe

points wi th the co r relation between them being .68 (p .::_ . 05).
evaluation group, the student mean was 58.5 , wi th the instructo rs g
mean score of 53 . 67 , d i ffe r ing by 4.83 po in ts.

The cor relation bet

two scores was - .07 , wh i ch was not sig n if icant.

St uden t s i n

group predicted a mean score o f 55.70 whi le t he instr uctors'
54.75, y ield i ng a di f fe r e nce o f . 95 po i nts .

The cor re l at i on

scores was .8t (p > . 05) .

Insert Table 1 about here ·
Figure 1 contains an illustration of the correlations between st
and i nstructor scores at the f i rst and third check
evaluation and feedback groups.

po i n~s

for

There was very little change in

ability to evaluate the i r own work in the self- evaluation group.
first checkpoint, the correlat i on between student and i nstructor
-.048 and at the third chec kpo i nt, -. 076.

Neither of these co r relati

Table 1

ructor Mean Performance Scores and Standard Dev ia tions on
and Correlation between the Two Means for Each Treatment Group

Student na

Instructor

Standard
Deviation

Correlation

.687:

57,90 (11)

56.82

3,65

58. 50 ( 14)

53.67

5,57

55,70 (20)

. 54.75

8.26

- .07
. 81 ~·d:

the number of students in each group.

in

up.

tor
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significant.

There was little association at the outset of the

only slightly more at the conclusion.
On the other hand, the correlation between student and
for the feedback group was .49 (p
and .81 (p < .05) at the third .

<

ins~

.05) at the first evaluation

The relationship between

for thi s group increased approximately 65 per cent.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Effects on Performance
·It was predicted that students' performance
would be better when students evaluated previous
instructor feedback on the self-evaluations than when they complet
evaluations alone or did not complete self-evaluations at all.
analysis . of variance revealed no s i gnificant difference between grou
To measure the relationship between student confidence in their
as measured by thei r self- evaluation. scores at the first evaluation
and the effect of instructor feedback on student se l f -evaluations, s
were blocked into two groups:

{a) student evaluations above 50 indi

high degree of confidence in their materials and instructor evaluati
50 on the same materials, and (b) both student and instructor evaluat
below 50 indicating low student confidence in their materials.

Table

shows the means and standard deviations for these two subgroups for b
the self- evaluation and feedback groups.

Insert Table 2 about here

Figure
Student and Instructor Evaluation Correlations
valuation

on the First and Final Evaluations

1.0

.9
.8

Feedback

.]

Control

.6
final

.5

.4
.3
t all.

.2

between

•1
0

evaluation

Self-Evaluation

-.l

-.2

-.3

-.4
-.5
·i als.
First Evaluation

groups

.68

Control
Self-evaluation
Feedback

Final Evaluation

-. 03

- .07

.49

.81
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Table 2

Instructor Mean Performance Scores and Standard Deviations on
Blocked on Student Confidence in Their First Project

Mean
Score

Group

Incorrect high conf i dence
Self-evaluation

53.09

(10)

Feedback

58.25

( 12)

55.25

( 4)

49 .50

( 8)

Correct low conf idence
Self-evaluation
Feedback

Note.

Maximum score

= 60.

aNumbers in parenthesis indicate the number of students in each group

variance indicated that when student confidence
hrgh, there was a significant difference between the selffeedback groups

£.. = 9 . 03

(1, 21) £. ~ .01.

When student

terials was correct ly low, the .feedback group mean was
i ons
or .

s ix points lower than the mean score of the self-evaluation

00

OJect

Discussion
t·

I
j
I

e of this study was to investigate the effects of (a) student

I

(b) instructor feedback on the self - evaluations on the
to evaluate their own materials and on their performance.
CT iteria statements are often included in performance objectives, .
5

been little evidence which indicates that students can always use
'

I'

ria to shape their performance (Carey, 76).

The instruction used in

with criteria statements and relevant practice
It conformed to the prescription for well developed instruction
and Briggs (1974), Dick and Carey (1978), and Ely and

between student score predictions and instructor scores
final class product was reasonably high for the control group,

• 8 (p ~= . OS), supporti~g the work of Clark {1938) and Bennent (1969).
ver , the combination of self-evaluation and instructor feedback on selfraised this figure to .81, indicating that the skill of selfcan be develope.d.
Jn this paper.

These findings support the hypotheses stated

Criteria specific feedback on self-evaluation seems to be an

effective way to develop stud~nt skills in estimating the quality of their
Performances.

The correlation between student and inst ru ctor evaluation
control group was much higher at the third evaluation checkpoint
correlation for either the self- evaluation or feedback group at
checkpoint.

For the control group. the final product was their

to evaluate their own work.

One possible explanation for this

that as students go through a cou rse , they acquire an
instructors' expectations and how well their performances meet the
expectat ions.

Students then adjust their _performances accordingly

It was anticipated that self- evaluation itself without any ins
feedback on the accuracy of the evaluation would raise the correlat
between student and instructor scores.

The analysis r evealed that

evaluation itself had no beneficial effects, and in fact, seemed to
a negative effect.

Self-evaluation seemed to confuse students and

their ability to use prespecified criteria to assess the quality of
materials .

We have no explanation for the occurrence of this

either the pilot study o r this study.

There is no literature

base an explanat ion of this kind of result.
The effects of self-evaluation , and self-evaluation
student performance is difficult to gauge in this study.

Students

three group s ac h ieved a grade of A on the final project scoring an a
of 55 out of a possible 60 points .

There was little variability in

i

performance.
When tied to student confidence in their materials, there was a
significant diffe rence between group means.

Feedback on

earlier material seems to be highly effective in promoting improved
student scores on later performances when student confidence in mater
was in co rrectly high.

When students received instructor feedback on

t

e .1r materials and on their own evaluations, they had the
0

learn not only what lnstructors thought of their materials,
self-evaluations compared to instructor evaluations on an

objective basis.

This technique pushed the mean scores of

~ unwarranted high confidence subgroup 3.5 points above the
twe
.

oup

mean from 54.75 to 58.25.

This tends to support the conclu-

lhavy , Yekovich & Dyer (1976) that feedback is most effective when

ree of student confidence in materials is unwarranted .

In the self-

group, the difference between the mean scores of students who had
y

i1 ed that

assumed their materials were good and the entire self-evaluation

mi nimal , lending more support to the conclusion that the addition of
is beneficial when learner confidence in their

confidence in materials was correctly low, feedback on self·h is
to have a negative effect on performance, lowering the
ure
from 54 . 75 to 49.50.

These results contradict the hypothesis

that feedback on self-evaluations is effective for all
nts, but support the findings of Kulhavy, et al. who concluded that when
Students i
ent confidence was correctly low, they were confused, and feedback was not
The results of this study indicate that when students were unsure
b ility in

etr wo rk, additional feedback only caused more confusion.
• uel (1968) and Irwin (1973) both concluded that self-evaluation did
OVe student performance.

Due to the ceiling effect noticed in this

tudy, the current results can neither support their conclusions, nor refute
improved

t~ findings of McEowen, who found no improvement, and Fried (1965), .who found
lllprovement in some situations.

It is clear that the effects of self-

eedback on
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evaluation on student pe r formance would possibly be more inforlll&
conditions in which student grades are normally distributed.
Although the research seems to support the results of the
al., (1976) research concerning tt)e effects of feedback, cont in
in this area is al s o ind i cated in o rder to cla ri fy the effects

0

in learning situations in which student performances are complex
confidence is diff icult to gauge .
There were many questions raised during this study that will
investigated in futur.e studies.
question

Two were of particular interest.

relates to the unexplained negative effects of self-eva1

on student evaluations of their own work.

The researchers expect

vity to increase the ability of students to assess their own work.
structors appeared to i gnore student evaluations, students were not
A second question of interest is where to begin instruction f
who are unable to use prespecif i ed c r iter i a t o improve t he quality
work.

If students canno t perfo rm· spec i f i ed

crite r ia statements to eva l uate t he i r own work , and cannot use Inst
feedback to improve the i r products, then the problem may
do not possess prerequisite skills fo r the instruction .

A feedback

that i ncludes informa tion on current instruction and on
instruction should be i nvestigated in an attempt to identify the bes
for this particular subgroup of students.
If students can l earn to use prespecified objectives and criteri
ively to evaluate and shape their performances, the case for the use
structiona l objecti ves is made even stronge r .

Then , not

know prec i se l y what i s expected, but they will be able t o tell if and
able to perform the specified tasks.

r ibuted.

lf-evaluation can be developed to an acceptable level, then
tructor feedback can be greatly reduced, freeing instructors
tiona l tas ks during the educational process.

ir e compJ ex

~

that

t ruction f
iequality

feedback
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APPENDIX A

NUM
Document Evaluation

_ __
3

---~_ _

2

NAME - - - - - - - - - - - -

Using a I to 10 scale, with I being the lowest and 10 t he
highest, evaluate each section of the planning document.
Please use only whole numbers (no fractions). Base your
evaluations on the criteria supplied for each section.
Thank you. Each area has a blank to account for any other
considerations which may ' come up.

(J-10) ~ I - Content Outline
a)
b)

Is the content of your outline fully explained?
Is the skill or concept being taught covered in Its
entirety?

c)

(1 -10)

~

2 - Need - Purpose
a)

b)
c)
(1-10)

~

Is the statement of the purpose a clear statement of
the teacher's goa17
Is the need for the unit clearly descr ibed?

3 - Audience Analysis
a) Does the audience analysis contain some or al I of the
fol lm.iing:
1) class s i ze?
2) descript ion of ability level of students?
3) description of racial makeup of the class?
4) descript ion of different socio-economi c groups
found in class?

5)
(l-10)

Objectives
a) Are objectives meaningful?
b) Are object ives related t o un it of instruct ion?
c) Are objectives:
I) student oriented?
2) behavioral l y stated?
d) Ooobject i ves:
1) specify conditions of performance?
2) spec i fy standards of performance?
e)

( l-10)

5 - Media Selection
a)
b)
c)

Does media have potential for helping learners?
Are there other more appropriate med i a ~1h i ch could make
the Instruction more effective o·r efficient?
Are there any special circumstances that affect media
selection which have not been considered?

d)

(l-10)

6 - U ti 1I za t I on

a)
b)'
c)

Is the process for implementing the unit clear and sensible?
Are all the materials utlllzed7
Is the teaching strategy cons i stant with the audience,
objectives, purpose, and time constraints?

d)

238

IME 41 l

NUH -.---,.-----2
3

ss-1-78
Materials Evaluation

NAME - - - - - - - - ---Directions - - Using a 1 to 10 scale, •..iith 1 being the lo1vest and 10 the
highest, evaluate each a spec t of the material5 produced for
the media product . Please use only •..ihole numbers (no
fractions). Base your evaluation on the criteria supp lied
for each aspect . Blanks are left to account for any other
considerations which may corr.e up. Thank you.
TECHNICAL QUALITIES CRITERIA
(1-10)

1.

Lettering
a) Is lettering legib l e?
b) Are letters neatly done?
c) Are letters and "~ords appropr i ately spaced?
d) Are there any unwanted spots of ink or ink smears?
e) Have gu idelines been completely erased?
f)

(l-10)

2.

11l ust rat ion

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
( 1-10)

3.

Is inking neat and acc urate?
Is there sufficient contrast bet~ieen original/board?
Have all pencil/stray marks been cleaned off?
Does enlargement fit board properly?

Mounting
a) Is visual completely adhered to backing?
b) Is visual t rimmed neat and clean?
c ) Have registration ~ar k s been erased?
d) Has excess MT-S, Sealamin, and rubber cement been
removed?
e) Is visual ~ell -p osi tioned?
f)

(1-10)

4.

Transparency ~aking
a) Are lines sol i d when projected?
b) Are colored areas sol i d and clean?
c) Is hinging secu re and workable?
d) Is transparency neat .and clean?
e)

( i-10)

S.

Construction
a) Is product constructed soundl y or he ld together
securely?
b) Has adequate caution been taken to assure product will
stand up to classroom use?
c:)

( l-10)

6. Appearance
a)
b)

Is the prcduc t nea ~?
Have any errors been made •flhi ch -:!etract from the
product's overall appearance?

c)
( 1-10)

7.

Other (please list)
a)
b)

Project Evaluation

10 the
JCed for

NUH -~--,-------2

3

-- Using a 1 to 10 scale, with I being the lowest and 10 the highest,
evaluate each aspect of the mass media product . Please use only
whole numbers (no fractions). Base your evaluation on the criteria
supplied for each aspect. Blanks are left to account for any other
considerations which may come up. Thank you.

10

Jppl ied
other

f

HASS MEDIA PROJECT CR ITERIA
Need-Purpo:;e
a) Is the statement of the purpose a clear statement of the
teacher's goa I?
b) Is the r:eed for the unit clearly descri;,ed?

me a rs,

c)

Audience Analysis
a) Does the audience analysis contai n some or all of the follo""ing
·1) c 1a ss s i ze 7
2) description of ability level of students?
3) description of racia l makeup of the class?
4) description of different socio-economic groups found
in class?

I /board?
?

5)
(l-10) -

-

J.

beeri

Descr iption of Prog ram
a) Title
b) T ii'le
c) Where can It be viewed?
d) Length
e) Medium (TV, Film, etc . )
f)

(1-10)

4.

Synopsis of Program
a) I s program clearl'f descrioed?
b) Is focus of lesson i dent ified?
c)

( l-10)

5.

er

d)

d uct \~i ll

(l-10)

the

In structional Activities
a) Do preprogram activities set up a framework for viewing?
b) Is the relati ons h ip between pr ep rogram activities, pos tprogr.am
activities and the program i t:;elf clear?
c) Do activiti es help learner attain the objective of the lesson?

6.

Object ives
a) Are objectives mean i ngful?
b) Are objectives related to unit of instructi on?
c) Are objectives:
1) student oriented?
2/ behav ioral ly stated?
d) Do objectives :
1) specify conditions of performance?
2) specify . standards of performance?
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An

Empi~ical

Analysis of the Characteristics of Performance 0
·vernon S. Gerlach
Arizona State University
Richard F. Schmid
Concordia University

Purpose
The concept of instructional systems design is inextricably
with the concept of performance objectives. The latter are refe
many different terms, such as behavioral objectives, terminal le
objectives, criterion referenced objectives, and many others. I~
every model for the design of instructional systems, the perfo
objective is the point of departure; decisions regarding measure
evaluation, production, and sequencing (to mention only the obvi
"objective-based."
Most advocates of performance objectives agree that an adeq
consist$ of three basic components. Consider this performance ob
To measure the diameter of a solid cylinder, given a tubular micr
the nearest . 001." Note the three components: (1) the verb, whi
what the trainee will be able to do after his training (to measurt
condition of performance, which states the circumstances under wh
action occurs (given solid cylinders to be measured and a tubular
and · (3) the criterion, which states the standard of performance~
nearest .001").
At
three
recent AECT conventions, we have reported t
of our research in the area of the behavioral characteristics of b
objectives. Basically, we have been attempting to find answers to
to what degree do the several components influence reader s' percep
observability of various performance objectives or of the componenta
objectives? The findings reported have met generally accepted cri
reliability. However, our data provided no basis for answering the
to what degree do these findings apply to the area of military ins
systems design, as opposed to teaching and instructional developme
public schools? A simple correlational study was designed to pro
answers to this question.
Rationale
Deno and Jenkins (1969) found that many verbs which elementary
secondary school curriculum experts and instructional designers re
for instructional planning were not perceived by educators to be "o
They concluded that verbs used in behavioral objec tives are selecte
consistency of usage rather than for maximum observability. Gerlach
*This paper is based in part on research fl.lllded by U.S. Air Fo
of Scientific Research Grcint /.f76-2900, awarded to Arizona State. Uni
Vernon S. Gerlach is ·the principal investigator.

He found a correlation of .90 between the 1969

and Barron (1974) conducted a study to determine whether or
of conditions or statements of criteria might alter
5
~rceptions of the observability of verbs used in complete
~~ective. For example, would a verb which received a low
t yJrating when ranked in isolation receive a higher rating if
Within a complete objective with a precise statement of condition
l ement of criterion. Their results demonstrated that the
d criterion influence not only the ratings ~f verbs, but also
ce the ratings of complete objectives more than the verb does.
g was strengthened by a subsequent study (Barron and Gerlach, 1975),
revealed that the use of two scales, "most observable to least
" and "precise to vague," provided more reliable and meani ngful
aid the use of two other scales, "speci f i c to general" and "concrete
od, Gerlach, and Wigand (1976) extended this line of investigation
designed to determine whether or not the direct object in an
significantly affected the rating. They found that there was no
between subjects' perceptions of objectives which contained actual
jects and statements which contained symbolic representations of
.objects (i.e., "x" and "y" were substituted for actual direct objects) .
, they did find that varying the actual direct objects did produce
icant changes in raters' per ceptions of the observability of the
Ctives.
have led us to conclude that emphasis on any one component
This finding is i nconsistent
h the injunctions and exhortations found in most, if not all, manuals and
:elines for instr uctional sys_tems design. The studies clearly indicate
t empirical evidence is needed to determine how an objective should be
bructed in order to maximize the possibility that the reader will
ce-ive it as describing an observable event.
a performance object ive i s not warranted .

nponent1
~d cri~e

lng the
"::f inst
~ l opment
> provi

However, all the studies cited above used educators or students in
Generalizing the findings to other
tions would be warranted only if a high relationship could be found
tareen the results of the studies cited and the results of a replication
1ng another population. Specifically, it was hypothesized that the
dings could be generalized to ·two types of military personnel: trainees
d trainers (including instructional systems designers).

lleges of education as subjects.

Wi

The first replication used 30 undergraduate pilot trainees (UPTs) at
lliatllS AFB, Arizona. They were administered an instrument containing 123
~:rbs which each respondent was asked to rate on a quintile scale from most
0
servable to least observable . This instrument was exactly the same as
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that used by Deno and Jenkins (1969) ·and Gerlach (197 4), wi t h 0
the previous instrument containe d 99 verbs found in school curr
present instrument contained all the se plus 23 verbs f ound i n ·u
graduate Pilot Training syllabi. A second replication, using t
instrument, was conducted at Luke AFB, whe re 17 members of four
tional systems development teams served as subjects.
Results
The correlation between the ratings of the UPTs and the re
reported by Deno and Jenkins was .90. The correlation between
of the ISD team members and the Deno-Jenkins results was . 91. T
between the UPT and ISD ratings was .89. The mean rating of the
used by Deno and Jenkins was 3.06. UPTs gave these same verbs a
of 2.57, while ISD team members rated them 2.51. The 23 verbs
randomly selected from ATC training materials were given mean rat
2.46 and 2.50 by the UPTs and ISD team members, respectively .
Conclusions
The correlations obtained are sufficiently high to
that, with respect to the content of this study, we are
similar if not identical populations. Consequently, we are convi
t he findings of earlier studies concerning the three components e
objectives, as well as the findings conce rning direct objects, are
izable to the context of Air Force training.
It appears that some of the operational difficulties currently
by field ISD teams (especially for complex perceptual motor skill t
would be reduced if existing manuals were revised and new manual s
incorporate the findings concerning the observability of verbs. F
the three factor model of objectives (verb, conditions, and crite
be expanded to include the direct object.
Tables showing the means and variances of the ratings for each
verbs for each of the three subject populations will be distribute
session. Likewise, the tables showing the obtained simple and mul
correlations will be made available.
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Abstract
The Politics of Instructional Innovation in Higher Education: Ac
Cultural Analysis .
Higher education administrators have supported improvements in te
creating special funds to support selected projects. These projee
not been universally successful: some projects have folded after t
initial funding ceased, while others never really started. This s
was an attempt to test the strength of path models for successful
instructional development projects in two different cultures and a
structures. In a series of Australian projects, administrators, i ,
developers and project directors were asked to complete the same ; 0
that had been used in the United States of America.
findings have been the completely different factor structures. Whe
United States respondents saw the issues as provisiori of support s
organi sationa 1 support with good administrative systems, faculty in
(motivation), and financial resources, the Australian respondents
major issues as provision of support and administrative services, s
the project internally and externally (including some similarity to
incentives above) , positive and clear innovative climate and
skills of the member of faculty to carry out the project.

--

the innovation that occurs could best be described as
cummulative assessment is brought in here, open b.ook
"9 there, a game or two ·somewhere else, TV, CAl or carrels.
re healthy signs of dissatisfaction and uncertainty, but
d to relieve the initiators of the need to face the
ntal re-appraisal of objectives, course design, assessment
experience suggests is both required and possible 11 •

.

ese Proj
ed

after

d.

This

most im
ures. w
support

faculty i

and change are fundamental to the process of instructional
t, and in recent years administrators in higher education have
eurriculum improvements by funding selected projects. However,
ects have not been universally successful: some. projects have
~er the inital funding ceased; some when the project director
a new position; and some ran into organizational and administrative
that prevented them from ever starting.
on curriculum and instruction, Fullan and Pomfret
the major emphases have been on the adoption
· i-0n before a change is implemented and monitor i ng the res ults of
ge. Recently, more research has focussed on the process of implementation.
J1978) and Hall (1977) have described their efforts to cat egorize the
1 of use of an innovation and thereby predicti ng future stages of
lopment. Lawrason and Hedberg (1978) have presented a path model
~edict instructional development success on the basis of institutional
ittment and personal expertise of the academic staff. This change i n
provides the instructional development specialist with an ordered
that can be used to successfully manage instructional

n comnenting upon his experience at two universities, Gropper (1977)
Vises the instructional designer to be sensitive to the bias, fears
".Ind ~isunderstanding on the part of the academic staff and administration
~nfamiliar with instructional design and change. The current modes of
teaching and decision-making are firmly entrenched within th organisational
structure. Innovation if it is to occur, must be achieved subtlely
llld gradua 1ly. Support for the project must therefore ,come from those
helping to ach i eve the· change . If the project is supported by the central
••
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i· hon thic::

will hP.l n

the initial development of the project considerably, even if ~
available to support major expenses. In fact, support staff
'
rewards can be used to ensure the continuation of good project
observed that a central facility with the specific expertise ;
design,evaluation and production should be available centrally
support of academic staf~and that the administration, academic
promotion committees should reward the effective teaching and c
design of academic staff participating in instructional design
While some administrations rewarded curriculum re-design .efforts
far the majority of projects surveyed in one study (Lawrason,197
have any central instructional development support.
Without · support, what then acts as incentives for instructional d
Spitzer (1977) asked academic staff in sixty institutions throu~
United States why they undertook instructional development projec
found the indirect organizational incentives (administration conmi
competent instructional development staff, etc.,) were the most cl
developed and recognizable success factors.
release time, etc.,), recognition (letters of appreciation, titles,
and personal satisfaction (achievement, striving for excellence, et
of lesser importance and demonst rated less consistency in res ponses
to be specific to the individual or the motivation. The evidence o
of most projects as Spitzer pointed out was based upon intuitive rat
research evidence.
Lawrason a.nd Hedberg (1977) identified the interrelations among key
instruction design factors. From the instructional design literatur
assembled a series of factors that were considered to contribute to
success. These fa~tors, institutional commitment, faculty rewards,
instructional design staff expertise, campus AV production services,
evaluation and faculty interest in innovation, were ranked by academ;c
staff, administrators and instructional designers. Whiie administratl
commitment to instructional development, primarily through financial
was extremely important, respondents tended to group factors according
projE
highly individualized concerns, and the factors perceived as
clus1
success were related to the respondent's world view, and not
respond~nt's academic or administrative rank. The groups of
so formed were cha.racterized by their views on: administrative commit
instructional development policies on curriculum change, and personal __.._.. ___,

_

·rably, even if
support staff
'
of good proj ec
ific expertise l
il ab 1e centrally
t ration' academi
ve teaching and
ructiona l desigA
re-design .effor
:udy (Lawrason,19
>Ort.
~or

instructional
stitutions throu
development proj
dmi ni stra tion co
' ) were the most
rect incentives (
)preciation, title
1 for excel lence,
;stency in res pons
on. The evidence
·d upon intuitive

relations among k
nal design litera
?d to contribute
•
, , facu1ty rewards,
.
woduct1 on service
!re ranked by acad
.. Whiie administ
Y through financia

reply 'in general' and no attempt was made to relate
development success to specific projects.
~,

(Lawrason and Hedberg, 1978) respondents were asked to
rticular instruct ional design project and comment on its
ilure and the factors that contributed to this outcome. The
rs were refined and further sub-divided to produce an
at examined four major areas in fifty items; the provision
fonal design a~d production support ·services, enthusiasism
emic staff for chan0e, provision of resources such as money and
the organisational climate that would hinder or facilitate
and changes, and items related to student interest and
four. One third of the respondents indicated that their project
iated by a member of the college administration a.nd this fact .
-was instrumental in achieving a successful outcome. Under these
ions administrative commitment was active and vigorous. Unfortunately
ear distinction was made between directive and participative
ti-0n of the project, thus the role played by the administrator is not
,s clear. Four measures of project success were collected: an overall
.ation of project success, the likelihood of the project continuing
unding ceases , the likelihood of the project continuing if the project
tor leaves the institution and the effect of the project on student
llments. Lawrason and Hedberg (1978) found that the l ike lihood of the
. ct continuing if funding ceased or the director left, were predicted
he institutional and instructional design factors surrounding the
'ect. The other two dependent me.asures were not predicted by the
factors. The overall estimation of project success was never negative,
eas the two likelihood-of-continuation measures appeared to be less
.
tive and had a greater variance. This may be due to an inherent
•t t·
.
a ion of th1 s ·type of study, the respondent was often the project
tor and initiator which might indicate a degree of ego-involvement
the outcome.

path mode'ls determined for the . Lawrason and Hedberg study (figure 1)
oup factors accord uded both independent varia.bles based on the nature of the
erceived as contri ·
Ject/repondent, and composite intervening variables derived from a
ew, and not to t~ t
s er analysis of the fifty item questionnaire.
e groups of respo
fo1inistrative crnoo
.Insert figure 1
;ha nge , and person
about here

The path models were based upon a sample twenty-six instruction~
development projects undertaken in six universities and college
the Delaware Valley, Pennsylvania.
Purpose of the current study
This study sought to apply the path models of figure 1 to a simi
instfuctional development environment using a sample drawn from
Pustral ian Higher Education Institutions. As with the Lawrason
(1978) study, this comparative study is based upon the experience
academic staff who have tried to redesign a course and the facto
felt were imprirtant to the success or failure of their instructi
Some parallels might be drawn between the two sets of samples.
1.

Both samples were predominately undertaking projects to
develop their own course of approximately semester leng

2.

Most respondents categorized themselves as Departmental
Chairman or Tenured Academic Staff. (It is possible tha
the lower frequency of Untenured Staff responses is due
their changing positions) .

3.

The most· comrnon roles played by respondents were as
director and instructional designer.

Method

)l es.

as

ts were administrators, project directors, academic staff and
support staff at two higher education institutions in Victoria,
rrd six higher education institutions in the Northeastern United
ter each project had been identified through educational research
through previous studies, the project director was called on the
nd asked if he or she and co-workers would reply to the questionnaire.
onnaire was structured into three sections: _P art 1 identified the
ture of the project and the person responding,
1 The title and objective of the project;
2 The size of the project (PSIZE);
3 The academic rank of the respondent (RANK);
4 The part played by the respondent in the project team (PART);
5 The rank of the person who initiated t he project (PINIT).

of the survey consisted of a 50-item questionnaire (Appendix A) which
the perceived importance of a wide range of factors contributing
outcome of an instructional development project. Respondents were
o rate each of the 50 items on a scale of l(low priority) to 7
priority). The initial path models had been established with the
Untted States data (Lawrason and Hedberg,1978) and the composite
ening variables derived from the 50 items were:
1
2
3
4

The importance of the relationship between the support
staff and the project members (SUPPORT);
The financial incentives or intrinsic motivators
available to faculty project members (FACINCEN);
The financial resources provided by the administration
for the funding of the project (RESOURCE); and
The importance of organizational facilita t ion, i.e. the
interpersonal relationships between the administration
and project members ·(ORGFAC).

survey required respondents first to rate the overall
ccess of their project on the basis of four specific criteria. The
final two responses requested subjects to verball y describe the 11 major
factor Which facili tat ed success 11 and the "major factor which limited
the success 11 of the project. The four specific criteria by which respondents
rated the success of their projects were considered as the dependent
varfables in the study.

They were:
1

A global rating of the overall success

2

The likelihood of project continuation
ceased (FUND);
The likelihood of project continuation
director left (DIR); and
The effect of the project upon student

3
4

Scores for the composite factor var~ables (SUPPORT, FACINCEN, RES
ORFAC) were used in a standardized form in a regression analysis
path co-efficients. On the basis of the Lawrason and Hedberg (197
the hypothesized relationships are illustrated in Figure 1. The Au
data was analysized by reference to these previously established
and then a factor analysis of the intervening variables was attemp
confirm the factor pattern determined from the U.S. data.
· R~sults

The previous study was based upon 38 respondents representing 26 ins
development projects j n United States institutions . In this Austral
comparison 27 respondents represent 22 projects . While
was experienced in identifying projects, an 82% response rate was a
in the two Australian Institutions.
The nature of the surveyed instructional projects was characterized
size of the project, the respondent's academic rank, the part the re
played and the rank of the person who initiated the project. (Table
No differences were noted in these categories with the exception of
person who initiated the project. Significantly more academic staff
initiated instructional projects in the Australian sample, and corres
more administrators (deans, departmental chai rpersons)initiated proj~
the U.S. _sample. This may be due to differences in tenure percentage
more tenured staff in the Australian Institutions, or more fluid depa
administrative structure of the American Colleges.

Insert table 1
about here

tween the two groups were made on the 50-item questionnaire
cess factors. Using simple t tests for differences between
had t values exceeding the probability of .05.

t s in thP. Australian sample considered the following aspects
t te project success than their w
.s. colleagues:
vision of administrative rewards (release time, money) for
ademic staff engaged in instructional projects.
ademic staff felt need to change existing course design
ACINCEN,
implement and evaluate

?sent'ing 26
[ n this Aus tr

&ood personal relations between the members of the academic
staff.
Priority given by support services to full scale funded
institutional projects.
Efficiency of support services.
ros itive and supportive attitudes of support service personnel.
Good personal relations between academic staff and support staff
on the project.
Necessity to improve instruction for a specific disadvantaged
student population.
large number of students to benefit from the project.

servations should be made about these results. The emphasis on
c staff (Q's 11,16,17,20) is likely to be due to the di fferences in the
Who initiated the project. More academic staff were responsible for
.he part the
initiation in Australian and this would increase the importance of
·oject. (Tat
es directed at academic staff behaviours. Jbe Australian
exception
s required greater media support than the U.S. projects. This would
be appropriately relected in ite~s - 22,26,27,and 28. One might
ple, and cor
t i,n the high rating of the two student benefit items in that the
initiated pro
~an~e of the project to student learning either in terms of quality
nure percent
l!!Ulnt1ty has often been used as-a criteria for project funding in
more fluid d
stralia. Read ing the project descriptions requested of each respondent in
the questionnaire, it appeared that Australian projects were more closely
lated to basic instructional problems, while the U.S. projects ap peared
te to be derived from the respondents research interests . However, the
itern rel at 1ng
·
to the importance of the project i n generating r esearch
findings
____:..--··- was not rated differently by the two groups; both rated it low (3.3)

•·
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compared to other items. Only one i tern ~Ja s considered more im
by U.S. respondents than Australian respondents, namely
36

Self-support (budget) of project after initial

The Australian projects were undertakings that most often had i
commitment to carry the project ·into regular funding.
apparent in the U.S. projects.
Factor confirmation
The Australian responses to the 50-items were compared to the f
structure previously de,termined for the U.S. data (Lawrason and
A similar factor structure was not supported. The only simi lari
structures was the continued grouping of items 26,27 and .28, whi
the efficiency of and relationships with the support services. w
to confirm the path models of Figure 1 with the previously estab
factors, no significant paths were found that included
variabl es: FACINCEN, ORGFAC, SUPPORT, RESOURCE.
In light of this result a factor analysis w·as undertaken
the structure underlying the Australian responses to the instrum~
produced a solution of four factors which were characterized:
1

The importance of communication and support links betwe
project director, administration and support staff pers

2

The status of the project and the director within and o
institution (STATUS),

3

The climate or human relationships surrounding the acad
working on the project, and their ability to be self suf

4

The instruction design expertise of the project director
clarity of project goals (EXPERT)

The composition of these intervening variables was confirmed by a C
analysis ~using the Veldman H-group program. (Table 2) . The simple
between the variables used in the final path analysis is given in T

Insert tables 2& 3
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bjects to the questions about overall sucess of their projects
Rand STUD) did not differ significantly between the two

This
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wrason an
1y simi1a

ction of the differences in means it would appear that US projects
ndent on the director for continuation of the project. However
student enrolments than their Australian

l nd 28, IV

;ervices.

ousJy est
the inte

director

coTTJTients about their projects most Australian directors
the grass roots nature of instructional innovation. While many
part of teams, the projects were often self-styled with loosely
ructures. By far the most important factor that helped the project
operation from the respondent's colleagues, this was mentioned ·
thirds of the respondents. The remaining factors were: funding, positive
t reaction, assistance of support staff, clear objecti ves and time.
se-rious was the list of limitating factors. One third claimed there
aek of departmental support and commitment, and that funds were
icient . Other limitations were delays, not enough people or not
time. Two projects were hindered by the poor leadership and lack of
1se of the director.

Discussion
Of the projects in this study over half (16) of the respondents
on single course or small projects. This contrasts markedly with
sample where the majority of respondents (31) were ~orking on PPo
than a single course . This pattern would seem to reflect differe
to instructional development in the two countries. The Australian
were primarily working on their own projects , while U.S.
worked on projects initiated by another person .
Many projects generated large amounts of media- based indiv idual s
materials. In both samples, the academic staff often undertook t~
development without an instructional development specialist to ass
them. Support personnel were usually in a service role, providing
graphics, recording a tape, or consulting on problem areas only.
exclusion of trained instructional development specialists had resu
in some wasteful failures and where specialists were available the
of good client relationships appeared to alienate the innovative ac
staff. An instructional designer could help these projects but only
or she can gain acceptance as a team member and achieve harmonious
with the academic st?ff.
It is interesting to note that only one respondent in th·e two grou11s
a 1ack of success. The respondent, a chairman of a department, cit
failure of the administration to inform the project director of the
of funding for the project. The delay, which ran to three years, d·
excessive.

I

1
I
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Lawrason and Hedberg (1978) found that of the dependent measures of funding ceases (FUND) and continuation if the director leaves (OJI
more important predictors of the successful project. The overall lik
of a project continuing if funds ceased was .76 for the U. S. sample a
.78 for the Australian sample. On the other hand, the likelihood of
continuing if the director left was .64 for the U.S. sample and .76 f
Australian sample . (The likelihoods ranging from 0-unlikely to 1-cer~
In both sample these two dependent measures were important in the pa
and appeared to provide better estimates of the 'real' outcome of a
Although the difference in likelihoods of continuance if the director
WRS not statistically significant, there is an indication that the U.S

iscussed the Australian sample did not conform to the same
e nor did it confirm the previously determined path models
he only overlap between the factor structures is t he consistent '
port services. The remaining factors in the Australian
tze human relations skills, expertise or competence and the
project and director. The factors determined on the basis
ta emphasized faculty incentives, project resources and
commitmen~ all more external concerns than the more
1nvolved items that were grouped by the Australian sample.

ndividu
underto
alist to

based on the assumption that the four indenpent variables
PSIZE, PINIT) would predict the four intervening variables
OS, CLIMAT, EXPERT) which in turn would predict the four
ri~bles (SUCC, FUND, DIR STUD) produced only limted paths
tlnlike the U.S. sample, the overall rating of project success
as a major intervening variable in the study. Some simi l arities
s r;rrg, such as the importance of the academic rank of the respondent
ctiog li kelihood of project continuation if the director left.
the direct RANK to FUND path ~as not significant in the Australian
he path model of Figure 2, does concur with Spitzer (1977) when
the project is an important link
iction of project success.

"
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of other interesting relationships were indicated by the Australian
Qh not included in the final path model): the correlation
nizational support (ORGSUP) and the STATUS of the project; and
prediction of instruction development expertise (EXPERT) by the
respondent played in the project (PART) and the size of the project
This last path pointed out the ·rather damning relationship - the more
the part the respondent plays in the project and the larger its
he less important in structional design expertise or competence is rated.
's simply a fact that large projects suc.eed in spite of the lack
ise of the innovative academic staff.
sion

~-

fdering the most essential factor influencing the success or ·failure
ects , it is interesting to not e that r espondents place prime attention
tnterest, co-operation and skill s in the academic staff t eam members .
........: .. .. _4-
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of successful implementation upon themselves and their academic
Over half of those responding in both samples to the question 'ma
factors contributing to succes~ mention the initiative or skills
project director or other academic colleagues .
support, support services or even funds.
The compari sions made in this study should raise a note of caution
researcher extrapolating the findings of one successful innovatio
outcomes in a different educational system . Even though, close cu
parallels exist in the two samples chosen for this study, differe
been noted in the degree of con~rol over the environment of the p
Australian respondents were more concerned with academic staff be
while U. S. respondents were more concerned with institutional rewtt
and the provision of resources. The results of this study might bt
considered a first approximation to the many factors i n
envir6nment that affect instructional development. The importance
interpersonal relations at all levels~ mutually defined goals, an~
rather than directive role of the development specialist are essentt

- -..._
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_tppendix A

l te 10 the success of an
.
.
t w1th1n an inst1tut1~n .
h factor as you bel 1eve 1t
elC
.
atie educational project you
ber that most closely
l)IJ

Unimportant

204 5 6 7

Important

1 structure for decision mak ing

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

lved in the decision making

Unimportant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

lmp::>rtant

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

Important·

Unimportant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Un important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

lmµortant

Unimportant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

lmport1mt

Unimportant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Important

proiect ' start-up' funds from operating

ts by adm1ni strcitors

([pn between admin ist ration and academic
~pre

involved in the decision making

the pro1ect

iects by ind ividual m embers of the academ ic
1derations given to academic staff for work on

l!Oeitive feedback to academ ic staff on course design o r
t

~encouragement
Improvement

frorn d epartment chairperson for

loo of academic staff in course design, development and

"
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23 Frequent communication br.tween administration, academic

Unimportant

24 Project planning actively involved input from academic stCJff,

Unimportant

st;iff, c.nnsultants, nnd 5Upport staff on progress of project

administrvtion, instruc1iom1I design consultants CJnd other
support services

25 .High quCJlity of materials produced for project

Unimportant

2 3 4

26 Efficiency of support services

Unimportant

2 3 4 5

27 Positive and supportive attitudes of support service personnel

Unimportant

2 3 4

28 Good personal relations between academic sta ff and support

Unimportant

2 3 4

staff on the project

29 Availability of professional consu ltants to assist with educational

Unimportant

princiries related to the design and evaluation of projects

30 Diversity of technical support services, e.g. number of alternative

Unimportant

media t1vailable, CAI, TV, CJudio, print, graph ic~. clerical, etc.

31 Responsible position of project director in relation to

Unimportant

institutional hierarchy

32 Interpersonal skills of project director, e.g. accessibility, political

Unimportant

t1currwn, team leadership, etc.

33 Clarity or project objectives

Unimportant

2 3 4 5

34 Ini tiation of projects by project director

Unimportant

2 3 4 5

35 Attractiveness of teaching/learning techniques to potential

Unimportant

2 3 4 5

36 Self-support (budget) o f project after initial development

Unimportant

2 3 4 5

37 Attractiveness o f subject matter to potential students

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6

38 Several <icadt:!mic staff members actively working on the

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6

Unimportant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

40 Potentiol of the project to generate educational research findings

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6

41 A number of pub! ications generated by the project

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6

42 Availability of funds for project from external funding agencies

Unimportent

2 3 4 5 6

43 Marketability of end product outside institution

Unlmportunt

2 3 4 5 6

44 lnstructionul design ski lls of project director

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6

45 Necessi ty t o improve instruction for a specific disadvantaged

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6

46 Large number of studen ts to benefit from project

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

47 Project refl ects response to current social needs

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

48 Formal cvuluation of the instructional effectiveness of the project

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

49 Good riersonal relations between project director and

Unimportant

2 3 4 5 6 7

UnlmportRnt

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

students

developrnent of the projec t

39 One or two academic staff members actively working o n the
development of the projec t

student population

administration

50 Prestigious nature of th e project throughout the institution
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h Diagrams for Successful Instructional Projects

Hedberg. 1978)
Intervening
.Variables
Provis ion of
AV support
services

Dependent
Variables

(SUPPORT)

::=..:.:..-r-----f:::::::::::::::=---~-==J~~;:==:=:~----;::-,...---~Likelihood
Organizational
Facilitation
. .40

.36

1--------+~

(ORGFA.C)

of Project
continui ng
if director
leaves

;·

(DIR)

Incentives for
Academic staff
to undertake
Instructional
Design

'

'

(FACINCEN)

Academic
rank of
respondent

(SUPPOR'r)

5 6 7

Provision of
Campus AV
-.53
Support services

.28
Financial
(RESOURCE) Resources
available
to Project

Likelihood
of project
continuing
if funding
ceases
(FUND)

5 6 7

i 6

7

6 7

I

I

II
!

I

The words in italics and in parentheses are shorthand forms used in the
statistical program.
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Figure 2

Path diagrams for successful instructional
an Australian sample.

p

succ

.3s----_________ · DIR

project~

Nature of the Projects
U.S. Frequencies

Category

N= 38

Smaller than a course
2 One course
3 More than one course
4 General project related
to teaching

*

Australian
frequencies
. N= 27

2

6

5
31

7
10

0

3

7
4
21

3

17

5

2

Support staff

1

1

1 Project director

22

18

3

5

11

3

2

1

22

3

15

21

1

2

1

1 Senior

ad~inistrator

2 Departmental Chair
3 Tenured faculty

4 Non-tneured faculty
5

2 Instructional· designer
3 General support
4 Not a member

1 Administrator
2 Faculty
3 Support staff

*

4

less than 38 or 27 respectively, the remaining responses

Table 2

Composition of Factors contributi ng to instructional
success. (Based upon Australian Sample. N=27)

ORGSUP

Items 5, 12, 23, 26, 27, 28, 49

STATUS

Items 10, 15, 24, 30, 32, 39, 40, 41, 43, 50

CLIMAT

Items 3, 4, 19, 20, 35, 37, 42*

EXPERT

Items 17, 21, 33, 34, 44

*Item 42 is reverse scored .

Table 4
Variable

Comparison of Dependent Measures
Mean U.S . data

(N= 38)

Mean Australian
data (N= 27)

succ

5. 8

5. 4

FUND

5.3

5.5

DIR

4.5

5.4

STUD*

5.3

4.8

*

This question was omited by many respondents - samples were 28 an
respectively for this question only

::;

fl)

-s
fl)

c+

U'l

- '·

0

N

co

RANK

.08

PART

.25

- . 10

PIN IT

.03

-.05

• 07

ORGSUP

.11

.07

-.24

-.01

STATUS

.34

.27

-.27

.04

.40

CLIM

-.05

-.54

.09

.11

.15

. 07

EXPERT

-.30

-.12

.31

-.02

.05

.17

.38

succ

-.25

.29

.05

. 04

.12

.26

.32

• 37

- .12

.13

.16

.06

-.21

-.07

-.10

.09

. 42

.02

-.38

.15

- . 18

- .10

-: . 15

.00

-.02

.00

.65

-.07
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EFFECT ON INTENDED AND INCIDENTAL LEARNING
FROM THE USE OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES
WITH .AN AUDIOVISUAL PRESENTATION

A paper presented to the Research and Theory
Division of the 1979 AECT Convention by
Robert Main, Associate Professor at the Center
for Information and Communication St udies,
California State University, Chico, California.

ABSTRACT
paper reports a · controlled field experiment
to determine the effect and interaction of five
nt varibles with an audiovisual slide-tape program:
o f learning objectives, location of learning objectives,
Jmowledge, sex of learner, and retention of learning.
nts were university students in a general studies
fest scoreimeasuring intended and incidental knowre the dependent variables. The major finding
d Ausubel's subsumption theory in that use of
objectives as an advance organizer presented before
e-tape programs significantly increased intended
No significant loss was found for incidental learning.
f rom the direction of the data, the tendency was for
rning objectives to improve rather than lessen incidenting. The use of the learning objectives before the
tation had no significant effects on the affective
les measured and did not detract from the students'
tion of the program. To the contrary, the trend of the
dicated students receiving learning objectives prior
presentation liked the program more than when no learnjectives were used .

.a.
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Introduction and Background
The nonprint media are becoming increasingly important as
tools for American schools.

The increase in availability of educat1

media materials for school use has been dramatic.

Twenty-five years

perhaps 25,000 nonprint instructional programs might have been
the elementary and secondary schools of this country. 1 Today,
2
titles i s nea ri ng 500,000 . Because instructi onal media of many kind
important in structuring what goes on in classrooms and what students
learn, consideration of ways to improve their use is important.
It would be beneficial for teachers to have practical methods
fluencing the efficiency and effectiveness of audiovisual materials sel
for ·curriculum support.

There is little in the l i terature to guide the

teacher i n t he appl ication of instructional theory to
The empiri ca l evidence regard i ng learning objecti ves, adva nce organiza
rnathemagenic activities to facilitate learn i ng is l argely concerned wi
pri nt materials .
Printed curriculum materials allow the learner a wide latitude in
browsing, skipping, review, repetition.

Through selection, pacing, and

sequencing, the learner may individualize the material to
needs or preference.

Audiovisual materials, on the other

fixed pace, fixed sequence presentations wi t h
for use with as wide an audience as possible.

study was to investigate the

~ffects

of the use of

an audiovisual presentation on the intended (objecincidental (non-objective relevant) learning outcomes.
designed to provide evidence regarding the facilitative effects
as an organizer with a f i xed-pace, f1xed-fonnat,

Theoretical Foundations
ry theoretical base for this study is anchored in the cognitive
and the concept of external organizers to
developed by Ausubel. 3 The use of learning objectives
derived from Gagne's principles, 4 and the concept of
earning activity by differential placement of the organizing device
from Rothkopf 1s 5 hypotheses of mathemagenic behavior.
position to the more behaviorally oriented theori es dominated by
guide

instructional theorists attribute a greater
f autonomy and initiative to th'e learner.

Typically, t hey emphasize

rep resentations or cogniti ve const ructs as the really
education.
Advance Organizers
to this study is the emphasis on organization as a

1 component of the learning process as espoused by David P. Ausubel and
7
• Ausubel has art iculated these ideas into a theory of meaningful
he calls the subsumption theory. 8
Briefly, the theory holds that meaningful verbal l earning can be incorcognitive structure and there be retained more
tSs1ble, and for longer periods of t ime, if the cognitive structure initially

ta1ns discern i ble, relevant, and related bits of i nformation (subsumers)
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which the learner can associate with new learning.
the incorporated learning will undergo successive reformations (obl
subsumption) as the learner attempts to condense and hierarchically
added learning.
Ausubel 9 has supported his theory with experimental evidence wh
indicates that (1) those students who are known to have relevant sub
will remember more of the subsequent learning for a longer peri od of
compared to those who do not; and (2) low achievers exhibit greater t
in achievement with the aid of subsumers than high achievers.
butes this effect to the apparent lack of organization in the
structure of the low achievers .

Externally imposed

provide the necessary organization in low achievers but are of little
high achievers who impose their own organization on unstructured mater
According to Ausubel and Robinson, optimal ' ut i lization of the pri
of progress i ve differentiation and integrative reconciliation can be a
by the " ... supplementary availabi l ity of a hierarchical series of advan
'organizers. 111 10 True organizers , in Ausubel and Robinson's view, are
be confused with ordi nary i ntroductory overviews which are typically wr
at

the~

level of abstraction, generality, and inclusiveness as the

ing material and achieve their effect largely through repetition, cond
tion, selective emphasis on central concepts, and pre-familiarization o
learner with certain key words.

They considered summaries as comparabl

overviews, but · probably less effective because their influence
structure is retroactive rather than proactive relative to the
They felt overviews and summari es "insofar as they imply to some
the material they do not include is relatively superfluous
neglect of and fa i lure to study or review much significant

also felt advance organizers had "certain inherent
various kinds of intramaterial organization (adjunct organiz12
the body of the material).
They reasoned that existing
nitive structure lacked both particularized relevance for the
since the learner could not possibly anticipate its precise
ll as the sophisticated knowledge of subject matter and pedagogy

.i

programers.
Behavioral Objectives
explored by this study was the extent that learning
ould be used as organizing devices for audiovisual presentations.
proponent of the use of behavioral objectives as faciliHe states:

tng objectives for the student is an inadequately exploited educa-

1 technique • • . •

(U)nless students know what the objectives
, they are likely to resort to memorization and mechanical comet1on of the exercises in textbooks or workbooks rather than
rrying out relevant sorts of learning activities. When one tells
the student what he is expected to do after he learns, he is not
~tving him the answer." Rather ft is providing him with a goal
13
fch he himself can use to organize his own learning activities.

organizational devices i s als"o supported by
and Magoon who state, "Organization is the process which converts the
into a constructive approach toward meeting an
They emphasize the importance of objectives as a
1mparable

students in interacting with the instructional material by
experiences should correlate closely with the established

earning t

the learner has been fully apprised. 1115
Ellis also links objectives and organization as important conditions to
earning from the student's viewpoint.

: t matter.
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A major feature of good study habits is that you understa
principle objectives .Q!: goals of whatever it~ .l.QJ! are stu 1
• • (K)eep in mind that you are trying to get a goo<f'T"menta
roadmap" of the material before you study it in greater detail
. . . If structure is not immediately evident in the mat~
then you must seek structure or create some kind of useful syst
for organizing the materials. This is simply to say that y~~ m
impose some kind of organization upon the mate r ial s • . . .
Mathemagenic Behavior
Another theoretical area relevant to thi s study is the
magenic behavior developed by Rothkopf and his associates.

Rothkopf

that the effect of an instructional document can be affected to some
controlling the behaviors of the learner in relation to the document.
these behaviors affect learning, Rothkopf has ca l led them mathemagen1c
behaviors, a word of Greek origin which means behaviors "which give b1
learning. 1117 He postulates that there is a variety of activities in
instructor or learner can engage, which can modify, and to a degree c
mathemagenic behaviors.
Most of Rothkopf's researc h involves the use of questio ns inserted
written materials as a means of modifying mathemagen ic behavior to inc
learn i ng.

There have been a numbe r of stud i es by Rothkopf and others t

support hi s hypothesis.

Severa l variables have been examined in thee

ments but they all have one variable in common--questfon location.
Rothkopf's studies indicated that grouped pre-questions and adjunct pr
post-questions resulted in greater learning of question-specific relev
knowledge than from either a no-question or grouped post-question trea
He also found more learning of non-relevant question information by the
post-question treatment only .
tended to aid learning . 18

The frequency of adjunct post-questions a

ifts ~ s that You
m..u._h~ at'
9 to get a goo
udy it in great
~ tely evident ier

that pre-questions serve a cueing function of informing
r

regarding important content.

Post-questions do not

the material but rather force a mental review

s~me kind of u~e·

_simply to say th
.he materials
~

intended and incidental knowledge) in order to answer

avior
is study is

Intended and Incidental Learning

is associates.

learning objectives as directions to

can be affected

has been well documented . 20 The relative

·elation to the

to incidental (non-objective relevant)

do

c1ear. Several studies have reported greater incidental

cal 1ed them mat.h

ps receiving objectives {or questions) than for non-objective
t Other investigations have shown a decrease in learning

instructional objectives are presented before the learning
Duchastel and Brown , 22 for example, found that subjects who were

dify, and to a d

i se of questions f

somewhat more poorly on incidental material than a

!magen ic behavior

no objectives.

by Roth kopf and 0

results of these experiments is not clear.

been examined

j,ff

~al

The reason for the difference
Kaplan and Si!111lons 23

hniotheses concerning the reasons for the observed increases in
Specifically, they investigated the effects

fon of the instruct ional objectives with respect to the learning
uestfon-speciffc

Their principal finding was that performance on

ped post-question

on relevant to an objective was relatively high whether the objec-

tion information

e presented before or after the text.

Perfonnance on incidental

tdjunct post-quest was greater for obj ectives located after the text than before the
ese results are generally supported in other studies by Bruning, 24
and

Rothkop~ 26

which show that overall retention tends to be greater

St1ons are located after rather than before text segments.
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The general conclusion is that objectives or questions present
the learning materials cannot be used as orienting stimuli which pe
learner to selectively attend to specific information in the text.
Virtually all of the research concerning behavioral
ing devices has been concerned with printed material. Lumsdaine, ~Y
Hadse11 27 studied the effects on learning of supplementary instructio
sented before or after a film.

While they did not use "learning obj

they did employ a variety of techniques to direct attention to specif
tion in the film content.

Although intended learning did increase, t

were small and the results inconclusive , particularly with regard to a
effect to incidental learn ing. Dayton 28 conducted a recent investigatf
the effects of inserted questions in a slide-tape presentation.
significant increase in the amount of question-relevant learning
effects on incidental learning were ambiguous .
In light of these studies, the following questions may be asked:
1.

Does the insertion of learning objectives in slide-tape prese
tions result in greater learning than would occur as a result o
slide-tape presentation only?

2.

What effect does the location of the learning objectives in re
to the presentation have on student learning from slide-tape

3.

What are the differential effects of the placement of learnin
objectives upon the intended and incidental learning by the st
from slide-tape presentations, i.e., is the effect generally f
tating (results in greater iearning of all content) or is ft d
only to review (results in greater learning of material

relev~

only to the learning objectives)?
Answers to these questions should provide useful information for pe
involved in the use of media as an instructional tool.

tlabl e have not been designed with specific terminal

Frequently the materials used in instruction
educational purposes.

It would be of value

Foducers of audiovisual programs, and to curriculum
01

the effects the introduction of learning objectives

11 have on facilitating the intended knowledge acquisition .

learning objectives would add very little to initial producfor minimal costs to existing inventories of
It would be more costly to insert learning objecpicture prints, but supplemental projection of objectives by
be practical when using films.
of equal interest in defining the effect of the insertion
on.

on the acquisition of incidental knowledge.

There has

the use of behavioral objectives and their
roving learning outcomes is well documented.

Less attention
·'

potential in terms of their effects on incidental
of this study should serve not only as a guide to
learning objectives in audiovisual presentations, but
of possible side effects of loss in incidental knowledge.
significance in certain situations where the emphasis
to synthesize material rather than focus on information
answers to these questions would have implications
the validity of the propositions by Ausubel and Gagne and by
fmplications to include the use of learning objectives as organ-
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Study Design
A controlled field experiment was conducted to measure the
incidental learning outcomes resulting from the use of learning
with a selected audiovisual presentation.
The experiment was designed to detennine the effect and interacti
five independent variables with an audiovisual slide-tape program: p
of learning objectives, location of learning objectives, type
sex of learner, and retention of learning.

A 4x2x2 factorial design r

cated for retention of learning was selected for the analysis.
learning of intended knowledge and incidental knowledge, as
and pencil tests, were the dependent variables .

The design

1.

A 20 minute commercially produced educational slide-tape
concerning advances in mass media and communications was used
lus. 29 The participants were students enrolled in an introductory mas-s
communication course at California State University, Chico, in
semester, 1977.

The cou r se was required for all collillunication

in addition, a service course for the University's general studies

pro~

The course content was heavily mediated with al most every class meeting
a film, videotape, audiotape, or multimedia presentation to support the
struction.

Students in the class were divided into three treatment g

one control group by a random sampling procedure stratified for sex.
The treatment factor was the presence or absence of learning objec
Learning objectives were used with the slide-tape presentation
groups 1, 2, and 3.

No learning objectives were available for

group 4 which constituted a control group.
The learning objectives for the course content contained in the sl i
tape treatment material were established by interviewing the professor of

Jn model

G OBJECTIVESt----+----'
IMMEDIATE
POST TEST

ER&ED AS
.CT ORGAN IZER

DELAYED
POST TEST
o support

INTEN OED INCIDENT AL

KNOWLEDGE CATEGORY
:1 for sex.
Fi&Ufl 1

lxperilllent Model
t ion

for

The experiment u1e1 a tvo•way analy11a of var1aac• tacl\adlna
treatm•nt (pr•••nc1 and location of le1rnin1 objective•) Uld a.a (..l•!nuile). Th• delayed intended and incidental kno~led&• poatt..t acor••
•re •ubj1ct1d to identical 1naly1i1 of variance alloviftl c~1aon of
data, The immediate po1tt11t 1cor11 are treated •• a 11parate but
identical experiment.
·

1e professor
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course, taking her educational aims and specifying the terminal beh
requirements .

The initial objectives were then submitted to five P

who had previously taught the introductory mass
thus familiar with the educational aims of the particular block of i
tion, but were not familiar with the slide-tape program.
asked to rank-order the learning objectives, modify as appropriate, a
delete objectives if necessary.

In

addition, each professor was ask

furnish three questions designed to measure by paper-pencil method t
tended behavior specified by each objective.

From this modified list

learning objectives, four receiving consensual judgment as being
were selected.

Each learning objecti ve was then reproduced on a

The location of treatment factor was the application of the
objectives inserted as a group before the presentation (advance organi
inserted as a group after the presentation (post organizer), and inter
within the presentation (adjunct organizers).

The aud io track for the

sentation was not changed except to add 10 seconds of silence for each
ioral objective slide.
The type of knowledge factor constituted the cognitive level
tion relevant to the learning objectives (intend ed knowl edge) and
tive level of information non-relevant to the learning objectives
knowledge).
The intended and incidental knowledge content of the slide-tape pr
tion was determined by a content analysis.

The program was presented to

graduate class in instructional theory and design.

Copies of the

the learni ng objectives were furnished each student, who was then
list the major points of information contained in the presentation that d
not directly contribute to the learning objectives.

as incidental knowledge and test questions were developed to
nitive level of this incidental knowledge.

All other informa-

dered intended or objective-relevant knowledge.
rument used to measure knowledge in the experiment was a pencil
t with three parts.

Part one measured intended learning and

10 items provided by the learning objectives development panel as

of )ntended learning behavior.

wo of the instrument measured incidental learning and consisted of
during the content analysis by the instructional theory and

instrument measured affective variables concerning the
presentation.

It consisted of 10 items each with a

statements arranged in a Likert type semantic differential scale
~value

from one through five.

The variables measured were:

(1)

society of communication technology,

the

importance of communication media to society, (3) relevance of material
presentation, (5) interest in the

1evel
~)

t. and (6) evaluation of the presentation.

by five categories:

and

:tives

The evaluation of the pre-

Overall evaluation

, Length
• Quality of visuals
Format
ihe test items for measuring the affective domain were developed by the
not subjected to a validity or reliability test.
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A pilot study to establish the validity of the test instrument
conducted by presenting the audiovisual presentation to
in an undergraduate course in broadcast management.
were given to the students.

No behavioral

The test was administered immediately

the presentation.
The results of the pilot test indicated the
test instrument was acceptable with a Kuder-Richardson reliability
This was considered satisfactory for the experiment's purpose. 30

0

No analysis was made of the affective measurement items other
tion to detennine that variance was present.

The learning retention

was the cognitive level of intentional and incidental information me
invnediately following the presentation and measured again after a 14
lapse.
The experiment was conducted on May 3, 1977 during the normally
class meeting time.
for each group.

Vi ewing and listening factors were

The subjects were directed by name to four separate a

identical classrooms equipped with identical 35 mm Kodak slide projec
synchronized by identical Wollensak audiotape pl ayback
the schedule of presentation treatments.

The subjects

presentations without additional instruction.

Immediately following

presentation, a graduate assistant administered the examination.
were contained in a test booklet and the students recorded their
a standard machine graded answer sheet.

This was the normal examinati

procedure employed for the class and consequently the
with the procedure.

Table 1
Presentation of Treatments
Schedule
Learning objectives presented as a group in advance of slidetape presentation
Learning objectives presented as a group at conclusion of
slide-tape presentation
Learning objectives presented individually throughout presentation immediately preceding relevant portion of slide-tape
presentation
Slide-tape presentation only ; no learning objectives provided

.

'

e follow-up test conducted on May 17, 1977, the subjects were given
their regular classroom, answered the questions,
in the booklets at the end of ten minutes.

Part III (affective

deleted from the follow-up test booklets .
much as possible the effects of learning from the test, the
after each post-test, and the results of the
'

.

fate post-test were not announced to the participants.

The Results
on each student participating in the experi<ansisted of 108 matched immediate and delayed post-test scores, equally
into three treatment groups and a control group.

The number and

rce of raw test data scores collected on each student and used for the

Additional data items on each participant were collected from student
records maintained by the class instructor.
grade po int average (GPA) for the course.

These were sex, class level and
A chi-square statistic was computed
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Table 2
Data Scores Available for Analysis

Data Item

Intended learn i ng
Treatment 1
Treatment 2
Treatment 3
Control (no treatment)
Incidental learning
Treatment 1
Treatment 2
Treatment 3
Control (no treatment)
Affective domain
Optimi sm
Importance
Bias
Evaluation of presentation
Overall
Relevance
Organ ization
Length
Vi sual quality
Fonnat
Interest

108
27
27
27
27
108

27
27
27
27
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108

to test the "goodness of fit" of the sample distributions
characteristics.

The results indicated the sample groups

homogeneous for the characteristics observed with no significant differ
existing between distributions across sex, class level or grade point a•
The mean score of each treatment group for the intended and inciderr
knowledge measurements are displayed in Table 3.

A graphic presentation

the dependent variables in percentage figures is shown in Figure 2.

Delaye4

16.6
75.2

70.2

H.5

so_

45_

>s each af

40_
Int.•

lnc.b

Adv. Org.

Int .•

lnc.b

Post Org.

Int.I

Inc.I»

Adf. Org.

Int.• Inc.I»

Conni

Figure 2
Pattern of Dependent Variable Scores by
Knowledge Type and Experimental Group

2.

8

Intended knowl edge percentage score .

b1ncidental knowledg e percentage score .
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Table 3
Mean Scores of Test Responses

Advance
Org.

Knowledge
Type

Treatment Group
Post
Adjunct
Org .
Org.

Delayed
Intended

Mean
S.D .

7.66
2.4

6. 77
2.4

6.34
2.4

Inunediate
Intended

Mean
S.D .

8.06
2.3

7.52
2.3

7.02
2.3

Delayed
Incidental

Mean
S.D.

6.89
1.9

6.85
2.3

5.59
2. 2

Immediate
Incidental

Mean
S. D.

7.70
2. l

7.30
2.3

6.30
2.3

The Hypotheses Tests
There were three research hypotheses applied to the study.

They

that under the conditions of the experiment:
1.

There is no significant difference in cognitive learning outc
objective relevant (intended) knowledge in an audiovisual
as a result of the insertion of learn ing objectives.

2.

There is no significant difference in cognitive learning
incidental knowledge in an audiovisual presentation as a

res~

the insertion of learning objectives.
3.

Inserting learning objectives at the beginning, at the end, e
interspersed during an audiovisual presentation has
difference in cognitive learning outcomes of either
incidental knowledge.

In the analysis, incidental and intended learning were considered s
using a two-way analysis of variance with treatment group and sex as fac

,

is grade point average, class standing, and study major were

·'

the analysis.

In the event the ANOVAs revealed

e for either a main effect or the interaction, Scheffe's test of
cOJllParisons was used to identify the source of the significance.
of significance was set at

a

The

= .05 throughout the analysis.

Intended Learning
There is no significant difference in cognitive learning
(intended) knowledge in an audiovisual preresult of the insertion of l earning objectives.

.

'

aE.

H

01

J

E; =experimental groups

= aE = 0
' c

1, 2, and 3 and Ec =experimental control.

null for research hypothesis one was rejected for both the immediate

Intended learning was significantly greater at the
objectives were present.

There was virtually no

attributable to sex differences, and there were no signibetween treatment and sex. 31 The covariate of class
not significant .

However, the grade point average (GPA) of

significant covari ate with the intended learning score for
and the delayed post-test.
Since no sex differences were indicated in· the analysis, sex was deleted

all subsequent analysis of the intended learning variable.

Incidental Learning
nypothesis two: There is no significant difference in cognitive learning
comes of incidental knowledge in an audiovisual presentation as a result of

idered s·

tn~ertion of learning objectives.

H

oEj

= crEc = 0

02
=experimental groups 1, 2, and 3 and E =experimental control.
c
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;
'•
, :.

The null for research hypothesis two was accepted for both ;
delayed tests, but the trend of the results was the reverse
direction.

Although not statistically significant (a= .12

for irrunediate and delayed scores respectively), incidental learning
increase when .learning objectives were present.

This

whether the learning objectives were presented before the presentatto
organizers) or after the presentation (post organizers), but was not
when the learning objectives were interspersed within the presentatio
organizers).

On the contrary, incidental learning was slightly lower

adjunct organizers .

As in the intended learning outcomes, sex differ

were not significant nor was class standing significantly related to
incidental learning scores.

As with intended learning, grade point av

was a significant covariate (a= .001) with the incidental learnings
appeared to account for much of the variance for both the immediate and
incidental post-test observations.
Location of Objectives
Hypothesis three:

Inserting learning objectives

end, or interspersed during an audiovisual presentation has no signific
difference in cognitive learning outcomes of either intended or incidenta
knowledge.
Since the analysis of variance for incidental learning on both the
ate and delayed post-tests showed no significance for treatment main ef
further testing between groups was not warranted.

Consequently, the null

hypothesis for the incidental knowledge portion of hypothesis three was a
by default, i.e., the location of learning objectives has no significant
effect on incidental learning performance.

nded knowledge portion of

hypo~hesis

three, the significance

performance was tested using the Scheffe method:
H0
H

0

H0

3al
3a2

µK.

=

µK. C

=

0

µK .

= µKc

=

0

µKj

= µKc

= 0

Jl
J2

3
3a3
knowledge for experimental groups 1, 2, and 3; and Kc

=

e-Oge for experimental control.
hypothesis was rejected for the advance organizer experimental
objectives at the beginning of the audiovisual
improve the intended learning performance on
delayed post-test.

The · null hypotheses for use of the

a post organizer and as adjunct organ i zers were accepted.
of intended learning performance was greater for both
treatments than for the control group receiving no learning objecr.es ults were not significant at the .05 level .
The Effects of Grade Point Average

ace the grade point average had shown a significant relati onship in
intended and incidental learning outcomes anal ysis, it was decided to
ossible interaction effects between the treatment and GPA.

Speci-

whether the presence and location of 1earn1ves had a differential effect on high and low achievement students
ed by

their overall class standing.

test for the interaction between treatment and GPA, a two-way analysis
nee was conducted wi th both the irrmediate and delayed intended and
The A and B subjects were grouped as high GPA
• and subjects with C and D grades for the course were designated as
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low GPA students.

It was hypothesized t hat high GPA students

superior organizing skills as evidenced by their demonstrated
master the curriculum content of the course .

Therefore, the intro

learning objectives as a device for organizing the intended learniRg
of the audiovisual presentation would have less beneficial effect.
lacking highly developed internalized organizing sk ill s,
should find the learning objectives more facilitative in
tive relevant material presented in the slide-tape program but not i
the incidental knowledge presented.
While intuitively reasonable , the data did not support this ass
No significant interactions were present.

The grade point

scores varied, but not differentially for treatments.
Learning Retention
In examining the means for the immediate and delayed post-test sc
differences were noted in the amount of learning loss between the
groups.

Th is was particularly noticeable for i ncidental learning

where the rank order of groups th ree and four were reversed between
mediate and delayed post-test .

t~

Ellis points out that the

tion from memory is not independent of how it is stored.

He states, ".

information is stored in an organized and systematic fashion, it has a
chance to be retrieved." 32
To test the effects of the use and placement of learning objectiv
the rate of learning decay of the intended and incidental knowledge, an
of difference scores was made.

A paired difference variable was computed

each subject using a repeated measures loss score of D = x x for each
1 2
knowledge type. A two-way ~nalysis of variance was conducted with
and sex as the independent variables.

The results of the analyses

nificant differences in learning loss between the treatment
xe~
~e

for either intended or incidental knowledge.

Although no

drawn, it is interesting that the group receiving learning

e beginning of the presentation as advance organizers had the
level for intended knowledge and the lowest retention rate
knowledge, whereas the control group that received no learning
group that received the learning objectives
presentation had the better retention performance for inci-

there was

~

significance in the analysis of differences

learning between treatment groups; therefore, any conclusions
unwarranted and misleading.
Affective Variables
included in the immediate post-test that were designed to
semantic differential scales the attitudes of the subjects
content material '. and the manner of presentation.

The

source of data used in the analysis are presented in Table
er "Affective domain" and "Evaluation of presentation." A factor
cedure was used to reduce the number of factors that could be used
testing the variance between treatment groups.
factor analysis, the ten variables were restructured
for further analysis.
as a unique factor.

The variable

The variables "importance" and

as a new factor "content evaluation." The remaining
grouped into a single factor designated "presentation

n." The means for these new generated factors by treatment group are
graphically in Figure 3.
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Figun 3

Pattern of Reaponae on Affective
and Evaluation Factora
1 • lo..,,

Scores derived from aemantic differential acale where S • hi&h,

ism variable measured the subject's feelings regarding the
ew coJ1'01lunication technology would have on the quality of our
The scale ranged from "greatly enhanced" (5) to "greatly degraded"
l ly, the treatment groups appeared more pessimistic than the

p with the group receiving the l earning objectives as adjunct

ing the most pessimistic.

The differences were not dramatic,

than one point on the five point scale (high = 3.44, low =
extremes.
e for treatment group means was even less on the content evalu(high = 4.41, low

a

4.07).

All of the experimental groups con-

of importance in that communication media would
an increasingly dominant impact on society.

They

1ved the presentation as being relatively unbiased in presenting a
veatment of the dangers and benefits of the new media technology as
by the four plus mean ratings on a five point scale.

the experimental groups occurred in the evalu-

e presentation .

Each subject rated the presentatton on how they

how appropriate it was for the course, the content organiza~ength,

the quality of the visuals presented, whether they would

eferred a different format, and on how interesting it was compared to
Although the mean rating for all four groups was generally
almost a full point difference between the highest mean
'.'for the group receiving the learning objectives at the beginning of

mean of 3.08 for the group receiving the
adjunct organ i zers throughout the presentation.

It

that inserting the learning objectives during the presentation may
fs:rupted the content organization and created some annoyance in the
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To test the significance of the differences between the exper1
groups' affective and evaluation scores, two-way analyses of var1a .
conducted.

The independent variables were treatment

variables were the optimism, content evaluation, and
variables generated by the factor analysis.
The analysis indicated there were no significant differences in
subjects' scores on optimism and content evaluation between the exper
groups.

Female participants were significantly more pessimistic abou

future degradation of the quality of life through the improper exploi
new communication technology than were the male subjects.
there was no significant interaction with the treatment, the result wa
little interest to this study.
There was no significant variance in content evaluation scores at
able to either treatment or sex differences.
The evaluation of the presentation itself did, however, show signi
treatment effects . Sex had no appreciable effects on the presentation
ation scores .

A Scheffe test of the differences in experimental group

verified the difference between the advance organizer and adjunct organ
group was significant at the .05 level.

None of the other compari sons

significant.
The results of all statistical analyses are summarized in
Discussion
The findings of this study generally support and extend Ausubel 'st
of advance organizers facilitating learning.

They are consistent with r

.
obt a i ne d by Kap l an, 33 Kap l an an d S.immons, 34 an d Keyser 35 regard ing

of using learning objectives as advance organizers with prose materials.
length of treatment used in this experiment was relatively short, buts~

Table 4
Summary of Statistical Analysis
Dependent Variable
Immed.
Inmed.
Inc.
Int.
Learning Learning
Factors

Sex
Tr,eatment x GPA
ollege Major

Sig.a
N.S.
N.S.
Sig.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

N.S. b
N.S.
N.S.
Sig.
N.S.
N. S.
N.S.

Int. Learn ing Loss
N.S.
N.S.

Delayed
Int.
Learning

Delayed
Inc.
Learning

Sig. a
N.S.
N.S.
Sig.
N.S .
N.S.
N.S.

N.S. b
N.S.
N.S.
Sig.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

Analysis
Method

ANO VA
ANO VA
ANO VA
Covariate
ANOVA
Covariate
Covariate

Inc. Learning Loss
N.S.
N.S.

ANOVA
ANOVA

Tests Scheffe c
Dependent Variable
ntended Learning
(I1m1ediate and Delayed Post-test)d

Adv. Org. > Control
Adv . Org. > Adj . Org.
Adv. Org.

aTest for hypothesis one:

>

Adj. Org .

null rejected.

bTest for hypothesis two: null accepted.
c
Only those comparisons significant at the .05 level are shown.
d

Test for hypothesis three: null rejected for intended learning;
accepted for incidental learning.
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most audiovisual presentations

us~d

as curriculum support are of rel

short duration (one hour or l ess in length), it would appear that t
of learning objectives used as an advance organizer has
Locating the learning objectives at the conclusion
sentation or interspersed throughout with the relevant content did n
significant effect on improving either the intended or
outcomes.

Although the mean scores of the post organizer group were

than those for the group receiving no learning objectives, the
cance limits the support of this study for the use of learning
mathemagenic activities as defined by Rothkopf. 36 Previous attempts
the mathemagenic activities hypothesis to audiovisual media have
Dayton concluded that the use of either inserted or grouped
would increase intended learning, but that

11

••

•

the use of either in

or grouped factual knowledge post-questions in fixed-pace, fixed-seque
presentations would not, by itself, ensure an increase in incidental le
Based on the results of the present study, it appears the use of le
objectives as post organizers or adjunct aids are what Rothkopf called
magenic neutral," that is, they have no observable effect on the studen
ability to retain new information . 38
A possible explanation of the lack of facilitation of learning whe
learning objectives were used as adjunct organizers lies in the
medium.

The audiovisual program used for the stimulus response

organized, tightly structured, with a high degree of aesthetic quality.
insertion of the learning objectives during the presentation could have
very intrusive for the viewer, interrupting t he narrative
the production and generating frustration or anger.

This

an inhibiting condition for the arousal factors and attention devices of
highly professional production values contained in the presentation.

is supported by the results of the presentation evaluIn general, the adjunct organizer treatment group liked the

•i
i

Their scores were the lowest on every presentation

I
1

.!

they were significantly lower than all three experimental
Overall, the advance organizer treatment group liked

t ion more than the other experimental groups.

Their evaluation

significantly higher than the other three experimental groups for
• quality of the visuals, and format.

In addition, the advance

atment group rated the presentat ion significantly higher than did
t organizer treatment group for overall evaluat ion, length, and

i ck of significant difference in the incidental learning outcomes is

It contradicted findings by Kaplan and Burgin 39 that the
earning objectives decreased incidental learning with both prose and
:identa 1

instructional materials.
to improve intended learning
nee from text materials has been well documented in the literature.
eral hypothesis has been that the increased learn i ng stems from the use
o~jectives

by the learner as directions to learn particular topics
(Rothkopf and Kaplan, 4 Kaplan and Rothkopf, 41 Kaplan, 42 and

°

The concept that they serve as orienting stimuli that

t selective attention to the relevant materials of the text was supported
ta showing students took more time when learning objectives were provided
review of relevant material) and that perform~nce on incidental learning
telis for students not receiving objectives was much greater.

This was ex-

lfned as being the result of the students' reading non-selectively, i.e.,
devices of

t fving equal attention to all material when 1earning objectives are absent. 44

at ion.
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The results of this study appear to support a

dif~erent

inte

how learning objectives are used by subjects
is a fixed-pace, fixed-sequence medium.
Looking at the trends in the data and not merely at the
levels of effects, it appears the use of learning objectives
performance on the immediate post-test for both the advance
groups.

It can be speculated that in these treatments, the

serve an organizing function by establishing · a categorical
examining the information in the audiovisual presentation.
learning objectives inserted at the beginning of the presentation, t
tion is considered and coded or filed by the viewer under
category as it unfolds.

When the learning objectives are

conclusion of the presentation, the viewer must conduct
presentation reorganizing the material according to the
either case, the process of considering the information
tive relevance (intended knowledge) or non-relevance {incidental knowled
improves· recall for the post-test.
The significant relationship between the grade point average of a
and the score obtained on both intended and incidental knowledge was n
surprising.
students.

Better students should be expected to perform better than
It was somewhat surprising that no interaction was found, h

since ability to organize material should be one of the factors in lea
performance. 45 It would seem reasonable, therefore, that if learning o
tives provide an organizing function they would be more beneficial to t
students without highly developed internalized organizing skills,· i.e.,
poorer students.

The lack of interaction indicates this did not happen.

Conclusions and Implications
st substantive finding was that presentation of learning objectives

ce organizer facilitated the

in~ended

learning for a slide-tape

Of particular interest was that these findings were
ed after a two-week delay.

Thus, the facilitative effects of prior

n of learning objectives was found for delayed as well as immediate

ugh

no significant effects were found for the facilitation of inci-

arning , the acceptance of the null hypothesis was of considerable
for instructional strategy.

The conclusion drawn is that instructors

nt learning objectives prior to audiovisual presentations with the
the learning of the objective relevant material
the amount of non-objective relevant material learned.
of the data, it appears the tendency was for the learning
tfves to improve rather than lessen incidental learning outcomes.
for instructors and producers were the findings that
objectives as an advance organizer had no significance
and they did not detract from the students'
To the contrary, the trend of the data
Cited the students receiving the learning objectives prior to the presentatked the presentation more than when no learning objectives were used.

It would be unreasonab.le to expect that the producers of commercial
Yfsual educational materials would provide learning objectives as an
presentations.

Such materials are designed for the

and the specification of objectives might limit the

ls, i.e.,

ltcation of the material or, if not, be so vague and encompassing as to
1

~ their effectiveness.

In addition, there is a great deal of audiovisual
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material (including television programing) that can
support although it is not designed for educational purposes.
Learning objectives can be developed by instructors for the a
materials they use.

The insertion of the learning objectives prior

presentation of the audiovisual program can be accomplished rather
the primary concern of the user of audiovisual materials is
intended learning, the insertion of learning
sentation is recommended.
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A Comparison:
Predicting College Level Academic Success
With Tests of Cognitive Style and Cognitive Aptitud~

Dr. Thomas M. Schwen, Director
Anne K. Bednar, Project Director
· Division of Development and Special Projects
Audio Visual Center, Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

A Comparison:
edicting College Level Academic Success
sts of Cognitive Style and Cognitive Aptitude
i tudy attempt ed to establish the relationship of cognitive .
styles to measures of general and more subtle academic
rt was expected that the associations of aptitudes
two general measures of achievement would converge
!milar correlational patterns; associations of aptitudes
\

subtle measures of achievement would also converge, while

'·

achievement variables would
Relationsh ips with the subtle achievement measures were
ted , but the associations with general achievement measures
converge.

It is suggested that future style research focus

•

!Jlpler variables theoretically linked to mediational process
•jects
ty

e s tyle literature.
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Introduction
In the systematic development of instruction, one

m~

concern of research into individual differences has
t0 relate psychological theory to the prediction of
academic success and ultimately to the effectiveness
instruction.

Initially such prediction was used for

of selection; more recently, with the development of
treatment interaction (ATI) research, aptitude measurement
used to optimize learning for all students
application of instructional treatments to
differences.
The process of instructional design and
pecially concerned with this relationship of aptitudes and
me~ts

when it deals with the development of academic cours e

higher education.

A variety of course designs such as lectu

. recitation, Keller Plan, contract or tutorial instruction ma:
employed separately or in combination as the organizational
work of course format or presentation.

A range of learner a

such as quantitative, verbal, spatial or problem solving abi
may interact with content or course design options to
the success of certain learners.

For example, it has

that the personality variables of achievement via
achievement via independence interact wi th
factors so that students who score high on

.

motivation demonstrate higher achievement in settings which
conforming behavior while students who score high on a measu

t

motivation demonstrate Digher achievement in course

ich reward independent behavior (Domino, 1968).

ause of the possibility of such interactions between

· ;·.·

c haracteristics and elements of course design, it is

'•. '

t to the field of instructional development to investigate

: .. ·,

in a specific instructional environment (esone with a strong technological design) correlates with
or whether certain learner variables are associated
in specific instructional designs.

r.. ·
1.'

aditionally research has examined the effects of cogn i tive
and personality dimensions on learning.

Recently interest

category of variables, cognitive style, described
individual's characteristic or preferred way of perceiving
world (Messick , 1976; Ausburn & Ausburn , 1978).
~

..

of cognitive aptitudes and per s onality dimensions, ··
styles are represented theoretically as mediating processes
across the somewhat arbitrary aptitude and pers onality
.©ries (Messick, 1976; Royce, 1973).

A number of authors have

rved that this class of variables, cognitive styles, should be
predicting academic success (Messick, 1976 ; Cross, 1976;
Ausburn, 1978).

In addition, because cognitive styles

.

acterize the way in which an individual learns rather than the
t of learning , they should constitute an especially v aluable
study of learn i ng in relation to variations in
OUrse design s .

Wi th theoret i cal relevance to both the processes

And the outcomes of academic performance, cognitive style m~y con-
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tribute to the prediction of success and/or differential
in a variety of learning environments.
The basic association between cognitive
tional research variables of cognitive aptitudes and pers
dimensions, especially as they relate to the prediction
success, however, is largely unexplored and, therefore,
tant point of departure for research .
fundamental question:

This

In the prediction of

both general (Grade Point Average) and at the level of co
design, do a selected class of cognitive style measures a
variance accounted for by traditional cognitive aptitude m
This general research question was reduced
specific questions:
1.

Do cognitive style measures con t ribute
of general academic achievement (GPA)?

2.

When c onsidered together do cognitive style
diet general academic achievement
cognitive aptitude measures?

3.

Do cognitive style measures contribute
of academic achievement in a specific

4.

When considered together do cognitive
diet academic achievement in a specific course des
and above traditional cognitive aptitude measures?

5.

What is the shared variance between style a nd cogni
aptitude measures in predicting acad emic achieveme
measures?

6.

Do patterns of prediction variables for general aca
success differ from patterns of pre di ction variables
acad e mic achieveme nt in a specific course design?

Witkin's (1977) construct Field Dependencebeen a reasonably modest amount of

:1

.j:

.,

of cognitive style by academic

.,!~'"

witkin's review of research is quite extensive;
generalizations relevant to this study are:
ield Dependent students seem to attend to and learn
r

more effectively from social cues .

"I•
"

'I•

ield Independent students are less sensitive to social

•:·

punishment and they seem to learn more in tpe absence
':~1

of external reward, under intrinsic motivating contingencies.

'

,-

.,"

Field Independent students seem to use more mediational

:.1
1.....

I~

processes such as the analysis and restructuring of

' j'
t,

i'. ·
•
~I

stimuli, especially in unstructured instructional environrnents.
following style dimensions were in c lud e d as variables in
Messick (1977) or Ausburn & Ausburn (1978) f or a

",, .

..y•

r e view):

.,

Field de pende nce- fi e ld inde pende n ce i s a me asure of an

I

individual's self, non-self s e gre gation as reflected by
reliance on inte rnal versus external cues in relating self
to the surrounding environment.

,.

Behaviorally, field

·~,

".

'

dependence influe nces the extent to which an individual

.........

operates autonomously in interpersonal r e lations and
the manner in whi c h one processes information from the

·,· ·

environment.

The test used to me asure field d e p e nde nce-

,"; '·

field ind e pendence was Witkin's Gro up Embe dded Figure s
"
··'t

Te st.

I t invo lves dise mbe dding a s imple fi g ure from a

complex pa tte rn.
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2.

Closure flexibility measures an individual's

aeit

keep a configuration in mind in spite of
There is some claim that it is a measure
and that i t differentiates industrial occupation
The test which measures closure flexibility, the
Figures

Test~

is very similar to the Group Embedd

Test and has been used as a measure of field
field independence.
3.

Visualization and spatial relations were measured
Flags and the space relations scale
Aptitude Test .

Flags involves the rotation and ma

of a two dimensional design while the DAT requires
folding of a two dimensional pattern to form a thr
dimensional shape.
4.

Conceptual differentiation is an individual's char
istic tendency to employ relatively more or fewer
tions between concepts in category formation on a fp
categorizing task.

The Clayton- Jackson Object Sort,

to measure conceptual differentiation and cornpartme
zation, is a free categorizing task in which indivi
group fifty objects into an unspecified number of
and label the logical reason for
5.

Compartmentalization reflects an
conceptualize objects in discrete,
assumed to reflect an inability to produce
The measurement of compartmentalization is
number of objects which an individual is unable te
ate into categories in the Clayton-Jackson Object

Style indicates an individual's characterestablishing criteria for category formthe basis of physical, inf erred or relational
as two dissimilar objects each related
The measure of conceptualizing style was a
1 judgment of the category reasons on the Clayton-

Sort .

ld

veling-sharpening refers to an individual's mode of
sequence of stimuli as either relatively
highly articulated.

The Schematizing Test

of a series of ninety squares varying in size
to eighteen inches.

As the squares are projected

a darkened room, the individual is
a sked to judge the size of the squares in inches.

A

• 51harpener" tends to make more distinctions between stimuli

of similar but unequal size while a "leveler" tends t o group
similar sizes i nto a single category reporting u n equal
squares as the same .
Category width or equivalence range describes whether an
individual tends to form broad, inclusive categories or
narrow, exclusive categories.

The instrument used to

measure category width is the Pettigrew Category Based
Width Scale.

The individual is asked ·to estimate the

largest and smallest example of an item in existence when
given an indication of an average size.

:1 iverse i
3.

Broad categorizers

will choose extremes while narrow categorizers will estimate

count

closer to the average.

1ble to

9.

Complexity-simplicity measures the capacity of an individual
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to view the environment, e specially the social
ment in a multidimensional way.

Kelly's Role Co

Repertory Test, modified for analysis via multid
scaling served as the measure of complexity-simp
Participants were asked to rate fifteen paired ro
similar or dissimilar to each other.
made finer distinctions between roles, using more
sions to differentiate.
10.

Constricted versus flexible control describes the
which an individual is able to restrict his/her
and control susceptibility to distraction • . The
measur e s this style is the Speed of Color Discrim'
Tes t.

In t he first part of the test parti cipants

identify the color of ink us e d to print short seri
The test is highly speeded; participants are given
seconds to identify the color of ni.n e ty- s ix pattern
the second part, instead of dot patterns,
is written in a differe nt color ink.
to identify the color of the ink.

The

More flexib le i

are l ess distracted so that the difference
on the two parts will be less.

Method
The col lege l eve l course from which the participants fo
study were drawn was a large-enrollment introductory Geograp
course for freshme n and sophomores at a large mid-western un
The course design was an auto-tutorial mastery design
rigorously d evelope d over a period of five years.

etional environments consisted of a laboratory setting
tudents utilized behavioral objectives, audio tapes,
i sual stimulus materials and practice tests in a typical
A discussion section was used for motivational
(e.g. educational games) · and clarification of content.
evaluation e ·f forts have shown (Schwen and Keller, 1977)
treatment is quite demanding, eliciting many productive

grades were based on three objective exams and a judged
The exams were rigorously developed in the process
. The

e development.

Most items (twenty out of thirty) were of

learning form while the paper was a modified problem

ticipants in the study consisted of 240 undergraduate
s, two-thirds of whom were enrolled in the course during the
s of the study and one-third of whom were a random sample of
taken the c o urse in prior semes t ers.

These groups

compared; there were no major differences between
This group of students has been shown in previous
similar to the general population of college freshmen
(Schwen and Keller, 1977).
These students were tested using conventional large group
procedures.

The group of students who had taken the course

semesters were tested in two, three-hour evening sessions
le students enrolled in the course were tested in a series of nine,
Y-rninute testing sessions spread over a fifteen week span.

The

was varied to reduce the effects of fatigue and practice
interactive effects between measures.

Those subjects
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for whom test data was incomplete were dropped from
Tests included measures of cognitive aptitude,
and academic success.

SAT scores and a ratio variable of

school rank to class size were used as traditional or "mar
in cognitive aptitude predictors of academic achievement.
Cognitive style ·constructs were selected on the basis
analytic studies (Royce, 1973; Gardner, et. al., 1968).
used to select the measures were that measures should be r
well defined and coordinate; independent of one another;
of being administered in large groups; reasonably
for college-aged participants and reliable.
Measures of the dependent variable, academic success,
both a general and a course specific nature.

The

of academic success was the students' first semester grade
average.

Course specific measures of academic success

second objective test and a term paper.

The tests and

of judging papers were developed along with the course
year period and reliabilities exceed traditional standards far
measures (.85 - thir ty item test;

.92 - inter-rater reliabili

paper).

Design
This study was the first of several establishing the re
ships between style and instructional outcomes.
variables were selected to

repre~ent

the full range

from complex constructs such as Grade Point Average
and problem solving behaviors.
Traditional cognitive predictors

•m

bench marks for the observed relationships.

This use

1 predictors made it possible to compare the utility
power of adding style constructs to predictors of

of style research have suggested these measures
ded with general cognitive ability measures.
968) •

The use

e stepwise regression procedures permitted a partial test
The overlap be-tween style and cognitive measures

other;

d with each prediction of a dependent measure.

short;

pectations regarding the data were that the more complex
variables, GPA and the. total points in the course, would
similar patterns of relationships in combination with
measures.

This convergent expectation or hypothesis

the assumption that these variables were roughly. equal
:::ess
and
Jrse

le~ity

and a result of the same complex processes.

Also, we

t expect style measures to be highly correlated with these

We reasoned that these variables were quite

ferent in complexi ty and the theory of the style measures

Nick,1977) would suggest that the style measures are bi polar
processes where the same outcomes may be achieved
different (bi polar) processes.
expectations regarding the more subtle course dependent
and the cognitive styles and aptitudes were that the
aptitudes were so complex that they would converge in
the more subtle dependent variables.

In other words,

aptitude would not differentiate between more
tle measures of academic achievement.

However, we expected the

tfle measures to diverge, or illustrate different correlational
tterns, in combination with the dependent variables.

Our expectation
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was that the more subtle style constructs ·and related me
could differentiate between the subtle measures of
In other words, we assumed the different dependent
involved different mediational responses.

Data Analysis
The several multiple regression analys e s are
Figure 1.

The amount of variance shared by the cognitive

and dependent measures is shown by the solid line joining
*shape.

The amount of variance shared by the

dependen t measures is shown by the. dotted l i ne
The amount of variance the style measures shared with the d
measure after the conunon variance between aptitude
dependent measures was removed from the regression e quation
by the dash-dot line joining the .d shape.
The total variance share d among cognitive aptitude and s
me asures with the achieve me nt measure s is recorde d a t the bott
the chart .
The calculat ion of common v a ri a nce foll owed the
(Multiple Regression Subprogra m) wi th adjustment for error.
The individual cognitive style measures that accounted
greater part of the variance in e ach equation are indicated
letter code immediately adjacent to ea8h percent-of-variance
point.

The problem solving variable, shown to the right on

graph, is a measure from another study we conducted.
from the classical literature on problem solving.

These data

incorporated to demonstrate the contrast in relation ships betW
more complex multivariate course related variables and the mot
precise univariate problem solving variable.

of the several relationships would seem to
ien between the complexity of the dependent variable
of unique variance between style and the dependent
general it would seem that the more univariant varisuitable for future research with the style

noted that the dependent variables are not
Total is a composite score that includes T2 (the
and the problem solving paper .
'lized to compare it with GPA.

The total

As noted, the expectation

variables would exhibit similar relationships.
not the case.

This

We have no explanation for this
...I

The measure is either invalid or . there is a complex
between the rest of the variables in the composite T 2

"

and the predictor variables .
magnitude of the relationships between style

~nd

t variables is modest for the cour se variab l es.

the

Also ,
.;I

style and cogni tive variables could be intersupport for the previously noted criticism of the style
Our interpretation is that the theoretical definitions
constructs include mediational or process responses.

,,'

ehe definitions are bi polar, not necessarily implying

skill but different mediational responses.

Therefore,

achievement validity coefficients may be expected
Dependent variables closer to the mediational
ses or dependent variables that are instrumental in producing
dependent variables may produce associations of greater magnitude.
Consistent with this line of reasoning, the rather substantial
styles and classical problem solving items

·..
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.

may be seen as evidence of the confounding of cognitive s
aptitude (DAT, Concealed Figures, etc. are sometimes descr·
spatial aptitud es) and style.

This topic is being explored

depth in a related study.
The order (in the regression equations) of the style

~

aptitude variables across the dependent variables is of som
The concept learning test two (T ) and the paper seem to be
2
on the same cognitive aptitude but different style variables
pattern is satisfying because the aptitude constructs are d
quite gross or complex whereas the style constructs are def'
being more subtle.

~he

Also,

dependen t variables should be

on different cognitive processes.

The assumption was that t

complex measures would converge and the subtle measures woul
in association with reasonably subtle differences in depend
variables.
In summary, this study attempted to probe
cognitive style by typical dependent variables in
a mastery ori ented course.

Our expectations were

between complex variables GPA and total points in the course
cognitive aptitudes and styles would converge or ex h ibit sirni
correlational patterns.

This was not the · case, leading us to

question the validity of the total measure.

Our expectations

the more univariant dependent variables, concept
performance was that the association would converge in respeet
aptitude and the dependent measures.

In other words

be similar patterns of correlation across these sets
Further, our expectation was that the style by dependent measu
associations would diverge.
patterns of correlation.

In other words there

These expectations were

to conclude the less complex style measures may be more
nked to the concept and problem solving variables as the
these two areas would suggest.
~agnitude

and patterns of the relationships between style

urse dependent variables led us to conclude there would
in continuing this kind of exploratory effort.

However,

f forts will be focused on simpler theoretical variables

theoretically linked to the mediational processes described
of cognitive style.
are

curr~ntly

In conjunction with our

exploring the association between style

t rurnental behaviors such as· perceptual attack skills, selected
ion and problem solving behaviors.

..
'
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ABSTRACT
,EVEL

udy inves·t .igated the ;r;-elati.onsh.ip of envi.r onmental a,nd
actors of K-12 media profess·ionals in .Alabama and the
erformance by this population of 28 instructional development
conclusions revealed a ;positive relationship of competencies,
budget,

empathy~

and non-superviso;r;-y tilne with reported per.,.

of instructional development activities.

Also concluded was

e relationship of parent and student volunteers with the
t variable.

Recommendations· include competency testi:ng of media

ional preparatory program graduates, research into empathy
, and an increase in non,.,supervisory time for media professionals.
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INTROJ.lUCTION

Instructional development is a systematic approach to t he
production, and utilization of complete systems of instruction
ation for Educational Communications and Technology , 1977:
this realm of instructional development, six sub-functions
These include Research-Theory, Design, Production, Evaluation- Se
Logistics, and Utilization-Dissemination (AECT , 1977: 164).
The role of the K-12 level media professional as
oper has -been explicated in textbooks
(Brown, Norberg, and Srygley, 1972: l; Erickson,
Prostano, 1971: 214-44; Davies, 1969: 41 - 58).

A

(1972) predicted the assumption of the role of
as the major trend in the future for media professionals.
role of the K-12 media professional as instructional developer was
malized in Media Programs: District and School (American Library As
ation/AECT, 1975) .
Studies have been undertaken attempting to
of several variables analogous to instructional development and a
range of independent variables.

These include Schulzetenberge (19

curriculum development activities with undergraduate
interests between media specialists and teacher, and
(1975): curriculum involvement with teaching structures;

L~rsen

role assignments with time, budget , and principal's percept ion;
(1975): quality of media program with both the attitude of princi
media professional; Daniel (1974): allocation of responsibility to

1 with submissiveness and accomodation on the part

ia professional; and Kerr (1977): acceptance of the role of
developer .with role-taking ability.
of the media profess·ional as instructional . developer is a
77:

phenomenon.

While the role of instructional developer

ons
national organizations, the recency of a standard
and description of activities involved in instructional devel64).

has precluded in-depth studies.
THE PROBLEM

e literature of library education and educational technology is
for the media professional to become involved in
ctional development at the school level.
s.

A survey of the literature

ds a series of personal and environmental factors that would logically
linked to instructional developnent.

No study was located, however,

to establish a relationship between personal and environdata and the performance by the media professional at the K- 1 2 level
instructional development activities as delineated by the AECT

of the Stud
The purposes of the study were:
1.

Larsen
eption ;

to determine the relationship between personal and environmental

artables and the amount of reported instructional development.
2.

to determine the effect of the variables on the reported perfor-

mance of instructional development activities within each of the domains

~lineated by the AECT definition.
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3.

to identify the factors which may lead to increased

of instructional development by K-12 media professionals.
Limitations
This study was restricted in the fo llowi_n g areas:
1.

the population was restricted to media professionals

at the K-12 level in the State of Alabama.
2.

the personal and environmental factors were restricted

covered on the instruments.
METHODOLOGY
This r es earch utilized questionnaires as the data colle ction
ments.

Th is method was chosen in order to collect a wide range o.

on a large population.
Independent Variables
There were 38 independent variables drawn from the
and personal factors and combinations of these factors .
Dependent Variable
The dependent variable was the amount of reported
development undertaken by the media professional .
Subjec ts
The subjects were a sample of 300 drawn from K-12 media prof
in the State of Alabama as identified by the State Department of
The subjects we re chosen through a random number process and r epre
a cross-section of grades served.
Instrumentation
Five instruments were used including :

ia professional .Back round Data
•nals.

gu~s~~onnaire.

This is an

which gathered personal information
Variables measured by this instrument

s:

of years of classroom experience
of years of school library experience
of years at present position
F?Ossession of bachelors, masters, and/or sixth-year degree
years since last coursework
number of design courses taken
number of traditional library courses taken
number of education courses taken

1e

number of production courses taken

>•

1r tment of

l.

total number of abov.e courses

m.

self-rated competency in design of instruction

n.

self-rated competency in traditional library skills

o.

self-rated competency in education area

p.

self-rated competency in production

q.

total self-rated competency

2.

Environmental Data guestionnaire.

This investigator-designed

information relating to factors in the working environment which could affect instructional development activity.

Variables

lleasured by this instrument included:
a.

grade level served
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b.

number of hours assigned to library

c.

amount of time each day not involved in
students

d.

ratio of library media professionals to students

e.

location of AV services

f.

presence of a production area

g.

print budget

h.

production supply budget

i.

corrunercial non-print budget

j.

total budget

k.

number of services provided by district central office

1.

number of production equipment items available

m.

number of professional journals read

n.

amount of teacher planning time/day

o.

teacher released time during ye a r for course p l a nning

p.

number of paid aides

q.

number of student assistants

r.

number of parent volunteers

s.

number of innovative teaching structures {team teaching ,
modular scheduling, open-space classrooms, etc.)

3.

Empathy Scale.

The respondent's empathy state was

using the Empathy Scale developed by Robert Hogan (1969).
of this instrument consists of 31 items from the California Psycho
Invento:ry, 25 from the Minnesota Multiphasic Pers onality Invent00'.•
eight items from experimental testing forms.

A test-re t e st

coefficient of ·.84 has been found, and internal consistency

reported (Grief ancl Hogan, 1973).

The conceptual validity

has been demonstrated in several studies (Hogan and Mankin,
l973, Kurtines and Hogan, 1972; Hogan and Dickstein, 1972) .

s

short fonn of the .Empathy Scale, which consists of only those
,fi'.om the California Psychological Inventory, has routinely
.90 with the 64 item version (Grief and Hogan, 1973 :
form was used for this study.

The author felt that the

simpler form would s.ignificantly increase return rate.
Media Professional Activities Checklist .

This instrument was

by the investigator and contained 28 activities drawn from the

with professionals in the field.

,.
...I"•'·
• ..·
...
"·'

The respondent

a Likert-type scale ranging from 0 to 4 for each of the 28 activAnchors for these were "never" and
ning

ranged from 0 to 112.

0

frequently . "

;.1 '

Total possible

~.:

Usi.n g the same instrument, the media profes-

was also requested to check a Likert-type scale to indicate th e
task .

Anchors for this scale were "little

...

no importance" and "very important. "
:;hing ,

The activities were selected to . provide a continuum of activities
thin instructional development.

In Educational Technology: Definition

('

•"

',I f
11, .

·I .

'I•

..

ctions including Research-Theory , Design, Production, Evaluation-

,,
.··

Utilization-Dissemination (AECT, 1977: 164).

·~ .

t'

28 activities is subsumed by at least one of the instructional
..

'·

functions, wit.h all six functions being repres ented by at
l east one activity.
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..

The instrument was sent to r:; everal media professionals fo
comment, utilized in a pilot study (Turner and Martin, 1978). ,
on the basis of responses and data receiv.ed.

A reliability

of .94 was established using the split-half method.
Construct validity was investigated through the use
analysis of the 28 activities.

Six factors were formed, four

accounted for 91.3 percent of the variance and included
activities.

A review of the activities included within

mitted the assignment as factor constructs of four of the s ix fu
of instructional deve lopment delineated in the AECT definition.
factor constructs included Evaluation-Selection, Design, Product
Logistics.

The grouping of activities within the Media Professi

Activities Checklist mirrored, to a larg e extent, the
ings proposed in the AECT definition of instruct ional
5.

Principal's Pe rcept i on Ch ecklist.

This instrument cons 1s

the 28 activities found on the Media Professional Activities Cheokl
The r espondent indicated, using a Like rt-type scale, the importan
each task being performed by the media professional i n the school.
sible scores ranged from 0 to 112.
Procedures
A packet containing the instruments and two cover letters was
to the principal of each school in the sampl e.

The init ial cover l

was from the State Department of Education explaining the importance
the study and r e questing cooperation .

The second letter,which

the r esearchers, introduced and provided the rationale for th e
well as supplying directions for the p rincip al.

The principal was

to forward the instrumEmts to be completed by the media pro978),

and to see that all materials were returned.

The media profes-

•s materials were ·in a self-contained packet which was sealed bethe principal for mailing.

from the instruments were tabulated with most of the

four

raw data form.

A small percentage were translated

A total score was generated for the Empathy Scale,
and for each of the two p arts of
.nition.

Checklist.

The other instruments were

subsection.
of the Data
variables for which dichotomous data were generated were analyzed
of chi-square tests of independence .

To do this, the total

the performance section of the Media Professional Activities
cklist was dichotomized around the mean into 0-66 and 67-112 categories .
the remaining independent variables , a simpl e correlation coeffic ient
qenerated against the independent variable.
The 28 activities of the Media Professiona l Activit ies Checkl i s t
submitted to a factor analysis using the Varimax method of rotation.
generated for each subject.
i al cover

Finally, the independent

against the factor score var iables in a s tepwise multi-

ple regression .
which
Jr the

lc i pal was
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RESULTS

A~lD

ANALYSES

Two hundred and three questionnaires were returned.
were complete enough to be usable.
Dichotomous Data Analyses
Seven of the 40 variables yielded dichotomous data.
grade levels of students served, student/media professional
of AV services in or out of the department, availabil ity of
area, released time for teachers to engage in extended
and degree(s) held by, media professionals.

Of th ese variables,

released time for teachers for extended planning yielded a
difference at the . 05 level.

sign~f

(See Table 1 for chi- square values .

of the remaining three variables were signi ficant beyond t he .1 l
These were the student/media professional ratio and availability
auction area.
TABLE 1
RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF I NDEPENDENCE
Variable
Grade levels served

4. 716

Student/media professional ratio

lS.20*

Location of AV services

0 .38

Presence of AV production area

2.70*

Released time for teachers for
extended planning

6.18**

Sex of media professionals

1.68

Type of degree (Bachelors, Masters ,
or Sixth-year)

1.02

*p < . 1

** p

~ . 02

....

be seen in Table 2, the s.ignificant difference generated by
rned.

released time variable resulted in a greater number of indevelopment ·activities reported by media professionals in
where teachers were given time off during the year for planning.

:la ta.

ence or absence of a production area, as evidenced in Table 2,

:ssional

in a significant difference, although at the .1 level of

ility Of

in the amount of instructional development reported.

A

of the media professionals who had a separate producthat they performed instructional development than
facilities.
ses of the Remainin
eyond the .1

Variables

r was calculated for each of the remaini.n g variables to
ish the relationship between these variables and the amount of inional development reported.

As can be seen in Table 3 , four of the

assigned to the media center, number of student helpers ,
ENCE
2

r 0f parent volunteers, and age of the media professional , were cored negatively with the amount of instructional development activities
The correlations, however, are all low, with only the ntunber
helpers generating a significant relationship and that at the

3

Of the 29 variables with positive relationships, 21. generated resignificant at the . 1 level or above.

Variables significant

3**

It the

.01 level or above included number of production equipment items,

nllllber of professional jour~als read, number of innovative teaching
structures, all five of the competency variables, empathy, theprincipal's
attitude toward the performance of instructional development by the media
Professional, and the media professional's attitude toward instructional
development.
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TABLE 2
CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR TEACHER RELEASED TIME
AND AV PRODUCTION AREA VARIABLES

Teacher released
ti.me

Instructional Development
0-66

6 7-112

Yes

6

17

No

69

54

l
I

75

df 1

x2
p

~

71

6 .18
. 02

AV Production
Area

Instruc tional Development
0-66

67- 11 2

Yes

28

41

No

49

40

77

81

df 1
x 2 = 2. 71

TABLE 3
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF CONTINUOUS DATA
INDEPENDENT VA~IABLES AND r VALUES WITH
REPORTED INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

E.

Mean

SD

6.65

1.32

-.0338

1.40

1. 74

. 04 37

with repor ted
ins truction al
development

to
'

691.35

410.2 8

. 040 3

1983.40

1660.41

.1081

lies

249.24

411.00

.1884

non-print
ercial materials

612 . 44

858 . 00

.1901

2356.16

24 56 . 66

1.48

1.35

. 0643

1. 93

1.45

****
. 3656

3.16

1.63

. 2204

. 83

.42

. 0624

print

'

*

e t for production

**
**

. 1769 **

pro-

'.

unt of teachers' daily
lanning time (hours)

***

.'

*E. < .1
**E. ( .OS
***E. <.01
****12. <. 001
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Table 3 continued

Variable

Mean .

SD

Amount of paid help
(hours daily)

1.09

1. 64

Number of student
helpers/hour

1. 87

2.17

.05

.26

1.89

1. 39

40.03

11. 47

Years of classroom
experience

6 . 22

7.86

Ye ars of library
experience

8.53

6.22

Years at present position

6.56

5.37

Years since coursework

3 . 71

3.94

Nwnber of design courses

5.45

3.06

Number of traditional
courses (library)

4.26

1. 20

Number of education
courses

3.02

1. 73

.52

. 76

Total number of courses

13. 28

5.75

Competency in design

22.74

7.03

Competency in traditional
library skills

17 .42

2.87

Nwnber of parent
volunteers/hour
Number of teaching
structures
Age of media professional

Number of production
courses

*E.
**E.

<.1
(.05

***£. <. 01
****£ <. 001

:' i. :'

Mean

education
in production

SD

E. with, reported
instructional
development

11.19

4.10

.3674

2 . 64

2.05

.2285

53.64

12.83

.4483

15.87

3.69

. 2224

\~

'

i'

****
,•

***

"

****

,.,

***

:•

89.02

13.50

.3559

90 . 18

17.27

. 4084

professional's attiard the perforrnance
tructional develop-

****

****
1·

I'

..
"

...,

...
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Factor Analysis
A factor analysis of the Media Professional Activities
utilizing the Varimax Method was undertaken.

This analysis

in the formation of four factors including 25 of
accounting for 91.3 percent of the variance (See Table 4).
TABLE 4
FACTOR GROUPINGS OF INSTRUCTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

Factor 1
Verbally suggests titles of instructional materials to teachers
Determines measurable objectives for media program
Solicits feedback from teachers via forms and interviews about
materials produced and purchased
Validates the instructional materials purchased and
observations of student behavior and matching these
objectives
Prepares lists of commercial materials in r esponse to instructiona
objectives, learner characteristics, and othe r parameters
Engages in research activities relative to the media center
Develops lists of titles of instructional materials in response to
specific topic given by a teacher
Works with teachers in selecting materials to meet specific
Eigen Value

8.6965

Percentage of Variance 68.6

Factor

Design

Works with teachers in formulating instructional objectives
Plans and discusses media center-related topi cs with teachers
Participates in team-teaching acti vities

~I
, ·:

, classroom work· to coordinate media center activities with
ional programs
development and revision
"ointly with faculty members to coordinate media center activities
rriculum programs, units, and textbooks
'I

for teachers in evaluation and selection of materials
1'

instructional team in designing instructional programs
ops

long~range

plans cooperatively with teachers and administration
teachers in curriculum planning
for teachers in use

o~

materials and/or equipment

Percentage of Variance 10.3

Value l. 3094

"•

>ut
Production

i·

and produces instructional materials in response to a general
by a teacher
produces instructional materials in response to instructional
learner characteristics, and other parameters
ro.duces instructional materials in response to a specific design given
the teacher. This design specifies the type of medium and content to
included
Percentage of Variance 7.1
•'

Logistics

..
'

conducts sess i ons to preview and evaluate materials
Gives instructions to students in use of materials and/or equipment

','

"

.,

Maintains a source of curriculum guides and professional materials for
Use in planning·
Eigen Value .6717

.,t·

Percentage of Variance 5.3

-
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Constructs taken from the sub-functions of instructional dev
as defined in Educational Technology: Definition and Glossar
(AECT, 1977: 164) were assigned to these four factors.
Evaluation-Selection, Design, Production, and Logistics.
based on the four factors were generated for each subject.
Multiple Regression
Four stepwise regressions. were run with each factor utilized
dependent variable associated with the independent variables.
were set to limit the independent variables utilized to those
buted at least two percent additional variance.
The first factor was ass_igned the construct
The independent variables utilized in the equation, in order ente
total competency, hours ass_igned, number of design courses, princ·
attitude, number of education courses,· classroom experience , amoun
time not assigned supervisory tasks, and competen cy in
skills (see Table 5).

Two of the variables, number of

amount of classroom experience, related negatively to the Factor l
able.

The eight variables utilized accounted fo r 54

ance.
The second factor was assigned the construct of Design.
dent variables utilized in the multiple regression equation were
competency, principal's attitude, total budget, amount of time no
supervisory tasks, competency in design area , number of education
attitude of media professional, and competency in education
Table 6),

All of the relationships between the independent

utilized and the factor-score were positive,
accounted for 68 percent of the variance.

The resulting

TABLE 5
MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
FACTOR 1 (EVALUATION-SELECTION)
.,

roR

R Square

RSQ Change

.5176

.2697

.2697

.5167

.5665

.3209

.0530

.1792

.6194

.3836

. 0627

-.0268

.6627

.4392

.0555

.2972

.6861

.4707

.0314

.1352

.7033

.4947

.0239

-.0632

.7183

.5160

.0213

.0710

Multipl~ R

Simple

~

assigned

courses

,.i

of education courses

experience
assigned

'·

tency in traditional
rary skills

.7387

.5456

.0295

.4456

..,
r

TABLE 6

,,

MULTIPLE REGRESSION TABLE
FOR FACTOR 2 (DESIGN)
Multiple R

cipal 's attitude

~

Square

RSQ Change

Simple

.

~

.6274

• 3936

.3936

.6274

.6884

.4739

.0803

.4190

"

')

..

• 7222

. 5216

. 0476

.3024

.7482

.5599

.0383

.1664

. 7757

. 6081

.0419

.5290

.7956

.6329

.0311

.0937

Media professional's attitude .8142

. 6629

.0299

.1959

Competency in education area

.6849

.0220

. 5432

'•

'

assigned

Rlllllber of education courses

. 8276
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The construct of Production was assigned

t~

the thir d fac

independent variables were utilized in the multip l e regression
to explain 46 percent of the variance.

The variables included

competency, number . of parent volunteers, enrol lment, amount oft
assigned supervi.sory tasks, competency in traditional library sJ«
competency in production (see Table 7).

Two o f th e var i ab les , n

parent volunteers and enrollment, were associated negatively with
factor-score.
TABLE 7
MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
FOR FACTOR 3 (PRODUCTION)
Independent Variable

Multiple R

R Square

RSQ Change

Competency total

.4852

.2354

.2 354

Parent volunteers

.5930

.3516

.1162

Enrollment

.6274

.3937

.0420

Amount of time not assigned
supervisory tasks

. 6447

.415 7

.0219

Competency in traditional
library ski 11 s

. 6612

.4372

.02 14

Competency in production

. 6791

.4655

.0283

The fourth . and final factor was assigned the construct of
Ten independent variables were entered into the equation resulting
explanation of 62 percent of the variance.

These included competen

the education area, number of production equipment items, years of
room experience, production budget, amount of student help ,
help, number of . traditional library courses, hours assigned

since last course work.

Four of the variables

ted negatively to the factor variable.

These included years of

experience, amount of student help, age, and years since last

TABLE 8
MULTIPLE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE
FOR FACTOR 4 (LOGISTICS)
'i

Multiple R

production
items

~

Square

RSQ Change

Simple

~

.4385

.1923

. 1923'

.4385

.5734

.3288

.1365

.3781

.6248

. 3904

.0615

-.1504

.6528

.4332

.0428

.3343

.6822

• 4653

.0321

-.2449

.7317

. 5379

.0 254

.1147

.7474

.5615

.0236

.2773

.7596

.5858

.0243

-.0571

• 7872

.6237

.0379

-.0424

a,f classroom
budget

,.

traditional
assigned

ince last coursework

)'

!,

CONCLUSIONS
The leap from relationship to causality is a critical one and can

ly be justified when the methodology is valid and the instrumentation

Because this study enters terra incognita, the leap requires
large assist from faith as · well as from logic .
evolved out of this

s~udy,

'.

·:

Some distinct patterns,

and these warrant elaboration.
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The variables that stand out from the others in consisten
strength of positive relationship to the amount of reported ins
development are four competency components taken singly:
tional library skills, education, production, as well as
these components.

An immediate tendency exists to be sk eptical

high degree of correlation between two measurement.s when the raw
were self-reported.

There is evidence, however, that indicates

of the reporting form for competencies is not necessarily subject
distortion caused by an inordinately favorable reporting of compe
performance.

In a pilot study (Turner

population with relatively homogeneous competencies, the competen
ables did not prove to be significantly related to the amount of r
instructional development.
The first conclusion, therefore, is that the reported
the media professional in the areas of des.ign, traditional
education, and production have the strongest relationship with
instructional development.

This conclusion is, of course, not

as one's competency in an area, especially in a predominantly electi
sector such as instructional development, should certainly have a
bearing on whether activities are undertaken or not.

~

It

to envision a strong instructional development component
media program if the media professional lacked competency in any of
above four areas.

1

1 The reading of professional journal s, certainly a method of incr
competence, is also positively related to instructional development.
variable was also significant in the pilot study where continuing in
dent study was the main method of differentiation of competency for
population utilized.

e second conclusion is that a positive attitude by both the
lj

:·

professional toward the inclusion of instructional
in the role of the media professional increases the amount of
ctional development undertaken.

Once _again, this is not a startling
,:

usion,

be~ng

consistent with the findings of several previous studies

Leeper, 1975).

Since the performance of instructional

so often elective, done beyond the normal routine, and
requires a change in administrative factors, a positive attitude by
as well as the principal would obviously be

bene~

The third conclusion is based on the low but significant relationships
va~iables,

as well as the moderate relationship evidenced

number of production equipment items present.

This conclusion is

performance · of instructional development requires a minimum fiSince instructional development ·usually require s
:h

alternative materials and delivery systems, as well as the production of
materials, this minimum base requirement is to be expected.
The fourth conclusion concerns the empathy variable.

While the re-

the empathy score and reported instructional developis low, it is significant and provides the basis for the conclusion
empathy is a positive attribute of the personality of the instructional developer at the K-12 level.
'·

..

·

1

The availability of. ;released time for teachers to engage in extended
Planning, a variable which could also be influenced by the principal' s
attitude, resulted in a s_ignificant difference in the chi-square analysis
ana lends weight to this conclusion.
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The fifth conclusion is actually a corollary
the principal usually makes the general schedule,
sional. generates· the specific details.

This conclusion is

to perform instructional development activities, the media
must be ass.igned to the center with sufficient time to perform
support activities.

More importantly, the media professional

m

allowed time where he/she is not involved in direct supervisory
in order to perform evaluation, selection, design, and producti
The sixth, and final, conclusion is based on the negative
found in this study and in the pilot study of the
student help variables to the reported amount of instructional d
This conclusion is that volunteer assistance in
or parents does not appear to contribute to t he
development undertaken.

This rather surprising conclusion may be

by the amount of ti.me that is required to organize and administer
Rather than freeing the media profes sional to perform instructional
lopment activities, energies appear to be channe l e d into supervisory
activities.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based upon the conc lusions of this study,
are offered:

of pr_ograms preparing media professionals for
provided a reasonable level of competency in the
t raditional librarianship, traditional education, design
analysis, specification of objectives, systems design,
c.), and production.

"

valida~

The decision as to whether a graduate has

not be based solely on the number of courses
d, but should be based on competency testing.

1

pr_o grams that prepare K-12 media professionals
in-service training to upgrade the competencies
·a professionals currently in the field.
E-: l;forts must be made to foster a positive attitude in the
principal.

This can be done through seminars at the meetings of

administrators ' associations and through publishi_ng in the literathat reaches these administrators .
Local, state, and national organizations must continue searching
an adequate budget on which to base an instructional

Further research should take place into the importance of an
t11etic personality for the performance of instructional development
the efficacy of empathy traini_n g in affecting personality.

Continued

'·'

should also take place in the area of empathy training.
6.

The media professional should be provided with at least one
in which no supervisory tasks are required.

Such a period

the teachers' "planning " period.

l

!'

It will be remembered that the number of courses had a much weaker
relationship with instructional development than the competency variables.
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7.

Finally, K-12 media professionals should be provided

in personnel management to allow them to manage volunteers mar
tively.
Continued work on the development o:t; instruments to measure
amount and quality of instructional development performed at th
level needs to be undertaken.

Further studies

utilize observational as well as questionnaire methodologies.
emergence 0£ information pertaining to the characteristics of
ful instructional developer, perhaps the future will provide us
realization of the promise held forth in t he literature--each med
sional working alongside other educators toward the facilitation
curriculum.
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Abstract

of Picture Type and Picture Location on Comprehension
Philip J . Brody &Al i ce Legenza
University of Kansas

as a guide, this study attempted
if the location of a picture (pre- or post-reading passage)
(overview or specific incident) could affect
Ninety-two co 11 ege students wer·e random,Y
the cells in a two-by-two facto r ial design and
text- like passage of approximately 1200 words.
icated that pictures placed after the passage increased
learning more than pictures placed before the passage.
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Mathemagenics have been studied s ince the 1960's, when Rothk©
defined the term to refer to a broad array of behaviors which
learning.

A1though mathemagenics have provided a theoretical

systematic research in some areas (Faw and Walker, 1976),
been neglected by researchers in the field of media.
While the mathemagenic effects of various instructional
such as objectives and advance· organizers have been studied,
widely and systematically studied area has been in the use of
Typically (e.g., Frase, 1967) , in these studies, students are
read passages in which questions have been inserted either before or
after the passage (pre- and post-questions).
a multiple choice exam over the material.

Students are then

The results of these

genera ll y suggest that both pre- and post-ques tions fa ci litate learni
that is specific to the questions asked while post-ques ti ons have grea
effect on learning that is not directly related, or is incidental, to
questions.
Research which has attempted to relate mathemagenics and media has
generally incorporated pre- and post-questions into various presentat1
formats (e.g., Lavin, 1972).

Dayton (1977), wh ile describing hovJ mathe

magenics can be used in the design of slide/tape presentations , negl ec
to discuss the i mportant implcations of the ma themagenic hypothesis on
non-verbal aspects of the presentation.
An area of media research which would seem
genies based research would be the relationship betwee n pictures and
reading comprehension; some researchers (e . g., Samuels, 1970; Concannon,

·-

pictures may interfere with comprehension, while others
'•'

ey, 1977; Levin and Lesgold, 1978) suggest that they can be
that has been done on the effects of
from one of several confounding
eek (1974), for example, utilized materials which were
in schools.

Other research has either

define the pictorial attributes which were being
so in terms of the well-worn realism continuum
How then can mathemagenics serve as a guide for research

first of all, that the location of pictures wi thin
assage could be of importance.

It needs to be established

/ or post-pictures have the same mathemagenic functions as
Mathemagenic research would seem to suggest

t a l,

passage would have a greater effec t
cannot be learned di rectly from
e picture) than wou ld pictures placed before the passage;

y.

pictures which provide a broad overview should be super ior to .
Thus, the purpose of this study was to
picture location and picture t ype serve
ic functions and 2) to determine the extent to which these
affect reading comprehension.
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Method
Subjects
Subjects were 92 undergraduate students enrolled in education
methods courses.

Materials
A passage of approximately 1200 words about the square
was constructed from a variety of books and encyclopedias.

The main

theme of the passage was the daily activi ti es of the square, although
half the article discussed history, geography, and other related background info rmation.
Two black-and-white pictures concerning the square were also repr
the . first picture, a summary picture, was an aer i a l view
showing the square and its surroundings.

~f

the square,

The second picture showed a

close- up of a specific incident taking place in the square, a snake cha
with his snakes.
Twenty-four multiple choice questions were developed over t he pas
Ha lf of the questions were over the background information, while the o
half were over the

~quare

activities; but all questi ons assessed inci

rather than intentional, learnings .

Procedure
Subjects were divided into 4 groups, with 23 subjects pe r cel l . T
groups

~ere

divided on two levels of picture vi ewing - 1) before reading

'I

·1

i:,
I

g) after reading the entire passage.

These groups were

..

II

,,

'

'

''

''

ed so that half of the subjects within each level of the
saw the summary picture while the other half of the subjects
incident picture.
of the experiment each subject was

~iven

a consent form to

d that the investigators were doing research on media and
cts were randomly given booklets containing one of the
of the two locations and told to "study each page of the
long as you want but you may not turn back to any page
When you are done, raise your
1 be given a short test to take. 11
I

'

Results and Discussion
deviations of correct answers on the compreare presented in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

location effects were significant at the

Insert

Tabl~

2 about here
I
I

!
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'

.05 level

(f

(1,88) = 4.22) for the square activity questions,

pictures producing higher comprehension scores.
questions, the effects of picture type was not significant.
location nor picture type produced significant results for "bac kg ro
information questions" (see Table 3).

Insert Table 3 about here

The results of this study add preliminary support
pictorial attributes can serve mathemagenic functions.
questions" reasearch, this study found location to be a
structional variable since pictures placed after a reading passage inc
incidental learning more than pictures placed before the reading
However, the lack of significant results related to the "picture type"
variable indicates that not all pictorial attributes affect mathemagenie
behaviors.
These mixed results call for additional research to more precisely
determine the possible mathemagenic effects of pictorial attributes.
Most importantly, the study needs to be replicated with different
audiences, particularly with younger subjects and/or those with differeo
. comprehension skills than the college students utilized.

Although it

seems logical to assume that the results should be replicated or even
magnified when using younger subjects, results of research with both rea
behaviors (Knafle and Legenza, 1978) and picture utilization behaviors

, 1977) differ with age of subjects.
also focus upon those characteristics which will
the mathemagenic effects of pictorial attributes.

For example,

passage between pictures needs to be determined,
the complexity of both the readiDg passage and picture.

Other

1 ~ attributes that affect mathemagenic behaviors also need to be
These additional attributes should . be applicabl e
de range of educational media, rather than being applicable to

only (Salomon, 1978).
0

the extent that the research being reported is replicated and

din the directions indicated, instructional design specialists
1 as all other classroom teachers will poss ess an instructional

can provide substantial benefits.

type"

~

1tes .
it

gh it
even

aviors
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T,1!ilc 1

Means and Standard Deviations on
Correct Answers on the Comprehension Test
Treatment

Square Activity

x

sd

Pre snake charner

6.0

2.28

Pre square activity

6.39

1. 95

Post snake charr.1er

7.04

1. 94

Post square activity

7.13

1. 94

Ta ble 2
of Variance for "Square Ac.ti vi ty 11 Questions

SS

df

MS

F
4.2~

18.27

1

18.27

1.31

1

1.31

.30

.53

1

.53

.13

381.05

88

4.33

401.16

91

360

Tillllr. 3
Analysis of Variance for
Source
Location

SS
.10

Bu d~Jr ou nd

df

--1

InforfTlation
MS

•.1

Type

5.75

1

5.75

LxT

1. 31

1

1.31

299.83

88

3.41

306.99

91

~·.Ji

thin
Total
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Abstract

Two methods of structuring textual material, inormation
mapping and programmed instruction, were compared on the basis
their ability to facilitate recall and subsequent retrieval of
information .

Both methods produced very significant

however no differential effects occurred.

Retrieval

from the text, a task independent of rec al 1 behavior and based
upon different . textual search strategies, benefitted
from the s tructural characteristics of the mapping technique.
conceptual basis for the issue being studied was suggested: a
comparison of systematically inserted adjunct questions and expli
content structuring fo r eliciting mathemagenic activities.

Sug-

gestions of appropriate literatures such as structural linguistics
are somewhat conjectural because of the absence of any research b
for mapping.

Introduction
''

reversionary trend toward print, textual media for instruction is

1.'

the increasing importance of cost effectiveness as a sele c tion
Audiovisual media , in varying degrees of sophistication, have
to produce the panaceas predicted with their development .

Coupl ed

the continuing preeminance of print (verbal mode) instructional

'

the need to explore the potential of' text for information transretrieval has never been greater.
the most promising print methodologies, information mapping 1
will be compared with another prominent method for structuring
programmed instruction (PI).

ue .

This study constitutes a seminal

aimed at documenting main effects (evaluative comparison)

a

some theoretical bases for considering the se instructi onal

d

As such, it should raise more questions than it answers, howe ver,

Sug-

considering the embryonic state of information

Ins true t ion
Programming textual materials normally consists of limiting the size
information chunks, requiring overt responses to the information
presented, providing feedback (reinforcement), and allowing for inditidual pacing.
the reviews

Evaluative research or programm instruction abounds,

(Lange, 1972;

Schramm, 1964)

generally indicating a

•light learning advantage and a more significant time savings for PI
When compared with traditional instruction.

1

.

Information Mapping

TM

In analyzing the contribu-

is a trademark of Information Resources, Inc.
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tions of the aforementioned characteristics of PI, Hartley (
that none wer e essential to the success of any program,
or more of these t echniques has little if any effect on
results.
The intention of this study is to identify a common
comparing media, not replicating research on programming
programmed version of text prepared for this study could
be defined as the systematic insertion of adjunct que st ions (Ro
1972) into textual material, as multiple choice questions
inserted after chunk s of prose, with knowledge of r esul ts
iately.

While th e programmed material compared with mapping in

study includes all of the characteristics of programming cited
could easily be sumsumed by another rubric.

The naming of the

is not as important as the underl ying cognitive processes.
The issue of importance is

t~e

degree to which consistent o

responding to textual material with subsequent
behavior.

Several studies have supported the facilitative effect

inserted post-questions, especially for intentional learning, on i
iate posttests (Fra se, 1968; Rothkopf, 1972; Rothkopf & Bibiscos,
Learning can be expec t ed to improve as a function of the programmi
technique employed in this study.
Information Mapping
Information mapping is a technique for developing

textua l

materials deve loped by Robert Horn almost a decade ago (Horn, Nicol
and Kleinman, 1969).

It consists of a specific set of rules and

cedures for class"ifying, organizing, and presenting in Eorma ti on .
primary characteristics include chunk i ng information into units and
presenting it in l abelled blocks, the marginal labelling providing

indexing system.

With the presentation format remaining

these information blocks are sequenc_e d congruously with the
nt '
of the information being presented into superordi.n:a.te structures
(structure, procedure, process, fact, concept and principal
The structural characteristics externally organize information-,
ypothesized facilitation of information coding and retrieval .
instructional methodology, information mapping is only beginning
Used as format for presenting formal reports (Hartj en, 1977),
recommended as a valuable technique for instruction

.s

garagan, 1977), industrial training (Horn, 1975), computer <assisted
Nicol, Roman, & Razar, 1971) and task analysis
Surprisingly little literature has chronicled its
of

an important medium for industrial communication .

s.

analy si s exists, although research is currently in progress,
cially in England.

Even

The two most prominent studies failed to document

learning benefits from mapping when comapred with prose (Horn, Nic01,
or with computer assisted instruction (Geisert, 1970),
attitudes toward mapped texts were superior in both.

However,

study provides any theoretical or empirical support for the
its developer.
As a seminal effort, this study focused on the potential of some of
characteristics of programmed and mapped texts for eliciting

call and as a medium for information retrieval.

Conceptual foundations

be considered later.
Recall.
rmation.

Since no analysis or manipulation of mapping variables has

done, inferences or predictions about mapping characteristics mu s t
other literatures, specifically that related to the seman t ic
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structure of prose, an issue which has received cons ider abl
Prose passages nonnally contain an implicit organizational
content.

Recall of ideas becomes a function of the hei gh t

structure of a given idea, i.e., ideas high in the structure
recalled (Meyer & McConkie, 1973).

This

staging (Grimes : 1972), the dimension of prose structure tha t
the prominence of ideas within prose.

Clements (1976)

segmen ts at h igh staging leve ls we r e r ecal l ed better.
This type of research convinced Meyer (1975) that
this structure to the learner by adding non-cont ent signals ('
two approaches .

One is .

content or its s·tru cture.
research is needed.

") that would emphasize aspects
Improved recall resulted, howeve r a

This type of research sets a

extrinsic reporting of prose structure, as occurs
wh ere types and leve ls of information are labelled . allowing the
to relate aspects of content together using the t echniqu es of bl
and labelling.
The blocking of information produces the effect
linguistic e leme nts t ogether in a holistic fas h ion.

Information

in a block becomes a unit, permitting comparison of within -b lock
similarities to differences in elements presented in other
1970).

bloc~ s

This chunking of information can also be reasonably expe.c

facilitate encoding of locative information about passages into
Christie and Just (1976) corroborated earlier results in concludi
individuals accurately remember the location
These incidental locators can act ·as spatial attributes of memory
(Underwood, 1969) which function to discriminate one memory fr om•
thereby facil it a ting r e tri eva l of the associated information fr om

blocking of infonnation can only be expected
these spatial cues, facilit•ting recall of information

about labelling must be derived from the literature on

r,

as advanced organizers, headings provide conceptual
information in a passage, providing an
assists the reader
1977, p. 96).

in

'. 'e~plli: cit

integrating the information as he

Recall has been facili"tated by subsuming

.,

un8er major subheadings (Dahl, 1973) or by presenting one
inunediately prior to the passage (Dooling and Lachman, 1971).
7) recommended differentiating these headings from the body of
e ither spatially or typography, as is done in information

Since information mapping has been recommended as an
consideration of the information retrieval characteristics
However, the literature related to information retrieval
rned either with memory processes or automated retrieval systems

the former.

Technique_s for facilitating the retrieval

from text material, such as those suggested by infonnation
of contents, predictable textual format, consistent
l abels, and local indexing) operate in an atheoretica l
that any successes forthcoming must be explained by other
Searching is generally agreed to be aided by section headings
the t ext and in a corresponding table of contents (Wright,
t how these and other techniques work is uncertain.

extual searching

beco~es a matter of associating locative informa-

patial cues) stored in memory with their referent as it appears in
Information mapping provides explicit cues (labels) which
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may be encoded as lo cative information in me mory.
·requires associating only the locative cue with the label,
reducing memory load.

t

At the very least, labels may be used

venient tag for searching text .
Some implications of blocking also seem obvious.
(1976) hypothesized that "locative information could provide a

the spatial distribution of information in the
retrieval of information. from a passage, measured
more efficient for organized passages, explicitly
into units can only be inferred to provide stronger ~r more eas
differentiable locative cues.

Visual scanning should be accompl

more easily, thereby increa sing textual retrieval capabilitjes.
Finally, the consistent format for sequencing information
a search strategy for locating information.

Search rules are

by the materials because the learner kn6ws conceptually wl1ere a
attribute is located in relation to other material.
sequencing should provide the basis for a consistent search
Method
Participants
Forty-one seniors and graduate stud ents enrolled in two
of an introductory me dia course were assigned to treatment .
accounted for unequal N's (MAP= 22, PI= 19).
and subject background were assumed equivalent as no significant
between groups in pretest performance occurred .
Procedures
All subjects were pretested and assigned to treatment.
following the pretest, the self- study ma terials we re presented tot

lS 1

who were allowed to complete them at their own pace.
.

y following completion of the text, each individual turned in

!.

I
j,

• 81 and requested the exam (same as pretest), a 45-item, four-

t

Test items were extracted verbatim from
The tests, in addition to the texts, were reviewed for
validity by three subject matter experts.

Reliability of the

was established by the Spearman-Brown split-half technique

following treatment all subjects were administered the
open-book task consisting of 41 sentencequestions that required reference to the textual material.
one hour was allowed for this exam for all participants.

To

retrieval from the text occurred rather than recall behavior,
required to indicate the page number in the text that
answer.
A pretest - posttest design was employed in this study, with each
serving as the control for the other group.

In subse-

control group (narrative prose test) will be .employed .
intended to assess the same dimension of
as the recall (pretest-posttest) task, so those
sults were analyzed separately.
Results
A 2x2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) (test X method) was calculated
for the data presented in Table 1.

A significant main effect for treat-

ment, F (1, 39) - 340.92, £ <.001, was experienced by both groups, though
Insert Table 1 about here
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no differential ef fect of treatment (grciup X test) occur
scores were fairly equivalent.

Since no significant diff

pretest scores and posttest scores occurred, it can be co
both the MAP trea tmen t and the PI treatment produced simil
of l earning.
An .' F t est for homoge neity of vari ance in the retri eva l
indicated equivalence (E:_ (21, 18)
independent means was conducted.
4 . 14, p

<. 001)

l.ll , p).OS)
A significant differe nce (

between the scores of the treatment groups oc

indicating that the MAP group performed substantially be tter
programmed group on the retrieval ta sk.

It is obvious from t

that the retrieval task was different and i n dependent fr om
recall t ask .

The r e lati onship between posttest scores and

scores was ex tremely low and insi gnificant (E

=

.15 ) and the

for t he retrieval task we r e substantially higher.
this task ~as not facilitated by earli er l earning (recall).
to control for the effects of pri or l earnin g , an analysis of
was conducted, indicating that recall (pri or l earning ) was not a
cant covariate with r etri eval , confirming the independent nature
retrieval task and the superiority of the MAP
it.

Di s cussion
Recall
Significant l earnin g (recall) resulted from both the PI and
techniques, indica ting that for initial learning, both are · adequat
pr esentational media.

Without a control group treatment

prose), the extent of recall facilitation resulting fr om

remains undocumented.

It can. only be concluded they

equivalent amounts of learniqg.

While initially disappointing,

uivalence in resultant learning provides a meaningful empirical
t

for suggesting a conceptual basis for their comparison.
mapping are obviously structural, based on the

ise that by breaking down information into small chunks and
icitly structuring the context, learning will be i mproved.

Frase

9) provides empiric~l support concluding that recall is enhanced by
the reader of the structure of a passage prior to reading the
By clearly definQng the function of

thes~

information chunks

conceptual relationship to · other chunks, you are explicitly
ganizing material for memory .

Like advanced organizers (Ausubel, 1968),

conceptual tags which function as an explicit "ideational
assimilating information.

McConkie (1978) suggests tha t

complete understanding of the effects of prose structure on recall
necessitates looking at some structural linguistic literature
1972 ; Meyer, 1975).

For purposes of this discussion, suffice it

to say that the important intrinsic characteristic of mapping is the
structuring of content in textual passages .

A meaningful context for

comparing mapping and progranuning is the mathemagenic hypothesis .
The concept of mathemagenic activities (Rothkopf, 1970) should be
to most researchers.

Meaningful prose learning has been con-

sistently enhanced by the elicitation of mathemagenic activities in the

',

learner, the covert mediational behaviors that produce learning, that
determine "the nature of the effective stimuli in experimental or
i.!!_structional situations"

(Rothkopf, 1970, p. 326, emphasis his).

Several techniques have been reviewed as capable of manipulating l earne rs
cognitive ac ti vi ties dur i ng acquisition, such as advance organizers .I
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response modes (underlining, notetaking), objectives, and
questions (Faw & Waller, 1976).

This list should include

content structuring that is provided by informat ion
It can be tentatively concluded that this technique
Class III mathemagenic activities, those concerned wi th visual
translation into meaningful · constructs, and internal cognitiv
(discrimination, differentiation) of prose (Rothkopf, 197 0) .
obvious that ordering and prearranging text will affect r ead in
the other techniques suggested earlier.

So

in this study concerns the type and extent of mathemagenic

act~

elicited by consistently insert ed qu es tions vis a vis explicit
stxucturing.

At the processing stage of Class III behavior,

of organization of mat eri al inevitably occurs that will
memory

~oding.

Th e structuring implicit in the mapping

be hypothe sized to supplant these mathema genic
Ausburn, 1977).

At any rate, it seems logical that

is a meaningful context for comparing and analyzing the effects
instructional methods on l earnin g (recall).
Retrieval
The structural characteristics of mapping provide a
for retri eving information fro m textual materials.

Some

the marginal labels, consistent format, and information blocki
cantly facilitated the visual search procedure.

In order to u

the c ontributions of each, these variables will have
It should be obvious from the previous discussion of
that an alternative construct is needed to adequately
retrieva l process, since l earning is not the issue of conc ern .
we need to be concerned with those textual charact e r is tic s t ltat

acilitate the search for specific infonnation.

A review of

ce and indexing literature should be combined with an analysis
ted information retrieval systems filtered through a visual

on processing perspective, such as that suggested by Clark,
r, a nd Just (1973).

The retrieval issue is import ant and

ive enough to be divorced from consideration of the learning
1 of mapping, since different assumptions and analyses will be
d for its proper consideration.

e potential of infonnation mapping as an instructional technique

,:

however the virtual absence of any research base relegates
"potential" status.

While this study was me thodol ogi ca lly

...'

cient (absence of control group, study time factor 1 prior experience,
ncern with relevant learner aptitudes), it was intended only to

ally address the issues and assumptions o f mapping.

.'

The need for

..

•

~tional

research to consider the level and type of learning and inter-

tions with the characteristics of mapping and programming is unlimited.
ditional research can be expected to clarify the usable

parameters

of instruction as well as shedding another glimner
l earning occurs.
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Table 1
Means and Deviations for Treatment
Group s by Test

,!1ap Grou£.
Pre test
(Recall)

Posttest
(Recall)

Retrieval
Test

N

x

28.18

SD

3 . 51

x

38.86

SD

. 2.87

x

33.90

SD

8.16

22

27 . 84
5.37

37.53
3.37

22 . 94
7.76

19
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The relative effectiveness of abstract and realistic
visualization is debated in the literature and by practitie
The study examined the instructional effectiveness of integ
abstract and realistic visualization for self-paced and
paced instruction involving five types of .instructional
and students of different general ability.
The results sugges t that designers of visualized
may expect to enhance its effectiveness under general
by inclusion of realistic visualization.
of abstract visualization or the integration of abstract and
reali stic visualization should be based ona consideration of
pacing, general ability, and the type of instructional objeet
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Purpose
This study examined the question
of abstract and realistic visualiza~ion can improve the e
ness of visualized instruction.

The question is derived

perennial issue of the relative worth of realistic
visuals.

Whether reality, with its myriad of cues

directly relevant to a particular learning objective, is
effective aid to communication than ·some edited represent
reality is still debated by practitioners and researchers.
The general preference for realism in educational pr
is r e inforced by several theorists.

Dale's (1946) "Cone o

Experience" has been particularly influential.
(1953) "Sign Similarity Hypothesis" regarding film effecti
and Morris' (1946) "Iconicity Theory" are also supportive o
notion.

Dwyer refers to .these as "realism t h eories . "

The preference is also based partly on the affective v
of realistic visuals.

That is , they are

interest and gain and sustain attention.

This

is supported somewhat by findings of a general preference f
complex detailed illustrations, particularly by older chil
and adults (French, 1952; Spaulding, 1955; Hanes, 1973) .

discussed basic ·research which also suggests
a ".major determinant of attention and exploraand 1Ilan" (p. 352).

Yarbus (1967), Kahneman
i

cite related .evidence . that complex
·,: attention.

~

:I

Dember (1960) also provides

stimulus complexity constitutes a rewarding condi-

...

,

''

(1964, '. 1970) ., Dwyer (1972), and .o thers argue,
ly , that an incre.a se in realism will not necessarily

.

'

These later researchers feel t hat

'.

cues may interfere with learning.

Travers (1964)

."

the discarding of less important information

''

of more important should be done for the
effectiveness (pp. 380-382).

i.

Gibson a·grees

render the most important visual properties
form, shape, and proportion of its edges and
He suggests that, "If we assume that a perceiver
be given all the properties of an absent object
know how to deal with it, but only those which are
significa·n t, it is a waste of effort to simulate
: I

I) .

21-22).

Hochberg also suggests that "the
I'

'

given object may be communicated better as
fidelity of the· su~rogate deteriorates"

.,

(1972) found evidence to support this
certain conditions.
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Broadbent (1958, 1965) and Travers (1964, 1970) see
inability to handle excess detail as a function of the l '
capacity of the human information processing system.
describes a system in which irrelevant information is
through selective attention.
Dwyer found that the type of visual
vs realistic) which was most effective
dependent upon the type ' of information to be transmitted

a

the kind of objective), whether the instruction was
or externally paced, the grade level, and the level
behavior of the students (1972) .

The type of

effective was also foun d to be dependent on the level of g
ability (IQ) ( 1976 ).

For certain educational objectives ,

found no significant differences between verbal only and
visualized treatments (1972).
The purpose of this study was to investigate the
that presentations ·which integrate realistic and abstract
visualization might prove effective under more general
with respect to the learner, cont e nt and

pr esen~ation .

of integrating the visualization were i .nvestigated.
method was with the hybrid illustration, a real color
into whi ch a l ine drawing segment has been inserted.
an a b stract

illust ratio n of the important relevant e lement s

be communicated, as well as an arousing realistic co n text .
second method was through the simu ltaneous p r esentation

real color :photograph.

In this treatment the

·1.
I

a~awing . ~oul~ co~unicate the essential informa~ion
~te 1ooking ~t the realistic illustration .

i!

The

ustration; on the other hand, could motivate and
communicate essential information and relate it
effectiveness of these treatments was measured
It

of learning objectives, different general learning
self-paced methods of instruction,

e and delayed retention.
Procedure
490 tenth grade public school students enrolled
classes .

Classes were coeducational and

ability grouping . The subjects were stratified into
general ability groups on the basis of their
Potential test.

All subjects

~hysiology ·pretest prior to instruction .

The

unit and criterion tests were those developed and
(1972).

The 2,000 word instructional script deals
and operation of the heart . and is accompanied

ls, designed to illustrate concepts and ·relationships
visualization is likely to be beneficial . .
criterion tests were a drawing test with 18 items and
tests with 20 items
f

four tests constituted a total criterial
(KR-20) of the individual tests equal or
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exceed .76.

The reliability of the total test is

to Dwyer Cl972, p. 12).
Half of the subjects· received self-paced
and half received externally-paced instruction by
recording (with visuals in booklet form).

Within each of

two modes the students received one of the five treatments:
instruction with simple line drawings, instruction with re
color photographs (3X5 inches), instruction with both line
ings and color photographs, ·instruction with hybrid

illust~

of realistic photograph and line drawing segments, and a co
group with no . visuals.
subjects.

Treatments were randomly assigned

All students received the four-part criterion

the day irrunediately following the instruction and again aft
four weeks.
The two methods of integrating abstract and reali s tic
visualization were each

s~parately

compared with the control

the realistic visualization treatment group and the abstract
visualization treatment group.

These separate comparisons

constituted a set of contrasts in a two-by-two
the absence or presence of realistic visualization versus tht
absence or presence of abstract visualizations.

This

model was chosen ih order to facilitate identification
anticipated additive effect of integration as an interaction
two factors.
The ··primary analysis involved a five-factor mixed
denoted RSn in CA

2

@ B 2 @ c2 @ D3 ) @ J 4 (See Figure 1).
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Primary experimental design.
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subjects were nested in cells formed by the four factors:
Factor A: Two levels of the realism variable,
1) no realism and, 2) realistic visualization.
Factor B: Two levels of the abstraction variable,
1) no abstraction and, 2) abstract visualization.
Factor C: Two levels of the presentation mode
variable, 1) externally-paced and, 2)
Factor D: Three levels of the general ability variable
1) Low, 2) Medium and 3) High.
All subjects are crossed with four levels of the de p endent
criterion variable (Factor J), 1) drawing test
fication test score, 3) terminology test score and, 4) the
prehension test score.

A total criterion test score which

the other 4 scores was analyzed separately.

Sc ores on these

tests were transformed to standard scores before anal y sis of
results to assure comparabilit y of the scores.
Becau se t wo methods of integrating realistic
visualization were being c o ntraste d, the entire design was
analyzed twice with one oblong formed by the A and B f a c tors
(i.e., A

2

B ) being changed
2

A total of 30 cells are

in the study.
A separate analysis was used to compare the
integrating abstract and realistic visualizat ion across
and general ability factors.
RSn(A 2 1 @ B2 1 @ c 3 1 ) @ J 4

This secondary d e sign was

(Se e

F~gure

2).

..
••

...

.

\

''

•

'

I

(Mode}

External 1

Hybrid .1

Both 2
1

2)

Low

2

Med.

J

High

C' (General Ability}
2

Secondary Experimental Design

.,
I

wa s

program ANOVR was used for the principal

f variance computations.

This program will analyze

between . subjects factors and up ·to four within subject
a single design.

The library program FOLUP was used

comparisons of means after significant F
Wholly Significant Difference test was specicontrol the family-wise risk of error of falsely
null hypothesis (type I error).
_j
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Results*
In the analysis of variance procedures for both the
immediate and delayed posttests, the . two-way interaction
which compared the four types of visualization were .non-sig.
nificant.

In the analyses comparing the

t~o

methods of inte

grating . abstract and realistic - visualization
of interests were similarly non-significant.

Accordingly ,

analysis of both the immediate and delayed posttest scores
failed to reject the null hypotheses.

Follow-up tests were

conducted in a post-hoc investigation of other significant
effects.

Immediate Posttest Findings: Hybrid Visual as the Method
Integrating Abstract and Realistic Visualization
In the analysis of variance with
when the hybrid visual was the method of integrating abstract
and realistic visualization, the D, BC, BJ and CJ effects
produced significant F ratios.**

In the analysis for the

criterion test scores only, the D and BC effects were
cant. Follow-up tests were conducted on these means only .
As

expecte~

tests on the main means of D ave raged over

all four tests, as well as for the total criterion test scores
indicated that high general ability students achieve d signifi

*

Tables 1-10 in Appendix A present the standard scores for
the inunediate and tlelayed posttests.
'Ide Significance of tests on means was at the . 0 5 l evel , except
where noted otherwise.

•.

medium and low ability students.*
~jlity

Similarly,

students achieved significantly higher
r.

I

BC means, averaged over all four tests, as
' ,,

"'

-eotal criterion test scores, indicated that when

;
•

, 11

',.,:.,

ization

acc~mpanied

the instruction, students

r'.

instruction achieved significantly
receiving

self~paced

..

·'·

instruction.

,:
::•
.i

means yielded no . significant differences.
,,

'"

means indicated that students receiving ·s elfsignificantly higher scores on the
test than.students who received externally-paced

,;.·

~

e results suggested these specific findings:

...

"

' .

abstract visualization accompanied
uction, externally-paced instruction
s more effective than self-paced instruction ,
r all criterion tests and all levels of general
111ty.

'·
.

'

{ ,'

I
I
I

..·.

f-paced instruction was more effective
han externally-paced instruction for the
entification test, regardless of the type
visualization or level of general ability .

. '
I•

Posttest Findings: Both Types of Visuals Used Together
of Integrating Abstract and Realistic Visualization
variance with four repeated measures, when
used together was the method of integrating abstract
c visualization, the A, D, BC, and CJ effects produced
/'·

In the analysis for the total criterion test

BC effects were significant. Follow-up
on these means only .
on means was at the .05 level except where
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Tests ori the main A means, averaged over all four te
as well as

fo~

the total criterion test scores, indicated

students who received instruction accompanied by realistic
lization achieved significantly higher scores
received instruction which was not accompanied by realis·tic
visualization.
Again as expected, tests on the main D means,
all four tests, as well as for the total criterion
indicated that high

gen~ral

ability

~tudents

achieved sign ·

higher scores than . medium and low ability students.
medium general ability students achieved significantly hig
scores than low ability .students.
Tests on the BC means,

~veraged

over a ll four tests ,

as for the total criterion test scores, yielded no
differenc es .
Tests on the CJ means yielded no significant d i fference.
Immediate Posttest Findings:
Comparison of the Two Meth
of Integrating Abstract and Realistic Visualization
In the analysis with four repeated measures, when tne
methods of integrating abstract and realistic visualization
compared; the C' and B'J effects yielded significant F
the analysis for the total criterion test only, the C'
significant.
Tests on the main C'means, averaged over all four
well as for the total criterion test scores , indicated
general ability students achieved significantly higher
low ability students.

Similarly, medium general ability stu

scores than low ability students.
d medium. gen·er·a .l '. ·a~i:lity. · scores ·were ..not

.. . . . . . .
. .. . .

' I

' , ' •, .;•'

o.. ,•,

,,

· ..

.. ' •I~ ~ .. ~

..

•

•:' 'f I '

! •,

' ..

: ..

•

•

s~g-

: ,'

mea·ns. ,"i.ndi.c~ted·· . th~t .· stud~tsr
rec'e1ving
. .
.
ed .instruction .achieved s':i-gnificantly ~gher scoI'es
than students . whl) .r.ece'i ved. '. s·el"f.-paced

suggest.e d these ·spec'ific finding·s : ··.
general ability studen't s achieve.d s:i:gnif.i.c antly
er scores than high and . medium ability students:.,
all criterion mea·sures·, regardless of the type
. visualization· o;r pacing. However•, high and
dium ability did · not differ ·. s.~gnificantly in
hievement.

·'

"

xternally-paced ins.truction was more effective ·
an s-elf-paced instruction for the · draw~g test .
I

I
I

..
"'

Immediate Posttest: Discussion
the· immediate ·p osttes·t failed to rej·ect the
the various ty.pes of visualization are

: A1 B1 = A B. = A B = A B (Hybrid) = A B (Both) ·
1 2
2 1
2 2
2 2
ecifically, the· fin dings do not .support the· notion that the
of abstract and realistic visualization will . generally
effectiveness of instruction . ..
1owever, findings from the analysis ' in which bO:th types of

ls were used together to integrate ·abstract and realistic
iz-ation' that instruction accompanied by realistic visualiza-

is more effective than instruction without realistic visualization,

~f related interest.

This effect, in conjunction with a similar
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effect of the abstraction variable (B), was a necessary co
for the hypothesized additiv_e effect of combining abstract
realistic visualization.
This

. f.inding · l~nds

general support to the "realism theo

(Dale, 1946; Morris, 1946; Carpenter, 1953) which suggest t
as realism in pictures increases, so too does their instruc
effectiveness.

The

findi~g

may also be explained by the

research cited by Dember (1960), Yarbus (1967), Kahneman
and Haber (1973) which suggests that complex
attract attention and

inc~ease

exploration.

The same effect approached but did not
in the analysis with the hybrid visual as the
grating abstract and realistic visualization.

This failure

achieve significance may have been due to the fact that the
hybrid visual contains a smaller realistic component than the
complete color photo included when both types of visuals are
presented together.

The benefits of realistic visualization

may be lost when the complete realistic visual is not used .
The finding, from the analysis with the hybrid visual as
the method of integrating abstract and realistic visualization
that the presence of abstract visualization enhances external
paced instruction, is in keeping with earlier findings by Dvty
(1972, p. 87).

One p6ssible explaning for this finding is tha

in externally-paced instruction students are compelled
advantage of the edited cues in abstract visualization because
of th~ limited time during which they may interact with them.
Conversely, students receiving self-paced instruction may not

to attend to these abstract cues when
l

the same analysis that '. self-paced instruc-

e effective than ex.t ernally-paced instruction for ·
earning measured by the identification test is not
,l

In £act, ~he sa.1,Ile g.eneral adva~tage is seen for

.

...

though the ef£ect ·Was significant only for · the
'

.

'

The ability on the part 6f the learner :to
instruction · at · his·own rate apparently

...

of learning measured by the identification

analysis with only the two methods of integrating
d realistic visualization, externally-paced instruction

..

greater achievement than self-paced instruction for
, identification, and the terminology test.
e drawing test

res~lts

were significant.

However,

I'

Apparently

realistic visualization enhances
sed.

y-paced instruction to a ·greater extent than self-paced
on (except for the comprehension measure) .

This trend

·'

'ted support to the researcher's expectancy that
effectiveness.

One possible explanation

externally-paced instructi.o n were aided
cting rel.evant cues in a limited time by the presence
;

ab.str>act and realistic visualization.

·1

medium and low general ability
t hem.

,,

..,,

ts were significantly different in the two analyses with
•
eflent methods of integrating abstract and realistic
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visualization.

However, in the analysis comparing

methods of integration, tne high and medium
groups' performances were not significantly different.
finding suggests that integration of ·realism and abstracti
serves to reduce the difference in performance between hig
medium general ability students.

These students may be be

able to take advantage of the integration of visualization
because they can benefit more from the realistic component.

Delayed Posttest Findings: Hybrid Visual as The Method
Integrating Abstract and Realistic Visualization
In the analysis of variance with the four repeated mea
when the hybrid visual was the method of integrating abstra
and realistic visualization, the D, BCJ,
significant F ratios.

In the analysis for the total criteri

test scores only, the D eifect was significant.

Follow-up

tests were conducted on these means only.
The D means in the analysis with the
were not of interest because they were involved
BDJ interaction.

However, tests of the D means

criterion test only indicated that high, medium, and low gen
ability students respectively each scored significantly hig
scores than the next group.
In follow-up tests on the BCJ interaction, the BC means
(

were tested at eQch level of J.

These tests yieJ.ded rio

cant differences:
In follow-up tests of the BDJ interaction, the BD means

_J

level of J • . There were no significant

l
!.

B1 ~nc;l .~ 2 ;:~~ -· ',C1·- ~iven level of general
:r;0 r any ·criterion ·>ests:. :.. · · SignifiC?ant _.differences
'

: · .

:

"

'

•,: · : :

:

•

•.

I

•

. '

•:

•

'

: •

J

~

'

•

.r.

'

ns ~t given ievels. of · B _a nd J indicate that the
abstract visualization tends to increase the
in achievement·between high and low ability students.

sults suggested these specific findings: .
igh general ability students i~proved
•Gerately, though not significantly on
,ell criterion tests ~hen abstract visualization·
a.c companied instruction .
general ab.i li ty students improved moderately,
though not significantly, on the drawing, identification, and· terminology tests when abstract
visualization aqc9mpanied instruction. On the
eomprehension ·test, a trivial · opposite effect
occurred.

,, I

'

I

Low general ability students' achievement declined ~
moderately, though not significantly, ·on the
-drawing, identification, and terminology tests
when abstract visualization accompanied instruction.
On the comprehension· test, ·the opposite effect
occurred •.

yed Posttest Findings .: Both Types of Visuals Used Together
Method of Integrating Abstract and Realistic VisuC!.lization.

analysis of variance with four repeated measures,
h :visuals used together was the method of integrating
and realistic visualization, the A, D, and BCJ effects
significant F ratios.

In the analysis for the total
"} ·

test scores only, the A and D effects were significant.
tests were conducted on these means only.
of the main A means, averaged over all four tests,
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as well as for the total criterion test scores, indicated
that students who recei ve.d instruction accompanied
visualization achieved significantly higher scores
who received instruction which was not accompanied
visualization.
Tests on the D means, averaged over all four
as for the total criterion test scores, indicated that
general ability students achieved significantly higher
than medium and low ability students.

Similarly, medium g

ability students achieved significantly higher scores than
abili ty students.
In follow-up tests on the BCJ interaction, the BC means
were tested at each level of J .

The only significant diffe

occurred with the comprehension test scores.

The se results

indicated that for externally-paced instruction, students who
received instruction accompanied by abstract visualization
achieved significantly higher scores on the comprehension tea
than students who received instruction which was not accompan
by abstract visualization.
The results suggested these specific findings:
1.

Students who received instruction accompanied
by realistic visualization achieved significantly
higher scores on all criterion measures than
students who received instruction which was n o t
accompanied by realistic visualization, regardle ss
of the pacing or level of general ability.

2.

Externally-paced instruction accompanied by abstract
visualization is more effective for the kind of
learning measured by the comprehension test than .
externally-paced instruction which is not accompani
by abstract visualization .

)res, indi

Findings: Comparison of the Two Methods of
Abstract.and
..
. . Realis~ic Visualization

)mpanied
:i

. ..

~

.·.·

scores

of variance ·with ·the ·f'.'our .repeated measures,

)mpanied

of i~tegr~ting. abstract · ~nd realistic
were compared, · the
,

-c·• ,-

B' C ~, -and

A'~' J

effects

_l four

ificant r ratios. · Only the A'C'J interaction was of

licated

the iower order interaction and main effect

mtly higher

it and uninterpretable.
test only, the

;her scores t

C'

and B'C' effects yielded

Accordingly, only the B'C' interaction was

tests on the A'C'J
ignificant d'

In the analysis for

at each level of J.

i~teraction,

•....

the A'C'

The general trend, with

ion, was for the achievement of each ability group
tion' student moderately, and in one case s'i gnificantly, when
- t ic
· visua
·
l"izat ion
·
· t egra t e d b y present visualizat, nd rea1 is
were in
comprehensio oth types of visuals simultaneously instead of by use
h

was not ace 1·a vi·sual.

L ow

· "f"ican tl y
a b"l"t
i i y s t u d ent s ac h"ieve d signi

es on the drawing test when both abstract and
i ndings :

isuals were presented simultaneously.

,. '

The one exception

a ccompanied d was found in the performance of the high ability
:? d s ignifican
1sures than
th
which was no
e drawing test. The achievement of these students
ttion, regard} though not significantly, for the hybrid visual.
ability.
'
of the A'C' means between levels of C' at each level
tpanied by abs
r the kind o
revealed that the presentation of both types of
sion test th
•
is not accoro uced the
difference in performance on the drawing

f.

1

n the high and low general ability groups.

No similarly
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strong effect was apparent for the other criterion test
Tests on · the B'C' me~n~ for the total criterion tea
revealed no significant differences between levels of 8 ,
given level of general ability (C') . . Similarly, there w
significant differences between the three _general · ability
at B1 '.

However, at B 2 '

(the presence of abstract visual

high ability students scored significantly higher than me
low ability students.
The results

su~ested

these specific findings:

1.

With one exception, all ability groups improved
moderately and, in some cases significantly
when abstract and realistic visualization w~re
integrated by presentation of both types simultaneously ins~ead of through use of the hybrid
visual.

2.

The drawing test performance of low ability
students was significantly improved by use of
both types of visuals, instead of the hybrid visu

3.

Use of both types of visuals reduced the difference
in performance on the drawing test by high, medium
and low ability groups.

4.

For self-paced instruction, high abil ity students
achie ved significantly high er scores than medium
and low ability students.

Delayed Posttest : Discussion
As in the immediate posttest, the findings of the
posttest failed to reject the null hypothesis that the
types of visualization are equally effectiv e.

However, the f

do indicate that, at least for low general ability students'
performance on the drawing test, presentation of both types o

\·

students '·o f . diff~rent . general ability,
en both° .'types of v~·sualization are presented

~11

'

"· .. :

.

;•
~~

...

'

.'
'

f

••

:

.

.

!I,, • • :

•

.

.. ";, ".: ·.

•••

... ..

were
simulybrid

ty
~- of
:>id visual

;tud ent s
med ium

he
he

t udents 1
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use of the hybrid visual as a
grating· absti:a~t and

realisti~isualization.

:"

·This

I•

I

•I.

80

<:

apparent; though

not~ significant

ups performing .on other tests.

·'

for other

I
I

Relatedly, both

together also reduced the difference in perdrawing test ·of high and low ability groups.
ngs may possibly · be explained by the increased amount

,.~:

c visualization available when both types of visuals ·
·Also,' the findings are supportive
(1~77)

who suggests possible advantages to a multi-stage

re~listic visualization.
:in.

the analysis in which both types of visuals
together to integrate abstract and realistic visualization
?4'

ffective than instruction without· realistic visualization
of interest. This finding lends general support to the
theories" (Dale, · 1946; Morris, 1946; Carpenter, 1953)
·as realism in pictures increases, so too does
The findings may also be
basic research cited by Dember (1960), Yarbus
(1973), and Haber (1973) which suggests that
serve to attract attention and increase exploration.
not present in the design in which abstract and
tic visualization were integrated -by means of the hybrid
One possible explanation for this may be that the hybrid
less realistic area than the total color photograph.
of apstract visualization was inconsistent.

In

the method of integrating
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abstract and realistic

visua~ization;

high

ability students benefiteq moderately, though not signific
on most tests from the presence of abstract visualization.
However_, low ability students' :·scores. declined moderately
not significantly, on most tests when abstract visualizatio
accompanied instruction.

Some kinds of learning by

students may be susceptible to long term forgetting
were not sufficiently aroused by abstract visualization.
In the analysis in which both types of visuals were

-

simultaneously to integrate . abstract and realistic visualiza
abstract visualization significantly enhanced the eff ectiven
of externally-paced instruction as measured by
test.

This finding is consistent with earlier findings by

Dwyer (1972).

Apparently, the abstract visualization enable

students to extract relevant cues which improved learning.

Conclusions
The results of both posttests suggest that designers of
visualized intruction may expect to enhance its
under general conditions by inclusion of realistic visualizat
Inclusion of abstract visualization cannot be expected to im
effectiveness under general conditions and should
consideration of pacing, general ability and type
objective.
Although the integration of abstract and realistic visual
•

does not appear to generally improve effectiveness, it may
to enhance externally paced instruction and may reduce the
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IMMEDIA1l'E POSTTEST STANDARD SCORES , .TOTAL CRITERION TEST
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xi 49. 89

51.89

57.44

I

4i.56

49.11

53.44

s

9,74

7.77

9.80

2.88

10.41

11.35

x

50.11

49.89

,51.67

45.a.9

52.11

57.11

s

I . 8.58

7.29

9.38

9.55

9,49

lJ.06

A2B2
(Hybrid)

XI 40.89

.5J.22

,58.89

41.22.

50.78

59.44

s

2.15

9.85

lJ.47

2.86

io.35

13.05

A2B2
(Both)

x

51.22

53.33

53,78

47.11

. 51.67

55.22

s

l0.78

8.17

12.36

6.58

7.40

14.21

AlBl
(Control)
AlB2
(Line Drawing)
A2Bl

(Real
Photograph)

n=9
~

....
.N

I

Medium

)4.22

7.69 .

,.,

TABLE
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DELAYED POSTTEST STANDARD SCORES, IDENTIFICATION TEST
Externally-Paced
General Ability Groups

Low

Medium

High

48.11

45.56

52.22

8.80

5.50

58.67

47.33

45.56

56.89

7.52

12.84

5.81.

6.46

a.59

x I 52. 78

49.44

53.78

45.56

50.33

55 .11

s

12.71

5.27

12.01

8.71

10.61

lJ.49

x

45,33

51.11

55.22

45.89

51.00

_58.78

~.28

8.91

14.11

8.55

10.05

11.JJ

Low

Medium

High

x I 46 . oo

49.78

. 48. 67

s

5. 92

16.84

13.76

x

44.33

50.67

(Line Drawing) s

3.81

AlBl
(Control)
AlB2 .

A2Bl
(Real
Photograph)
AzBz
(Hybrid)

Self-Paced
General Ability Groups

8.22

I

I

I

8.18 .

A2B2

x

48,22

52,33

TABLE

9

DELAYED POSTTEST STANDARD SCORES, COMPREHENSION TEST
Externally-Paced
General Ability Groups
Low
AlBl
(Control)

x I 41.78
s I 5.04

Self-Paced
General Ability Groups

Medium

High

Low

Medium

High

45.67

50.78 ,

44.JJ

49.89

51.78

5.68

8.57

6.20

11.19

9.19

x
AlB2
(Line Drawing) s

51.56

49.56

56.78

50.00

47.33

50.56

10.08

4 . 93

17.69

4.64

16.19

8.97

x

45.67

46.89

51.56

45.44

53.67

55.56

s

8.J4

7,87

io.97

9.22

10.46

16.00

x

47.00

48.89

52.33

46.44

47.67

57.67

s

7.40

10.08

7.19

7,35

10.19

io.36

x

51.56

51.56

51.77

46.67

A2Bl
(Real
Photograph)
A2B2
(Hybrid)
A2B2

I

I

x

A2B2

• " TV

51.56

...L.Vo\JO

( •l.'j

'l•j5

.LU,.Ly

.l0.36

5l.56

DELAYED POSTTEST STANDARD SCORES,
Externally-Paced
. General Ability Groups
Low ·

Medium

High

Low

Medium

High

42.44

50.11

50.00

45.11

. 46.00

53.00

3.50

12.40

10.25

. v.06

6.87

8.03

x I 47.00
A1B2
(Line Drawing) ·s
6.16

49.67

58.89

44.44

48.00

55.11

5.77

15.23

. I

4.56

10.72

9.75

I

45.33

52.56

57•78

x

AlBl
(Control)

s

I

x

49.00

48.44

54.44

s

9.70

5.27

12.88

9.49

10.27

13.20

A2B2
(Hybrid)

x

42.89

51.44

55.56

43,)3

48.89

61.33

s

1. 96

2.92

12.65

4,39

7.75

12.60

A2B2

x

49,22

52.89

53.44

45,33

50.78

64.44

(Both)

s

7.61

8.85

9.30

6i04

9.02

14.15

A2Bl
(Real
Photograph)

n=9
~
~
~

Self-Paced

General Ability Groups
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Efficiency of Students' Achievement Using
bite and Color Coded Learning and Test Materials
Abstract·

y

:hnology

purpose of this study was to compute and analyze
ve indices of efficiency assessing the relative
eness of a verbal and visual color code applied to
ed learning and testing materials. The sample
of 176 college subjects randomly assigned to one
treatment conditions receiving black/white (B) or
ded (C) materials: B learning and testing materials,
ing materials but C testing materials, C learning and
materials, or C learning materials b~t B testing
ls.
erials consisted of a 2~ page learning boo~let on
heart and an 80 item test measuring different
cognitive knowledge; content was identical· except
t in some treatment conditions a color code having
ingful physical form and associative value _was applied.
ubjects read through the l earning b ookle t followed immedie~ by a test; six weeks later the identical test was
·nistered to assess delayed retention. Time on learning
time on tests was re corded.
Calculation of three related effic iency formulas
ievement per unit of time) provided the descriptive data
Data indicated that while color ceded
arning materials facilitated achievement, additional time
or acquis ition and for retrieval was necessary. This
Jrimary relationship, in addition to secondary relationships ..
•as further discussed in light of each. efficiency de r ivation.

I.
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Efficiency of Students' Achievement Using
Black/White and Color Coded Learning and Test I1at
Purpose and Rationale
Research during the instructional media era of
1950's and 1960's was comparative in nature (Torkelso
and sought to identify device usefulness rather than
identify the parameters impacting on element s of the
(Dwyer, 1972; 1978). Questions posed were to · justify
media rather than to optimize learning. It was this
need to investigate those message design elements whic
combination or limitation may facilitate optimal (effe
and efficient) learning that this study sought to supv
additional evidence for. Specifically this investigat·
sought to clarify the cognitive value of color when us
a coding device in the design of self-paced learning
testing materials.
In surveying the color literature researchers
(Lamberski , 1972; 1979; Berry , 1971+; Chute , 1978) have c
eluded that the significance of color as a design variab
typically eluded researchers who have attempted to defin
its unique role rat her than its possible interrelated rol
in the learning process. In many studies the use of col
was often superseded by other variables or not properly
isolated by experimental design to assess its effectiven
Exploratory investigations in cognitive learning ha
found that color may fac ilitate or inhibit learning when
as an instructional cue or code in message design (Kauff
· and Dwyer, 1974; Lamberski, 1975; Berry, 1975; 1976).
there is support for the affective preference fo r color
and for the physiological and developmental influence of
color, it is evident that the cognitive value of color to
learning process must be clarified further (Dwyer, 1978 ;
Lamberski, 1979 ). Thus, the purpose of this study was to
compute and analyze descriptive indic es of efficiency

the relative effectiveness of a verbal and visual
applied to self-paced learning and testing materials.
8
othesized that when both learning ~ testing
utilized a color code, learning would be most
(greatest performance or achievement per unit of

,

\

r

)f

to

Sample
e sample consisted of 176 (39 male and 137 female)
volunteers from an instructional media course at
sylvania State University.
Instructional Materials
e learning material (Dwyer and Lamberski, 1977) was
sion of a 2, 000 word pr.o se te:x:t, with accompanying
line drawing visualization and verbal labels,
ally published by Dwyer (1972). The content of the
ial consisted of the parts and internal processes of
hwnan heart. Two versions of the 21 page learning booklet
developed; one was entirely black/white (B) while the
he~ one had a color code (C) applied.
The color code was applied only to relevant (central)
oncepts or functions being pres ented on a particular page
th no color coding when the concept or function was
undant (peripheral) to other instruction being presentedo
color code application in tne booklet was for both the
bal instruction (the ink color of the printed concept
!unction word) and accompanying visual illustration
the identical ink color of the pr·inted concept or function
label, arrow, and shaded area). The six colors and black
formed categories which related similar concepts and
functions or di9criminated between the other concept or
function words. Thus, the color code had both a physical form
(~isual with cues) and an associative value (verbal with

i

I

.I
II

....
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meaning). Such a color code application has been a
in various primary reading investigations (Hinds an
1968), and more recently color visualization has bee
and found to have an associative value (Winn, 1976;
The test material (Dwyer and Lamberski, 1977) w
revision of the battery of tests originally publishe
Dwyer (1972). The materials consist of four 20-item
(summed together equal 80 items) assessing hierarchi
cognitive knowledge of drawing, identification, termi
and comprehension. .Two forms of the test were prepa
to follow each of the black/white (B) and color coded
learning material formats.
All materials were piloted prior to the present
investigation. Test instrument reliabil ity coefficie
for data in this study, determined by the Kuder-Richa
formula 20 as being between .74-.88 for the four resp
subtests (Lamberski, 1979), compar~d quite favorably
coefficients found in investigations using D\·zyer' s or ·
materials (Dwyer, 1972).
Procedure
Participants were randoml y assigned to one of
treatment conditions: each treatment represented a
of the two levels - black/white (B) or color coded
for each of the independent variables - learning and
testing materialsn The resulting cells in the design
therefore were: B learning and B test mat8rials, B le
but C test materials, C learning and C test materials,
C learning but B test materials. Subjects read the le
booklet immediately after which they were administered
test; six weeks later the identical test was administer
assess delayed retention. Time on the learning task an
on both retention tests were recorded by each subject.
There were N = 44 subjects in each treatment condition.

td

gn

t.
on.

Discussion
descriptive indices of instructional efficiency
ed whereby the number of correct items on the
or delayed tests were divided by a corresponding
e. Thus, .the dependent variables for subjects
eatment condition were: the mean achieyement
le 1) which represents the number of correct items
total) on each respective retention test; the
ing time (Table 2) which represents how long it
omplete the learning materials (expressed in
• and the mean test time (Table 3) which represents
' it took to complete the testing materials (expressed
es ) on each respective retention test. Thus, the
mean efficiency values for the · three descriptive
(Tables 4,5, & 6) represent mean number correct per
on each respective retention test. Data are visually
ied in Figures 1, 2, and 3. ·
alculation of the three related efficiency formulas
evement per unit of time) provided ev.i dence which
deated that while color coded learning materials facilistudent achievement, additional time for acquisition
for retrieval was necessary. Data showed higher
ficiencies for immediate test results; this simply reflects
recall was poorer at delayed retention testing. Also,
ormance or achievement was more efficient when black/white
s were used. Data did not support the hypothesis that
~ost efficient instructional strategy
was to pair
coded learning materials with color coded tests. While
second ef.ficiency index (Figure 2, Table 5) using the
t time measure was computed primarily for interest, the
st (Figure 1, Table 4) and the third (Figure 3, Table 6)
~ticiency index values should be viewed a~ more realistic
•ince learning time or the combination of learning and
testing time will normally far outweigh testing time alone.
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The findings might mean that color coding facili
the quality and the quantity of the encoding and the
processes but because the discrimination amongst
colors was a more time consuming process, the increas
encoding and decoding time l owers the efficiency index.
Howe~er, the data did suggest that color coding of le
materials could be an efficient instructional strategy
when coupled with the simpler black/white test. This
might be an artifact of the current data though, since
testing time was similar to learning time. Certainly,
better situation would be to extend learning time cons
ably (perhaps 10 fold or more) while holding testing t
constant. That should provide a more realistic test of
original efficiency hypothesis.

* * * * * * * *
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TABLE 1 - Mean Achievement Scores
Treatment
Retention
Immediate
Delayed

B/B
2.64
39.91
46.28

B/C

TABLE 2 - Mean Learning Time
Treatment
B/B.
14.11

TABLE 2 - Mean

B/C
14.93

C/C
20.18

C/B
16.50

Test .T im~

Treatment
Retention
Immediate
Delayed

B/B

24.18

B/C

C/C
2 .12
28 .. 25
28.69

C/B
2 . 89
24. 24
25.07

Table Notes:
B/B = Black/white learning and test materials
B/C = Black/white learning materials but color test
C/C = Color learning materials and test materials
C/B = Color learning materials but black/white test
·Tables 2 and 3: Values represent minutes.

fficiency: Achievement/Learning Time ·

C./C··.....

......

.......
....

.•

........

......
........
........

......

........

........

..

Delayed

Immediate

' .

- Ef ficienc

Achievement Learnin

Time

Treatment
B/B

B/C

C/C

C/B

1

2.828
3.280
2.616
represent mean number correct per minute.
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Figure 2

Efficiency: AchievemenVT est Ti

2.5

~ 2.0

c

·Q)
(.)

ffi

I><

1.5

1.0
Immediate

Delayed

TABLE 5 - Efficiency: Achievement/Test Time
Treatment
Retention
Immediate
Delayed

B/B
2.06
1.744
1.906

B/C
1. 66
1.702
1.834

C/C

C/B

2.108
1.565
1.837

2.2 0
1. 794
2.032

Note: Values represent mean number correct per minute.

C/B .

B/B~
•

B/C

c;c::........
... ,

·····~.::--....

···.......,.._,' ....

.,

.

.

...

'•,,,I ..... I

.

·····......
..._,
·····...,....... ,, ·~
··..'••,'""I.._.
······......,.....
' ••, ,

I ....

tt

Delayed

Immediate

.,

..
- Efficienc : Achievement Learni

ime

· Treatment
B/B

B/C

C/C ·

C/B

1.24-S
1.~ 86
1.,0~
1.330
1. 251
1.067
1.079
1.033
0.913
1.023
1.14-2
1.227
1.205
1.079
1.163
Values represent mean number correct per minute •
•
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N
purpose of this study was to determine if the
of music and sound effects to recorded stories
the comprehension and retention of information
on tape for fourth grade students.

Two versions

our narrated stories were recorded--one version witn
and sound effects, the other included the narration
A listening comprehension test was administered after
sten1ng to each of the stories and followed by a retention

, I
, I

''

Students listening to the music and
versions scored significantly higher on both
e listening comprehension and retention tests.
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INTRODUCTION
Listening i s one of the first activ i ties in the
of every individual.

Research has indicated that

infant s can make "fine discriminations in sounds.
have meaning for babies, even before they
language" (16).
Children learn to speak primar i ly through listent
to others.

However, primary children have difficult3

listening effectively to dialogues
tell i ng situations or in following instructions (3, 4t
17,) .

Many of the reasons why chi l dren

in listening have not been identified.
The importance of listening as a distinct
process has been stressed by psychologists and
for some time .

Duker st-ates that

been and continues to be the most
of receiving information" (7) from others.
listening activities are basic in order to
read, and write" (6).
Studies by Rankin and Wilt indicate children
over fifty per cent of their school day listening

tudents who score high on listening comprehension tests
11Y do better in school (15).

Studies have also shown

students can be taught to listen more effectively (11).
Even though listening has received much recognition
the importance of listening has been stressed by many
cators, very little research has been done on what
)

contribute to one's ability and willingness to

.

Although numerous articles about listening have
n written, few are based on systematic research on
as an information gathering psychological process.
..

Also important is the lack of research on the numerous

1'

nstructional presentation modes, all of which have an
the listening process.
In view of the increasing instructional use
of a wide range of teaching materials and presentation media--such as video cassettes, audiovisual
teaching kits, audio cassettes, etc . --the necessity
for such systematic investigation is readily
apparent particularly in that some media may be
more or less effective than others (20, p. 32).
The increase of media utilization in American schools ·
during the past twenty-five years has been unprecedented
and the potential educational significance of these materials
is tremendous.

-'.

However, the instructional potential of

media can never be achieved without a solid foundation of
res~~rch

n spend
g ( 9,

191

and understanding of children's listening

competence· ( 20).
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I

Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study was to determine
if any, of music and other sound effects on listenin
comprehension and recall of f ourth grade students.
Purposes of the Study
The purposes of this study were :
1.

To determine if fourth grade

of stories recorded with music and sound effects was
than straight narrative stories.
2.

To determine i f fourth grade

information from stories recorded
effects was greater than straight narrative stories.
3.

To determine i f fourth grade

ab i li t y was a fa ctor in comprehe ns i on
mat ion fr om sto r ies r ecorded wit h mu s i c and sound
or tho s e stories recorded without mus i c and sound
Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were tested by statistica
analysis of the data collected:
1.

There will be no significant difference in the

comprehension of information by fourth grade students w
listened to narrated stori es with music and other sound
effects and by those who l i stened to the same s t ories
without music and other sound effects.

m

There will be no significant difference in the

determine

ts

bension of information by fourth grade students with

1e students.

ading abilities who listened to narrated stories
~usic

and other sound effects and by those who

to the stories without music and other sound
tuden ts ' cornp

3.

d effects was

There will be no significant difference in the

rehension of information by fourth grade students with
verage of medium reading abilities who listened to
music and other sound effects and by

iusic and sou

who listened to the stories without music and other

ive stories.

effects •.

4.

There will be no significant difference i·n the

comprehension of information by fourth grade students with
high read ing abilities who listened to narrated stories
with music and other sound effects and by those who listened
to the stories without music and other sound effects.
by

5.

statistic

There will be no sign ificant difference in the

retention of information by fourth grade students who listened
~ere nee

in the

de students
d

other sound

ame

stories

to narrated stories with music and other sound effects and
by

those who listened to the stories without music and other

sound effects.
6.

There will · be no significant difference in the

retention of information by fourth grade students with low
reading abilities who listened to narrated stories with

music and other sound effects and by those who li st
to the stories without music and other sound eff ect
7.

There will be no significant difference in

retention of information by fourth grade students w
average reading abilities who listened to narrated s
with music and other sound effects and by those
listened to the stories without music and other
8.

There will be no significant di fference i n

retention of information by fourth grade students wit
reading abilities who listened to narrated
music and other sound effects and by those
the stories without music and other sound effects.

METHODOLOGY
Population
The subjects invo l ved in this study were 107
grade students enro ll ed in two elementary schools
public school district in north-central Texas.
represented all fourth grade students enrolled
elementary schools.

The school district encompass es

small city and the surrounding rural area.

The two s

used in the study were selected because they each had
contained classrooms where all activities could
Procedures for Conducting the Study
To eliminate the possibility that differences
composition of treatment groups might bias the study,

·..

ttental design was developed for use with this study
allowed the entire sample to function as the exper1 and the control group.

The five classes of fourth

students available for the study were arbitrarily
or Group B with an attempt to have
ximately equal numbers in each group.

Each of the

classes listened to four taped stories ranging from
to ten minutes in length.

.

Each group received two

"' .

presented in the control format ant two
in the experimental format.

The net result assured

experimental and control groups were, in fact,
. i

Group A and Group B were never compared against
another; only the treatment scores were compared.

I

I

The

I

!

audio presentation formats utilized in the study were:
1.

I

Four stories were narrated and recorded on monaral
for playback.

2.

The four stories were revised by including music

sound effects in a radio drama format though the narraremained unchanged.
The study was conducted during the month of May, 1978,
t the same time each day.

The students were informed at

. I

the beginning of the first day that they would be listening

II

to four stories, one each day for four days, and would be

lsked to answer a twenty item multiple-choice test over
each of the stories.
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Two weeks after listening to the feutth
students were administered a recall test to
retention of information fr om the stories.
test was composed of ten multiple-choice que
from each of the four comprehension tests.
test was a forty item test.

No discussion

was conducted between the time of the first
final recall test.

Only the scores of

were present on all four days and took
were included in the final analyses.
The week preceding the administration
comprehension tests, all subjects in the stud
administered the California Test of Basic

S ~1

alo ng with all students in the school system.
Vocabulary and Reading Comp rehensi on
in the analyzed data to give a total
expressed as a "Nation al Percentile 11 score .
Percentile" score was utilized to divide the
population into three groups of approximately
representing the upper, middle,
test population.
Collection of the Data
Each subject had test scores from
comprehension tests and the four part recall tes
treatments that each student received were record

; to ry ~

scores into "music and sound effects"
"n arration only" columns.

The net result was a total

tw o scores for each subject for each of the two
There were thirty-six subjects in the high
ading category, thirty-seven subjects in the medium
the

thirty-four subjects in the low category.

?S ts

Treatment of the Data
The data for this study were obtained from the four
enty item multiple-choice tests for comprehension, the
orty item multiple-choice test for recall, and the CTBS
ational Reading Percentile. · The data from the comprehen•
i on tests and the recall test were analyzed separately
utilizing the same procedures.

The data from the compre-

hension test scores were analyzed by a two factor analysis
' score

of variance with repeated measures.

When an overall

si gnificant difference was found between groups, a multiple
comparison test was run to determine which pairs of treatequal

ment levels were significantly different.

·ds of

read i ng 1eve 1 g r o up , an an a 1y s i s of va

Within each

an c e t es t was

conducted to determine if a significant difference in
treatments was found.

The same procedures were used in the

analysis of the data from the recall test.
the
est.
orded and

The level of

significance for this study was the .05 level.
The statistical data was analyzed by the Computer
Center at North Texas State University and is presented
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in table form.

From the findings,

educational implications stated, and recommendati
PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS
The cell data for the comprehension. test
recorded in Table I.

The population is divided in

medium, and low reading ability, and
the total population.

In addition

(N) in each cell, the mean (M) and
for each treatment combination,
treatment scores are included.
TABLE I
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS, MEANS, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
THE COMBINED SCORES OF COMPREHENSION TESTS AND
THE COMBINED MEANS OF THE MAIN VARIABLES

Music and
Sound Effects

Reading
Gro up

High

N
M

so

N

Medium

Low

Total

M
SD
N
M

so

N
M

SD

Narration
Only

36
35.1389
2.9096

36
34.6667
3.3722

37
31.6486
4.4921

37
29.8649
5.2766

34
24.1471
7.6441

34
21. 7647
8.0756

107
30.4393
6.9678

107
28.9065
7.8398

-

-------------------·-- - -

- --

I .
I ,

The cell data for the recall tests are given in
..·

II.

Again, the population is divided into high, medium •
for~.

and low reading ability groups, and include scores

-~j

total population.

In addition to the number of subjecb
(Sa) ~

in each cell, the mean (M) and standard deviation
I

·;

I

each treatment combination, and the combined total

tr~

ment scores are included.

;

As with the comprehension test scores, a comp aris
f

the mean scores for both treatments within each group
for the total population yield a higher mean score fof t
music and sound effects treatment than the

I

I ''
•r

' . I

I

treatment. -Again, the total means for the

ONV

group was highest and the low reading group lowest.

I

· .\.

,,

·~

In order to determine if the observed di fferenc·e

'\.~:·

I _, '

-~

·~-'

between the treatments and between
cantly different, the experimental data presented
and Table II were analyzed by two factor analysis
with repeated measures.

The results are shown in Ta

and Table IV.
\,

;1

The results of the two factor analysis of varf
repeated measures for listening comprehension is

~

.,~

I
I

in Table III.

The analysis of effects between the

groups with two degrees of freedom yielded a sum r
5242.9455, a mean square of 2621.47275, and f Rati
49.35601, and a P value of 0.0000 which

SNO

A comparison of the mean scores for both treatments
within each group and for the total population yield a
mean score for the music and sound effects treatment
the narration only treatment.

It should also be noted

the mean scores for both treatments were higher for the
reading group and lowest for the low reading group.

TABLE II

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS, MEANS, ANO STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR.
THE COMBINED SCORES OF THE RECALL TEST AND THE
COMBINED MEANS OF THE MAIN VARIABLES

Music and
Sound Effects

Narration
Only

I

Group
Means

36
18.0278
1. 6985

36
17.0556
2.8380

I

17.5417

M
SD

37
15.6486
3.0507

37
14.3514
3.2678

I

15.0000

N
M
SD

34
10.9706
4.7064

34
10.0000
4.4107-

I

10.4853

N
M

107
14.9626
4.4147

N

M

so

N

so

I

107
13.8785
4.5468
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s significant at the . 01 level.

as

w

The analysis of the treat-

degree of freedom yielded a sum of squares and

N

an squ ares total of 127.73243, an

E Ratio

of 13.56032,

as

p value of 0.00037 which is significant at the .01

N

also.

.

w

The analysis for treatment interaction with 2

t egrees of freedom yielded a sum of squares score of 34.00209,
1

mean square of 17.00104, and an E Ratio of 1.80486, and
of 0.16950 which is not significant at the .OS

JS

''

TABLE III
TWO FACTOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE WITH REPEATED MEASURES OF
THE EFFECTS THAT MUSIC AND SOUND EFFECTS AND NO MUSIC
AND SOUND EFFECTS HAVE ON LISTENING COMPREHENSION

J
J 3Hl
:10 ~39WON

OF

Sum of Squares

Mean Squares F Ratio

p

2

5242 94550

2621 47275

49.35601* 0.00000

Treatment
Effects

1

127.73243

127.73243

13.56032* 0.00037

Treatment
Interaction

2

34.00209

17.00104

Within Cell
Error

104

979.63595

9 . 41958

Tota l

109

6384.31597

~ pt>a.A

u a41
I

a4+

1aw

.A a146 iq

ea

u~4H~

O:> V

* Statistically significant at

p

1. 80486

0.16950

0 .05 .
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TABLE IV
TWO FACTOR ANALY~IS OF VARIANCE WITH REPEATED MEAS
THE EFFECTS THAT MUSIC AND SOUND EFFECTS AND NO
AND SOUND EFFECTS HAVE ON RECALL

OF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

2

1819.95141

909.97570

Treatment
Effects

1

62.32917

Treatment
Interaction

2

Within Cell
Error
104

Source
Between
Reading
Groups

Total

*

109

62.32917 .

14.25 180*

1.26113

0.63056

0.14418

454.83627

4.37343

2338.37798

Statistically significant at P

0.01

The results of the two factor analysis of varian
repeated measures test for recall is given in Table I
analysis of effects between the reading groups with
degrees of freedom yielded a sum of squares of 1819 . 95~
mean squares of 909.97570, an F Ratio of 46.80713 and

i

value of 0.0000 which is significant at the .01 level.
analysis of the treatments with one degree of freedom)
a sum of

sq~ares

score of 62.32917, a mean square score

l4

911, an f Ratio of 14.25180, and a P value of 0.00027
is significant at the .01 level. The test for interof freedom yielded a sum of squares
e of 1.26113, a mean squares score of 0.63056, and F Ratio
.14418, and a P value of 0.86590 which means interaction

th e • 0 5 1eve.l •
To determine how each

readi~g

level reacted to the

arate treatments a single factor analysis of variance with

TABLE V

1418

·': I

ALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE EFFECTS OF MUSIC ANO SOUND EFFECTS
ANO NO MUSIC ANO SOUND EFFECTS HAVE ON THE LISTENING
COMPREHENSION OF HIGH, MEDIUM, AND - LOW
READING GROUPS

I .

i

!

I
I

. I
I

OF

Sum of Squares

Mean Squares

F Ratio

p
·1

1

4.01389

4.01389

1.08495

0.30470

I
I

b 1e

1

58.86486

58.86486

5.11701*

0.02983

1

96.48529

96.48529

7.30254*

0.01079

i th

I eve 1.

* Statistically significant at P 0.05
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repe ated measures was carried out for each reading
for the listening comprehension tests and th e reca l l
Th~

results are given in Table V and Table VI .
"" f

.

Th~

'

•I

~ata . presented

in Table Vis

analysis for the three reading levels of listen ing c
hension.

The high reading group sum of square s and

square is 4 . 01389, the £Ratio is 1. 08495, and
is 0.30470 which is not significant at the .05
medium reading group has a sum of squares and
score of 58.86486, an £Ratio of 5.11701, and a
0.02938 which is significant at the .05 level.
reading group has a sum of squares and mean
of 96.48529, an £ Ratio of 7. 30254, and a P
which is signi'ficant at the .05 l evel.
The
. da t a presented in Table VI is
an al ysis fo·r the thre'e' 'rea ding l evels on the reca l l
The high reading group sum of squares and
is . 17.(>1389·, an£ Ratio of 5.54012, and a P
which is significant at the .05 level.
received

~a

The medi um

sum of squares and mean square score of

an F Ratio of 3.23262, and

~

P value of 0.08134

not significant at the .05 level.
The Scheffe F va lues for comparisons
groups · for ·listening comprehension and recall tes ts •
given in Table VII.

The comparison of

TABLE VI
NALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE EFFECTS OF MUSIC AND SOUND
EFFECTS AND NO MUSIC AND SOUND EFFECTS HAVE ON THE
RECALL OF HIGH, MEDIUM, AND LOW READING GROUPS

OF

*

Sum of Squares

Mean Squares

F Ratio

P

1

17.01389

17.01389

5.54012*

0.02433

1

31.13514

31.13514

6.09613*

0.01843

1

16.01471

16.01471

3.23262

0.08134

Statistically significant at P

0.05

high and medium reading groups gives a Scheffe's F test
value of 5.9053 for the listening comprehension test and a

. .:. I

6. 0632 value for the recall test; both were signJficant at

. !

the .05 level.

I

The comparison of medium and low reading

I

groups gives an F value of 20.3004 for listening comprehension
and 18.5765 for recall; both of which are significant at the
.05 level.
1ding

are

The comparison of the high and low reading

groups gives an F value of 46.9881 for listening comprehension
and 44.7846 for recall; both again are significant at the
.05 level.

.I
I

I
I
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I

TABLE VII
F VALUES FOR COMPARISONS AMONG READING
FOR LISTENING COMPREHENSION AND RECALL TESTS

SCHEFFE~s

Group Comparison

F Value

Listening
Com rehension

Recall
I

5.9053 *

6. 0632

*

Medium-Low

20.3004 *

18.5765

*

High-Low

46.9881 *

44.7846

*

High-Medium

* Statistically significant at P

0.05

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Findings
1.

It was hypothesized that there would be no

significa nt difference in the listening comprehensi on
scores of fourth grade students who listened to narra
stories with music and sound effects and those who
listened to the same stories without music and sound
effects.

The analysis of the data reveals that the so

on the listening comprehension tests were significant1
higher for those students who listened to the stories
music and sound effects.

2.

It was hypothesized that there would be no
difference in the listening comprehension

' a 1 ue

ores of fourth grade students with low reading abilities
0

listened to stories recorded with music and sound
stories without music and sound effects.

The

the data revealsthat the scores on the listening
comprehension tests were significantly higher for those
who listened to the stories with music and sound

3.

It was hypothesized that there would be no

significant difference in the listening comprehension
PLICATIONS

scores of fourth grade students with medium reading

I ,

I.

'

abilities who listened to stories recorded with music and
sound effects
would be no
comprehensio
.ened

to narr

those who

e significant
o the stories

stories without music and sound effects.

The analysis of the data reveal that the scores on the
listenin g comprehension tests were significantly higher
for those students who listened to the stories with music
and sound effects.
4.

i c and sound

ls that the

a~d

It was hypothesized that there would be no

significant difference in the listening comprehension
scores of fourth grade students with high reading abilities
who listened to stories recorded with music and sound
effects and stories without music and sound effects.

The

analysis of the data revealsthat the scores on the listening
comprehension tests were higher for those students who
listened to the stories with music and sound effects, but
the

differe~r.e

was not significant at the .05 level.
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5.

It was hypothesized that there

significant difference in the retention
grade students who listened to narrated stories
and sound effects and those who listened to the
without music and sound effects.

The analysis

reveals that the scores on the recall test were
higher for those students who listened to
with music and sound effects.
6.

It was hypothesized that there would be no

significant difference in the retention
grade students with low reading abilities who li sten
to narrated stories with music and sound effects and
who listened to the stories without music and soun d e
The analysis of the data revea6 that the scores on the
recall test were higher for those students who listened
the stories with music and sou nd effects,
was not significant_ at the .05 level.
7.

It was hypothesized that there would be no

significant difference in the retention
grade students wjth medium reading abilities who
to narrated stories with music and sound effects
who listened to the stories
without music and sound eff
.
.
The a~,lys~s of the d~ta revea~that the scores on the
recall test were significantly higher for those
: .
.
' .
who listened to the stories with music
'

It was hypothesized that there would be no
difference in the retention scores of fourth
e students with high reading level abilities who
"

ned to narrated stories with music and sound effects

base who listened to the stories without music and
...

The analysis of the data reveal that the
5

on the recall test were significantly higher for

e students who listened to the stories with music
sound effects.
Conclusions
data presented in this study and the limitthe
1.

follow~ng

conclusions have been drawn:

The addition of music and sound effects to
presentations increases the listening comprehension

ri fourth _9rade students .•

2.

Information from a recorded presentation with

.

can .be remembered longer by .fourth

0

· ade .s.tu4ent.s ,than the same i nforma ti on presented with out
"•

'"·'··

effects.
3.

Fourth grade

. stµ~~~~s

with high, medium, or low

t,eading .abilities comprehend and recall recorded information
the

Present.~d ~i th

music a.nd

~ound

effects to a greater degree

1dents

~an ~hen th~ information is presented without music and

'fects.

sound : ef'f,e.c;:t~ ., .
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I

4.

Although the scores for the high reading

were not significantly higher for listening com.pre
for those listening to the music and sound effects
their mean scores were higher.

After two weeks ,

t~

listened to the music and sound effects did score s
cantly higher.

The research indicates students who

better readers are also better listeners, so a signJ
difference might not appear immediately after a list
exercise but emerge after · a period of time, thus expl
the significantly higher recall scores for the music
sound effects group.
5.

The low reading group reacted completely op

the high reading group by showing a significant
in favor of music and sound effects immediately
listening to the stories but failed to score
higher on the recall test .

The low readers,

also indicates, are poorer listeners and
music and sound effects may have made an
in comprehension, this difference was not
make a s i gnificant difference after a two week delay f
recall of informati on.
Implications
The findings of this study indicate the inclus ion
of music and sound effects in taped programs for
grade students increases their ability to recall

Both long . and short term memory of the material
Although the data is not conclusive for all

I.

;'

is a strong indication that the addition of
c and sound effects to recorded material helps students

,' ,

11 levels of their language arts development.

~--···

Why the addition of music and sound effects should
se such an increase in comprehension and retention is
t

totally understood, but this and other research indicate

veral possibilities.

The music and sound effects could

f d in drawing attention to specific information being
,.,

The music and sound effects may mask out other
ossible distractions that may be occurjng in the listening
environment and allow the student to pay closer attention.
The music and sound effects may help creat a mental image
is being presented.

It may be that music and sound

effects play an important part in helping to visualize the
message by adding "color" to the recorded message.
When students in this study were .asked which programs
they would like to listen to a second time, they overwhelmingly requested the stories they had heard with music
and sound effects .

What some educators and radio specialists

have been saying for decades seems to be supported by
clusion

research :

r fourth

do make a difference.

1

music and sound effects added to audio programs

It seems fair to assume that today's children have
grown accustomed to audio material being presented in a
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professional, well produced format . and tend to
effectively to programs produced in a more
manner.

Because children are bombarded by

sounds from numerous sources,
selective in directing their attention.
that do not challenge or excite them tend t o be d
while sound sources that are exciting to
listened to more concertedly.
The implications of this study should
what of a warning for teachers and other educators
care should be taken in select i ng and preparin g
materials for use with

child~en.

When children

recorders at home with which to play, there is l i tt
interest in the technology itself to maintain in te r
listening to a boring tape, especia ll y when
with eight tracks and stereo cassettes with
stimulating sounds.

Besides being

of a recorded program, the quality
must be investigated by those selecting materi al s fo
children.

If the teacher is not selective, the st

will be.
The educator does not have to face
the selection task alone.

Producers of educdti onal

materials must share responsibility for
produce.

As funds for educational materials become•

difficult to secure, the qual i ty of those materia l s P

best quality for the money.

As

educators teach and children learn
to be stressed, the producers of educational

I

~·

".

must be held more accountable also.

, ..
Recommendations
i·

While the findings of this study support the claim

1

...

music and sound effects increase the ability of

.

..

students to listen and comprehend 1nformation

...

on recordings more effectively, several questions
to be answered.

This study dealt mainly with the
.

of specific facts from the stories; higher level

I

sk ills such as inference and critica t thinking were
tested.
1.

'

.i
r.•
~:· I

Future research should include :

studies to investigate the effect of music and

sound effects on the inference and critical thinking
. i

.. l

abilities of students;
2.

:· I

studies to investigate the possibility that

•

I

'.· 1

changes in the type of music and sound effects can change
perception of what is happening in the story or recorded

:

message;
3.

I

.· '

studies to investigate the effect on attitude

and possible attitudinal changes resulting in the selection
of the music and sound effects;
4.

studies to investigate the possible masking effect

of over-use of music and sound effects.

I
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ldren's Understanding of Implied Motion Cues
Ronald A. Saiet
from Piaget's theory of cognitive development it , can be argued
entions such as flow lines and vibration marks used by artists
would have little or no meaning to pre-school children, but that
eing more like real human posture, would be a symbol within the
ding of children in this group. By age seven, most children
of understanding arbitrary graphic symbols, and by age eleven
uld be capable.
upon which a motion cue is said to act might also affect
vement. Human figures, for example, might appear to be more likely
than abstracted geometric shapes. An inherent motion factor may
reside within an object, such that it psychologically appears to
r more static--running figures, ellipses, and rectangles may be
ve than standing figures, circles or squares.
tal study was conducted in an attempt to determine how children
and eleven years old--perceive implied motion cues in combination

f objects. Ninety children, 30 in each age group, were shown
here were three kinds of objects, each with an inherent active and
Each of these six pictures appeared with one of three motion
The number of each of the picture types identified as moving
ect was determined. An age x object x activity of object x motion
measures ANOVA was used to evaluate the data.
effects and all interactions were significant. It was concluded
at different stages of development differ in their interpretation
phic conventions . Illustrators, editors, and publishers should
unt the pictorial literacy of an intended audience when they design
nvey motion information.

"
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I

"Of all the senses, trust only the sense of s
Aristotle, Metap
Little more than a decade ago, Fleming (1966)
that in the midst of new trends emerging in
nology, the commonplace print media continued largel
challenged as the most widely ·used educational
He also found a proliferation of illustrations in
one illustration appearing e very 1.58 pages of 40
texts sampled (p. 317).

Casual observation of

in children's literature today reveals that
appears to be much as it was then, and one continues
along with Fleming what essential role illustrations
they add to the size and costs of p rinte d materials,
there any evidence that pictures add to a
of the matter before him?
Gropper (1963) observed that much less is known abo
people respond to visuals than about
words.

Art students are taught what Dondis (1973)

basic elements of visual conununication- - dot, line,
direction, tone, color, texture, dimension, scale ,
ment (pp .. 39-66)--but Hengen (1970) ask.ed whether
have acquired an understanding of these elements,
whether they are acquired through talent or
(p. 3).

The present writer's survey of the literature h

found it wanting in questions and answers about how peopl
children and adults--perceive and learn from non-verbal,

ving visual stimuli .
for message designers was stated by Fleming
"It is improbable that an instructional s y stem
approximate optimum performance unless the designer of

at system is fully informe.d on the relevant characteristics
system component options .

..

., '

Pictorial stimuli will

';

~

'

!.''

of the system component options the designer will
to meet certain system specifications"

in

(1966 , pp. 317-318)

It is the aim of this paper to examine a small part of

40

problem within the ar.ea of

pic~orial

communication.

he investigation carried out here was suggested by a doctoral
dissertation by Satterthwaite (1965), "An investigati on of
s,~lected

Lals,

cues for implying motion in non-motion media."

lt was Satterthwaite' s assumption that graphic devices

(called "implied motion cues") commonly used in twop rint media by artists and · illustrators
sucessfully transmit some motion information to the perceivers
of these graphic devices.

variations of these implied motion cues transmit

I

e , and
r

then selected and manipula tecl

three such implied mo ti on cues*, and nsked "Do al 1 of the

' 3)
.e

He

chil

, and

the same motion information or · are some combinations of cues
and objects best suited f or the transmission of certain
types of motion inforrna ti on?"

(pp.

2 0-2 5)

Using 40 subjects,

all students enrolled in a graduate cour se in Audio-Visual
Communications at Indi ana University, Satterthwaite's basic
how pe
-verbal

*
1.

Flow

line~

2.

Action line

Action

• I

pos~

(See page 7 for definitions.)
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assumption that the cues successfully
upheld and the answer to his basic ques ti on was
variations and combinations of cues and objects
the communication differentially (pp. 123-126).
It is not surprising, at least
students in a graduate audio-visual
intention of th e implied motion cues.
seem likely to have encount ered such cues
and to have assigned accurate meanings to
their interpretation was congruent with the designer'
meani ng). It is not surprising, ei t her,
of sub jects did not all interpre t the variations
in the same way, because most of Satterthwaite's
(i .e.; l ong/short, thick/thin , and others*) do not ha
,.

universal meaning, were never systemat ically taug ht or
by the subjec ts, and are arb itrary in nature.
observed, a sign's ability to signify a concept is
u pon the concept's having already been attained by
(p . 165).

Fat and thin lines intended to imply

speed, for example, are arbitrary signs within this co
and have to be learned if other than idiosyncrati c in
are to be given.

*

line~

1.

long flow

2.

short flow line

j •

t hick

4.

thin

people are not born literate.

Through a combination

actors--development, experience, formal education--people
tuallY learn to decode visual messages.

The basic

question to Satterthwaite's ·which is to be
is when do graphic devices effectively transmit
Put another way, at what stage of
do children accurately perceive visual cues

..,

imply motion from non-moving pictorial . stimuli?
According to Piaget's theory of cognitive development

o

I

'

either assimilates new i nformation into an already
isting men tal category (psychological structure) as some1 ng

like o r unl1kc something already

~nderstood,

or one

.} I

changes his mental structure--creates a

, I

..

...... \

'

de al with information which cannot be so
Furthermore , each child proceeds throug h a

series of stages, each stage represented by the presence
particular psychological structu r es.

Since experience

is
always changing, new s truc tures are always evo lving,
by

the result that adult structures are more sophisticated
thos e available to children.

Highly cvol v·e a adult

in t el ligence is represented by more assimilation into
existing, well developed structures whereas learners at
~arlier

stages of development , not having yet evol ved the

necessary structures present at later stages of cognitive
development, are prone to misinterpret (or ignore)
information.
If a child perceives a pictorial e lement as familiar,

he will be able to process it, to make sense of it.

. ..
~

._

If on
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the other hand, he ls unable to recognize a
element--person, place, thing, or
construed as an indication of his picture illiter
implied motion cue, if not

~ithin

the range of

experience, -would be incomprehensible to him.
a higher leve l of picture literacy, possessing
literacy, would make sense of some parts of pictur
would misinterpret the meaning of the entire pictor
message; if a single cue is misinterpreted , meaning
incomplete .

Attained picture literacy would be

by one 's ability to correctly interpret complex
symbols, abstractions, and graphic conventions.
Considering the expense pub lish ers incur in
illustrative materials, it would seem to be
to know at what stay cs of

.d1~velopment

their

their level of pi c ture literncy--so that the
information can be made to be appropriate to
One might assume that an American child, even
will recognize pictorial represe ntations of a
object because of hi s experie n ce
books.

But it is another milt tcr to prcd ic t with any

accuracy at what age he will be able to infer
two-dimensional motion conventions .

tt

seems

however, that as children get older
intended meaning o f certa ih cues; that certain motion
will be perceived mor e of ten as containing motion info
by children as they mature; and that inherent characte

as shape and life-likeness) of objects purported to
motion affect the communicative power of motion cues
by children at .different stages of development.
The study undertaken by the current writer investigates
of when and how children at different stages of

I

.,•I

understand implied motion cues.

The current

..

icle of presentation precludes a more thorough review of

e relevant, albeit limited, literature.

For additional

lication of Piaget's theory relevant to the current exlorasee Ginsberg & Opper (1969), Phillips (1975), Rohwer,
&

Cramer (1974), and Wadsworth ·(1971).

Research con-

cted by the High/Scope Educational Research Foundation

Banet, et. al . , and Nederveld & Thomson, 1972) into children's
of representative material and the implications
is useful, and Friedman & Stevens9n's study of
developmental changes and their affect on understanding

of implied motions cues (1975) provides an alternative experimental approach utilizing an interesting array of stimulus
materials, and was most useful in developing the current study .

1ny
.o n
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Problem and Methodorogy
Problem
This study was designed to find out how
7, and 11 years old--perceive selected implied motio
The implied motion ·cues selected for this study were
flow line, the vibration mark, and the blur.
used were selected by

~hree

judges (graphic

ing to two criteria : they had to be similar
.characters and cartoon devices used in Friedman and
(1975), and they had to convey motion informatio n
(i .e., to the judges).
Definitions
Implied motion cues . .. those graphic devices co
used to represent motion
motion me dia (i.e., c h ild_
books, textbooks,
newspapers).
Flow line . ... . .... . ... a graphic device used
speed, it consists of
spaced, parallel lines

th~

horizontally from the trai
of the object
motion.
Vibration mark ..... ... a graphic device used to
erratic movement,
short lines which
the figure purported to be
motion.

indicate
great speed, it consists of a
shaded area extending from the
t

how

trailing edge of the figure
purported to be in motion.
I

Action pose .. . ........ Satterthwaite defines the action
b lur.

0

~

p hic
i lar
F riedman a
nfo rmation

. I

pose as an implied motion cue
"which is an integral part of
the object itself"

(1965, p. 18).

It consists of a r,epresentation
'•

of a human figure in profile with

..

and limbs arranged in a manner deviating from a
vertical, standing position.
: : : devices .c

.I

For the purposes of

tatistical treatment in this study, however, the action
regarded as an active object, not as a motion cue
se .
The objective of this study was to measure motion
perception of subjects in three age groups (four, seve n,

v ice used

and eleven year olds), corresponding to Piaget's pre-opera-

<sists of e
1l e l

1 in es

from th e

tional through concrete operational periods, to
wh~ther

t

deter~ine

(a) the implied motion cues are perceived, whether

(b ) there is an hierarchical order of identification of the
•'
·1

• elected cues, and whether (c) the configuration of the
Object purported to be seen as moving affects the perception
Jice

nent,
vhich

lrported to

Of motion.

The configuration of object type may be said

to contain two dimensions, shape and activity.
The ·questions, then, which guided this study were:
1.

Do children at different developmental levels attend

t o implied motion cues, and do they read them as motion devices?
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2.

Is one selected implied motion cue

often as containing motion information than is
implied motion cue by children as they advance
operational stage to the concrete operations stage?
3.

Do certain inherent characteristics

objects being acted upon differentially affect the

0

power of selected implied motion cues as reported by
as they mature from the pre-operational to the concre
operations stage?
The last o f t hese questions requires
consideration.

Both Satterthwaite, and Friedman

(1975) found the nature and configuration of the
critical to the question of motion perception in
media.

Each study found that active,

full of motion information for all of their subjects ,
of the conventional cues appli ed.

Friedman

did not, however, include geome tr ic figures
Satterthwai te did, but found no perceivable differences
the speed of active or static geometric figures, althousb
rounde d objects were seen as moving faster than angu l ar
objects.
This study attempted to examine all three kinds of
objects - -human figures

(postural), angular geometric , P

rounded geornetric--to assess their interaction with the
motion cues selected for this study and with subjects at
their various stages of development.

Additionally, an

active and static object were presented for each kind of
object.

The objects may be classified as in Figure 1.

Human
figure

Active
is

1

Geometric,
angular

Geometric,
rounded

mce

x

x
IS

x

!S

x
x·

x

'·.

x

x

x

x

f

the

...

x

x
Classification of kinds of objects.

o n in
·''

;i

Subjects .

In this study there were 30 fo qr year olds,

seven year olds, and 30 eleven year olds.

They were selected

rbitrarily from the National College of Education Baker
emonstration School, and the Martin Luther King, Jr., LaboraSchool in Evanston, Illinois.
: han angu

rpm middle to upper-middle class families.
Materials.

~ ee kinds

The subjects were primarily

terials.

A series of 24 cards served as the stimulus

Each card contained one illustration of one of six

reometric bjects: circle, ellipse, square, rec~angle, running figure,
_on wi t h
1

nd standing figure.

The objects were of three kinds:

subject man figures, angular geomet~ic figures, and rounded geo-

.onally,

etric figures.

There we re two dimensions of each object

each kind YPe: active and static.

The active human object was repre-

F igure 1

. I
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sented by a running figure.

The static human

represented by a s t anding figure .

~he

active

object was represented by a rectangle.
geometric object was represent ed b y a square .
rounded geometric object was rep resented by an
The static rounded geometric object was
circle .

Three implied motion cues were added to

0

of each object, and one picture of each
any implied motion cue, for a total of 24 p ictures.
selected impl i ed motion cues were the flow
mark, and blur.
Procedures.

Figure 2

illustrates the

Fi rst, the four year olds were

to ascer tain their grasp of the co ncept of real
They were ask ed to stand still, to run , to jump ,
"little bit", to "shiver and shake l ike when you
Th ey were then given a do ll, a ball, a recta n g ul ar b
a square block, and an elliptical block and asked
was moving, and could they make the objects move.
subjects who did not unders tand the concept
were replaced.
All subjects were give n a classi f ica ti on test whi
valved labe ling each pic tur e as "moving" or "stand ing
The exercise was carefully e xp l ai n ed to each subject;
told tha t if any picture seemed as though it
as though it were supposed t o be moving, even a little
it should be classified as moving.

The subjects wer e

one picture at a time--a differ e nt random order
each subject--and the experimenter ( the author)
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children whether they thought that the thing in
looked like it was supposed to be moving or stand
The experimenter recorded an M on the picture if
· was de:;cribed as moving, or an S on the picture if
wa s described as standing still.
After the test was completed, the 24 cards
and stapled in the same sequence as presented,
imenter inter viewed each student.

The

and students were asked to expl ain the reasons for
clas sifcations.

The experimenter's expectations wer

the older children would identify the graphic conven
whereas the youngest children would probably pay mar
to the nature of the object.

The dialog wou ld

insights into how ch ild ren read the pictures .
that extensive interviewing be c9nducted to facil i ta
standing the thought processes involved when a subjec
an illustration (1970, pp.48-49).
used by Piaget.)
Appendix A contains the raw data
object/motion cue picture identified as mov i ng
of 1, each identified as standing still scored O.
group x sex x kind of obj ect x activity of object
cue s analysis of variance , with repea.ted measures on
three variable , was used to anal y ze and eva l uate the
(Winer, 1971).

The experimental design is s hown

Kind of Objects
Human figures
Activity of
Object

Geometric,
angular

Geometric,
rounded

Activity of
Object

Acti v ity of
Object
' :

Active

Static Active

Static Active

··•·
'

Static

!·••

,.
''
'I

:I

..
'

.i

·; I

..

.; I
:I
l

No cue

4 yrs .
yrs.
'-0.

\

~ 11

Figure 3.

• I

yrs.
Illustration of experimental design .
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Results and Discussion

The analysis of variance showed neither the mai
sex nor its interactions with other variables were s
To simplify the presentation of the
was done from which the variable sex was excluded.
of the first analysis will not be discussed.
the second analysis is shown in Table 1.

As

all main effects and interactions were significant .
The primary concern of this study was to see
stage of development is related to his ability to
"read" conventional graphic devices described here
motion cues.

Additionally, it was speculated that

kind of object and the object's inherent motion chara
might be differentially related to
at different stages of development in terp ret in tended
symbols.

The four-way age group x kind of object xi

activity of object x implied motion cue
in Figure

4,

seems to provide the best framework

to examine the outcomes of th is study.

All lower

actions appear to support the observations made based
higher order interaction without adding new
fore, will not be addressed specifical~y.
Because of the complexities involved in
of the four-way interaction, the discussion which foll
be presented in the following manner.

The

be discussed first because of its dramatic contrast to
kinds of objects in its active dimesion, and because of

l'

.............
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Static
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Illustration of the four - way interact
group x kind o f object x activi ty of
motion cue.

I.i;

Age - 11

e affect age seemed to have upon reading of motion ·in
ic dimension when motion cues were added.

I

l11

,I

Following

iI
I

;I
··.

cause developmental level and the reading of motion
re of primary interest to the study, observations will

.1

about w~at has beeri learned about the age group and

; I
'1

cue variables.

I..

Then observations will be made about

I

geometric shapes and their inherent activity-relate to each other as well as to other variables.
ions will be stated and suggestions for further research
advanced ..

j·..

the Illustration of the Four-wa

Interaction
~

I

to reading the four-way interaction is presented
The reader is advised to examine t h at fi g ure
the illustra ti on of the four -way interaction

th e graphs in Figure 18 from left to r ight demonin which the t h ree age groups r e .i

perceived motion for a given object type and activity

I
I

Reading from bottom to top shows how t he addition of

:!

ticular motion cue may have altered those p erce pt i ons .

,.
I•

..
I

dramatic result was that the active (running) human
was almost always s een as moving, regardless of e i ther
subject or motion cue applied.

The running · f igure , or

Pose , clearly possesses inherent motion informat ion for

l age gro ups studied.

I
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Figure 5.

Guide to rc.J.ding illustration of four..w
interaction.
The graph in this figure s
same as the graph in the upper left co~
Figure 4.
It shows the percentage of
olds who perceived pictures as moving w
flow lines we re added to each o f three
for either of two activ ity states . The
black line shows that, in the presence
lines, 100% of the 4 year olds saw the
(running) human figure as moving, whil
saw the static (standing) human figure
The dotted lin e shows that, in the pre
flow lines, 10 % of the 4 year o ld s s a·w
(rectangle) angular geometric figure as
while 6% saw the static (square) angul
figure as moving . The dash-line shows
the presence of flow lines, 20% of the f
saw the active (ellipse) rounded geome~
as moving, while 26% saw the static (el
r ounded geometric figure as moving.

I.

static (standing) human figure clearly presents quite
t

information .

Although it is almost

..',.I
I

consiste~tly

I
I•

J

as having less motion information than the other
igures-~square

and rectangle -- the addition of motion

parentl y differentially affects the amount of motion
ed by children at different stages.

• I

All three age groups

no motion for the static figure under the no cue conAs any one of the kinds of cues was added, however,
older

gr~ups

reported that the standing figure was

The pre-schoolers, on the other hand, reported almost

is latter result seems reasonable.

It would be totally

istent with reality and most experience for yound children

;
I

.
1' ,

human figure, feet together, body
moving.

The presence of abstract motion cues

did not override "no-motion" signals inherent in
The fact that in most cases the older

.

ildren reported l ess motion for the static human figure than
static geometrics (although the statistical significance

·1

I

was no t tested) may be an indication that even .these
a bit r e luctant to identify a "standing" figure

·I

and Motion Cue

In general, the four-way interaction seems to refl ec t the
that with increasing age the various motion cues had an

,.

reasingly heterogeneous effect on the perception of motion
the motion· cues added were, r espectively, blurs, vibration
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'·

marks, an~ flow lines .

The percentage

the five objects (oLher than the r unn i ng figure)
the graphs in Figure

4

for the seven and

increases with r e spect to tha t same order
cues, while the four year olds' gra ph s
changed from the no cue condition.

An

with this observation would be that
"reading" the cues, while the pre- schoolers were i
centering the ir attention on the object depicted .
In interview conducted by the au thor with the
following Uie administration of the experiment , th
groups frequently explained that things seemed to
because of "the lines", or motion cues.

Only o ne

old identified the lines at all.
were probably "reading" the cues. is also sugge sted
differential effect the var ious cues apparently had.
s even and eleven year olds flow lines and vibration
to be more effective than the blur motion cue f o r
This is plausible because the i n terviews revealed
blur was pr6bably a more ambiguous cue than the othe
conventions.

It received th e widest r an0e of ir. terpr

several inconsistent with motion i nte rpre tation .
appropriately as a "bunch of little liries close t oge.;
really moving fast. "

But others s aw the

or "ai r pushing", or merely as "a wall", or "a
Perhaps in the absence of conte xtual clues the
as drawn for this study was a more c onfusing sign than

graphic cues.
was

re~orted

The fact, however, that even a poorly
on the average more than 50 per cent of

as contributing to motion interpretation may be further
that pictorial literacy has advanced enough by the age
to differentiate the older groups from the nurs ery

,,

L'

...,.~·..
•,

The power of the running human fi0ure as a motion indicator
already been discussed.

A closer look at the percsntage of

''

..

, ..

perceiving movement in the geometric figures suggests

. I

variance between the two kinds of geometric shapes
chane variation.

In all but one instance (see the top

" •.

rounded geometrics were perceived
moving more than angular geometrics,

regardl~ss

of activity

I

in the objects; the almost horizontal slopes and
sometimes nearly parallel nature of the lines in Figure 4

I·

sug-

ests that differences between classes of geometric objects
not very meaningful.
Similarly, the percentage of subjects perceiving movement
the geo'm etric figures suggests that the variance within the
activity dimension could also be chance variation in most
almost surely the case

regardi~g

case~.

the active figures--

and rectangle--and usually the case regarding the static
figures--circle and s q uare.

It is possible, however, that und er

certain conditions (see, for example, the seven year old/vibration mark graph in Figure

4)

the circle may be a better motion

indicator than the square, albeit the statistical significance
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of this was not tested .
In in terviews conducted by the experimen ter
the four year olds expressed some ideas a bout the
objects which may explain some of the differences
subjects' responses to geometric objects--both activ
static--and to the active human figure.

Comments 1

square can't move" were very common among the pre- s
They also said tha t "the man
ing."

This may indicate that as four year olds look

geometric shapes, perhaps some intuitive ideas about
or inertia are operating.

Conclusions
The results of this study seem consistent with
of Friedman and Stevenson (1975).

In both studies ,

older subjects did not classify pictures in the
Reliance on implied motion cues apparently does
age.
The current study, using seven year olds rather
year olds, seems to establish
when children may begin to "read '' motion cues.
Stevenson found that four and six year olds--both
pre-operational stage--saw most postural pictures
and that they did not see any difference in the way gr
devices affected motion perception.

Sixth graders and

students classified approximat e ly the same number of
pictures with or without motion cues as "moving" (p. 777)

found the behavior of seven and eleven year olds-he beginning and end of the concrete operations stage--to

I

I

l

ore like each other than like the behavior of the prefour year olds .

It may be that by the time young-

rs enter the concrete operations period they have the ability
"read" conventional motion . cues, but not much before .

The

rent study used geometric shapes as well as postural figur es;
and Stevenson used only the latter.
k

seemed to attribute a substantial amount of motion to
objects

t

That the older

wh~n

motion cues were used . may support

Friedman and Stevenson's suggestion that once
are learned, they assume the same power in
a reading of movement as do action pose kinds of

...
Comparisons with the Satterthwaite study (1965) must be
conservative.

Satterthwaite was concerned with the quality

and degree (i.e., smoothness, speed and distance) of motion as
by college students.

Although some similarities seem

between the studies--rounded objects were generally
seen more often as moving than were angular ones, active and
geometric figures seemed to have similar amounts of
information, and the running figure was always more
I'

potent than the standing figure--tests.for simple effects were
beyond the scope of either study.
The facts which do seem to emerge clearly from this study
are that the active human postural figure was understood by the
77 7).

Children in this study, regardless of their age group, as moving
With or without the addition of motion cues, and that once the

482

children left th e p r e -operational stage of de

ve1

apparently had the ability to "read" the
used in this study.

The implication for

general and for those interested in illustrating
young childre n in particular seems clea r.
between children's abi lity to und erstand implied
.at their respective stages of development ought to
into ac count when producing pictorial materials .

Suggestion s for Fur t her Research
Other selected mot i on cues .

Only

cues were selected for this study, and one of them- was apparently mo r e

a~biguous

cause it was poo rl y d rawn.

~

than the
study using addit ional

cues , or var iatio ns of th e cues
coul d be developed.

u~ed

i n the present s

The relative power· of

diff erent~

el icit motion in terpretations
could b e exp lor ed.

Contextu al c l ues .

All of the pictures used in the

study were essential l y context- fr .e e and in tha.t se.1se w
realistic .

It would be i nteresting to fur ther te s t

and Friedman's

h~ po thesis--that

pictor ial cues with

very similar to structures in the three -dime nsional
be e asy to i nterpr et , but that pictor ial cues less th a n
morph ic with r eality would be more diff ic ult to interpret
using more l ife lik e pictures and settings than
current study.

For ex ampl e , Figure

6 shows a boy

!'"

.,

·~·

Figure 6.

Illustration of Robert Mc Closkey 's
cartoon technique. Note the artis t ' s
us e of fl ow line s . From Make Hay for
Ducklings , by Robert Mccloskey, copyright (c)
1948. By permission of the Viking Press , Inc.

in

st
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Most readers would agree that he and h is bicycle
to be in motion.

The illustrator, Robert McCloskeyr

vided many motion cues.,

Although the cartoon techn

eluding the use of flow lines, is an abstraction
there are enough lifelike cues such as the boy's
the bicycle, his tie, shirt-tail, and hair
that most readers would acknowledge that
cycle are "moving."

One could, however, manipulate t

ing, maintaining some contextual clues
Hould some readers, for example, think tha t the boy a
bicycle (i n Figure 14) were moving if the boy were dr
erect, his back perpendicular to the ground, his
pedals?

Would this be the contextual equiva len t

figure in the current study?
In the current study, .., in the absence of contextua
it appeared that pre- schoolers ignored, for example ,
line motion cue.

Would a young child be more likely

a flow line if it helped him to interpret the
a specific context?
~f

Imagine a drawing of a boy

climbing a flagpole.

Mig h t the placement of

or below the boy be used to i ndicate if
down the pole, and would young children use
the direction of motion?

Experiments 9ould

these and similar questions.

Satterthwaite follow-up.

Satterthwaite explored se

ideas which the current study did not .

It would be inte

to submit to a more rigorous statistical treatment ques

rcei ved tense . (e.g. , in the presence. of different cues,
e s of greater length 6r thickness, does an object appear
already in motion, or about to stop?);
a n object in the presence of one implied
cue appear to be moving faster than the same object in
implied motion cue?); o r quality of
(e.g., which motion cues are best used to indicate erratic
; fluid motion?) .

of artists.
what kinds of

It

w~uld

be interesting to survey artists

~ssumptions,

if any, they make about

·'' '

pictorial literacy, and to ascertain what techniques
use under what conditions to imply motion.

They might

attempt to adapt their techniques to various
I

they would modify their style if it were demon-

I

I•

of readers responded in different ways to
survey instrumen t could be designed to learn
re about the community of children's book illustrators, and

....

ese and other questions could be asked to learn more about
and attitudes of this group of "message designers."

,,

,..,.
,.··,
I .

I·
I
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Sununary ·
This study reports an investigation of how chil
different stages of development understand
The function of these cues is to represent
media (i.e., children's books, textbooks, magazines
papers) .

I

The implied motion cues selected for this

the flow line, the vibration mark, and the blur.
Problem
Prior research was examined which had shown
encoded messages communicate in a manner similar
encoded ones .

How well a person understands the

verbal symbols of a language- and
arrangement is a measure of one's verbal literacy;
a person understands a language- composed of visual
their spatial arrangeme nt can be said to be
v isual literacy .

The present study was interested in

might be called pictorial literacy
respect to a particular element of pictorial communicati
namely, implied motion cues .
People are not born literate .

Through a combinati

fac;tors, including development, genera~ experience, and
education, people eventually iearn to decode written and
messages .

Extrapolating from Piaget's theory

development, it was suggested that a parallel
the develo pment of spoken language-symbol systems and the
development of other-symbol systems, specifically, pictor

i"
I,
I•:

According to this view graphic conventions

I'

r
I ,

h as flow lines and vibration marks used by artists to
ict motion would have little or no meaning to prerational (pre-school) children, but that an action pose,

I
I •

ing more like real human posture, would be a symbol within

I '
~, ' "
C

grasp of understanding of children within this group.

By

l:

beginning of Piaget's concrete operations stage, about
~en

years of age, most children whould be capable of under-

anding arbitrary graphic signs, and by age eleven virtually
should be capable.
''

It was further suggested that the kind of object upon
motion cue is said to act might a lso affect perception
Human figures, for example, are more likely to

i'

in mo t ion than are geometric shapes such as
circles.

I.

It was specu l ated that an inherent motion

1·

also be said to reside within an object, such that

I

I•

to be more active or more static--e.g., running
figures, e lli pses and rectangles may be s ee n as more active
standing figures, circles or squares.
Three questions were posed.
1.

Do children as they grow older att e nd to flow lines,
marks, and blurs and do they read them as motion

2.

Is

on~

I ;

selected implied motion cue perceived more

containing motion information than is another selected
implied motion cue by children as they advanc e from the preOperational stage to the concrete operations stage?

488

Do certain inherent characteristics of

3.

objects being acted upon differentially affect

t~

power of selected implied motion cues as reported
as they mature from the pre-operational
stage?
Methodology
Subjects.
four year

olds~

Ninety primarily
seven year olds, and

selected arbitrarily from schools in
Procedures.

An experimental study was conduct

attempt to determine how children at
development perceived implied motion
a variety of objects.

Each subject was shown the s

pictures which were · arranged in dif fere·n t random
child.

••

There were three

k.:inds ~ of

objects--human

angular geometric, and rounded geometric--each with an
active and static dimension.

Each of these pictures a

with one of three motion cues and alone.

The number o

of the picture types identified as moving by
determined.

An age group x kind of object x

x implied motion cue repeated measures
was used to evaluate the data.
Results and Conclusion
All main effects and all interactions were
The four-way interaction,

~(12,

522)

=

3.07, E

· illustrated and used as the basis for presenting the
The data seemed to show clearly that the active

1 figure was understood by all children in the study
without the presence of motion cues.

The

rational children appeared to attend to only the kind .

Ject, the action pose being the only object type for
significant movement was reported.
for this group.

Motion cues seemed

The older groups both

ted apparently similar motion increases for all object
5

,

and activity states when motion cues were added--except

the active human figure remained consistently high.

r:

It

no t determined whether any motion cue was significantly
effective than any .other, although the blur appeared to
somewhat weaker motion signifier in this study.

This

lt may have been due to the blur's being rather poorly drawn.

..

It was concluded that once children leave the pre-

I

I·

stage th ey apparently have the ability to "read "
mo tion cues used in this study.

":,

1... '

The implication

i
I

designers is that this differential ability
taken into account when producing pictorial

'

.~

i

terials for children.

I.

. I

1.·
,.' •'
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APPENDIX

Raw Data
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ABSTRACT
The study was designed to investigate the effects of carb
on. female and male college student comprehension and evaluation
Subjects were assigned to one of five treatment groups
text, (2) printed text with cartoons, (3) audio-visual
onlY. presentation, and (5) visual only presentation • . Fol lowing
informative presentation, each subject completed
test and measures of self-reported enjoyment and helpfulness.
indicated that there were no significant differences between
text, the cartoon text, and the audio-visual presentation in terms
comprehension scores.

The cartoon text was perceived as
...

enjoyable than any other presentation mode.

There was a

interaction between sex and presentation mode with males
lower on comprehension in the cartoon text conditi on.

Illustrations on the Comprehension .
and Evaluation of Information Presented in the
Print and Audio Mode
,.,

...,,.

use of visual humor in the form of cartoon illustrations is a
characteristic in many college textbooks (see for example
alph,

&

Wiksell, 1962; Rein, 1972; and Larson, 1979), and the use

on humor as an instructional technique in the classroom has also
fven considerable attention (see Adams, 1974; Brooke, 1973-74;
973; and Miner, 1969).

The focus of this attention, however, has

y been motivational in its orientation with little evidence advanced
effects on learning as a result of the use of the
Studies have, in fact, found that the use pf humor in most
xts does not result in information gains (Gruner, 1976, pp. 301-304) . ·

In a recent discussion of cartoon humor in magazines, John Peter (1978),
publi cations consultant and past art director for McCall's, advanced four
the use of cartoons:

(1) high readership, (2) enjoyment,

the visual element, and (4) provides an identity for the
In his

discussi~n

of these advantages, Peters makes specific

the effect of cartoons on reader abilities to remember the
tent of cartoons, thus suggesting a learning effect.

...

The present study was designed to investigate the effect of cartoon
the comprehension and evaluation of information presented
in combin.ations of the print, audio, and visual mode.

..
I:·

Though there has been a significant a·mount of research investigating the
effect of presentation mode on learning, no clear conclusions can be stated
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based on the research fi nd ings (see Hsia, 1971, and Dwyer, l97S
of the theory and research) .

One possible r eason for the lack

and interpretable results is that such a wide
are used.

A primary function of cueing is to ensure that the 1

instructional stimul i are attended in such a way that they can
stored in memory and recalled at a later time (see Dwyer, 1978,
for a review of the theory and research on cueing) .
Cartoons serve a cueing function, but little research
the use of cartoons as a means of facilitating learning.

(1958) used cartoons and humorous auditory material in a
to teach phonetic alphabet symbols .

The introduction of

auditory humor resulted in decreased learning.
The use of cartoons in a slide-tape presentation
Popham (1965) and Popham (1969).

Measures of both comprehension

reactions were included in the studies, and no comprehension diffe
found between presentations with cartoons
the second study, affective reactions did favor the cartoon presen
Kauffman & Dwyer (1974) studied the use of cartoons and photo
in-service training.

Cartoons were more effective than

in facilitating both immediate and delayed retention of
addition, a majority of the subjects indicated that they learned
the cartoon presentation and

wo~ld

prefer to receive cartoon illust

instruction rather than photographic illustrated instructi on.
Using a prograrrrned i 11~ true ti ona 1 package with one version c:onta
cartoon supplements, Freisinger (1976) found no differences on ei~
performance or affective responses to the subject matter or presenta
format .

ffect of the sex of the learner has been almost totally neglected
of the relationship between presentation mede and learning.

In

tudY which used high school or adult subjects and focused on the
sex, Dwyer (1971) found no differences in learning from several
visual

presenta~ions.

present study attempted to investigate (l) the effect on the
sion and evaluation of information presented in several combinations
visual formats,

(2) the effect of the sex of the learner

and evaluation of information presented in several
tions of print, audio, and visual formats, and (3) any interactions
n presentation mode and sex of the learner.
,·

METHOD
Subjects.
tions

..
I•"

Subjects were 150 student volunteers enrolled in several

of bas ic communications classes as Virgini a Polytechnic Institute
Half the subjects were female, and half were male.

'le no coursework credit was given for participation in the study, the

'

ents were told that if their final grade average in the course was
erline, they would be given the higher grade in the final averaging.
Materials. The materials developed for use in this study were (1) a
an audio recording of the basic text, (3) cartoons based on
and (4) slides of the cartoons.
A basic text,

11

The Library at Virginia Tech, was developed from
11

mformation available in the library as well as with the aid of several
lembers of the library staff. The text described four keys helpful in
unlocking t he resources of the 1i brary .
An audio cassette recording was made of a female

read~ng

..

the basic text.
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No attempt was made to provide vocal variety in the recorded
than that normally associated with a person reading
aloud.
A series of forty-three cartoons was created and drawn

b~

whose cartoons appeared in each issue of the campus newspaper.
which featured characters from one of his regular strips, were c
. specifically for this study to accompany the content of the basi
Black-and-white slides were made from each
Treatments.

Subjects received one of five experimental

first treatment was a simple printed copy of the basic text.
looked

~ike

a handout one might receive in a class

library (see Appendix c for some sample pages).
double-spaced pages, and there were no visuals or
cues about changes in the subject content.
The second treatment was a booklet which combined the
the forty-three cartoons (see Appendix C for some sample pages).
booklet was eighteen pages in length.
The third treatment was an audio-visual presentation
the audio recording of the text cued to the slides of the cartoons.
presentation was presented by means of a slide projector connected
cassette recorder .
The fourth treatment was the audio recording
treatment was the slide presentation alone.
Dependent Variables.

There were three dependent variables int

A 25-item multiple-choice comprehension test over the
text was developed to measure subject comprehension.

pairs were used to measure affective responses to
Factor analysis suggested that there were two well defined
then used as separate affective measures . One factor,
spa per.

yment, 11 contained six adjective pairs (exciti ng/boring, interesting/

.

r.o .. ·

us/serious, enjoyable/unenjoyable, · happy/~ad, and unusual / ordinary ).

•··..."

factor, 1.1Helpfulness, 11 contained three adjective pairs (helpful/
informative/uninformative, and worthwhi le/worthless) .
Subjects were randomly assigned to treatments with equal

~ ntal

text.

·-.""
~.· .

male representation in each. treatment .

The presentations wer e

ing with order of presentation being randomly determi ned .
'
.•...

they were to read/watch/l i sten to an informative
and after the presentation.. they would be tested
Time was controlled so that all subjects were given
beginni ng of the presentation and the t ime at which

:he basic

Since those subjects reading the pri nted texts
their own pace, they were

~nstructed

'• '

.

to close their booklets when

1' ..

text once.

n which

[

A 2 x 5 multivariate analysis of variance was
connect

and the

;'

''.' "

with two levels of sex and five treatment levels; comprehension

variables.

..

"Enjoyment," and self-reported "Helpfulness" were the

....

Following significant multivariate tests, univariate

J .

were calculated, and following significant univariate tests,
·iables 1

comparisons using the Scheffe method were computed.
.05 level of significance was required for all tests, and the

'

is reported with each separate analysis .
statisti cal analyses were performed usinq programs from both
rr, !!.·al., 1976) and SPSS (Nie, et. al., 1975).

-

-
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RESULTS
The reliability of the comprehension test, determined
formula, was found to be 0.78.
The results of the factor analysis discussed
Appendix A.

One

~f

the ten bipolar items did not fall into

and was thus not used in any further statistical analysis.
The intercorrelations of the three dependent measures
Table 1.

Intercorrelations between Comprehension and Enjoyment , and

Enjoyment and Helpfulness were significant.

Comprehension and Helpfu

were not significantly related.
Table 1
Intercorrelations of Dependent Measures
Measure

Comprehension

Enjoyment

Comprehension

1.000

Enjoyment

0.276*

1.000

Helpfulness

0.086

·o. 338*

Helpfulnes s

l. 000

*1?..<. 01
Analysis of Variance.

The multivariate analysis of variance was

to determine the main effects of presentation mode and sex on the thr
dependent measures.

Univariate analysis of variance was used when the

multivariate analysis was significant, and when the univariate analsys
was significant, post hoc analysis of pairwise comparisons was perfo
using Scheffe.
The raw cell means on the three dependent measures are presented
Appendix B.

m

11

effect of sex was not significant.

The main effect of

tation mode was significant, multivariate £:.(12,365)=14.94, ..e_<,001.
ariate £:.ratios were computed to assess the individual significance of
three dependent measures.
ificant at .E_<.001:

All three of the univariate F ratios were

'

.~·

'

for Comprehension, £:.(4,149)=28.27; for Enjoyment,

•'

,149)=10.88; for Helpfulness, £.(4,149)=6.31.
"fiil ·,

The sex x presentation mode interaction was. significant.
effect was £.(12,365)=2.18, ..e_<.01.

~-·

The

!.'

Only one of the

for Comprehension, £:.(4 . 149)=4.49, was significant at
l
1..... ,..

'

Analysis.

The differences among means for the two dependent

..

...
I

ables with significant differences as computed using Scheffe are
ented in Tables 2 and 3.
The differences between the printed text, cartoon printed text, and
io-visual presentation were not significant for Comprehension.
t

The printed
I

and cartoon printed text means were significantly greater than the means

.,,

the audio and the visual presentations, and the means for the audio-visual

~

'·
•••

audio presentations were significantly greater than the mean for the

,.'·'

1 presentation .
On the Helpfulness measure, the differences between printed text, cartoon

tted text, audio-visual presentation, and audio presentation were not

~

I

ificantly different.

'I'

Self-reported Helpfulness was significantly lower

the visual presentation than on any other treatment condition.

,.

there were no signifJcant differences on the Enjoyment measure
~:

the Scheffe procedure, there were differences when using the
These differences are reported in Table 4.

The cartoon

nted text was perceived as significantly more enjoyable than the printed
t, the audio presentation, and the visual presentation.
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Table 2
Differences Among Means on Comprehension
Scheffe Procedure
Printed
Text
Printed
Text
Cartoon
Text
AudioVisual
Audio
Only
Visual
Only

87.9

Cartoon
Text
2.6

85.3

AudioVisual

Audio
Only

7.9

11. 9**

5.3

9 . 3*

80.0

4.0

76.0

12. 8**

63 .2

*.E. <. 05
**.E.<. 01

Table 2
Di fferences Amo ng Means on Helpfulness
Scheffe Procedure
Audio
Only
Audio
Only
Cartoon
Text
AudioVisual
Printed
Text
Visual
Only

Cartoon
Text

AuQioVisual

Printed
Text

Visual
Only

11 . 3

0. 8

0.8

0.9

2.9**

10.5

---

0. 0

0. l

2. 1*

0. 1

2. 1*

10.5
10.4

2.0*

8.4

*.E. <. 05
**.E.<, 01

Following the significant Sex x Presentation Mode interaction, the
t-test was used for individual compari sons between the

~eans.

ion is plated in Figure 1.
Comprehension
"e
Jdio-

antly higher than males (X=79.200) in the Cartoon Text

Audio
On7y

isuaJ
.• 9

1

.11,

df~28,

£.<.01).

In one other treatment condition, Visual

prehension scores (X=66.667) were significantly higher than

11.9**

•3

On comprehension, females (X=91 .467)

scores (X=59.733) with t=-2.09, df=28, £.< .05 .

9.3*

Table 4
Differences Among Means ·on Enjoyment
Tukey LSD Procedure

4.0

---

Cartoon
Text

i

9.3

Visual
Only

AudioVisual

Printed
Text

1.3

1.5*

1.8**

4.3**

0.2

0.5

3.0

8.0

0.3

7.8

..

Audio
Only

2.8
2.5

7.5
le1pfu1ness

5.0

oa7

Printed

Vi £<.05

Text

Oni*.E..<:01

0.9

2.
DISCUSSION

o. 7

2.

o. 1

---

' .

'·

imary importance was the finding ·that there were no significant
s between the printed text, the cartoon text, and the audio-visual

2. ion in terms of the comprehension of the content.

This result

.

mto lend support to . studies such as Van Mondfrans &Travers (1964)
~-------1 & Griffiths

,.

(1977) which have found that information can be just

Y Processed in one of several sensory modalities or combination
:ion Mode 1. nt eracti

ities .

ween the ~eans. T
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Additio·n all y, the two printed formats (without and with car
resulted in significantly better comprehension than either the a
the visual presentation, and the visual presentation
less comprehension than any other presentati on mode . The inabili
visual presentation should come as no surprise since
95%
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Figure ·1
Sex x Presentation Mode Interaction
essential information available in the other four presentation modes.
served mainly as a control group.
A lack of any relationship between the perceived helpfulness of a
presentation and actual comprehension was demonstrated by the lack of a
significant differences on self-reported Heipfulness in any condition
the visual presentation.

cartoon text was perceived as significantly more enjoyable than
presentation mode.

Thi.s result does not support Freisinger's (1976)
1:

,,

that the addition of a cartoon embellishment resulted in no affective

.

'I

ces. The difference between the two studies could come from a

t.

For one thing, the cartoons used in the present study
some degree "student tested" in that the characters were familiar
student population being studied since they appeared in a regular
strip in the student newspaper.

The nature of the cartoons used in

'.
'r. ..

:i {

isinger study were not specified.

'·
r

great interest was .the significant interaction between Sex and

~

''

'
c'.~ :·· .
Ju

tation Mode, accounted for by differences in comprehension scores.

;'

' .
·'···.
'

...

othesize that the males were distracted by the cartoons would go

,,,~~ .

nst a fairly stable body of research on distractability (see Halley,
for a review of some of this literature).

i~,·. '.

,.

·~::
:~:· ~

One possible explanation

h further exploration might be that the males were indeed not "distracted"
the .printed text, and as a result they missed visual
could have been used to recall specific information.
would account for their slightly better performance i n the audio-visual

...

ition since the slides of the cartoon were not spatially related to the
rmative presentation. When only one sensory modality was used, males
as females (printed text) or higher than females (audio and

des.

In summary and conclusion, the results of the present study would seem
~suggest that if comprehension is the only goal of instruction, the less

!Xi>ensive printed text is just as effective as the more expensive illustrated
text or audio-visual presentation.

If, however, there is a concern for
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I

. I

the student to enjoy the presentation while learning the
is some support for the value of the cartoon i l lustrated
equality of the printed text, cartoon illustrated text,
presentation would seem to make final choices largely a
preference and budget limitations.

,.
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APPENDIX A
Results of Factor Analysis

Factor I

Factor II

h2

ng/boring

.•842*

.156·

.73

ting/ dull

.853*

• 173

.76

.689*

-.301

.57

,•

,.

'·
~:.

:<·
··1.

..·'
!; '

:·";t

•856*

. 147

.75

.697*

.112

.50

.768*

t i ve/uninformative

1ving/uninvolving
portiona l contribution
cemnon variances

~

I
'<

;,I

..

;

.045

.907*

.83

-.045

.871*

.76

.233

•762*

.64

.

•591

.304

. 44

'

4. 128

2.447

....

.

:~

.60

-. 112

.

•'
.~··

L

"
'~

.,,

I

"

'

r'

The analysis was a principal components with varimax rotation. Each
tor was required to have at least two items loaded at .600 or ·above .
h no secondary loadings at .400 or above.

...

'•'
~

t

·'
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APPENDIX B
Cell Means

Female

Male

Printed Text

Comprehensi on
Enjoyment
Helpfulness

87.467
7.267
10.600

88.267
8.400
l 0. 134

Printed Cartoon
Text

Comprehension
Enjoyment
He 1pf u.l ness

91.467
9.200
10.867

79.200
9.467
10. 134

Audio- Visual
Presentation

Comprehension
Enjoyment
Helpfulness

79 •.467
8.000
10.r 333

80.533
8.000
10. 667

Aud io Only
Presentation

Comprehension
Enjoyment
Helpfulness

72.000
5. 333
11 .800

79.200
4. 600
10.733

Vi sua l Onl y
Presentation

Comprehens ion
Enjoyment
Helpfulness

59.7 33
6.667
7.733

66 . 667
8.333
9. 000

Comprehension
Enjoyment
Helpfulness

78. 187
7.293
10. 267

78 . 773
7.760
10 . 133

Column
Means

.;
.I

~

.•

APPENDIX C
Samples of the Printed Texts
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THE LIBRARY AT VIRGINIA TECH
The Newman Library at Virginia Tech is there to

8

the needs of the students and faculty by providing the
for the basic instruction and research
community.
To help you more effectively and efficiently
resources of the library, we would like to introduce yo
several valuable keys which can help unlock the
the library.

Ther e are four major keys we will

First is the key to knowing where to locate the
and periodicals you will need.
Second is the key known as the card catalog system.·
Third is the key known as the library classif icati~
systems.
Finally, there is the key to some rules and
which help to make the library
everyone e ls e .
Let• s begin with tha t first key--location of books a
periodi cals.
You should know that in addi tion to the main Newman
Library, there are two branch libraries with books and
other materials in specialized subject areas .

The books

and resource materials in branch libraries are for the
use of all students.
The Architecture Library is located in Cowgill Hall
and contains materials about architecture and visual arts.
All the books in the Architecture Library are catalogued
in the main library, but after the usual call number, you
will find the abbreviation ARCH.
You will find the Geology Library in Derring Hall.

NO

?

in this branch library is written on rock.

All

ks and learning resources located in the Geology

y are also catalogued in the main card catalog of the
Li brary, but after the call number you will find the
GEOL.
the books, of course, are located in the main
n Library, and we will focus most of our attention on

nq books and periodicals there.
In the main library there are three subject divisions:
i t ies , Social Science, and Science and Technology.
Humanities books and periodicals are located on the 1st
2nd floors of the Newman Libraryo
a nd periodicals

Here you will find

which provide you with information

t philosophy and religion, history, music, language and

r a ture, theatre, and communications.
Books about Van Gogh, Matisse,

Bach,~

Beethoven, McLuhan,

Kierkegaard will be found in the Humanities.
Did you know that the library receives newspapers from
und the world as well as from across the U.S. and the
:i f

onwealth of Virginia?

These newspapers are available

the Humanities Division of the 2nd floor.
in

)ks and
rhe

:or t he

Books and periodicals in Science and Technology are
the 3rd floor of Newman Library.

Here you will

d information about the natural sciences, medicinea agriture, technology, mathematics, and military science.
· s is the place to come if you need a solution to that
ossible equation, or have you ever thought of building
Ur own bridge?
The Social Science Division is 19cated on the 4th floor
contains books and periodicals about psychology, law,
ieography, anthropology, political science, sociology, business,
and education.
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The

Library
at

Virginia Teoh

is
and faculty by providing the tooll
basic instruction and
university community .
To help you more
we would like to introduc• you to
valua!Jla keys which can help unlod&
mysteries of the libra~·
major keys we will ta.lk a):>OUt.
First
locate the
need.
Second is
catalog sys tem.
Third is the
clas sification systems.
Finally, there is the key to
and services which help to make ttl•
a better place for you and ever Yo"'

Let's begin with that first key--the location of
books and periodicals.
You shouid know that in addition to the lllain Newman
Library, there are two branch libraries with books and
other materials in specialized subject areas. The books
and resource materials in branch libraries are for the
use of all students.

..

I,

,··

r·
,1••

,
The Architecture Library ia located in Cowgill Hall
and containa materials about architecture and visual arts.
All the books in the Architecture Library are catalogued
in the main library, but after the usual call number, you
will find the abbreviation ARCH.

Ii

,·.'
•..'·
'.•

..

.'• '
3

•j,'

.'

You will find the Geology Library in
Derring Hall. Not everything in this branch
library is written on rock. All the books
and learning resources located in the Geoloqy
Library are also catalogued in the main card
catalog of the Newman Library , but after the
call number you will find the abbreviation

:,

GEOL.

Moat of the books, of course, are located in the main
Newman Library, and we will focua most of our attention on
findinq books and periodical.a there.
In the main library there are three subject divisions:
Humanities, Social Science, and Science and Technoloqy.
Humanities books and periodicals are
located on the lat and 2nd floors of the
Newman Library. Here you will find books
and periodicals which provide you with
information about philosophy and religion,
history , music, lanquages and literature,
theatre, and communications.
Books about Van Gogh, Matisse, Bach,
Beethoven, McLuhan, and Kierkegaard will
be found in the HWllanities.

'•
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Did you know that the library receives newspapers
from around the world as well as from across the U. S.
and the Commonwealth of Virginia?

These newspapers

are available in the Humanities Division on the 2nd
floor.

Books and periodicals in Science an 4
~rd floor of Newman Library.

located on the

will find information about the natural 8
agriculture , technology, mathematics,
This is the place to come if you need
impossible equation, or have you ever
your own bridge?

..

The Social Science Division is located on
and contains books and periodicals
geography, anthropology, political
business, and education.

Several other types of special materials are
located on the 4th floor along with the Social
Science Divi sion.
You will find most of the microforms (such
as microfilm, microfiche, and microcards) located
there.

There is also a map library.

',.

' ,.
' '

•

PART IV:
MEASUREMENT AND ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

'

..

~

•' '
:'..

'·
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.•

, specialists and instructional developers generally ask three
when the measurement of attitudes is promoted as a component of
tructional design process.
,,

are attitudes important in the teaching/learning process?
y is it important to measure attitudes?

..

are attitudes measured?

''

,t •

er will attempt to answer these questions.

i

f
.~

...
i

Part I.

~f

Importance of Attitudes and Attitude Measurement

..•.

the instructional developer designs a classroom activity there
'•.

be at least two categories of learning outcomes in mind--those
d toward cognitive goals, and those related to
~.

~he

attitudes of the

...

There is little need to discuss the rationale for the importance

formation acquisition by a learner as a result of instruction. The
for

est~blishing

attitudinal goals and for planning activities

d to produce affective outcomes in learners as a consequence of an
I

ctional sequence is a little more difficult to explain to many.

1,

r, it has become increasingly apparent to many involved in educa1 technology research that one of the major, unique consequences of
ted instruction is not directed toward knowledge gain.

:•·

Rather,

'
!'
;,

! '

from television, film and slides often produces certain
positions in students not necessarily found when media are
In a recent review of educational technology
rch it was found that when attitude hypotheses were tested, over

fty Percent of the time desired attitudinal positions or changes were
(Simonson, 1977; 1979a; 1979b).

I .

In other words, in about
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.

.

one half of the experiments reviewed, the attitude toward instructt
method or content area possessed by students were either fav orable

•

changed in a desired direction, after instruction that was delive
primarily by media.
Sti 11 , the i nstructiona 1 deve 1oper may say, "So what, the purp
instruction is to promote the acquisition 'of knowledge and skills

'

it doesn't make any difference if students like or dislike what they
learn, or how they are taught."
This

p~rsuasive

difficult to refute.

and prevalent, if narrow, argument is somewhat
The most powerful rationale for the

attitude positions in learners would be to demonstrate a direct rel at
ship between attitudes and achievement, or liking and learning. And
a matter of fact, numerous researchers have iderttified just such a
tionship {Simonson and Bullard, 1978; Simonson, 1977; Levy, 1973 ;
Fenneman, 1973; Perry and Kopperman, 1973; and Greenwald, 1966, 19&5,
example). However, most educational researchers are very
claim that there is any cause and effect linkage between these two
learner variables.
Probably the development of a positive attitude in learners shav
a

des~rable

end in itself. There are several reasons why atti t udes o

learners should be important.

First, most instructional developers

agree that there are cases when it is legitimate, and important, to
learners to accept the truth of certain ideas.
promote an attitudinal position.

In other words, to

Second, while the strength of the

relationship between attitudes and achievement is unclear, it ma kes
sense that students are more likely to remember information, seek new
ideas, and continue studying, when they react favorably to an instruct

ienc
ind·

it .

In

t

or "like" a certain content area. Third, there are some
'
es when influencing the attitudes of students is not desirable, so
tional developers should be aware of what techniques do affect
In this way possible bias can be recognized and eliminated .
attitudes toward instruction felt by learners can tell the developer a
skills ,

deal about the impact of that instruction on the learning process.
r words, we need to assess the opinions of our students toward the

tng activities we are subjecting them to, if for no other reason

omewhat

to improve the quality of our procedures.

Whatever the reason,

should be important considerations for the designer

Before attitudes can be measured,
.. we must identify
1973;

what this term means, and what contributes to addilearners.

Attitude has been a difficult concept to

fdeqaately define, primarily because i t has been defined by so many, but
ese two

tfao because of its many lay uses and connotations .

One of the earliest

proposed by Thomas and Znaniecki (1918).

A mental and neural state of readiness, organized through exper-

relopers

ience, exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the
individual's response to all objects and situations with which
ft is related (Thomas and Znaniecki, 1918).

In other words, while attitudes are latent and not directly observable
·ds, to
of the
t makes c

in themselves , they do act to organize, or to provide direction to,
aeti ons and behaviors that are observable.

Also, attitudes vary in

directi on, either positive or negative; in degree, the amount of positiveness or negativeness; and in intensity, the amount of corrmitment with
lfh1ch a position is held (Fleming and Levie, 1978).
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Additionally, attitudes have three components:

affective, c

and behavioral (Zimbardo and Ebbeson, 1970).
said to consist of a person's evaluation of,
response to some object or person. The cognitive component is con
tualized as a person 's beliefs about, or factual knowledge of, the
or person.

The behavioral component involves

directed toward the object or person.
Part II.

How Attitudes are Measured

Since attitudes are defined as latent, and not observable
selves, the instructional developer must identify some behavior that
seem to be representative of the attitude in quest ion, so that this
behavior might be measured.

This

c~aracteristic

of attitude measur

is justifiably the most criticized limitation of this
evaluati on.

However, without going into the question

validity of attitude measurement, there are several generally recogni
procedures used to determine an individual's or group's attitude toward
some object or person.

It is those procedures that are outlined below.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MEASUREMENT:

Before procedures for measuring atti
are discussed, there are several

characteristics of measurement, in general, that should be considered
order to determine if an evaluation technique is an effective one.
Basically, attitude measures should:
•be valid -- In other words, is the instrument appropriate for wha
needs to be measured?
• be reliable -- Does the measure yield consistent results?

be fairly simple to administer, explain, and understand -- Generally,
the measures that yield a single "score" of an attitude position
epitomize the intent of this characteristic, although the
single "score" may be deficient in meeting the intent of other
characteristics of good measurement .

.

w be replicable -- In other words, someone else should be able to use

/'

a measure on a different population, or in a different situation,
to measure the same attitude.

EGORIES OF ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT: Basically, there are four categories,
or approaches, for collecting attitude
These approaches are:
t

this
1

neasure

self-reports, where the members of a group report directly about

.

their own attitudes,
1

>ver-all

reports of others, where others report about the attitudes of a
person or group,

1

sociometric procedures , where members of a group report about their
atti tudes toward one another , and

1ed below.

• records, which are systematic accounts of regular occurrences, such
as attendance reports, sign-in sheets, l i brary check-out records,
and inventories.

ral

Vi thin each of these categori es there are one, or more, strategies for

one.

lleasuring attitude-related behaviors.

Most co11111only, attitude measurement

1s accomplished by one of the following techniques.
for what

t

•
•
t

•
•

questi onnaires
rating scales
interviews
written reports
observations
sociometrics
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PROCESS FOR ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT: Any attempt at measurement, i
evaluation of attitude, requi
systematic process be followed . Such procedures will not guarant
effective measurement, but they do increase the likelihood of this
considerably.

Generally, there are six steps to be foll owed duri ng

attitude measurement process.
1.

Identify Construct to be Measured - A learner could conceivably

attitude position toward any object, situation, or person. When i
tion is designed, those attitudes that are important to the learning
activity should be clearly identified and defined.

For example, if

developer of instruction wanted to ascertain the impact of a certain
of media on learners, the construct "attitude toward instruction by f
could have been an attitude outcome tbat was evaluated.
2.

Find an Existing Measure of the Construct - Once a

has been identified, the designer should attempt to locate
that will measure the relevant construct.

Generally, such

been tried out in other instructional situations and should includes
ment of reliability and validity.

Additionally, instructions for a

tration of the test selected should be included.

This will simpli fy

job of using the instrument for the instructional developer.
The most obvious disadvantage to us i ng a pre-prepared measure is
it may not be evaluating the specific attitude construct being studied.
Even if this is the case, it may sometimes be possible to extract
valuable informati on from an instrument designed to test an attitude
position similar to the one of specific interest.
There are a large number of sources for finding existing attitude
instruments.

Buras' Mental Measurements Yearbook is probably the most

Of equal value is Buros' Tests in Print.

Other reference

attitude tests_include the CSE Test Evaluation Series,
J

~asures

of Psychological Attitudes, Rosen's Attitudes Toward

School Ad"ustment, and Knapp's Omnibus of Measures Related to
•'' ~.

$ed Attitudes {see reference list for citations).
truct an Attitude Measure - Obviously, if no existing measure of

I•

,,

available the instructional developer will need

,....

test . This is probably the most difficult and time
ng step in the attitude measurement process.

~

'

~l

Often it is the most

'

'"

'{'

1. The test developer should apply a large degree of patience and

during these procedures.
the many types of attitude measurement possible {see above), one
that seems to possess most of the characteristics
good measure is the "Agreement, or Likert-type, Scale." This
nique uses statements about the attitude object that are either
rly favorab le or unfavorable.

Each subject responds to each test item

ing to his/her perceived attitude "intensity" toward the statement •
• students are asked to answer each test item on a five point scale

t has responses that vary in the degree of agreement to the statement
strongly disagree to strongly agree (see Figure 1}. One advantage
is the ease of scoring and summarizing the information
(For a complete listing of the steps necessary to construct an
act
t itude

rnent scale see Table l; for a more complete description of how various
designed see Henerson, 1978.}
When a test is constructed locally it is critical that reliability

~titude

Ind validity information be collected for the measure.

Of these two con-

(ie . appropriateness of instrument) is the most difficult
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to detennine.

Validity for a test depends on a number of factori

the type of test and its intended use.

Basically, there are

fou~

of validity.
• Construct validity (or the extent to which you
represents the attitude construct whose name appears in its
can be detennined by:
1. opinions of judges,
2.

correlations to other measures of the

3. measures of criterion group subjects (those who obv1
possess the construct), or
4.

appeals to logic.

• Content validity (or the representativeness of the sample of
questions included in the instrument) is usually detennined by
careful analysis of the items in the test.

There is no simple

process to detennine content validity other than a close, though
examination of-each item separately, and all items together.
• Concurrent validity (or the agreement of a test with a

par~llel

of the test on the same topi c that was administered at approxima
the same time) is determined by correlating the results of two
parallel measures of the attitude.

This correlation

reported as an index of concurrent validity.
• Predictive validity (or how well a measure will
behavior) is determined by comparing results of an attitude test
to some measure of behavior given at some point in the future.
Again, this type of validity is usually expressed by a correlatiOfl
coefficient found by comparing results of the two measures.

t
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sly, detennining validity is not a simple task.

However, every

onal developer who constructs a test of any type should be acutely

t the need to develop valid instruments. Since there is no single
'Ou can be sure

d method for determining validity, the test originator should use
constructing, administering and interpreting tests, and their ·
is. Finally , these precautions should be described to, and for, the

of the test data.
s (those who

0

ually less difficult to detennine than validity.

There are several

of detenni ning reliability that can be easily used by the attitude
developer.

The "Test-Retest" method involves the. re-administration

instrument to the target group and correlating the results.
1lly

determined

an arbritrary division

of~ the

The

instrument into

-alves. Results from each half are correlated and reported as a
"Alternate-Fenn" reliability involves the
i tems together.

lation of the results of two parallel forms of tests of the same
Each subject takes each fonn and the resulting

s te red at appr .

ie results of
~ 1ation

coeffic

lation is reported as a reliability estimate.
Each of these techniques will yield a score from 0.00 to 1.00.
r the number, the more reliable the test.

Generally speaking,

1ability coefficients above .70 are considered respectable.
.90 are not unconmon for standardized attitude tests.
fan attitude

by

a correla

two measures.

Scores

As with

Hdity, the results of reliability estimation should be reported to the
COnsumer of you r testing acti vities.

sed

The

{For more information on validity

reliability estimation see Anastasi, 1968; Cronbach, 1970; Fitz-Gibbon,
918; ·Henerson, 1978; or Talmage, 1976).

4. fQnduct a Pilot Study - While it is possible to obtain validity and
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reliability data during the actual testing portion of the instru
activity, it is much more logical to at least try out attitude i
before they are formally used.

This should be done in order to

appropriate data, but also to uncover minor, but troublesome , admt
tive problems, such as misspellings, poor wording, or confusing di
5.

Revise Tests for Actual Use - Results of pilot testing should

to revise, or "polish," attitude instruments.

Once

eliminated the measure is ready to be used with its intended target
6.

Su111narize, Analyze, and Display Results - When testing 1s compl

resulting data must be interpreted.

Generally, attitude test resul

should be handled similarly to any other test information.
numerical data is easier to manipulate than verbal informati on . Wh1
attitude responses have been collected,
.. it is important to surrmarize,
analyze and display the results in such a manner that they are easil
and quickly ·understood by others.

For example, raw data should be

col l ected and recorded on some type of sunmary sheet.
sheet is often used when data is to be hand scored (see Figure 2).
data i s to be machine scored it should be recorded on the familiar 80
column coding sheet.

This sheet corresponds to the standard 80 colunn

computer card . . An even simpler technique for coding data is to have
students respond to attitude test items on a "mark-sense'' (optical
scoring) sheet. When this type of scoring sheet is used,
can be easily accessed for computerized statistical analysis without
need for intermediate coding steps (see Henerson, 1978).
After data has been collected and coded it should be analyzed. Mos
researchers consider "Agreement Scale" data to be "Ordinal-Scale"
(Ferguson, 1971), so it can by analyzed using standard tests of descr1

ortion of th

.
e l1J
t try out att;tu

However, data about instructional mode or content area is

re done ;n Order

1

but troubl esome
j.
l ng, or confus;

'

t

•Hot test lng
. Sh

Once the "b ugs"
1 •t
1 s 1ntended t
then testing

In

did the class change in average "Attitude Toward India" after
film? Did they react favorably to "Film as a Method of

on as compared to Lecture?" Often merely "eyeball ing 11 average

"change scores" will be helpful in analyzing data and in interthe impact of mediated instruction on attitudes.

laying data is another .effective method of analyzing it for the

.' . "...

. Charts, graphs, & bar diagrams are examples of data displ_ay

attt tude test
1formation.

if it is merely averaged and compared to other averages.

ues that are useful in assisting in the understanding of what test

Obvf

indicate. Whatever the process, the developer of

•a7 information.

a~

attitude test

decipher the results of the measure, and

Portant to su11111a

lain those conclusions and implications to the bconsumer of the data.
that they
. are e
fmes this may mean that the developer will have to apply a consider·aw data should
~ ~mount of subjective interpretation to data. This is not necessarily
eet. A "qu.l ck-t
Naturally, the more that opinions can be based on, or replaced by,
:1 (see Figure 2),
, the more powerfu 1 cone 1us ions wi 11 be. {See Figure 3 for examp 1es
I on the f am; Har
ta display techniques.)

.·

e standard 80 co

Conclusion

ig data is to ha
·sense" (opt1ca1

used, the ra

analysis
1

78).

.

Obviously, attitude measurement is only one of many evaluation techniques
.
w the instructional developer to consider for use. However, since

Wlthout itudes are "predispositions to respond" they would seem to be related, in

manner and degree, to what happens to, and in, a learner during the
d be analyzed.

·dtna 1-Sca 1e"
d tests of desc

structional process.

Admittedly. there are many possible deficiencies in

measurement techniques described.

Attitude measurement is certainly

t as refined as anyone would like. That does not mean that understanding
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the impact this construct has on the learning process is not
order to facilitate a more complete understanding of teaching
the instructional developer should collect as much relevant da
that process as is possible. Attitudes and attitude measur
critical component of that understanding.
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\h·rc you to l.'akulat•· the awra)!•' n·spon\o:, y1111 would obtain 3.07.
dnw to "um'l·rtain." Since 20 pcupk l.'11<·..:kcd ''strongly disagn•c" and
24 ... 11,•,·kcd "str•IO!!I)· agree," it would l' 1•rt;ii 11I~ (>,· miskadin)! to l'l'purt
only that the averaj!e rcspons•• wa\ 3.07. " un n: rtain .. ! The l>imoclal
d1;ira,·ter of lhl' Tl'SpOllsl!S 11 uufd ha\l' Ill hl' n•p111ll.'d.

I· x:111111k. 01 till' 5011 Cjlh''i lt1llt1.iil•'\ 111:11kd to th1· p;m•nt,. ~~ ~ \\Tri.'
n·t111n1·1I. ·1 h•· lolluwmr pr1•s•·111' th•· 1111111lw1s .111.J r•·r····ntaf"' 111" r,•.
~punsi.·s ill' Ill hr 11<·111 :

I.

2.

ll,1vt· y11u ht•t•n ~ j vc·n .in
<·xpl a n:lt Ion nf why 11u1st
clnNses at Bchool rnn~lst
of mnrt.• than one gr:tct(·
ll'V<'I?

/\re yuu in fav or n{ \' l ass ronrn r.rnuptni:s thnt c-nni;lst
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If y11u have used a que~lionnain:. yo11 llli!!hl wish lo display the result~ 0 11
Ill<' quc·x1i11111111ir<' itsd/ Civen sufficient space on :1 blank questionnaire.
you could rrcord the number uf pcn.:entagc of each response option

Yes

0

Did you attend the open house?

D

200

100

(677.)

(337.)

0

Did you attend the back-to-school
night?

No

151
(50%)

D

149
(507.)

V'I

I-

-'

:::>

V'I

w

strongly
disagree

0:::
~

w
I......

l.

l

I

2.

l

>-

'°
I

~

w

I-

......

3.

l think my teacher likes
me.

~ .

I get along with my
classmates.

agr~

l-+---+---+--1

like school a lot .

like school better
this year than last year.

s trnnn l y

----~- 1

..

<..!)

z
......

>-'
0..

c:(

V'I

......
Cl

l.

I like school a l o t .

strongly
strongl y
disagree
ag r ee
l --+-+-i~i-..-1

I like school be t ter

-+--<i:+--+--l

this year than last year.
).

l t hink my t eacher likes
me .

4.

I get along with my
classmates .
Program X Group ~~~
Program Y Group-·-----

The Agreement Scale
The 11ir>re <:0111111011 agreement scale also <.:onsists ui' a series uf attitude
)latcrnc11ls. Unlike the or<lcre<l scali:, however. these sentences <lo not
represent i•.ra<lations of the attitude. They embody extreme statements.
eilher clearly favorable or dearly unfavorable. The agreement scale
achieves a wide range of scores hy having respondents report the i11te11Sity
or an altitude. This is a<.:<.:Omplished by prm·i<ling gradations within the
response alternatives. The respondents are asked to indicate their agreement with each statement un a S-poii1t scale:

SA
strongly
agree

A
agree

u
undedtk<l

SD

D
dis;1gree

strongly
disagree
·,
·!''

:~

.

This question format is a familiar one that <.:an be found in a variety of
measures, not just attitude rating scale~. It is a popular multiple-choice
format that is fre4uent ly used in the construction or many types of
altitude 4ueslionnaircs.
Ste1>s for Constructing :ind Using an Agreement Scale
I. Ac1.:11111ulate a large 1111111h,·r of dearly favorable or de;irly 11nfovorahle

statements ahoul the attitude you wish to measu re (approximately
60). As with the statements for the ordered s1.:ale, a good soun:e might
_ _ _ _he pro:;p~-~-~ive respondents.

I ~.

'''
r··.
,

.~.

' -

. !~ ' '

.., Ask a pi/r•f group (50 or niorL') to .respond to these statements. Tlw
pilot group should l..'linsist of people who :m• (a) similar to lhl' J'('• •pl..:
whose atti tudes you wish to 11\1.'asun.'. and (h) likely '10 expre~, the
whole range of attitud~·s you wish the instrument to detect.
3. Score responses hy assigning them from one to five points· fi h' for
most favorable. one for least fayorahle. This. of course, meam responses will be scon~,d differi:ntly depending on whether tlw state111en1
reflects a negative or positiv.: attitude .

• .·

·,

l',ampll', S<·orinµ ki:y fur two ill'lllS 11\\'aSurini; attj\Udl' h>wa rd , l111"i
School is a wasti: 111' tin11:.

SA
('

I

t\ LI I) SD
2 3 4 5,

.,

Sl'l1 nol ti:aclws you thin~~
that hdp in ~i:ttin~ a .l· >b .

Si\
5

\

4

F I> SIJ
3 2 I

Nuti: that thi: hii!lt<'SI ratinµ (Sl ror farnrabflo attitudi: luward \.huol
may l>I.' i;iH·n t<> st r 1>n~ly disa~ri:i: <SOl nr to strongly aµrl.'i: 1 SAi
Ji:pi:ntlinµ on lll'W th.: it<'lll is wurdi:d.

'
1.

!.;

4. Compute a score for each respondent by totaling the points corresponding to his or her responses.
5. Identify high scml'IS (top ~S'ft.) am! low scorers (lowest 25 '1~) (i. Analy1e cad1 statement according to how high and low scorer; responded to it. The method for <1c<.:0111plishing this step, called " item
-analysis." is discussed he low.
7. Retain those items (approximately 20) which provid..:d !-!ood disc ·iminatinn between hiµh and low scorers,
8. Construct the questionnaire by listing the retained statcmcn: , in
random order.
9. A<lrninistcr the instrument.
10. Compute a score for ead1 rl'~p. 111c.lent hy totaling the sco1,., . r·?·
spondi11: •· • '''' 01 I :• 1.".;' . n ,,·~ .
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Tit.: ordncd s..:;1 lc c1111sisb or a «olk..:tio11 of statl'nlcnt~ th.11 l'\;-'ft'S\ .I
1:111gl' ,1f 11pi11ions :ihout a11 ;1ttill1lk ohjt·t:t :

•
·•
•
•
•
•

Sd1nol k:iches you things that lil•lp i11 gl'tling ajoh.
~l11st te:ichcrs del'ply care ;ilh>ut their students.
Surnetimcs sdhHil .:;in he interesting.
S..:hool is really :1 hlhl'.
Tlwrc arc tno 111:iny rules :ii ~cho1 il.
School is the most v:ilu:ihlc w:1y I ~:in spend 111y 1ime.

l3d<>1\' indusion on thl' mcasurl.'. the~e st~tcmcnts arc a~~i>.:.ll«u . ··,
..
~
va l uc along :in attitud.: i.:on ti nu11111 by a panel of judges. An 111'trlli:::?n <1>
then t:llnstrn..:tcd whkh prl'Sl'nts tile statements in r:inJ,>m ordt•r \'.!: h1;u :
inJi..:ating their scak• · \ allll'S. The rl'SpPmlcnts arl' askt•d to ..:hl·,·).; :l:o~~
stat<:111~·11ts with whkh th ..·~ agrct'. Only npi11io11 · st1111·111c111~ :ire :1seJ.
Fr'.Ututl :'1a~c111eias arl.' nut ind11tkd in tilh kind 11f lllt'asurc. ~in,·.: ;·.-.,pk
w1tl1 d1tf.:nng attitudes .:ould agr~t' tu a ~t.it ..·111cnt of r:i,·t. \"otc t!:Jt ti·.:
l'l'Spn11dents :ire asked t11 ~el.:.:t only Illus,• ift'll l' wit/J ll'/Jic/11/in ul{r., , :.in I
to reject all others.
· ·
u

..

c::

0

Vl

s..
Q)

' " '' '

c::

Q)

-

:c

Steps For Constructing and Using an Orden·d Scale
I. Acrn111ul:ik :i large 11111nhcr of stall'111c11ts ahoul tl1e attitudl' .)·•jt: ,t
(:ipprll\i111a1cly I 00). ;\ !!•H>d '>llUl(l' r11r thr·:l' ~ taklllt'lll \ 111i;' : ;, ..
i11krvil'WS of prospt•,·ti\'l' 1t•spontk11t~. Makt· \Ull' th:it th« sUL'"".'11 · ,
1eprcscnt a wide ralll!C 11f opinion. i11dudi11g 11HHk·rak <lilt!\ .
.., Place each state111ent 11n a separak pil'l't' of paflt'L
Sclt:..:t a j!roup of j 1 1d~\.' S (p1l·kraf'.!y .lD m 111•>1'« P'-'c>pk li~:c !11<.'
pr11>pt't'tiVt' re\p!H\lk11t -;I :111ll ;l\k t•ad1 •llll' 111 SO il 11i .- 'l:l ll' lllt'll:., 1n1 ••
1 1 pik·s ranging f111m highly u11fav,11.1l1k t I I th r11ugh ll«Utr:i l I ol to1
high I~· favorable ( 11 l. Maki' rnre tlll' juJgcs 1111£/<'i'Stu11d tltut t/:.. y urL·
dussifl'i11g tlte statemc111s and 11ut imlicu1i11g tlir.:ir agrcc11:c111 . ·r di1·
agrL'l'lll<'llf

N

UJ
.....J

co
ct:
I-

witlt tlzu11.

4. Throw out statements that have bet:n placed in widdy differing piles.
These :ire ambiguous statements.
5. For eac h remai11111g statement. arrive al a scale value by computing the
ml·<lian or mean position of the :1ssi~n11ic111s by tbc judges.
(l. Sl·il'ct a set of stall'llle11ts (umkr 2.5 ) wlwsc scak values will give you a
sprl:'ad that ewnly covers the L'ontim1u1n from highly unfavorable to
highly fav11rabk.
7. (\111strnd the tiucstionnairc hy listing till' statl'lll~·nts in random order.
Do Jilli indicate scale v:.ilucs on thl' inst rumcn t.
8. Ad111inis1cr till' instru111c11t. iustrni.:ting respondents to indicate with
whkh stall'llWnts they agrl'C.
1> (\impuk a scmt· for cad1 rt:spnndcnt by finding the mean of the scale
vah1l'S or the st:1tt'llll'1Jts si:kt'lcd by that rcspnndl'llt.

Sll:p~

for Conslructing :1nJ U~ing a Sl·mantic Diffl'rl·ntial

l),•tl.'ltllinl' lhl• :111i1udl' ohjl·,·1b) y\\1111·1·;li 111 inwstij!ale.
~ s,·k.t :ipprnpri:1k adjl'l'liw p:ii1 ' (app1 ,,,i111a1l·ly 10). Y1111 111ay wish 111
- ,,·kd tr1.1111 the list pr1ll'ided al thl· cnJ of' thii; ch:1pll'I' or 1'10111
DiVcst:i's list if it suils y1111r students. Y11u may, 011 the uther hand.
wish to mak..: up your own list.
~ \\ 11 11· 1h..: :1tlit111k-oh.1l'CI wnrd or phra~,· al the lop of the page and
:•1.i.:1• the atljectivcs hc1wa1l1 11. II' y1HJ :irl' l'Xamining more than onl'
.itt11l1JC objec t. use lhe s:1111e adjl'l'li\'c ortkr for ead1 attitude obj,•ct.
:rnJ kecp the words in th..: same pu~ition. Providl' "random polarily."
Tlu s means lh:tt the adj..:ctiw pairs should 1111/ he listcd so that all
p11s1tiv•' n:spnnses fall on one sidl' anJ all ncj!ativc 11·sp1111si:' 1111· tlt1·
.1111,• r.

.. ·..

..

,,

I' .

..

How do you f,., J .1h1111t (•:1ch .,f these- suhfl'C"ts?
Pla<·t•
:in X on ''"<' of t ht· st•v<•r. I inl's bt'tWt!<'n c>ad1 p:i Ir.

ii,
' JU'

I

"

.·

(J~r..'

l:J.

h:t<I
I r I t •11d

II J

l \'

v.1111d

,.

1111( r I 1·ntllv

,:. .•...
.

r ,, i r

1111 ! "I r

..;our

SWttc.•t

.'

.

~.

,,r '

.,

~'

..

unfri<>111lly

frit-ndly
~ -t

' ' j ..

~nod

b.,d

fair

""C., l r

sour

swecr

I '.'

...
L...,

'·'

l 11

.,.l.
/ \·

.'S.

he
:J

to
/',

..'

.

.t lm.t ruct the respondents :1huut how anJ where tu mark their ratings .
Th,·y slwulJ hi.' instructed lo respond quil:kly and on till' hasis of their
lirst imprl'Ssions. You may t'inJ that S•lllll' pcuplc are not comfortahlc
r,-sp1111Jmg to a l·11nccpt (q~ .. physi.:al edul·ation, art) with scrniingly
111appropria11: :1dj.·ct ives (e.g .. ::.wel'l-S1lltr I. You will have to reassure
such p.:npk that this type of s.::1lc .:alls for impressions, nol studied
rl.'Spl111scs. If )'ll\I arc using thl· instrument with children. you would do
well to givl' them s11me pr:Klil'L' \\'ith othi:r l'OllL'epts (attitudl' ohjccls)
hcf111,· tlwy 111ak1• th..:ir ratings 1111 till' conrepts you wan·t to measure.

,..

'.c.'

.'

5 C'o111p11k a 1wrs1111's sL·orc by assig11i11g a·· 1" to 1L·~pon s1·~ imli ra ting the
most 11q~atiVl' ll'~Jllll!Sl'. a "7" tu the 111osl p11~i111·l· 1cspo11si:. a11d
\1111111g i11ll' Jllll'lli:1t1· re~p1111Sl'S f1om "2" 111 .. ,, .. ac,·,irding.ly. /\ per~on\
~l'llfC rm ally 0111• attitt11k ohjl'l't is !Ill' :1\'l"l:t)!C 11! r1'SJHlll~es t11 lhc
at t1t111k pairs.
If.o r,• :11c 11101e aJj..:ctiw pairs you might llSl' f11r c11nstn1rti11g Sl'111a11tk
1.ht fr1cnt1al rat i11g srales:

h

negative

positive

negative

positive

h1iri11g
1111111 forn1a t ivc

interesting
infonnativl.'
<.:!car
I l'ICV<Jlll
pr< 1found
object ivc
purpo::.dul
t1pl'll
1l'lax1•cl
I1;1 ppy

unhl•al thy
dull
ll'cak
unfair
J1rty
w11rt It less

health y
liwly
strong
fair
.:h:an
l'aluablc
llSl' ful
activc
dy11a1111c
11ii'11d Iy

<:ll 11fu ~ing

i1 rl•l..:vant
~u pnlil'ial

hiascJ ·
purpmelc~::.

dmcJ
tell~!.!

1111l1appv
:111g1y
llllcl

I

,dill

u~i:li:ss
11a~s i v1·
\ta lir
Ill r I Ill' IJc)) ~

Wl• •llJ'.

.•,.

•

ll j'.l 1I

wa1111
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Abstract

eds assessment is a fundamental part of evaluation, and yet
as rapidly in sophistication as other evaluation
This is largely due to the difficulty in measuri ng real
wants, interests, etc .

This paper discusses

i',

issues in needs assessment, and outlines some of
ntal questions that must be answered in order to design

i :.
'

d reliable needs assessment s t udy.
f~r

I

Emphasis is placed on

considering resources and constraints in designing a
,,

•.I

c approach to needs assessment.

.. .

.
'
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Needs assessment is a large class of activities that are aimed
at determining the needs that exist among a certain group of peopl e .
times these needs are obvious and readily observable; othertimes, thesa
needs are hidden and not perceivable without fine instrumentation.
assume, as I think we must, that all programs exist to serve
needs, then the importance of needs assessment can be seen.
needs assessment is the "front-end" of evaluation, and, as Michael
Scriven (1978) has said, "it puts the value in evaluation ."

Evaluation

completes the needs assessment by determining the extent to which needs
have been met by a program intended to meet those needs.
We know much more about evaluation than we do about
ment.

It is much easier to assess the effectiveness of a single progr am

than to probe the ill-defined realm of human needs.

Evaluation focuses

on a single object , while needs assessment focuses on assessing a virtually infinite domain of needs .

One of the factors that has led to

the relatively slow development of the technology of needs assessment
has been the fact that "needs" (real needs) are so difficult to measur e.
Like attitudes , motives, and personality traits, they are generally
hidden below the surface of everyday awareness.

It is rarely possible to

receive a reliable answer to the question : "What are your needs?"

~ost

frequently used methods of needs assessment use

es which ask that very question.

The problem is that few

aware of their real needs, or else real needs are confounded
1 biases.

'.! .
'•

the person who says he needs more money might

•,.

re money, or money might be a substitute for a lack of
(or some other internal need).

.

'

Of ten symptoms of needs are confused with real

'

....

11

:·.

Attempting to discriminate

ts, interests , needs, and other related characteristics

,\.

significant thorn in the side of needs assessors
When educators ask: "What courses do you need?" or
~1

s do you need to learn?", it is virtually impossible to

these felt needs from interests and wants.

As a result, and

that time and resources permit, conscientious needs
using unobtrusive measures of need, such as archival records,
people at work, performance tests, rather than using
exclusively .

The belief is that inferred needs are more

than self-reported needs.

"
''

However, as long as the limita-

. . ...

questionnaire, self-report methods are understood, there is
to
rnent

la using them as part of a needs assessment effort.
e rest of this paper will deal with some of the other critical
......

needs assessment which are integral to developing an valid and

ly

assessment instrumentation,

!'·

...: '

Bear in mind that there is

:'

"
method of needs assessment, and the correct method for
ssor must derive from actual information requirements.
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What type of needs are you interested in assessing?
Are there dificiencies in performance, skills,
tion?

It is vital that the needs assessor have some hypotheses con-

cerning the apparent nature of the need.

These hypotheses will dete

the· most appropriate methods of needs assessment.

If there is a per-

formance deficiency, it is important that performance be evaluated,
there is an "interest-need", then a questionnaire might be in order,
pothesizing about the presumed nature of the need makes it possible to
determine a strategy for assessing the need.

Without such hypotheses,

needs assessment would be like shooting in the dark.

What is the context of the need to be assessed?
Although we all try to be idealistic ~in needs assessment , and
as objective as possible, we must recognize the realities of the situation,

An educational organization is looking for needs that can be

addressed by educational means, and the needs assessor would not stay
employed long if he was not able to identify educational needs for
the organization.

We should also be aware of the political pressures

that may impact on the needs assessment process .
the organization?

Who is powerful in

Who should be involved in the needs assessment

From the earliest stages of needs assessment, the problems of implementation must be anticipated and addressed .

The context of needs

assessment s hould be carefully defined if the needs assessment results
are to have any impact at all.

You see, it is ridiculous to put much credence in
t ±on of a program that might have

~llegitimate

justification
~' I

Many programs , if adequately assessed in terms of
might never have seen the light of day.

"·,,

.··..,

per-

!'.,~ .

d.
'• ' '

er.
ble
e ses,

' ,,
I·'

;tofichael, "Needs Assessmen t: Concept and Practice," New D'irections

'.\· ·

ram Evaluat ion, 1, Spring, 1978, pp. 1- 11.
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ABSTRACT

A visual literacy test was constructed
Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests.

-

literacy was defined and the critical attributes to
tested listed in a Table of Specifications.

Visual

was shown within the cultural environment which refle
man's orientation to a world of video, and placed in
verbal-visual model represent ed by l eft brain-right
hemispheric research.

A pilot test was run.

this data was used to construct the final form of the
which was given to a stratified

r~dom

sample of Educa

supervisors, Librarians and Media Technologists in the

..

of Missouri.

Results were reported and a Test Manual

Manual for Administration constructed.

rces are available for needs assessment and subse uent action?
needs assessment must be based on a realistic judg-

'•

to

We must know early in the process what type of (and

.

..

the organization is willing and able to under-

''

..' , .

In addition, to what extent is the organization willing and

,

that might be assessed?

.. ,.·

needs assessment that there must be connnitment to meet with
te action any needs that are uncovered.

Otherwise, needs as-

will become an exercise in frustration.

As Scriven (1978)

'

\. ~

It is the most fundamental

.,

assessment and action planning to meet anticipated
and parcel of the same process.

lan for needs assessment?
In developing any needs assessment plan it is essential that
be addressed:
l . · For whom is the needs assessment intended? Information
should be collected in an appropriate form for this
person or persons.
2. Who is part of the target population? Although this might
seem "Mickey Mouse", a frequent failing in needs assessment is an inadequate awareness of the client population.
3. What data collection methods should be used? The answer
to this question depends on the hypothesized nature of
the need and resources available.
4. Should sampling techniques be used? It is rarely necessary
to observe all members of the target population. Often
a small random sample of persons will suffice and decrease
cost considerably.
5, Who should be involved and how should they be involved?
It is rar ely
.possible to do a comprehensive needs assessment alone, and the help of others in invariably required.
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6. What are the anticipated costs and who needs to approve
the plan?
Required approvals of the plan and costs sh
be accomplished as soon as possible to facilitate revtai
if necessary,_ and to secure commitment for the project.
7. What constraints might hinder the needs assessment? Juet
it is important to anticipate resources, it is also impo
to anticipate constraints. This way we can be prepared
the inevitable c~ntingencies which might hinder the projec
How should the information be disseminated and used?
The needs assessor's job does. not end with data collection.
It is part of his duties to present the information to appropriate decision-makers and make sure that the information is being
Those who are not used to making decisions based on needs assessment
data might have great difficulty in doing so without help and guidance.
The closeness of the needs assessor to the data makes it imperative that
'

he participate in the development of action plans to meet assessed needs.
In addition, it is essential that the needs assessor supervise a
ing to determine the effectiveness of the process as used and to
improvements for the future.

Needs assessment is a complex process, the full complexity of
which is just beginning to be recognized.
objective data collection and analysis.

It is not just a matter of
This paper has endeavored

to explain some of the complexities and suggest methods for dealing
with them.

It will be some time before the technology of needs assess-

ment is as sophisticated as evaluation technologies.

However, it is

essential that this be the case, sin ce evaluation is so integrally tied

.
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Visual Literacy Assessment

I.

INTRODUOTION

·The mode of communication used in
learning and retention.

In the 1950's

The University of Texas suggested some
tention related to modalities of learning.
the least ef f 1cient while saying and doing
experience was the most influential.

Kinder (1973 ) q

Phillips telling us that "Retention of
likewise related to sense experience.

..

Observation and

research tend to show, holding time as nearly
possible, that people generally remember:
10 percent of what they read
20 percent of what they hear
30 percent of what they see
50 percent of what they hear and see
70 percent of what they say
90 percent of what they say as they £E_ a thing"
This may be interpreted on a continuum from passive
involvement 1n learning or from the symbolic to the
real world experience.

It further suggests that

the facsimile to the real world, the greater the
of learning.

ed

c.

cobun suggested in 1968 that ·"we learn about

cent through taste and another 1~ per cent through
touch.

The sense of smeli provides about

and hearing

.,

provides about 11 per cent of

An overwhelming 83 per cent Of our learning
, 0 ugh

visual experiences."

Marshall McLuhan suggested in 1967 that ''any under- .
social and cultural change is impossible without
of the way media work as environments."

Tele-

capacity to bring us all into one culture,
common views and concepts.

It could become

great leveler negating real differences between us •

..

The t!end Report put out quarterly in Washington D.C.
In January of this year it reted major social changes as our country becomes a society
se main product is information.

Already f i fty percent

engaged in processing inf ormation.
trast that figure was only 10 percent in 1950.

By

It further

ested that 1.f you are looking for a new career you should
thing"
. ssive

.o the
.at
.h e

lnformation dissemination •
But this is not a new prediction.

In a book written in

and titled Information in 1985 a key forecast suggested

1985 there will be 4 to 7 times as much scientific
d technical information as in 1970."

Further the demand

11 only be satisfied by an increasingly accelerated auto-
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mation which will increase 100-fold over the Pres
Finally, it was suggested that the progress of au
itself may be inadequate to keep up with new 1nfo
so the modes of information dissemination
reading and researching books ls giving way on
to computer storage and retrieval of information
other hand to video systems.

Not only do we have

television broadcasts and public television systems
ability to record off the air programs to be retriev
will.

As yet these are in several formats as

stages of audio cassette recording but we are
thinking in terms of 3D imaging ,:which will add yet an
dimension of reality.
This proliferation of information and modalities
dissemination are forcing us to take another look at l
ing, communication, psychology and sociology.
mass communication assume greater importance than ever
The hue and cry of parents and PTA's concerned about the
influence of sex and violence on television and the eft
of advertising on yotµig minds with regard to junk food,
is witness to this fact.
It is important to ask ourselves why this is so.
we do so and search the literature for an answer,

a growing interest in the effects of visuals.
concept of visual literacy has been developed

Moreover,

ade, and research from the physiological arena ·· suggests
differing sens1t1vites of brain hemispheres:
side of the brain is sensitive to temporal concepts

,,

logic, time, writing, verbalization and reason;

~

.

'

side of the brain is sen$1tive to images, space,
invention and intuition.
During the decades that followed the invention Of the
press the left hemisphere attained dominance as
was almost _entirely print oriented and the de-

l:'·

of an educated person related primarily to the
w

·.. .

bility to read and write using alphabets most of which

'

'

utilized symbols that in no way reflect what ..they represent •.
i,isuals on the other hand are pictures of the real world
albeit i n two dimensions until the discovery of the holographic process using the movement of light through time
'

space to create 3D images.

,.' .
'·'
'I ,'

We are living 1n an exciting, changing world which
the

'

~

~

demands changing concepts and understanding of the processes

:, ,

Which affect us ·.

"•

11"

One of these processes is the . means of

acquiring information.

,

·\.
..

' .

school is by no means the only

i~
.I .
I

~lace
A,S

f ind

1,,

children acquire information or learning although

it is the primary source of formal learning.

'

I'

Television

is by far the greatest source of informal learning and
Preschool children are the single largest television

t his

audience in America according to Marie Winn (1977).
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'

"They spend a greater number of total hours and a gr
proportion of their waking day watching television t
any other group," she says.

In 1970, the average was

hours each week aild the figure was going up.

By

a child graduates from high school he or she has
many more hours in front of a television tube than in
Why?

What is the appeal?

Is it important?

become proficient at utilizing this medium of

commun1~

Should there be or will there be a move toward more
dissemination of information visually as we
age of the printing press to the record and cassette

p

What skills will be needed, if, indeed this is the case?

We have moved into the realm of non-verbaJ. com.mun1
Many books have been written about body language, the ef
of dress upon success, photoanalysis, subliminal

inflwe~

embeds, synesthesia and techniques devised or utilized to
brainwash us.

The media spends huge amounts of money

t~

determine the precise effect of television
upon specific groups.

Motion pictures are now

following research of acceptability and appeal to the
public.

Influencing people through the visual mode is

becoming a precise science based upon practical

research~

With a greater involvement of the senses, greater influeno
can be exerted with longer lasting effects upon retentiea
as suggested earlier.

Jeffrey Schrank .(1975) .suggests that "we have put
control over our children's minds into the hands of
and food manufactures, and other commercial
t erests whose dominant concern is what's good for profits
'·•

Nor is this true of children alone.

sal es. II

'

"

Wilson Bryan Key (1972, 1976) suggests that we as
being sexually manipulated through subliminal
His books attempt to tell us the secret ways
vertlsing men arouse our desires to sell their products.

·.,::;
'·
1"

effect only from ads per se.

Material is now

,

t: I
. ,~

.

··~

eing incorporated into the entertainment or program section

television to gain the same effects.
This is not a new art.

'
(

1.. ~ ' ~

' '
;

.

.

i'

Games of perception and hidden
·:.

as anamorphic art have existed from the rena1ssance to the present (Leeman, 1975).

But today the

technology exists to utilize the effects as never before.

;I

!'

Fortunately, , we can combat these effects by an aware-

ness of the processes used to influence us.
i ced

We may also

utilize these processes to enhance our communication skills
with others.

These are some of the reasons for becoming

ie

is
~ arch.

.f luence

ntion

visually literate.

But what is involved?

i .

What are some

i

Of the basics of visual literacy?
I
I

Dondis (1973) has taken an artistic approach and recognizes three levels of any visual message:
abstract and symbolic.

!·

1 ' ,

representational,

i.
i
;

The abstract level refers to the

I

I"
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,

reduction of the visual to its basic visual
symbolic suggests the same sense that print
that is, we have attached meaning to specific symbo
Others have taken this same tack and attempted
define visual communication by its elements.
are important as any artist knows.

However,

of the literature suggests other dimensions such
11minals, embeds, perspective, illusion, layout,
special attributes of some formats such as film and
tape which allow movement and time manipulation.
elements have special psychological effects .
and camera angles might be included.. here •
a.bill ty to operate the equipment
ly is important.

As one becomes

synchronization and utilization various combinations of
equipment offer added dimensions of communication visuallJ
A good example

o~

effective multi-media utilization occur

during the Bicentennial Year when the corps of Engineers
carried their display to every part of the nation.
if not all of you saw it.

Finally, awareness of techniq

such as polarization allow. one to extend the capabilities
of softwares:
show movement.

slides or transparencies, for example, can
A classic example is

the beating of the heart and flow of blood through the boiJ
The heart beat can even be regulated on the spot to match

t

of any 1nd1vidual watching.
since all of these concepts affect visual coIIl.lllun1cat1on

way, a Table of Spec1f1cat1ons was constructed
them for the purpose of test construction.
. ..
...
·"
··:·
·' .,

\

..' •' ,.

.

'

lor,

..

•

'.·~

o match
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II.

PURPOSE AND RATIONALE

The purpose of this study (Turner, 1978) was
struct a visual literacy test and standardize it.
literacy was defined and the critical attributes
tested were chosen after carefully reviewing the
These categories were listed in the Table of
which was used as a guide for the test construction .
literacy was shown within the cultural
reflects man's orientation to a world of video, and pl
in the verbal-visual model represented by left brain-r
brain hemispheric research.

Literature was quoted to
~

support the concept that visual information
plicated and broader in its definition than verbal
tion.

It is associative.

We must become

fa~iliar

elements ·before moving into a compositional stage.
need to recognize the psycho-physical
human perception since visual meaning inheres in all
and

not just in seeing.

Whole chunks of information

assimilated through sight and perception
Moreover, the control of the final effect of a visual lie
in the manipulation of its elements and the planned use ol
visual techniques.
The concepts of visual literacy cnosen for this test
were grouped into a 5 x 4 matrix.
3 sub-categories were embedded.

Withi~

the 5 categories

Visual literacy for the

pose of this test was defined as the ability of people
to read visuals as they read printed materials.
f..

the ability to write visually as well using
aphics, cameras and other devices.

It recognizes that
..:,··
•.

1sual literacy, unlike print, is multi-dimensional and

..

',"./

rce1ved through the senses.

words are sometimes cumber-

can communicate at a glance, arousing

'.
'
:1.

us parts of our own nature, feelings and sensibilities.
The test itself was designed to provide a comprehensive
the ability to conim.unicate visually.

..

.,\

It is

•j·

appropriate for students in high school and college, for
to

,,

teachers, librarians, media specialists, and supervisors.

. •.

E!llphasis is placed upon one's ability to read and construct
meaningful visuals.
It is constructed to yield a dependable measure of

Spearman 's "g."

The single score obtained summarizes per-

formance over a wide variety of test materials.

There is,

however, an emphasis upon visual skills rather than verbal.
We make no distinction between what is being measured
and Spearman' s "g. ''

:

The. difference is the means of measuring

it: that is, the type of item.

..\.

Intelligence or information

Of any kind is the same by whatever means of communication

Ullless the means itself is considered to be intelligence.
test

Like Otis-Lennon then we accept the fact that we are measur-

gorieS

ing one general thing which may be broken into many factors.

·.

the
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ours is a factor little recognized until the age of
electronic media even as print was not a factor
development of a printing press that could mass
Media concentrates information, synthesizes and
it in a total sense environment.
Ideation, notation and communication
in visualization: we need therefore a test to
than verbally oriented intelligence measures.
used is based upon dimensions mention ed 1n
and media research.
The test may be used as a basic competency
the basic languaging s kills of yisuals.
Another valid use would be to diagnose
communications problems of teachers, school librarians
media specialists.

Unfortunately, even media specialis

today have looked too long upon media as hardware inste
of a communicatio'A medium. with all the power, nuances,

uf:

cadence of a:n.y communication medium.
failed to capitalized upon the available potential of v1
This test should demonstrate lack of languaging · skills
within the fifteen dimensions encompassed by the test .
These may be grouped into five factors:
1•

non-verbal

2.

attending devices

3.

theoretical applications

' '

4.

meaning of elements

5.

media components

.Another use of the visual literacy test might be to
'·

..

certify that faculty members possess the basic skills of

•J'

visual communication.
still another, to show the public the responsible and
· ,.'

accountable manner of teaching the whole student through
both verbal and visual communication channels: we are
attempting to remedy the limitation of measuring or teaching
'

. ''

...

basic skills via one medium.

..
II

g II
I

!'

Lls
; t.

Non-verbal

verbal reasoning '

Attending devices

verbal comprehension

Theoretical applications

Figural reasoning

Meaning of elements

Quantitative reasoning

Media coJlponents

Figure

1~

The division of Spearman 1 s "g " int o visual and
verbal components.
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III.

DEVELOPING TEST SPECIFIC.A.TIO?:S

Researchers agree on the importance of the in
action of three main classes of taxonomic
media attributes, individual differences,
behaviors.

But media attributes are often

terms of equipment or operations.

Ivor K. Davies

shows that major trends are discernible in
literature that relates cognitive, affective and PSJ
motor classes of learning objectives to these categ
However, Richard E. Clark (1975) suggests four possi
schemes to describe and select relevant media attribu
"'

that interact with indivisual differences: one reason1
fro:n e_xtant tra1 t systems like Guilford 1 s structure of
the intellect; another from cognitive and/or
process description; a third from typical or atypical
learning outcomes a la Bloom ' s taxonomy; and the last
suggests media researchers should extract media a t t ribu
from treatments employed 1n previous media research.
latest research shows the interrelation of
literacies related to the split-brain syndrome with the
use of phonemes and morphemes on the one hand
and visemes on the other.

Larger elements of visual

vocabulary include color, shape, line, light, texture ,
pattern, perspective, etc.

..

There are also ways to express

eself visually, types of visual expression, illusions

d vi sual games which involve learning to see and perceive
influenced by time, culture, experience and personrmages that go beyond surface levels involve the
registers without which we would have no motion

_,,
·.~

or TV.

Therefore, the content of this test

,~

.....

the cognitive/affective aspects of non-verbal

.

ommun1cation and influence.

•

cal
3. St

-·"'
i

the

2
1

2
2
2

Film/Tapes:
Teach
Movement
Time manipulation

3

Table

1•

.

Tecfinologl

I .·.

'·,

1

.. 2

'·

1
1

1
1

1

1

2

1
2

1

3
·:'

Elements; .
Color
Line
Camera angle

_.........,., ,..

tre,

2
2
2

Devices:
Layout
Format cues
Attention

Media:
Types
combinations
components

.Appl1cation

:

Non-verbal:
Body language
subliminals
Illusions

t 1ve

'

•',.·

Iden tification _ . Theory

e Of

.,

2

2
2

2

1

2

"..

..

1

,

2
2

2

..

4

=-----

2
'•'

- -

Table Of Specifications.
:•
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Item

~l.pes:

The test uses non-verbal, attendl

theoretical, meaning and media component type
These include body language,

subli~inals,

and

A second category contains layout, format cues and
gaining techniques.

A third suggests awareness of

lying theoretical applications: the way
to create movement and manipulate time.

Researcher

vestigated effects of . color, line
included as are aspects of media concepts which relate
individual differences.
Levels of difficulty:
average of .5 or 50% to

Item difficulty was held t

maximiz~

reliability.

with discrimination indices greater than .8 or
.2 were deleted.

A spiral format within each quadrant

used: that is, there is
four times in the test.
Number of it.ems:

There are four questions in each

sub-category of five major classifications for a t otal
sixty questions.

This holds the test length to an

and is adequate to assess visual literacy concepts
each will be presented four times.

It is a 5 x 3 x 4

design.
Organ~~~:

quadrants.

The test is segmented int o f our equal

This means that nalf of the

in thirty minutes, or a mini-test could be given in 15

~

~inutes by

using one section of the larger test.

This

to analyze the data.
Test items:

Visual literacy experts may be asked

date to write test items.
to do so.

You are in fact

It is planned to develop a large test
.

items to be used in future test construction and

.

~

.

~I

~
..

Method:

..

···~
.,

The development of the test included the

reation of the test specifications, writing the test items,
preliminary test form, trying out the pre-

....

test form on a sample, pretesting and analyzing

...

statistics, compiling. the final form, administering
the final test form for standardization and preparing the

test manual to be used with the test.

All of the steps in

the construction of the test meet the standards for Educatio~al

each

and Psychological Tests.

tion students was given the preliminary form of the test
for item

hour

since

A class of media produc-

analysis~

using these statistics, the final f orm

of the test was prepared.

A random sample from the popula-

tion of Educational supervisors, Librarians, Learning
Resource and Media Technologists in the elementary and
secondary schools of the State of Missouri was used to

~

equal

standardize the test.
median,

l

15 or

Data analysis includes mean score,

s~andard deviatio~,

semi-interquartile range,

Kuder Richardson 20, standard error of measurement and
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internal consistency.

A t-test was performed t o de

whether or not there was a significant difference
the two groups.

~----------- -

---

The dependent variable was the test

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The pilot test indicated an average item difficulty

t

.38.

BY dropping out items with difficulty less than .2,

t he difficulty level was raised to .53 which met the pre,,

...,.

determined standard.

'
i·' I~

Average discrimination was .2 which is acceptable for

·'

I

classroom tests.

I,.

Reliability of the test was .654 which placed it in
typical range of classroom tests.

'

Within categories

:..

.

...

reliability scores were much higher confirming that we
had included several concepts.

Non-verbal and devices

!., :

categories had the lowest correlatio.n internalJ.y but still
correlations internally exceeded .60.

The other categories

of film/tape elements and media correlated in the nineties.
The results confirmed our expectation that onJ.y bits and
pleces are known about visua.l literacy.
by

'.
I•

I~

Knowledge reflected

correctly answered questions related specifically to

required course materials.

It is our belief that the

results of this same test without being changed would
differ significantly if given to visual literacy experts.
It ls hypothesized that there would be no questions with

"i

"no correct" answers and, in fact, these and questions
showing the lowest correlation on this particular analysis
'I

more perfectly query the concept of visual li t eracy per se.
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Form B, a 30 item test, was
acquired from the pilot test and was given to a st
random sample of the population of Educational supe
Librarians, Learning Resource and Media Technologist
the State of Missouri with a questionnaire to be us
generalization of test results.
were performed on

The same types of

the data and comparisons

betwee~

tested were made.
Sixty-two percent of the sample responded.
unusually high percentage for mail questionnaires.
91 who replied, 16 submitted incomplete data.

75 usable tests: 24 were from

~ducati onal

supervisors

51 from Library/Media Professionals.
state of Missouri was represented by respondents from
counties within the districts.
The male/female distribution showed a greater per
of males in the supervisor group and a
of females in the Library/Media group.

A

significant male/female difference at the .1 level but
at the .05 level.
There was a good dispersion of scores.
for the 30 item

te~t

was .47 but

prophecy formula to determine reliability for a test of

45 similar items would raise reliability to .59; 60
items would raise it to .64; 75 items to .69; and a test

l=:==================-------- ~·--~-

similar test items would increase reliability to .73.
still another way to increase reliability would be to
or revise the questions with correlations less

.3.

There were three of these in our sample.

Of

better approach may be for subjects to become
liar with these concepts.
correlation.

This, too, would change the

comments suggest unfamiliarity with

,;,,·

be the greatest consideration.
The standard error of measurement is an estimate of
Rrobable extent of error in the test scores and is ·
the same manner as a standard deviation.

A

error of measurement of 2.5, for example, suggests

.·

any particular test score the odds ar.e 2 to 1
subjec t 's true score (the average score on several
tests) would not deviate from the obtained score
than 2.5 points.

.···

The more reliable and error free a test is, the smaller
error of measurement: that is, the standard deviation
distribution.

The standard error or measureoent

this test is 2.1, a relatively small error of measurement.
s suggests that the researcher can place confidence in

e a ccuracy of the test scores.

·,'.

.,

..•..

'

,.~·
~f

It means that 2 out of 3

1mes a subject's score in visual literacy will fall within
the obtained score on this test
Factors influencing reliability are:

z

2.1 paints.

"L.'

1.

the length of the test--the longer the

similar items, the higher the reliability estimate
2.

•

less variability in the population: that

smaller range of individual differences or talent t
reliability.
3.

unfamiliarity with content also reduces r

4.

variability of content--the more similar

are in content, the greater the intercorrelatlons,
higher ·the reliability estimate.
content have lower or zero correlations.

5.

item dlfficulty--selection of

difficulty maximizes total test dispersion.
item dispersion, the higher an item correlates
items.

wit~

o

However, it is more important to select similar

items than it is to control item difficulty . to
reliability.
Item analys:l.s· of discrimination and difficulty were
again run.

For a detailed explanation see Turner, 1978,

pages 111 through 114.

v.

VALIDITY

No test review is complete without information about
,.,..

..

validity: that is, the degree to which a test measures
it is suppose ·to measure.

Cattell (1964) suggested
'

test validation appears in a continuum from practical

j'

..

~-

conceptual validity: that is, from criterion to a focus
the test itself.
be used.

·~.'

'.

purpose defines the method of validation

....-•

"With content validity, " says Lemke ( .1976) ,

..·

., .

.

I,

"the concepts to be measured are specified by the test

'•

This was done in the Table of Specifications

..

I

by the researcher.

Lemke continues that content
...
validity is provided by a logical analysis of the domain

,

·..·

•'

. ..

I' '

of items as was done with the pilot test, with the final
.lar

form of the test being constructed according to item analysis

..

11ze

statis tics from the pilot test.

'

cons truc t

val~dity,

on the other hand, is concerned

'"

with traits embedded in the test and the degree to which

978,

these account for perf ormance .

correlation analysis can

be used to establish the construct validity of a test.

..
....

<.'

"

Unfortunately, no other visual literacy test exists to date
against which this test can be correlated.

To this research-

er's knowledge, no standards have been established for
mediated instructional expertise against which this test
might be compared.

The field of visual literacy itself i s

.'

5 14
1

a .

new having developed within this decade.
The other type of validation with which
might be interested is criterion validity.

This

validity can be established by expectancy tables
correlations with appropriate variables when these
Since visual literacy is a new field,
seemed the more appropriate.

This is

light of the stand by the National Educational

Asso~

with regard to all tests being a type
rt 1s recognized by test construction experts that

~

validity is most appropriate for achievement tests.
over, criterion validity takes time to develop since

..

based upon predictive statistics.
Reliability is a necessary, but
for criterion validity .

Moreover, the maximum

validity coefficient is the square root of the
coefficient.

The correction for attenuation estimates t

correlation between true scores of the test
and allows an estimation of validity if the measurement
instrument is perfectly reliable.

' ~4

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It was shown that a visual literacy test can be conto measure visual communication skills.

some
·.

visual literacy are more familiar to educators
scores tend to be lower when subjects are

'"

familiar with visual 11 teracy or visual ·communication
~ills

I , •'

•"'I""•

• . It seems evident that interest in visual literacy
This is suggested by the number of persons

sking to use the test and comments about it.

Finally,
~"

I'

t here is a relationship between visual literacy expertise
It is suggested that the item pool

' '
!"('

expanded and norming data enlarged.

:

.,

'

~

...

'i

1.

a viable visual literacy test can be constructed.

2.

some areas of visual literacy are more familiar

..

'

....

~

to educators than others.

1ent

'

! '.:'

Specifically, results suggest:

3.

'

scores tend to be low because of unfamiliarity

with the subject of visual literacy or communication

4.
the

test into subtests with the major categories listed in

rhe Table of Specifications as guides.
then

I' ,

test reliability could be increased by dividing

Reliability could

be figured for each subtest instead of the test as a
;

:'

whole.

'
I

5o

"

reliability would probably be increased by ·

:lp
I•

I'' l
"
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giving the test to a non-specialized group with
range of individual differences with respect to

6.

interest in visual literacy will increase--t

was evident from comments about interest in media
request

~or

permission to give the test to a High

Media Studies Class.

7.

there is a relationship between visual

expertise and media education .

c
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Abstract
The application of research and theory to the
instructional materials relies largely for its success upon
materials in the field and revising them accordingly.
necessarily be a complicated business.

This

The practitioner who is

a trained instructional developer, can test
ibility and the affective component of instruction.
cribes a few simple methods for doing so.

TE

b

In 1972, AECT' s

Committ~e

.,

on Definition and Terminology published.

efinition of educational technology, (1972).

I.

The basis of this def-

a statement by John Kenneth Galbraith, from

The New 1nduJ:i.tJU.ai..
.. .

;,

"Technology is the systematic application of scientific or
her organized knowledge to practical tasks 11 , (1967, p.12).

..'

The three

>·:···
..·.., ..
.

of this statement, systematic application, organized know-

.

practical tasks, describe the relationship that exists between

1;

theory and the practice of educational technology.

.

,.

the one hand, and instructionaJ, development on the other,

•

.~

:

AECT's

...

'•

finition can be interpreted to mean that educational technology is a
...

problem-solving process whereby educational problems are · : •
appropriate knowledge is marshalled that is likely to provide
to these problems, and whereby this knowledge is systematically
that the solution is both useable and effective.

,, . .

Instructional

development is pivotal in this process.
If we look a little more closely at each of the three components

.'

0f Galbraith's statement, the nature of the development process, and the

..
..

relationships between the various roles of the educational technologist
become clearer.

We must first ask what are the practical tasks of ed-

ucational technologists.

Within the limited context of the activities of

,,·.·

researchers and instructional developers, the answer to this question must
be:

•H
,.

to bring about situations in which learning can effectively occur.

.:.

In practice, this means that the instructional developer is told of instructional need

that has to be met.

I"

A need is usually taken to be "a

measurable discrepancy between what is and what should be" (Kaufman, 1972);
so the role of the instructional developer becomes one of bridging a gap,
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with theory, research and experience as his bridging
simple example, if a school board discovers that its
cannot read, then a need has been identified:

they

is); they should be able to read novels, magazines,
difficulty (what should be).

This gap is measurable insofar as

tors as working vocabulary size, reading speed and reading habit
assessed empirically.

The instructional developer's problem, t

develop instructional materials, strategies, environments whicb
need disappear .
One place the instructional developer can turn for a solu
problems is to the body of research and theory that has been ace
over the years.

Here may be found information

similar problems

elsewhere~

which can be applied directly, or more

psychological theories of how people read, why students can get t h

..

school and still be illiterate, and the best ways
The developer must also look at the type of learner in question.
motivated?

Are they of high, average or low ability?

the various strategies that begin to emerge as possible ways of sol
problem must also be taken into account.

The developer, in effect,

gathering a large amount of i nformation about possible solutions to
problem and about the particular context in which the problem has p
itself.

This information gathering, through learner analysis, task

feasibility analysis, and the provision of seve ral potential
is a critical step.

Solutions to instructional problems can never

better than the information on which they were based, and they are
frequently worse.
It is in the systematic application of this information to a

problem that the instructional developer must excel.

The ap-

of theory to practical problems is systematic if it meets two
first, the theory, experience and research that are applied
pertinent; second, the decisions arising from the application of
ar research

~d

theory must be empirically tested.

extremely important.

The second

It does not matter how "correct" or rel-

and theory appear to be.

,.

They will never be perfectly

l '
i:·:.

the particular circumstances in which the instructional
er has to apply an instructional solution.

I

After all, tests of

tical signifiGance are never made at the 100 percent level.

And the

izability, that characterizes theory, implies the need for adaptation

..

·I

So however sure the instructional developer is

..

right instructiona.1 decisions have been made, the instructional

~·~ •!,

...

termined standards are achieved at which point t he developer will be
The rest of this paper addresses itself

getting into the "how to" of field testing , it is n e ces sary
a moment on the more general question of evaluation.

It is

distinguish between two general typ es of evaluation:

formative

summative (Bloom, Has.tings and Nadaus, 197.lJ- . •

· '}2h~

difference between

is describ ed by Gagne and Briggs (1974) in terms of what each type
for.

'•

In their words, formative evaluation is used to "form" ·i n-

· Ction; summative evaluation is used to de termine · the "summed" effects
instruction on l earners.

,·

..

'.
,,,.

nevertheless be tried out in the field ana revised until

has been met.

'

'

The main purpose of formative evaluation is
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·.

to "debug" early versions of instructional materials and at:
see if they work, to identify weaknesses, to find out why

t

with a view to using the information gathered by evaluation
materials and activities in ways that correct those problems.
produced by formative evaluation is prescriptive.
evaluation is to gather information that is descriptive.
uation is carried out on larger units of instruction that
sense complete. ·The information gathereQ tells us how the fin·
performs in normal instructional settings, and is often used to
instruction (Thiagarajan, 1971).

This paper is concerned

evaluation .
So that it is useful to the instructional developer (this
applies to anyone who is

instructional materials, not

d~veloping

a professional developer), formative evaluation of instruction mue
information on the effectiveness, feasibility and affective quali
the instruction under development.

While there is a tendency for

testing to get- complicated, each of these three
be gathered easily.

Yet even simple methods must

do more than simply conclude that the instruction does not
implemented, or that the teachers and students do not like it.
ment of the effectiveness of instruction under development
evaluate how much students learn, but must also permit the developer
pinpoint what the student does not learn well, and why.

The purpose

formative evaluation, remember, is to guide revision of materials.
therefore important to know not just that revisions are needed, but
they are needed.

Likewise, formative evaluation must

for infeasib i l.ity of implementation .

If teachers say that they cannot

out their part in the proposed

instruct~onal

process, the

to know why so that feasible alternatives can be tried
Similarly, the affective component of formative eval-

..

st determine why students like some parts. and not others, which
and which are exciting, which are inte resting and which
can the portions learners like less be made more palatable.
each of these three areas is only practical if a
acceptable performance for the instruction is determined beforeAfter all, even the best designed instruction can never be one
perfect.

It would therefore be a waste of the developer's

revising materials until all students scored full marks,

,·,

•,.
•,

could take part, or everyone liked them • . It is safe to
t the earliest revisions are the easiest to make since they deal
errors and consequently will bri ng about the most
d improvements.

Each subsequent round of field test i ng and revision

require increasingly finer adjustments to be made until a point is
ed where the improvement in instruction brought about by the revision
r'. .

small th~t it is not to be worth the effort (and cost) to make it.
the developer can usually tell when this point has been reached, it
considerable benefit to try to anticipate when the point of balance
en what is effective and what is worthwhile will be arrived at.
setting up criteria for acceptability.

Thi s

.

"

For example , it might

that no further revisions will be carried out when all learners
eighty percent or more on a posttest, or when a simple majority of
the new inst·r uction to be feasible, or when no mor e t han
the learners say that they do not like what has been developed.
times these criteria are set by the developer's cl ient , a s in the case
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of ·performance contracting.

But this

to say that criteria, set beforehand, often help the
decision that further revisions are not necessary.
The rest of this paper describes a few simple
techniques for field-testing instructional materials.

They

tended for fully-fledged instructional developers, who have
repertoire of far more sophisticated tests and methods.
rather, for the eduational practitioner, who is not a trained or
Fo-r

·developer, who has neither the time nor the money to
evaluation studies, and whose development activities are modest
The methods to be described have been gathered from far and wide J
the most part used successfully by staff in the Learning Technolo
at the University of Calgary (Learning Technology Unit, 1979).
Field Tes ting Instructional Effectiveness
Criteria. - Typical criteria for the acceptance of
i.

Percentage performance on a posttest, ranging
70% to a high of 90% depending on the task or content.

ii.

Number of students making errors, which is
for debugging instruction in motor skills.

iii.

Time taken for students to complete a task on which

io:•

success is expected, such, again, as performing simple mot
skills, or straightforward recall.
a'

iv.

Percentage of students "passing" a posttest,
mark could be 100%, or could vary as in i.

v.

Estimates of creativity, originality, success
for higher-level learning (Gagne , 1970; Bloom, 1956).

Task Description.

.c--

The developer must identify what discreet tasks

J:earner must be able to perform in order to achieve overall success.
breaking down of instruction into its sub-parts must be carried out
of instruction.
to motor skills.
ellectual tasks.

It is· wrong to think of the word "task" as
Cognitive content can be broken down into

The task description provides both a framework around
builds instructional materials and activities, and

check-list that is used in field-testing.
For psychomotor skills, a task description can be carried out by
inking through the task, and writing down on a sheet of paper every
be completed.
point.
o add them later.

It is best to err on the side of being too

It is easier to remove steps from the list than

Better. still is to have a person who can do the task
'.
1 1,:

o through it, while writing down everything that the person does.
less easy to overlook steps when you think it through.

This
For

cognitive skills, working through the task yourself and consulting others
the best you can do to compiie your list of sub-tasks.

You

I'.

cannot see what is going on inside someone elses head (though this can be

.,

deduced fairly accurately in some instances, such as solving mathematical

)%

problems, or translating into a foreign language, since each step or word
produces something on paper).

..

More complicated and empirical methods

exist for the analysis of cognitive tasks; but they are best left alone by
pass

all but the most highly trained developers.
The result of the task description is a list of smaller tasks in
sequence.

These sub-tasks form the basis for the evaluation of the

effectiveness of instruction.

"
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Testing.

To test the effectiveness of instruction

the developer must actually observe the learner working

throu~n

of tasks, and note on a score sheet whether each
pleted or not.

Learners should work

~hrough

the

and associated activities, and should then be tested individually
skill .

All that it is necessary to record is whether the learner

successful or not in completing the task.
ing a motor skill

(A typical checklist

laminating a picture -- is given in figure

Figure 1 About Here
If the learner becomes completely stuck, the examiner can
the learner can move onto the next step in the sequence.
be made of the examiner's intervention.
Testing cogni tive skills will usually involve a written
completed after instruct i on.
evaluation.

Remember, this is formative, not

It is therefore nece ssary to test not just the cumulative

effects of instruction on the learner's knowledge and ability, but the
successful acquisition of each sub-par t
countered along the way.

As a general rule, there should therefore be

least one question on each cognitive sub-task identified in the task
descript i on.

For example, if the objective of the instructional unit

for the learner to be able to describ e why an airplane
description has identified the understanding of vector
airflow over a curved surface as tasks leading to an understanding e£
whole process, then the learner should be asked at least one ques tion al
vector diagrams and one on airflow as well as general questions on hOW

!~
•'\

'~'

''

The reason for this is that if you just had a learner describe
fly, and the

learn~r

was unable to do so, then you would not

was because there was a lack of understanding of vector diagrams
You would know that instruction had not been successful,
you would not know where the learner had had difficulty.

.'
'

'

Tests of cognitive abilities may be of any kind -- multiple choice,
answer, or even essay, provided that instructions are given to the
require an explanation of all pertinent sub- tasks .
f warning, though.

A word

It is difficult to construct good multiple-choice

,r

I

are valid, r eliable and discriminate well between those who
learned the material and those who have not.
Sample Size.
psychological study .

You are field-testing, not conducting a sophisticated

,! '

.''

The early rounds of field-testing should identify

the most serious weaknesses and the most obvious mistakes.

These should

'

•,·
.'

apparent in the behavior and in the written answers of the first
few of your learners .

On some psycho-motor skills, it is not necessary

i ve
to test more than three or four learners in the first round of field-te stt he
ing, increasing the number to half a dozen or as many as eight in subse quent
enrot.mds .

The same is true for cognitive skills.
will give you a satisfactory first

your instructional materials .

Written answers from four

estimat~

of the success of
~·
,.

Keeping the numbers small will also leave

sufficient learners in the pool of potential "subjects" for subsequent
rounds of testing and evaluation.
of
f the

a oo

Interpreting Scores.

There is no need to submit learners' scores

to elaborate stati stical analysis.

Looking at individual learners' scores

is quite sufficient to identify where problems lie.

Figure two shows a
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score-sheet of errors committed by just two learners during f ie

Figure 2 About Here
eye
of the laminating unit mentioned above .
at the task.

Each learner made

Both missed step eight the first time around

excess laminating film), .and one of them became quite confused over
whole sequence for preparing the film to cover the illustration dur
the second trial .
the instruction

This should be enough to indicate to the develope

wa~

i

not

the film to lay over the illustrati on .

Testing

would not add mu ch more information about this .
The interpretation of scores on written answers of whatever k
works in the same way .

Incorrect answers

~o

questions based on sub-s

upon which an understanding of the whole is based point to where the
instr uction is not as effective as it might be .

The inability

than one learner out of four to answer correctly a question on vector
diagrams would suggest to the developer of the unit on flight that instruction was weak at thi s point .
Revision.
instructional

The .developer now looks at the faulty sections of the

material~

ca.1 be referred back to

that have been identified in the testing.
any point in the development process.

the section of videotape showing excess laminating film being cut
terribly out of focus, and just needs to be re-shot.

Perhaps the producer

act:

did not think it was terribly important, and showed it far too quickly

fac

to be understood.

adn

film at this point .

Perhaps it is not really necessary to cut off excess
Or, perhaps the understanding of vector diagrams is

too much of the learners, and the objective is not attainable.
'r

are needed, the developer should make them, and submit
terials and activities to a second round of testing.
te

..

The test-

cycle is continued until the pre-established criteria have been

=--

the Feasibility of Instruction

Criteria.

Typical criteria for assessing the feasibility of im-

instructional materials and activities are:
i.

Cost.

Ca,n the "client" afford to purchase and maintain the

instructional system?
ii.

..

'

..

Available equipment and facilities .

'

Normally, cost and available

facilities are known before development begins, so these con-

.

''

straints would be taken into account before field-testing.
iii.

Personnel.

Are the teachers who will be using the instructional

.I

materials and activities trained to use them?
iv.

Cost- effectiveness.

Maybe learning takes place and the client

can afford the system.

But it is still relatively expensive

for the amount of learning that takes place.
v.

Difficulties in carrying out instruction.

Maybe the instruction

is successful, but requires an inordinate amount of time, or
preparation.
Evaluation.

The evaluation of the instructional materials and

activities against these criteria can be done informally.

Cost and

Ly

facili ty factors can be assessed quite simply by questioning teachers and

?SS

administrators.

; is

instruction can be estimated by direct observation of teachers and learners

'

'.

Personnel skills and difficulties in carrying out the
'.

,.
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trying the materials out in classrooms.

Maybe teachers

training to implement the instruction, and maybe the
erials should be organized in different ways so that
carry out and use.

The observer in the classroom should take nQt

any logistical or other problems that occur so that modifications
made to overcome them.
The above stresses the importance of doing at least some

0

field testing in classroom settings if it is at all possible.
of individual learners, described in the previous section, needs to
supplemented by try- outs under conditions as close as possible to
in which instruction will be implemented.

It is only through this

of observation that certain problems can be detected • .
instructional units,

produ~ed

by the Learning Technology Unit at the

University of Calgary (Learning. Technology Unf t, 1979) ran into a pr
which observers noted.

Materials designed for use by one

fact being worked through by several learners at a time.

As a

this a division of labor occu rred and no one student performed
required tasks.

The reason for this was a higher enrolment in a lab.

component of a course than had been
come by duplicating stations in the lab. area.

it

th
The infeasibility of

re

self-instruction under these circunistances might have gone undetecte4

j\

not part of the field-testing involved direct observation in the class•

v

room setting .

a

Evaluating the Affective Component
n

Criteria.

Instruction should reach acceptable level s in the
ti

following areas:

i.

The students should like the. activities and materials.

If

twenty percent or more indicate dislike, revisions should be
made.
ii.

The materials should capture and hold the interest of the
learners.

.

.~

If twenty percent· or more indicate boredom, the

materials should be made more interesting.
iii .

.·:
.~:,..

The materials shoul d provide encouragement (feedback, reinforcement) to the students.

,

..
..
,~·

If they feel a lack of encourage-

)f.' .,

ment or of direction, revisions should be made.

.
.

'

Testing Affect.

More is going to be said in this session about

attitudes.

So let us look at a few simple ways of finding out

affective reactions to instruction.

.;

''
t•

' .

Urie Bronfenbrenner (1976)

'

has pointed out that the simplest way to find out if learners like the

.,.

,....

•'

·'.

instruction, (or exp e rimental tre atments) they receive is to ask them.
Every developer should at least do this.

As learners run through the

instructi onal materials and are tested, it is not difficult to ask them a
few quest i ons, such as:

"Did you find this int eresting or boring?"

it too eas y or too difficult?"

"Was

"Would you like to be taught more lessons

this way?"

Responses to these informal questions can be noted for future

''

reference.

Interest can be increased in revisions by speeding up, or even

'·

~

just changing the pace of instruction; by switching from a verbal to a
;s-

Visual form of pre s entation, or vice versa; by inserting an example into

..
'

an expository· segment of instruction, and so on.
Further refinements to these simple techniques can be made.

Infer-

mation can be obtained by having each learner, a f ter working thr ough the
mat erials, rate statements on Likert scales.
be:

Typical statements would

"I found the material interesting," rated f r om " s trongly agree" t o
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strongly disagree".

Information about the learner's likes

can, in this way, be quantified, and sometimes this is an
an affective component can be built into an observer's checklist
(Thiagarajan, 1971).

Here, in addition to a check. mark or a

each step, to indicate success or

failure~

other symbols can be u

exclamation point might indicate boredom, an asterisk, enthusiasm.
this way, revisions can be directed to specific portions of the
materials and

activit~es,

and motivational devices can be built

parts ·of the materials where they are most needed.
It is also important to test the affective reactions
or of whoever it is who will be present when the materials
students may learn what they are supposed to, and they may
erials very much.

But if the teachers do not

learners are to be- taught, or if they

ar~

not

developer has produced, then it is likely that success
to achieve.

Again, teachers can simply be asked their

rate statements on scales.

The developer needs no mor e information

tl)is.
Summary
A Bare Minimum.

For someone who is not accustomed

structional development, and who is faced with the task of developing
producing materials and activities for a particular purpose, the foregoing has provided some suggestions as to how the developer's product
be tried out.

The purpose of that trial is to provide

will permit sensible revisions to be
a minimum of fuss.

~ade

to materials

To achieve this, it is not necessary for

eloper to carry out an elaborate, empirical, statistical evaulation.

. .,

the developer should at least carry out the following:
i.

Set criteria for acceptable learner performance.

ii.

Determine criteria for feasibility of implementation.

iii.

Determine what will be an acceptable affective rating.

iv.

,..

Perform a task description.

'

,•'

v.

Prepare an observer's checklist, or written test, depending on

"

the content, (motor skill · or cognitive), to evaluate the

....

effectiveness of the instruction for each step as well as for

...
. •,:

'

•'

overall ability.
iv.

After giving the test, or observing performance, ask the learners
if they liked the instruction, if they found it hard or easy.

vii.

Quiz teachers and administrators on the feasibility of im-

..
'"

plementing the instruction.
viii.

, ..

Ask teachers if they liked the instruction, and if they think

I ,

it is appropriate for the intended learners.
ix.
x.

Carry out revisions, after a try-out with four to six learners.
Try to field-test the instruction, or some part of it, in a

•'

.

real classroom setting.
Vseful Elaborations.

For those with a little more time and in-

itiative, a few additional features can be ad4ed to field-testing which

make the task easier, more empirical and more objective:
xi.

j ·"

If you have skill in the matter, write multiple-choice tests
so that the distractors perform a diagnostic function, i.e.
~

b. is the right answer, but chosing c. indicate s that the

.

I'

I'

learner has a different kind of difficulty from the learners
who chose a.
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xii.

Develop a co.ding system on observation checklists
reactions,, such as boredom and enthusiasm, beyond
E

c

and wrong .
xiii.

Use rating Scales for affective responses.

With these few simple tools, any teacher or anyone who is
trained instructional developer, should be able to carry
testing of instruction and revise it accordingly.

While

large and complex instructional systems requires
testing, and while even field-testing. of simpler
can be more complicated·, educational technology is not inherently es
Galbraith's definition of technology as the application of knowledge
practical tasks is not difficult to understand, nor to apply .
the application, through field-testing, of theory to practice,
educational practitioners can, in ·their everyday activit ies,
ucational technologists.
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FIGURE I

DRY MOUNT PRESS:

Task Description

/SEALAMIN
YES

TASK
1.

Set thermostat at 225° F.

2.

Turn on

3.

Set tacking iron to 'medium'

4.

Select appropriate illustration

5.

Select Sealamin large enough to cover

6.

Dull $ide down

7.

Smooth out Sealamin

8.

Cut off excess Sealamin

9.

Place materials in newsprint, sandwich

10.

Plac.e sandwich in press

11.

Materials in for 30 seconds

12.

Check for bubbles, wrinkles

13.

(Reinsert if wrinkled)

14.

(Final trim)
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Lamina tine
(Scalamin)
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1
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paper)
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Spirit
Duplication

I

1

1

l
2

I

I 1 I

1

~

For task descriptions see appendices
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OUTCOME~

OF THE lNSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Robert K. Branson
Florida State University

ABSTRACT
This project sought to meet documented Army training needs t
application of system analytic procedures.
school organization were investigated.
comprehensive.
component.

Doctrine, regulations,

Regulations were clear and

School organization lacked a clear training evaluat

During the project, the Army reorganized the schools to

reflect requirements of the regulations and to permit proper executi
of the new training doctrine.

This change greatly increased the role

of evaluation in the schools.

Recommendations were made about organ1

and regulations and recommended doctrine was published in detail as tbt'
Interservice Procedures for Instructional Systems Development.
learned and management recommendations are presented.

'

VElOPMENT PROJECT
OMES OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Robert K. Branson
Florida State University

... .
training needs t

'•

for which this paper was prepared had as the central theme

,I~

"·

l

r tra1ning evalua
~ed the schools t

development.

·m·t

it will be possible to highlight specific issues not always

1

proper execut '

By limiting the scope principally to training

..

·.: ~

...,..

; ,

in typical education settings.
increased th e ro
distinction between education and training is made here simply
? made about
·
orga
h d
asis of the probability that the position or job classification
· e 'in deta jJ as
ng training is known prior to an individual's beginning the train-

eveJopment.

Les

_:,
,•·..

i'

..

For example, consider the baccalaureates in chemistry.

I.

' '

bability of a good prediction of their future employment when they
college is low.

At - ~he

ot her ext r eme, a sailor who enters the

radioman school has a high probability of going to a radioman's
'

I'

Instruction, then, for the radioman would be training, for the
stry major, education.

Not because of the subject matter but because

""

e predictability of the job for which. the individual was being
red.

Obviously, in this sense, instruction for which there was no

ational outcome regardless of how specific would be cast under the
ic of education.

Dent istry i s a training program, busi nes s is ques-

able, while teachers are .trained, history majors, education, etc.
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Center for Educational Technology (CET) at Florida
The Center was organized by Robert M. Morgan, Robert M.

Gagn~, l

J. Briggs, and the author in .the early 1970's for the purpose of
a systems analytic approach to the solution of human
ment problems nationally and internationally.

Here,

approach refers to the application of psychological
research and development techniques to the solution
Each of the individuals noted has detailed h

performance problems.

own view of how such applications can best be made by presenting ei
theoretical treatises or the description of large-scale projects. T
gain a better perspective of how these authors view the analytic app
-

.

,

see, for example, Gagne 1966, 1977; Briggs, 1977; Morgan and Chadwick
1971; Morgan 1979; and Branson, et al., 1975.
The U.S. Army Combat Arms Training Board (CATB), a highly effecti
and creative military training organization, approached the Center in
1973 to assist them in making a major revision and upgrading
to Army training.

One request made of CET was

art in empirically designed training technology, to identify concepts
appropriate to the

mi~sion

of Army schools and training centers and to

recommend methods for institutionalizing these concepts within the
Army school and training center system. Careful human engineering of
the organization of guidance material and doctrine was essential, parti·
cularly in providing "how to do it" guidance to military and civilian
training specialists within the Army school system (Branson,
and Rayner, 1973) .

request was to employ appropriate development procedures
epare and validate a training model with detailed guidance proceto develop in Army personnel the skills necessary to enable them
alyze, design, develop, implement and control empirically designed
It was my privilege, and I might add, a considerable
challenge, to have been selected as the principal investir 'on that project.

Principally because of the orientation of the founders of the Center
d his

based on the experience gained from a series of progressively more
ective projects, a somewhat traditional systems oriented human

• To

ources development approach was taken.
proach would be useful .

jwick,

A brief description of that

It is well founded in the psychological

..

-

terature that there are normally only three ways to achieve or improve
e performance of individuals in their jobs. One can select people who

f fective

:r in

lready know how to do a job. This approach i s commonly taken by
rrmerci al airlines when they hi re former military pilots who have already
ngged thousands of hours in multi -engi ne service.

A second approach is taken through the provision of sufficient
:epts
ind to

nstruction to individuals so that they will be able to perform.

In a

t llitary context, literally thousands of people are trained every day to
repair vehicles and aircraft, to troubleshoot electronic systems, and so

19

of

partilian

,ne, Hannum,

on; people who knew nothing about those systems prior to their entry
into the military service .

A third approach to improving or achieving performance is through
effective management and supervision.

Such approaches would include the

manipulation of economic incentives for sales people, for example, or
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through work enrichment procedures to create more
conditions and assignments for people on the job.
and industrial organizations pay far more attention to the manageme
aspects of performance than they do to the selection and training
aspects of performance.
Mager and Pipe (1970) .have detai led these three approaches in
straightforward fashion.

It is their view that before any effective

human resources change can be made, it is first necessary to documen
a clear performance discrepancy.

That is, to define an outcome

between what is and what ought to be.

ga ~

Some of those

caused by faulty selection procedures, others will be caused by ski l
deficiencies, while others will be caused by inadequate approaches t
management.

Training can only be a solution

that are documented to be skill deficiences.
It is important to recognize that all human
programs or projects will be effective only when they are viewed as a
means to the achievement of some known outcome.
obvious, frequently it has been found that a large number of people v1
training

~an

end in itself rather than a means to ach ieve an accep

level of performance.

There is abundant literature detailing situat

in which training was used as a solution to a non-training problem,
was therefore used ineffectively.

One reason for the apparent failu

of effecti ve training programs is that they represent the most innocu
intervention management can take .
The processes of documenting specific outcome gaps have been deta
by Kaufman (1976).

The processes of needs analysis and assessment a

undertaken to establish program validity.

In a training program, vat i

I

1·

the correlation between job requirements and the instruction.
ant first step in defining outcome gaps is the identification
anization's mission.

An organization should first be evaluated
That is important because there is often

"'!;.
.....
,1

.~1.i~:

ent among outsiders on what an organization 's mission ought to
ould be, rather than what it actually is.

'··

~· ~··.

:~r- ·

Kaufman also argued

'"

I '·

i,· ".

::· ....

is our obligation to question an organization's mission, but, once .

·-· -•·
•-;"

,;1· ,

. ....

hed, the mission then becomes the guidance for the entire organi-

e the

or~anization's

·'·
'

.~

.. ,
I

straightforward matter to compare the operations of the

I

.··

•'

tion to its mission including the way that the enterprise is
,,'• ,

d, the resources available, and the use of those resources in
mplishment of the mission.

.

•,

It is a fundamental requirement that
!',·I

or outcomes be an important part of the total assessment procedure.
istory has shown that we fa'. too often get concerned with process.
'•

'.

These outcomes or results must then be compared
s or expectations.

·•.

'ti ·~ ..

Finally the quantitative or qualitative

I ..

'I.

,I•..

results and pla.ns becomes the operational definition

..
'

ancies
a seasoned systems analyst, the dtscovery and documentation of an
gap represents an opportunity to apply a variety of solution

1•

Unfortunately, to the manager of an agency or a corporate
documentation of an outcome gap often becomes a political
Of considerable proportion. On the one hand it is impossible to

ard with preci sion in the absence o-f documented outcome gaps.

.

•,, i

mission has been established it has been

On
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•

.
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the other hand the existence of a documented outcome gap often r
action on the part of the executives responsible.

These actions

always solution oriented.
When the documentation of an outcome gap is done for the pu-rp
establishing a political advantage, it is often the
to discredit those who prepared the documentation.
February, 1979, the General Accounting Office issued a
report of Peace Corps recruiting activities, citing as
Peace Corps had "failed to interview" adequately a large number oft
hired . This "discrepancy" was cited as an example of poor management
the part of the Peace Corps.

Yet, fifty years of psychological resea

on interviewing has demonstrated that the interview is the - commonly employed method of employee selection.
A secorid approach taken to the handling of discrepancies
of finding someone to be the scapegoat.

Whose fault is it that the

training program is not working? Let's find t he people
replace or discipline them . This decisive executive action creates the
illusion that the problem has somehow been solved when in fact it will
recur.

Having effectively scapegoated the problem, however, the executi

can remain in place until the ultimate tragedy occurs.

Scapegoating o

protects individual jobs but rarely contributes to mission.
Generating Solution Alternatives
Sometimes it is possible to document discrepancies in an organizatt
for which no one can reasonably be scapegoated . The responsibility for tbl
problem is so diffuse that no one can be clear ly blamed .

It was the

fortunate case in the military ISO project to have been able to document
the discrepancy in such a way that making it public did not require administrative or punitive action.

Once opportunities of that kind are discovered

it is possible to begin constructive deliberations on solution alternatives.
hocating Contributors
It was decided early in the military Instructional Systems Development
(ISO) project to encourage wide participation as a means of generating
a base of participation and support.

First, we visited seyeral Army

installations to identify knowledgeable and effective staff memebers.

Each

of the Army's schools and training centers has a number of civilians and
military personnel who are competent in the applications of a systems
approach to training (SAT).

The participation of these specialists in

the development of the ISO materials was critical.

First, they have

experienced a wide range of prior training research and development ·
activities.

Second, they could serve as a responsive editorial board for the

critique of any tentatively selected approach.

Many of them could make

particularly good estimates of what will and what will not work in various
environments.
Selected people from those installations visited were invited to attend
various planning and briefing sessions during the planning and ·design of
the project.

Accumulating a group of experts or specialists to address a

problem is not without risks.

Many participants had already made up their

minds about the correct approach before they arrived.
11

11

Fortunately, others

adopted a problem solving orientation and were willing to consider a
variety of solution alternatives.

Those who had strongly entrenched views-

whose views did not prevail--either became detractors from the project or
dropped out all together.

Perhaps some day we'll be able to work out
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an effective method to get such groups to remain in a
rather than a solution selling mode.
It should be noted here that the Army has worked out over the
a variety of methods for handling decision making. · One of those and
probably the most prevalent is that of having the senior officer pre
make the final decision on a project or program.

Until the time that

decision is made, people are free to argue, to present alternati ves, tO
oppose others and so forth.

However, after the decision is made it is

expected that al l others participating will execute the action plan wi
diligence.

But, even in the Army, the better decisions

executed than those which are suboptimal.
The Army State-of- the-Art in 197.3
In . addition to identifying the key people who were at the
training centers and schools in the Army, a second purpose of our visi
to those installations was to define the existing state of the art.
Because the Army ·had done the early basic research in the systems appr
training, it was decided that a clear picture of exactly where they were
in 1973 would be basic to making any real improvements.
analyzed the training, training literature, school organization, and
training of trainers status as of the first quarter of 1973.
Three important areas were analyzed and then evaluated in
the mission they were intended to accomplish.

The first of these areas

was that of finding out what the people were supposed t o
were supposed to do it.

In the Army what people are supposed to do is

spelled out in regulations, and how they are supposed to do it is spell
out in other forms of guidance. The regulation which specified what and
how the Army was to train in 1973 was called the Systems Engineering of

f

Regulation 350-100-1.

That regulation, issued in 1968, had as

a fairly standard systems approach to training model.

That model
,.

displayed in Figure 1.

I,

A second consideration was how people were prepared to do what they
to do .
~

'.

Because there were a large number of people in the

~

school system concerned with training and an even larger number of

ple attending Army schools, there must be considerable and regular
paid to how people are prepared to their jobs.

Third, after people

"

t'•'
.

prepared to do their jobs then it is necessary to have some

.

'

I

I,
'•

., .

gular and objective way of finding out how well they did their job.

r-·,

•.,,_
''

~
-~.

The results of the preliminary studies and visits left us with a

i. .-·

od understanding of what the Army schools were supposed to do, how the

".
c"

the schools were prepared to do their work, and how they were

f'.

...

~....

and informed of the quality of their work.

Tne last element

I

t ·-

of that analysis was that of understanding how they were organized to
accomplish the assigned work.

,..'

In the Systems Engineering of Training model displayed in Figure l,

re

step or function called for is that of job analysis.

we

It follows

to management logic that if job analysis is a function required
to be performed then someone should be assigned to perform that function.
Further, we should be able to find on the

organiz~tional

the organization that that function is performed.

chart where in

In this sense the

lS

organizational chart is a road map which allows us to match function to
organization.
Displayed in Figure 2 i s the organizational chart that was presented

I led
rnd

to us by schools we visited during 1973.
Of

We were able to track the function

job analysis down through the Deputy Commandant for fuctri ne through
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Step One
Perform
Job
Analysis

Q
Step Two
Select
Tasks for
Training

Step Three
Prepare
Training
Analysis

___....:-.,~~·\
Step Four
Develop
Training
Materials

Step Fiye
Develop
Evaluation
Instruments

j

Step Six
Conduct
Training

Q
Step Seven
Exercise
Quality
Control

Figure 1. TRADOC Regulation 350-100-1 Training Model
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Figure 2.

U.S. Army School's 1973 Organizational Chart
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'the Dfrectorate of Traini'ng Development and found that organization charged
with the job analysis function .
. ·subsequently, we tracked each of the other functions specified in
the regulation down through the organizational chart until we could find
the person who was actually in charge of conducting the work specified in
the regulation.

Each time we found a discrepancy between what was called

for in the regulation and what was actually being done, either organizationally or functionally within the school, we documented that discrepancy.
Putting the -ing in Training
Fundamental to the theory of a systems approach is the notion of
control.

Control refers to the process of planning, executing the plan,

obtaining results, comparing the results to the plan, and acting on the
discrepancies.

Because there are many elements of a training system,

identifying the method of control becomes a key aspect of analyzing the
effectiveness of the organization.
Consider as an example an accounting department .

In the accounting

department, accountants apply standard procedures and techniques to each of
the accounts on a periodic basis and present periodic reports.

The purpose

and form of those reports is specified in advance and the person in charge
of

~ccounting

makes certain that each of the accountants applies the

specified procedures in a craftsmanlike manner.

Individual accountants are

not free to handle their accounts according to their own whim.

Further,

any deviations from standard practice are documented and explained.

Not

only are accounts managed, and accountants managed, but the entire process
of accounting is managed to meet specifications and, accordingly, is control led.

Applying that model to training would require that specified plans
made for the trainees, that the trainers would conduct training
ording to specification and, that the results of training would be
' :,

to those plans, discrepancies documented, and action initiated
discrepancies.

·f

:j.

In the Army school's model, we were unable to identify any evidence
t

training as such was being controlled.

Trainers were being trained

being trained by trainers, but the results of that
compared to the plan by anyone specifically charged
"th that responsibility.

f

Ian,
the

While it may be true that people in various

partments had interest in certain operations data about training, no one
s charged with the responsibility for documenting training results .

i.

Based on this analysis of the regulation and the .,organization of the
:he

hools, we documented this major organizational deficiency in a consultants'
~port

:ing

L:'.

. '·.

to the president of CATB in 1973.

Our interviews with training specialists in the field identified many
who claimed that the regulation under which they were operating was not

a good regulation.

A consultant group, HumRRO, was hired to investigate the
regulation at the Army aviation school.

While that

report contained many useful recommendations which were followed in the

ISO project regarding ways to improve the regulation itself and its
:!r,
~ot

documentation and evaluation procedures, no mention was made of the fact
that the school was not organized to implement the regulation (Ricketson,
j',

Schulz & Wright, 1970).

I
j.
;

:on-

One viewpoint from which the ISO project analysis was made included
the following basic tenant:
~ryone's

If a function, result, ta sk, or outcome is

responsibility, it will not get done.

Applying this rule to the
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Army's 1973 school organization, the evaluation and control

Ou

was widely dispersed in the organization and as a consequence did not
occur in a meaningful and deliberate way.
While there are no "laws" which apply universally in training
management, and there is no such thing as ·the correct organization, a
number of reliable principles have emerged over the years which work more
often than not.

We have generally approached new situations with these

principles in mind.
1.

The first six laws of training management:

Systems, models, designs, and equipment do not achieve
results. Managers do.

2.

If a function, result, task, or outcome is everyone's responsibility, it will not get done.
Corollary:

A manager can only handle N-1 collateral duties.

(One less than the number already assigned.)
3.

Any activity which is not thoroughly checked, or inspected
according to speci f i cati on or requirement will not be done

macl

according to speci f i cation or requ i rement.
4.

Incumbents in any job (mechanics or instructors) do not want

tha

to learn how to do it our way--they want to do it their way,

re ~

no matter how historically ineffective.
5.

An enterprise must be adequately or ganized and resourced to
accomplish mission .
Training and education are resource sinks; no

ar

quantity of resources will ever be percei ved as adequate.

S<

To be effective, a management systems analyst must pick a

0

problem to work on which is big enough to be important but

w

Corollary:

6.

for which ·no one can reasonably be blamed.

\<

I.

f training

!

our conclusion in 1973 was that the regulation was perfectly adequate

',•

.

i

r the intended purpose.

did not

'1

There was insufficient guidance, examples, and

·'.;·
I

aining provided for people to follow the regulation but those are
ripheral issues to the question of the quality of the regulation.

ining
~tion~
i

a

·(
..-~,

Thus,

f the regulation has all of the attributes of an SAT model, there is little

work more int in revising.

What was required was detailed guidance, training, and

training.

-1ith these

At that point in the project, we tried to summarize the data that had
!Ve

een gathered so that we could test the quality of our inferences about

he status quo.

:•

,.

It was . important that these inferences be as accurate

...

s respon- s possible since they would serve as the basis for all future plans.
In that context, it occurred to us that placing the blame on the
duties.

regulation was a clever rationalization on the part of the managers.
not

even a c·onscious one.

·I

··'
~.. i '

Perhaps

.~

What we found was, to us, a cl ear violation of

pected

the first law of training management:

e done

~c hines

Systems, procedures, models, and

..,:

do not produre reulsts; managers do.
:.

The violation was not that the managers were not working hard or
1ot want

that they were ignoring the duties, it was that no specific training

!ir way,

results were required and no one was responsible for achieving (or evaluating)
those res ults .

·ced to

'..

.~

processes.

·.·

Results in this context refers solely to outcomes, not

The Army was certainly diligent in applying the training process.

An effective solution would require not only a means for specifying
; no

and measuring outcomes, but also, an organizational recognition that a

i te.

senior manager must be held accountable for the achievement of thos e

:k a

outcomes . To achieve an organizational recognition of those outcomes

: but

Would require a major reorganization of the schools.

''

That reorganization

·.·

as clearly beyond the scope of work for which we had been contracted,
W

I,
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and more importantly, well beyond the decision authority of
agency.

Consequently, we were not optimistic about a fundamental c

The Development Plan
By early summer of 1973 we had completed the analysis
the-art in training in the Army (Task I) and, with the assistance of a
number of traini ng experts, had been able to outl ine the project plan.
This plan included the development of an Army training model
one in the systems engineering regulation), development of a
of procedures to provide training guidance to users, technical

l~vel

workshops, workshops for the immediate supervisors of technical work, a
workshops for senior managers.

The workshops for the supervisors and

managers were thought to be the most critical feature of the project.
management emphasis was based on the assumpfion that supervisors cannot
readily achieve results they do not understand.
In addition to the specifications for completing the project, a
methodology was established in which each of the major program elements
would be developed, critiqued, and thoroughly staffed before proceeding
to the next step.

While thi s process of printing and distributing draft

materials was time consuming, it was absolutely essential. The proces.s
of assimiliating and interpreting the critique and suggestions was diff;
at best.

Often, we found ·ourselves torn between two equally effective

alternative approaches, being able to use only one of them for consistency
purposes.

Finally, we projected a requirement to use the materials for a

period of 18 months, visit installations where they were being used,
conduct an in-depth evaluation of the use of the materials, and then do a
final version based on the formative data accumulated during the tryout
of the draft.

Unfor tuna t ely, that revision did not occur .

...i .'.:
It is 'difficult to be sure why the revision did not take place

rcling to schedule .

..

Some of the reasons centered around the change

project officer and a change in organization of CATB.

There was also

,naJl group of powerful civilians called "education advisers, 11 whose
\:

:~

we had recommended to be eliminated or restructured during the
plan.

I'

k I study, and there was a change in TRADOC at the highest levels.

,,..

, ...

na~s

the contractor was simply ineffective in convincing the Army

! . '•

Drift
'. '

Hardly a month had passed following the award . of the contract for
and

de development of an Army model and set of Army procedures when we

:!C t.

lll(Ountered an organization called the Interservice Training Review
A subcommittee of that organization was at the
time attempting to standardize training terminology among the services.

,a
~ments

fQr those of you in the university community, this task was akin to

that of trying to get several schools within a state university system
to agree on common courses.

It always sounds so logical on the face of

I .

tt until one actually tries to execute a plan .

Upon hearing of our project, that ITRO committee approached the
the proposal that the model and procedures being developed for
.·.

tive

them be converted to an interservice sponsorship, that is, the project

;istenC1

would be supervised by respresentative members of the Army, Navy, Air

for a

Farce and Marine Corps.

I

...'·

the final version was necessary--they still issue the draft version.
ve1

'

In the interest of interservice harmony, the

Army agreed to that proposal.
n do a

vout
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While it seems reasonable that it ought to be possible to p
training materials which would be useful to all members of the a
forces, that reasonableness applies only to principles, rules, ge
zations, concepts and the like.

It does not work at all when one

to describe training problems, .training procedures, sources and us
data, and other service specific requirements.
begun to drift.

Clearly, our rnissi

It is often difficult to please everyone.

at that time, the project manager assigned by the Army remained the
As all defense contractors are aware, high quality projects
completed if high quality project managers are not assigned
them.
It is the duty of the project manager to keep the contractor cle
oriented toward the mission and objectives.

Such a responsibility is

particularly important when it is necessary to work with a large num
people in order to complete the project.

Often, working with a large

number of people permits the introduction of noise into the system.
The government project manager must taken into account the legitimate
suggestions and concerns of those participating while,
keeping the project on track so that the outcome will be in their best
interests.
Late in the proj.ect, we went through the rather shocking experien
of a change of project manager.

The first project manager was a highly

rated lieutenant colonel in the regular Army.

When he was reassigned

overseas, he was replaced by anene.rgetic, technical iy competent captain
in the Utah National Guard.

Imagine your all-American high school

quarterback suddenly being sent to the Dallas Cowboys.

Captains, no

matter how brillant, do not vote as much stock as lieutenant colonels.

the lesson learned here is that it is not in the best
.•

contractor to change project managers in the middle
e project unless one can make a substantial change for the better.
lieve this lesson would generalize across a wide range of projects .

'.·

outcomes of the project can be described in two major categories:
e which were expected and those which were not.
co~e

·.··.

The major expected

' '

" .
..

of the project was the publication of all of the draft materials

'

'.''

These materials included:
o

Interservice ISO Model {See Figure 3)

o

The manuals published in the Army as TRADOC Pam 350-30 and
in the Navy as NAVEDTRA 106A

is
o

0

time,

..

The workshop materials, including the exercises and the work.shop director's guide

rge

1te

.....

A slide/tape presentation which provides an overview of the
entire set of procedures.

All of the materials described above are referenced at the end of
this paper with their document acquisition numbers so that interested

.

'

'

.

civilians can find them accessab 1e .
A significant element in the Task I problem analysis was that of
structure of the Army school system.

.,.,,.

Perhaps the

most dramatic unexpected outcome during the entire project was the
:ai n

reorganization of the Army school system.

i..

Following the publication of

.

'

the manuals (in late 1975), the Army issued a draft organizational chart
for the school systems in 1976.

..

This revised organization is referred

to as School Model '76, is presented as Figure 4.

, ..

Of particular interest,

i'

in Figure 4 is the Directorate of Evaluation which has been placed on
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U.S. Army School Model 1976
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an equal level with all other major dtvisions of the organization.
this means is that the Directorate of Evaluation, which previously
not exist, now is on the same level as the Directorate of Training
Development, the Directorate of Training, and the Directorate of
. Development.

Now, the people who develop the content of training

in a different department than those who develop the training and t
materials. Those who conduct the training are in a different depar
from those who evaluate the outcomes of training.
of major function provides a system of checks and
feedback to be channeled to appropriate elements of the organization
as a means of improving outcomes , and the potential for gaining cont
Figure 5 shows how the relationship between the organizational
departments relates to the phases of the ISO model.
'

...

Training Development is responsible for Phases I, II, and
Model. The Training Directorate i s responsible for ·Phase
Model. And Phase V, Evaluation, is placed in the Evaluation Directorate.
The School Model

1

76 represents a considerable conceptual improvement over

the prior organization· since it placed equal emphasis on the evaluation
of outcomes as it does with the conduct of trafoing processes.

If this

training organization can be kept in place long enough for its
attributes to mature and operate, it will have been a major contribution
to school management.
A second unexpected outcome wa s that the final version
was not completed.

A thorough revision was planned based on broad and

suffici ent usage data in the Army . The revi sion was to have been similar
to a revision of

instructio~al

materials based on formative evaluation
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Phases of the ISO Model
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data. As a consequence, many rough edges (and perhaps some huge pothol
remain in the materials . Such revisions cannot be competently done by
people not thoroughly familiar with the principles upon which the
procedures are based .
What we fear, and there is evidence to support this fear, is
that the potholes and rough edges will be identified by some users.
These users will try to remove the portions of the doctrine offensive
to them, even though that section or step was a fundamental part of the
principles being established.

If this practice continues, the integrity

of the entire model can be degraded .
The third unexpected outcome was the degree of resistance among
several civilian education advisers within the school system. One the
one hand, .they were unable to muster really significant .support for thei r
resistance, but on the other hand, they did create a substantial block
to implementation.

Fortunately, thei r protest was ill-timed.

Had they

put forth their maximum effort at the time the project director was
changed, or at other times of partial confusion, they could have increased

Ge

their chances to prevent the publ ication of the materials .
G

, '.
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This

Presentation

will

first

compare

' '

and

contrast

the

'/•

PUrPoses of instructional and evaluative computer based
It
ardiolosw

will

simulation

•o

on to discuss the

that

will

be used

development
as

a

referent

of

a

~

for

The desisn and structure or this referent simulation
then

be Presented.

The

ma~ior

Port:i.on of this

the evaluation desisn of this

cardiolos~

paper

simulation

will

("

"",

< '

and

some measurement issues of computer based evaluative simulation.
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,
I
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technique of computer based simulation has
been
1be
ssfully utilized in an instructional mode for some time in
academic

disciplines.

work

decades,

has been conducted to investigate the

techniques,
While

Within the past two

and

on

the

off

line,

as

much

use

I.""

..

of

.

' ' ..

evaluative

technique of constructing

a

model

of

for simulation purposes remains essentially the same for
an

evaluative
designs

or

an

differ

instructional
vastly.

This

simulation,
paper

the

will

first

the differences in instructional design necessitated

..
..

by

differing educational purposes of these two types of computer
simulations.

'

~.

Once these differences are established, then
I

•

'

.

velopment and evaluation issues will be presented and discussed
an

ongoing

research project at the

University

of Medicine as a model reference.
paper

and

the

Iowa

The final portion

wi ll discuss considerations relevant to
simulations

of

issues

of

of

scoring ' of

validity

and

The purpose of an instructional computer based simulation is
allow the student to interact with a simulated model
ho w

this

simulated

conditions imposed on it.

enviornment

reacts

to

to

differing

Most instructional simulations have as

of their design some instructional segments,
help

and

or,

programs

to guide and teach the learner various principles

conditions present in this simulated enviorn ment.
instructional

segments

are

tutorial

in that

Many of
they

or

these

teach

f.

the

student some of the salient features of the model, or simulation,

'.
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and allow the learner to progress from very basic princip

a1

concepts, to more comple x aspects of the system
more

sophisticated

instructional simulations

utilize

branching as part of their design to reinforce learning.
these

complex instructional simulations have

that

are

used

understanding

as

a

check

for

learner

comprehension

AS

a

of the concepts presented as part of the

package.
Once
principles

the

le:trner

has

success-fully

grasped

and

concepts, s/he is first taught how

the
to

with the model, or simulated environment, and ultimately
to

experiment

instructional

and manipulate this model.
simulation

the

learner

In this phase of
sets

up

the

conditions and constraints and then explores
given these determinants.
To
based

simulations

system,
which
and

summarize, the general design of instructional
is

to

first create a model

to develop a series of instructional

of

the

tutorial

progra•s

teach various concepts and principles of the object systea
to ultimately allow the learner to interact with this

by manipulateing and varying the conditions.

l

model

The primary purpose

of this type of computer based simulation is instructional.

prog r<
By contrast, the primary purpose of an evaluative simulation
is

to

test, or measure knowledge, skills,

within a specific discipline or subject area.
instructional;
main

.,

purpose

and/or

competencies

Its purpose is not

any learning that does occur is secondary to
of evaluation.

The same principle holds

here

f

r__::==============::=;==------ - ~-

the
as

•

l

evalu<
was

accom·
met

any written cognitive test instrument: whatever

a

student

while being tested is purely secondary to the purpose

of

uating what a student "knows" or "understands".

..'
I

,-

'
stated earlier, the evaluative simulation which will

AS

l

as

a reference is one developed at the University of

be

..
•·
." '

Iowa

:l .

i ege of Medicine in Cardiology.
evaluative

simulation

skills
on

acute

in

is to assess both

primary

care

for

assessment

sections

of

medical

of

The

and

and

medical

design

diagnostic

history

computer

diagnostic

physicians

myocardial infarction.

allows

If

of

The purpose of this

of

the

skills

of

taking,

physical
I,•

and in the ordering · of diagnostic laboratory
management

skills are evaluated for patients

illness - in this case myocardial
as

in

section dealing with common

ventricular
~rdiogenic

In

arrhythmias,

tes ts.

who

have

infarction,

complications

bradycardia,

,•.

as

of

the

hypertension,

shock, and cardiac arrest and resusciation.

June of 1977 a development team consisting of a
(cardiologist), a medical liason

(physician's

content
assistant

a senior medical student), and an instructional designerLatioa

rncies
_s not

the

e

as

•l

~ogrammer

began

a

two

year project to

Ualuative simulation in cardiology.

develop

A review of the

first done to ascertain the state of the art.
accomplished,

an

line

literature

Once this was

the content expert and the instructional

to begin the content development of this

on

~·.

designer

simulation.

These

.,. )
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"brain

storming"

"simulated

patient",

flowcharted.
in

and

sessions

At

lead to an

design

or environment, which was

then

this point a senior medical student

introduced to the concept and

simulations

overall

and

flowcharting.

technique

of

For the first six

Ther

months,

sim

meeting occured between the three members of the development
involving

discussion

diagnosis

and

of

the

treatment.

case

The

and

the

ramification~

medical men had no

tre

designe~

instuctional design background and the instructional
no

is

computer

thi~

medical background, so, each member of the team learned

exact information

w~s

necessary for the

develop~ent

of each

of the simulation.
Since

the

major portion of this presentation is to
th

around measurement considerations of evaluative simulations,
design
to

and development aspects will not be detailed.

say

that

debugging
to

the

development,

pro

programming,

processes of the simulation took one and a half

accomplish.

Packard

design,

The programming was done in BASIC on a
Access minico.mputer located at the

2000

years

Hewlett-

University

of

rcecommen
as a sun

Iowa Computer Assisted Instruction Laboratory.

ThE
simula t :
Prior

to consideration of some measurement issues, a

short

discussion of doctor (user) interaction with the simulation model
is

warranted.

evaluative,
the

Since

the

purpose

of

this

instrument

th e user is essentially allowed to progress

simulation

at her/his own rate and with

minimal

is

through
structure

and

a

contrac
a final
diff ere
11anagem

The

program was designed to allow the doctor to follow

path(s) s/he chooses and is consequently forced to deal
complications

arise.

Therefore,

there

is

no

tion or guidance imposed.
is

no instructional remediation incorporated

within

..

I

~

simulation,

since instruction is not the

The

feedback

intent

the doctor receives is

of

this

twofold:

one

is the result(s) of treatment(s) that were ordered and

how

..
~

treatment(s)

affected the patients' condition.

feedback

this

is

primarily

informational

The purpose
rather

than

The second form of feedback is both informational
instructional.

This feedback occurs either at the end of the

when the patient is successfully treated and
the

hospital,
incorrect

or, if during the

simulation

diagnosis or treatment kills

released

the

the

doctor,

"patientn.

program records which sections the doctor has completed
simulation

the

is

terminated,

successfully

gives detailed feedback in terms
tre atment and rationale.

of

'"

and
or
I

diagnosis,

This feedback is

included

..

summary of the case.
The

structure

of

I

the

simulation

is

as

follows:

is broken down into an introductory office
a

model

series

•,

of management programs on

premature

the

scenario,

;'.

ventricular
•I

~ntractons

(PV:), bradycardia

(day 2), hypertension (day 3), and

is
a final program on cardiogenic shock (day 4) •

r ough

differ ent

cardio pulmonary resuscition

There are also two

(CPR) programs;

one

f@r

cardiac arrest in the coranary care unit and

the

cture
•anagement

of

....

•!
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other for treatment of cardiac arrest in an office or u
ward.

There

is

management

continuity of presentation of

programs .

simulation

without

The

doctor

realizing

will

that

these

proceed

these

programs

different sections.
The

actual

logistics

of

this

sequencing

will

addressed · in detail as it is complex and not the primar 1
of

this

paper .

throughout

the

management.
all

the

It

is important to note that

at

many

simulation the patient can - die due

Conseguent+y,
sections

of

some

this

to

of the doctors will not

simulaiton

if

the

prematurely.

With

the purpose and structure of this simulation in

attention is now turned to various measurement considerations
the

research

simulation.

design
It

that

wi ll

be

used

in

evaluating

should be noted that the measurement issues

will

be raised are not specific to this

but,

generalize to most evaluative simulations on and off
The

first

Therefore,

the

step

in the evaluation process

primary

validate the simulation.
themselves

being

simulation

and

are

of

utmost

particular

purpose of the research

is
design

is

The audiences that will be used are

evaluated.

It is their

performances

on

on various external validation instruments
concern in ascert aining

reliability of this simulation.

the

validity

and

are

four

different audiences that will be

this evaluative simulation.

used

to

these audiences consist

of

of senior medical students at the University of Iowa,
of

primary
of

care

Iowa

physicians who

for

a

five day

are

returning

workshop

as

to

part

a
the

of

a

medical education program, the staff cardiologists at
university, ana 20 to 30 internists located

throughout

the

.,

..

A general overview of the validating instruments

of Iowa.

....
I

be discussed as well as the research designs for each group.

data handling and statistical analysis wi ll not be

presented

are technical rather than conceptual issues.
There will be three external validating instruments us e d: 1)
cognitive written multiple choice exam 2) a subjective clinical
ting scale and 3) a medical audit.
The cognitive written multiple choice exam will be used with
senior

medical student group and the group of primary

g

This

es

exam will contain questions which address

knowledge
There

will

level

of

cardiology

and

is

analyze

specific

are

al s o be a serie s of q uestions

s

that

nd

the

This
•anagement
the

exam

specific

.

used

These

which

quest i on s

to go beyond the knowledge level, to apply
circumstances in order

to

diagnose

and

in various situations .

the

on

doct~r

the

cardiovascul a r

address more skill related areas of cardiolo gy.
force the

care

exam

will

be tailored to

corre spond

points addressed in the simulation.
in

to
By

this manner, it will enable direc t

performances

on

the simulation and

on

the

major

constructing
comparison
related

of
test

~

.... ,
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items.

It

is

felt

that

this is the only

cognitive exam as a validating instrument.
simulation,
compared

the

with

relationship

scores
the

between

performance

obtained

exam

on

means
To help

the

simulation

results to assess 1)

scores

on

each

part

if
of

the

on the corresponding segments of the

2) if the results on the total simulation breakdown
relative rankings as they did on the exam.
The subjective clinical rating scale will
the

medical

subjective

student

group.

The major problems in

scale as a validating instrument are inter and

rater reliabilities, as well as the actual observation time
rater

has

regulate
most

with each student.
the

amount of time a rater has with each

of these encounters are spontaneous.

which

a

this .

enable

The consistancy

rater rates individual students is a problem

observational
for

There is unfortunitly no

instrument and an attempt will be made to

This

the

mangement

instrument will be constructed in a

s t udents
criterion

to

be rated

that

on

specific

corresponds to major

diagnosis
diagnostic

management points in the simulation.
The
assess

ultimate criterion for validating the simulation is
how

well actions and decisions taken on

match

actions taken in rea 1 life.

means

by

conducting
relevant

the

There exists in

which this assessment can be accomplished,
a medical audit.

A patients• chart contains all

information on the diagnosis and management of a

!• )

with

this
and

record of information
the

major medical

that

a

decisions

case

can

be

determined.

...

A

cal audit is the means by which a case is reconstructed.
Twenty
be

to

thirty internists throughout the state

participating in this phase

permission
that

g

as

the

Iowa

validation.

With

an audit will be conducted on those

directly relate to the content of

comparisons
d

of

of

assessed

the

and

the

·1

patients •
......

simulation.

will be made between performance
through the audit,

''

in

real

diagnosis

...

and

of the simulated patient.

e
way

·nt,
y

.

th

'

'i

..
is
ic

is

is
11

t
'

t

i
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The

criterion related, or more specifically,

validity

of

this

simulation

will be

cognitive written test instrument.
exam

assessed

by

The relative rankings

will be compared with the relative rankings for both

on the simulation.
It is assumed that this written cognitive instrument i
valid and reliable
the

~nd

is in fact measuring the same skills

simulation is measuring.

simulation
Because

does

of

measure

duplicate reality, it

only

this, in assessing the concurrent validity

simulation

it

physician

not

This is a critical

is

only possible to determine

performance.
of

of

some

This, or any simulation can
~Qi

how a physician is capable of behaving

s/he

will

behave in the actual situation.

It is

bear

this

in mind when determining the concurrent

hov

important
validity

sim·u1a tions.
The clinical ratings of the student group will also be
to

assess

rankings

concurrent

prove

This

too

will

use

of the students on individual sections of the

rating scale.
will

validity.

The results on specific sections of the simulatio1

be compared with the ratings.

It is hoped that there

to be a relationship between how the students

perfor m

the clinic and how they perform on the simulation.
Finally,

the results of the medtcal audit will be

with

the physician results on the simulation.

this

will be the ultimate validating criterion .

that

the

their

It is hoped
If it is

physicians• performance on the simulation

performance

in

practice, then some proof

that

of

found

relates

to

concurren t

'

'·

itY can be established.

..,

It seems a logical construct to assume that a physician

diagnosed

and managed patients in both

situations will perform "better" on the

who

clinical

"

and

simulation

students who have had limited experience.

"~·:'

,·.'"

than

It also seems

to assume that cardiologists should perform "better"

on

simulation then either of the above groups.
.'•

construct

valiaity

will

be determined

of these differing groups.
as

f

follows:

1)

the primary

by

comparing

the

Construct validity
care

physicians

r" .·

will

.'

should

nbetter" as a group on the simulation than the group

of

students and 2) the Cardiologists should perform " better "
a group on the simulation then either the physician or student

If

Lnt

the

simulation

is

able

to

differentiate
i~

of these differing groups, then

the

may be said

with

certainty that the simulation possesses construct validity.
It is assumed that there is a significant difference between
groups

tested.

This will be determined

by

comparing

the

of the student and primary care physician groups
written cognitive instrument .
cardiologists
If

It is assumed that the

group

is significantly different than the above

significance

is

not

found;

then

on

validating

two
the

timulation by this means is not appropraite.

1pare.d
that

The

content validity of this simulation will be

determined

an expert team of cardiologists.

"

f ound
s

to

rrent

One

of

the

most crucial and fundamental problems

of

any
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evaluative

simulation is scoring.

instruments
mechanism.

that

were

discussed

All the

external

rely on

a

reliable

No matter how well these instruments are const

and are psychometrically sound, if the scoring of the
is

not

both

determined.
simulation
shown.

reliable
Nor,

does

possesses

Critical

and realistic the validity
it

matter how much

can

face

if criterion related validity can

to proving validity of this simulation

development of a sound scori ng algorithm.
It

is

represent

crucial

that the

scoring

algorithm

realisti

the clinical ramifications of treatment.

The

of

scoring the simulation at each data option point

an

overall numeric score on the simulation for each

doctor

also obtain a series of subscores on each section of
This

simulation

contains a

multi~ude

of major data

points all of which will never be encountered in any

A

major

data

encounted

option is defined as a treatment

when

intervention,

the

or,

doctor

opts

for

medical

list
or

as a management l i st which usally contains a

list of options allowing the doctor to perform
. history,

order

laboratory

tests,

and/or

begin

intervention.
The scoring will be accomplished in two independent
The

first

phase will be to have a number of cardiologists

the simulation.
and

placed

The individual physician paths will be monitorel

in a file.

These files will consist

of

individual

physician paths and a cumulative frequency record of all the data
options that were choosen.

these
paths

physicians have gone

will

be

reconstructed on paper

tables • . Since there is no
the

through

Q~~

paths

cumulative

the
in

simulation,
the

form

r .·
(.,

·J ' '

l't:'

of

optimal path through the
determined

by

these

results will serve as the standard "optimal" paths.
these

standards are established, a weighting scale can

be

.. i

.. ·.··

It
there

is
exist

important to note that for

a

"

data

could

i'

be

In other words, it is possible

data option by one route and choose

and

major

a multiple number of routes that

that option point .
reach

any

drug

receive the maximum weighted score.

It

to reach that same data option and choosing

'A'

for

is

also

the

' ~·

"

..

.~

' ..

exact

a different and less desirable route and not
'.-.:

the maximum weighted score.

.

This indicates the need

to

·~

· '·

"'

optimal. pathways first.

.. · '
"',,•· .

ent.

There

are

is

within

i cal
s

hundreds

of

this

treatment
simulation .

and
It

management
would

lists

be

almost

for a group of experts to weight (score) every option

a

every data list .

ke a

was

made

It is because of this reality that

to limit and identify only

the

the

major

data
·.'.

points

throughout the

simulation.

These

data

critically important points for diagnosis,

options

..c

treatment

'
mangement.
:ake

It

is

these major data options

that

will

be

., ,

Veighted.

>red

A

tual

Option

lata

<to

decision

table will be constructed for each

major

point and all possible routes that could have been

reach

Veighting

that particular option will be specified.

A 10

scale will be used to judge the plausibility

of

'"

data

'

"

taken

"

point

'

each
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dat
be

majora option within the simulation.

employed to rate EACH major data option on a +5 to

(+5

critical (essential to do)

avoid)].

From

cc

A team of experts

to -5 very harmful

-5

An<

(essential

the predetermined standard the +5 weighted

usin~

score

be cited for each specific option on the optimal

will

be the job of this team to weigh the other options for eacb

c-0nf oun<

for

In '

major
any

data option list.
one

option

within

It is quite possible and
a data option list

to

path.

It

will

probable
have

differing

weights due to different paths.
while
that

it

i ndi vid ·

the scoring is considerably complex, it is
be done.

The team of experts will

work

essential

independently

rating each option of each major data option list; the results of
the

ratings

option

will be compiled, and the final

will be determined.

11pha

for

ite

the

ca

that ca

each

Mc

If the ratings are not consistent on

"Simula

rating~

ratings

50

any

one item, the highest and lowest

will be

discarded;

and

the remaining scores will be averaged to determine

a

final

weight for the option.

skills"
that

t

reducin
option~

interdE
The

last measurement consideration is that of assessing the

reliability

of

this

simulation.

The ideal

way

of

reliability

is to construct and develop two parallel

simulations and loo~ at individual performance on these
forms.

Not

parallel

only

is

simulations

it

extremely differcult

measuring

the same

to

measur ing

the

s1

evaluative

any

g:

parallel

develop

knowledge

and

two
skill

levels, but, this form of reliability estimation falls victim
all
forms

the

intervenin~ and confounding variables of

situation.

This

procedure is also extremely

any

obtainE

to

parallel

costly

t }

and

the op]

of

the

follow

r·
estima
stance

consuming, considering that it took one and a half years to
I· '
~ I,

qelop this present simulation.
Another, more viable procedure for establishing
using a test-retest design.
procedure

is

reliability

i '· ·'
l'I '

While this is certainly possible,

suseptable

to

all

the

intervening

,,
"

'

'

and

nf ounding variables that this estimation presents.
Internal reliability estimates such as Crobach's Coefficient
or

all

KR20

make the fundamental

assumption

test items are discrete and identifiable.

:s Of

the

That is,

item exam has 50 dicrete, individual test items.
case in an evaluative simulation.

that

This is not

There are no

test

items

can be individually identified.
and

McGuire

each

tt on

Babbot

techniques

:ded;

S'k ills"

: inal

that

(1)

(1967)

in

their

in the measurement

article
of

entitled

problem

have looked at this issue of reliability.

there

are

four characteristics that have

red ucing

reliability

options

are

3)

there

weighted

2)

the

data

are differential amounts

solving

They state
effect

as it is commonly estimated: 1)

differentially

interdependent

of

the

data

options

are

of

feedback

1 the

obtained

iring

the

students with respect to the nature of the problem posed

ltive

any

given data option and 4} an individual student can be denied

tllel

the opportunity of responding to many of the data options because

two
;kill

to
.llel
and

..'

a

of

by the ex2minees which results in

dissimilarity

the particular decisions thats/he opts to make

(i.

e.,

among
by

may

;1
,,

follow many different alternative paths) .
It

is

because

of

these

four

estimation is extremely differcult.

factors

that

reliability

McGuire and Babbot take

the

stance that reliablity of a measure can be viewed as an attribute
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related

to

universes.
a

~eneralizability

it's

with

respect

to

Of interest are the estimates of the extent to

particular set of scores on the simulation is generalizable t o

many . possible

similar tests.

characteristic

that

Here they are

Cattell

has

referring

included in

his

the

to

concept

of

"consistency of measurement" and which he specifically refers

to

as

"homogeneity".

following
results

They

techniques
from

Coefficient
estimate

recommend

which

have

using
yielded

any

the

the

essentailly

their own studies; Angoff formula
Alpha, and principal component

of

12,

three
siailar

Cronbach•s

analysis.

All

consistency of measurement or generalizability

will

©f

results across tests.
While
according
inherent
resolved.

it
to

is

possible to

McGuire

and

obtain

Babbot,

a

the

reliability
four

estimate

characteristics

in a simulation that reduce reliability have yet to
It

seems

possible that a coefficient can be

be

derived

which is sensitive to the multitude of confounding variables that
exist

in

research

this technique.

What is needed

is

more

theoritical

in this area by those familiar with this technique

ana

the areas of reliability estimation.

In summation, evaluative computer based simulations are both
exciting
eduaction
innovative

and

challanging

environment.
means

of

This

measurement
mode

assessing

a

of

instruments
evaluation

learners•

many

offers

any

an

comprehension,

knowledge, and skill levels within any subject area.
are

for

While there

unresolved measurement issues, the foundation is

laid

researchers to explore these vital area of interest.
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McGuire,C.H.,& Babbot,D. Simulation techniques in the
measurement of problem solving skills. ~Q!!.£n~l
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The Formative Evaluation of Bilingual Television Programs:
Some Results and Suggestions for Improvement

'

-~ '

' 1

Richard F. Lewis, Ph . D.
Research Associate
Atlantic Institute of Education

"'

January, 1979
Paper presented at the Association for Educational Communicati on and
Technology meeting New Orleans, La. March, 1979
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d

...

Tl

sound

J

object

ABSTRACT

stand
The paper presents the results of two formative evaluation studies
else.
of second language programs in

Nov~

Scotia.

Both studies included
ticate

procedures to determine the effectiveness of the series in achieving their
M

objectives as well as procedures which could yield suggestions for imThe On
provement in the programs .
severa
A second aspect of the paper concerns the improvement of formative
haS bE

evaluation procedures for television and other mediated programs.

The
Televj

suggested changes are divi ded into factors which can be examined
as a
independently, factors which must be examined in coptext and factors
which must be examined in a field tryout.
learnc
evalu.
the p :
(See

for s
based
teacr.
Fi she

for

t

othe1

The educational media have a definite role to play in helping children
adults to learn other languages.

'•I

Radio, audio-tapes, films and slide

:'.

sound packages and television have all been used to achieve various learning
objectives.

,,

Many of the early language media presentations consisted of

up teaching using blackboards and perhaps a few visuals but little

,·· .
However, with the maturation of educational television, more sophisticated presentations are being designed to teach languages.

\. '

Many agencies have produced series for use in second language teaching.

"

The Ontario Educational Communications Authority in Toronto, has produced
several series for use in teaching French while the Carrascolendas series
has been used to teach Spanish in the United States.

I·:·t

Nova Scotia School

;I

"

Television also produced several series to supplement teaching of French
~· ·

1

as a seC'Ond language.

... .

,

~1' · ,•

Most of the recent television series intended for second language

. . . ..

learners have been subjected to formative evaluation or at least summative

.~(.

l.

evaluation procedures.

These studies have dealt with various · aspects of

the production and utilization of second language television materials.

I
~·

(See Laosa, 1975 ; Williams, Van Wart and Stanford, 1973; Fleming, 1972)
This paper deals with the improvement of formative evaluation procedures
for second language television materials.

The recommended procedures are

based on a -review of the literature and on two studies of second language
teacning materials produced by Nov.a Scotia School Television (Lewis and
Fisher, 1977; and Lewis, 1979).

Although the paper deals with procedures

for television programs, the comments could be applied to other media and
other programs.
•,
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French series designed for

ee actors (and other supporting

How wou:
level , :

1s which might be faced by
__ vocabulary and relied on humor
meaning.

The eva.

a

The Evaluation
The evaluation was commissioned by the Nova Scotia Department of
Education to determine the effectiveness of the program series achieving
its objectives, which dealt with vocabulary acquisition, enjoyment and
understanding of the plots.

sources

In addition to determining effectiveness, the

study had to provide specific infonnation on recommended production changes,
distribution patterns , usage guidelines and supplementary materials.

C•

the
the character

close scrutin
production fo
programs was
recommendatio
in the series

Specific Questions
1.

Would the students watch the programs; i.e. would their eyes be on the scr

2.

Would the students understand the words to be used in each p rogram?

3.

After watching the programs, would students understand words which were

Teacher
students' sea
determine his
necessary, be

not in their repertoire before the viewing?
4.

Would students understand the plots?

5.

Would students enjoy the programs?

Design, Sub~
Two hur.

participated

Would the. number of programs watched result in differences in vocabulary
acquisition, understanding and enjoyment?
How would students react to selected variables such as the plot,
t

the characters and production techniques?

I·

I

Would the students' attitudes to learning French and towards French
people be altered by exposure to the program?
How would the teachers feel about the program with regard to its
in<J

·'

level, its achievement of objectives, etc.

r.

1·
I

Sources
The evaluation study used three basic sources of data:
opinion and test results, and teacher opinion.

expert opinion,

The expert opinion con-

a contextual evaluation in which the programs were scrutinized to
determine the production variables which could be improved.

The actions of

the characters, the pronunciation and the special effects all came under

close scrutiny for suitability.

In addition, the relationship of the

: he

production format, etc., to existing research" recommendations for children's

iges,

programs was investigated.

The researcher determined whether the

recommendations of experts in children's programming were being

considered

in the Series.
Teacher attitude was obtained using a Likert type scale similar to the
he sdreen

students' scale.

In addition, each participating teacher was interviewed to

determine his/her reaction to every aspect of the program which could, if
ere

necessary, be changed or altered.

~esign,

Subjects, Procedure

Two

hundred and eighty-eight grade eight students from 12 classes

Participated in the study.

These students came from four different schools.
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Classes were chosen at random from all the grade eight French classes ill
Nova Scotia county.

To determine the effects of

some classes watched eight programs, some watched four and some watched
program; other classes did not watch any programs but participated in
study so that valid comparisons could be made.

All classes completed a

baseline test battery before the study began while one-half of the sample
completed a pre-test.

Classes viewing the program

in their classrooms during the regular French class.
followed its showing.

After watching the appropriate number of programs,

the classes were tested on the same program using the techniques mentioned
above.

To obtain the most representative sample of teacher opinion

regarding the program, any teacher using the program outside the study as
well as several other groups of teachers completed
on the series.

Pre-Treatment Tests for Differences
In this study, classes had to be randomized, not students .

As a

result, differences between classes had to be measured before the treatment
was presented.

Two tests were administered to the sample prior t o the study.

The lei on Parle Test, an audio-pictorial vocabulary· test, discovered
significant differences between groups.

In every case, means for the TIJ

group appeared to be higher than means for the non-TV group.
Significant differences between groups were also found in responses
to the questionnaire on attitude to learning French.

This test comprised twO

sub-tests, Desire to Learn French and Motivational Intensity.

sses in

Results*

;.;:;.---

ograms,
atched

-

Attention

0

:i in the

The programs maintained the attention of students watching about

80% of the time .

However, . certain sections of programs did seem to

:ted a

encourage students to stop watching programs.

~ sample

that students who did not understand the action (determined by self-report)

rideotape

stopped watching to catch up on their sleep, homework, etc.

>f a pr

of programs which were accompanied by lapses in attention were noted for

In addition, it appeared

'-"·.
!.

:ograms,

Sections

~;, . '

r•
~·:·
'"

further analysis.

,'I

"
Vocabulary Level Before Viewing

tudy as

'

.~

The 144 students who completed the pre-test knew 14 of the 20 words
on the test.

•.:'

.'•

This data indicated that students could understand the major
··,·

words and sentence expression used in the program.

This finding showed

that the assessments by the teachers and of the producers regarding vocabulary
level were reasonably accurate.
~s

a

: reatment

Vocabulary Level After the Program

the stu
;covered
:he TV

''

The difference between pre-test and post-test vocabulary scores

"1

'

,"

indicated that students did not learn new words or phrases as a result
of the program.

',

.
Neither the pre-test group, nor the non pre-test group

who watched the television showed a significant differenceonthe post-test
pons es
prised

•

I'•~-

tentioned

stionna1

r

::".. =·

from the non-television groups.

However, it should be pointed out that

!.'

the program was not designed to teach vocabulary.

*

This section contains only summary information since the paper is concerned
mainly with the improvement of procedures. Complete results are presented
in Lewis and Fisher (1977).

!'•
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I

The data did indicate that a student who had been exposed
would score significantly higher than a student who was no t exposed to
the pre-test.

As a result, one of the recommendations sugges ted that as

an instructional device, students

be exposed to the vocabulary of the

program before it was viewed.

~ttituc
:.;.;...--

Comprehension of Plots

Tt

Students who watched more programs understood more of the action than
students who watched fewer programs.

It is obvious that comprehension

of stu<

improved as the students became accustomed to the accent and pronunciation
of the characters in the Series.

These findings clearly demonstrated that

viewing the whole series would be more beneficial than the viewing of

!'.!obl~
E~eri

t

just one program, or even just a part of the series.
and

natura

Opinion of the Program
No significant differences were recorded between students who watched
one, four, or eight programs.

ac

of

thE

In ranking the programs, students chose

programs which they said were .easy to understand, funny, presented
pictures to explain the words and had a goal plot.

More information on

these factors was sought and obtained in the group and personal interviews
after each viewing and at the end of the study.

Vocab1

The findings of the

interviews and the summary of the questionnaires provided the basis for

The d
posthighe

many of the production changes which were suggested.

Opinions of Teachers
Most teachers indicated that students would like the program but
that a considerable amount of preparatory and follow-up work would be
needed.

Most teachers felt that the students would not understand the

Gard1
Howe'

.cabulary presented--an opinion which was completely contradicted by the
ctual performance of the. students.
t

A strong feeling of the teachers was

the pronunciation of one of the characters would inhibit learning the
"

As a re·sult, a change in characters or an improvement
. pronunciation were suggested recommendations.

.'

'
,.

The viewing of the program made no difference in the attitude scores

~

ton

students.

I

.,
I

with the Study

~d

>f

Those who watched did not attain higher attitude scores.

E~erimenter

Effect

In this study, the experimenter supervised the viewing of all programs
administered all tests.

This procedure could hardly be called a

natural situation for the classes involved.
atched

1

As a result, the generalizability

of the data to a teacher administered situation could be called into question.

se
Vocabulary Testing
on
r views

The same vocabulary test was used as the pre- and the post-test.
The data indicated that the administration of the pre-test affected the
post-test scores, i.e., students who took the pre-test socred significantly

f or

higher than students who did not complete the pre-test.

Attitude
Attitude is difficulty to measure.

However, with the efforts of

Gardner and Smythe (1975) attitude towards learning French can be measured.
However, Gardner, Ginsberg and Smythe (1976) noted that attitudes of
.e
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post-tests seem to be lower than attitudes of pre-tests where there
intervention (such as a television program).

They attribute this f i

to the fact that subjects · tested are alerted to attitude which they

not have to express before.
Therefore, the measurement procedures used in this study may not
as valid as others which could be designed.

The deletion of a pre-tes

attitude with only post-test being administered may be
procedure.

Alternatively, two equivalent forms of one instrument or

t

highly correlated instruments could be used.

Measurement of Attention
The attention measures were subject to a great deal of error since
it was impossible to be certain whether a student was attending the progna
•.

or just had his head turned in the direc tion of the television receiver.

ALLONS-Y
The Series consis.ted of ten fifteen minute programs.

Ea:ch program

contained a number of short segments which offered a r ange of topics.

The

range of segments included appearances by a teenaged host and hostess,
singers, a band , game shows, activity programs and on-site visits to
locations like Cheticamp, a fishing village in Cape Breton.

Supplementary Materials
Supplementary materials included a teacher's guide and a set of
flashcards depicting key vocabulary and concepts used in the programs.
The teacher's guide included a list of the p rogram's objectives ,
information on the segments presented in each program, a description of the

in each program and selected vocabulary and idiomatic expression.
e guide, however, did not include any suggestions or directions for using

.e program.
Sixty- seven flashcards depicting vocabulary and concepts were available
ree of charge to teachers requesting them.

These flashcards were printed

black and white on heavy cardboard.

Three of the programs were viewed by students in 20 schools during
member from the Education Resource Services.

After the

students viewed the program, they were asked to comment on the programs on
nee

a·n open ended questionnaire.
by

Some of these comments are presented in a paper

Johnston-Doyle and Lewis (1978).

1rer.

Purpose of the Evaluation
The purpose of the evaluati on was to determine the effectiveness of
ser ies in achieving its objectives and to make concrete recommendations

~am

The
;

for changes in the production and utilizations of the programs .

,
§pecific Questions
l.

Would viewing the program have an effect on students' ability to
comprehend words and sentences?

2.

Would the program help students recognize

3,

Would the students understand the content presented in the segments?

4.

Would the students identify with the teen-aged host and hostess in the

corre~t

constructions?

program?
>f

the

s.

I

Would the students like the musical segments presented in the program?
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6.

Would attitude to learning French be affected by viewing the prograal

7.

Would attitude to the French course be affected by viewing the Pro

8.

Would the addition of a teacher's preparatory and follow-up work

gra.a?

affect scores on comprehension, ability to recognize constructions ,
attitude to learning French and attitude to the French class?
9.

What changes in the program could be reconunended as a result of the
comp

testing and the opinion of teacher and students.

ques
The study was divided into four sub-studies in order to answer the
variety of questions posed by the clients.

The first study concerned

with the effect of viewing the programs without any teacher input.

its~lf

The

gro•
stuc

a vc

second study monitored the effects of the television program and teacher

a r

input.

of

The third study dealt with the difference between the two groups

in the first two studies.

The final study surve .yed attitudes towards the

voe

programs.
An;

Sample
The studi·e s used populations of grade eight students in Nova Scotia .

Ed

In studies one and two, an experimental group/control group (Viewing/non-

pt

viewing) design was used with the same teachers teaching both a viewing
group and a non-viewing group .

In study one, the experimental group

(78 students) watched the program without teacher input while the control

group (92 students) continued with the specified curriculum.

In study two,

the 52 vi ewing students watcheq the program and participated in teacher
preparatory and follow-up acti vity, while the 20 control group students
continued with the curriculum.

In study three , the 52 students who viewed

Wi

,~

·th the teacher were compared to the 78 students who did not have teacher

t.

•'

i..':

Study four,which sought to measure attitudes and opinions, included

·',

17 students who had viewed the programs.
·•'

...

..

L.. ·.

:; I

I' ,

".'

1• •

1e

All students completed a baseline battery which included a test of French

"

·',•

vocabulary, an attitude test and a basic information

..

"

Then, viewing groups watched eight programs while non-viewing
~~;.·"

qroups proceeded with their regular work.

After viewing the programs , all

students completed the post-test battery.

Viewing students completed
:

·~'

"

vocabulary test, a constructions test, a sentence comprehension test,
a recall of skit test , three attitude tests and the tests on the opinion
•S

of each segment of the program.

the

vocabulary, sentence comprehension, constructions and three attitude tests.

Non-viewing students completed only the

. "'
I

,:

I•

Analysis

'

".

:·.....

The analysis of covariance procedure developed·by ·the Division of
a.

Educational Research Services at the University of Alberta was used to

n-

process the data.

The analysis is computed on the basis of a pooled

regression equation, homogeneity of regression is assumed.

This procedure

was used for studies l, 2, and 3.

.,

:wo,

~-

red

·'~·

•'

.' '
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Results
Study 1

•

'
'

The purpose of study 1 was to determine whether exposure to the Series
would result in an increase in post-test scores on ability and attitude.

Baseline Measures
The two groups (non-viewing and viewing) were not significantly
different on the baseline measures.

(See table 1).

On the Ici on

Parle Test, a test of French ability, the viewing group scored 25.31
while the control group scored 23 .65..
and 70 percent on the test .

Both groups scored between 60

On the attitude test the viewing group scored

60.24 while the non-viewing group scored 56.53.

Post-test

Measures

The scores of the two groups were significantly different only on the
vocabulary test, after adjustment for the effect of the covariates
measured in the baseline test.

(See table 1) .

The groups were not

significantly different on the sentence comprehension test, the construction
test and the three attitude measures.

0

rt

.....

rt

il

0

~

::I

Unadjusted Means
Test

Adjusted Means

Viewing

Non-Viewing

F. Ratio

Ici on Parle Test
(Max=4Q)

25.31

23.65

2.62

1/168

Attitude Test 1
(Max=9o)

60.24

56.53

3.07

1/168

Sentence Comprehension Test
(Max=12)

4. 74

4.18

3.84*

Vocabulary Test
(Max=l6)

5.97

4.43

Constructions Test
(Max=l4)

6.06

Attitude Test 2
(Max=61) J

df

Viewing

Non-Viewing

1/168

4.57

4.33

.99

1/166

8.26*

1/168

5.59

4. 76

5.20*

1/166

6.20

.15

1/168

5.86

6.38

2.80

1/166

42.49

38.75

6.87*

1/168

41.66

39.44

3.21

1/166

Attitude Test 3
(Max=1s5)

90 . 17

87.18

1. 37

1/168

90.46

86.94

1. 85

1/ 166

Attitude Test 4
(Max=100)

104.18

97.46

4.05*

1/168

104.09

97.53

3.74

1/166

.

F.. Ratio

df

* p>. 05
a';

a'J

~

---·- --

--

• t" " -

- · ·? - ··. •::--. -

0

,·_ ,

.,., ~

" <"

,_. _--: o--rT::-.. ::~~-··

::;::· :"...~ : - .· .•-- ·--. ·-~ ~- -.;~::4r..~:f;~;:--~ :i-·:-::·:·~-;""~

Study 2
The purpose of study 2 was to determine whether exposure to the S
et'1t1
would result in an increase in post-test scores on ability and attitude.
However,. in this study, the teacher actively worked with the class before
and after the viewing, reinforcing the content.

Baseline Batteries
tll

.jJ

The viewing group scored significantly higher than the non-viewing

tll
Q)

.jJ

group on the Ici on Parle test.

(See table 2) .

The mean of the viewing

group (31.85) was four points higher than that of the non-viewing group
( 27. 85) •

Post-tests
The scores of the two groups were significantly different on two tests,
the vocabulary test and the sentence comprehension test (See table 2).

The

scores on the other tests were not significantly different, after adjusting
for the covariates.

IJnadj ust:ed7 a _djasted means

.ana

for the Viewing and non-viewing groups

Adjusted Means

unadjusted Means
Test
Ici on Parle Test
(Max=4o)

Attitude Test 1
(Max=90)

Sentence Comprehension Test
(Max=l2)

Vocabulary Test
(Max=l6)

Constructions Test
(Max=l4)

~

Attitude Test 2
(Max=61)

Attitude Test 3
(Max=l55)

Attitude Test 4
(Max=l80)

*

Viewing

Non-Viewing

F. Ratio

1/70

5.87

3.88

24.85*

1/68

81. 79*

1/70

11.49

4.83

61.62*

1/68

4.53*

1/70

7.93

7.44

.76

1/68

45.10

.oo

1/70

45.69

44.07

.72

1/68

89.10

89.60

• 06

1/70

88.96

89. 93

• 20

1/68

104.45

103.50

.14

1/70

104.63

103.26

.19

1/68

Viewing

Non-Viewing

F. Ratio

31. 85

27.85

14. 53*

63.17

65.00

6.00

3.55

37. 71*

11. 77

4.10

8.13

6.90

45.29

.28

df

df

1/70

1/70

p>.05

~
~

en

.

-

-

.. .... -·-.

..-.

:~"~.;,.~)~:

;--:-;,,:

-- ~.~--:-=-:-:- ~-;- ;:-;:_ ~--=- -:. :-~ = ..:::{- -·~:~ -·- -~~

Study 3
The purpose of study 3 was to determine the effect of a teacher
on the post-test scores.

In the study, one group (TV) watched the Pro

without any follow-up or preparatory activity while the other group
participated in activities in addition to viewing the program.

Baseline Test
The TV and Teacher (Tv.T) group scored significantly higher on the Ici
Vocabulary Test than the TV only (TV) group.

(See table 3).

However , the

two groups were not significantly different on the att itude battery .

At

31.85, the mean for the TVT group was higher t han the mean for the TV group.

Vocabulary Test
The TVT group was significantly different f rom the TV group.
table 3) •

(See

The adjusted scores were 6. 51 for the TV group and 7. 46 for the

TVT group.
The efforts of the teacher obviously r e sult ed in the increased vocabulary
level of the group who had the teacher adding her input to t he experience .

Sentence Comprehension Test
The adjust ed scores for the two groups were not significantly different.
(See table 3).

The TVT group scored at 50% (6 . 0) before adjustment while the

TV group scored at 30.5% (4.74 ) .
The efforts of the teacher did not appear to significantly affect the
results of the sentence comprehension test.

(Se

teJ

Test
The two groups were significantly different on the constructions test.
table 3).

When the scores were adjusted, the TVT group scored 9.99

TV group scores 7.16.

Once again the teacher preparatory and

activities appeared to have .a positive effect on the ability of the
0 up

to recognize correct constructions.
I

'

On all three attitude tests, the groups did not differ significantly,
table 3), indicating that the i ntervention of a teacher along with the
television series did not significantly affect students' opinions.
.~

ee

•'
,,

r the

ocabula:y
ence.

f ferent.
:iile the

...
the
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Table

3

Adjusted and Wladjusted means for
TV only and TV and Teacher Groups on all variables

Unadju~ted

Adjusted Means

Means

TV Only

TV and
Teacher

F. Ratio

df

1/128

5.15

5.38

.57

1/126

29.79*

1/128

6.51

7.46

6.86*

1/126

11. 77

70.39*

1/128

7.16

9 .99

27.26*

1/126

42.49

45.29

3.28

1/128

43.19

44.23

.62

1/126

90.17

89.10

.85

1/128

89.79

89.67

.oo

1/126

104.18

104.54

• 04

1/128

103. 44

105.65

TV Only

TV and
Teacher

F. Ratio

df

Ici on Parle Test
(Ma:ie:: 40)

2.5.31

31.85

37.43*

· l/128

Attitude Test l
.(Max:90)

60.24

63 .17

1.52

1/128

4.74

6.00

14.98*

Vocabulary Test
(Max::.16)

6.06

8.13

Constructions Test
(Max=14)

5.97

Test

Sentence
(Ma:x:l2)

Comprehe~sion

Test

Attitude Test 2
(Max=61)

Attitude Test 3
(Max =155)
Attitude Test 4
lMaxd.80)

• p>.05
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4

The purpose of study four was to obtain student opinions of the various
reduction and content aspects of each of the segments.

The overall findings

seem to indicate that for the most part, with the exception of the Cheticamp
the students were able to follow the action and understand what
on.

·> .
'

Most of the segments were considered quite enjoyable
They reacted positively to the teen-aged host and hostess

.'
but said that some of the games on the game segments were probably more
to younger children.

The segment which received the highest overall

was the skit segments, mainly because of the humour and the quick
•'

The analysis of the recall of segment answers

.

~

student~.

indicated that most

.

(

caught the general drift of the action but missed important details.

0

IMPROVING EVALUATIONS :

.

~

0

~

SOME GUIDELINES

A variety of exi?erimental designs and procedures are needed in order
to conduct a formative evaluation of a second language or indeed of any
television project.

.

'•

j'

One of the most important factors is the expert evaluation in which

~

0

~

people who qualified for the test review the program independent of students

..,,,.

to determine the answers to questions such as the suitability of the

'·

vocabulary, the accents, the correspondence with the curriculum, the plot
level, etc.
Another procedure involves the use of a few students to determine
empirically the vocabulary level of the program in comparison to the level
of the target audience, the attention of students in small groups and other
such factors.
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'

2.

The field evaluation involves the actual in-class testing of the
program, with

teache~

input and without,

~o

l.t:J

l.

to achieve its intended objectives .

The

determine the program's ab "l ·

This type of procecure was quite

form;

.

'W'l4eJ.y

used in most evaluations.
Most evaluations which included field testing use experimental group,

reinforc

control group designs with or without some provision for randomization or

students

statistical control of pre-treatment differences.
3.

In evaluating second language materials , some or all of the factors
mentioned below may have to be included.
categories :

ThE

The factors are divided into three

to hear:

factors which can be examined by viewing the program,

believi1

factors which need viewers interacting with the program.

while t
same ac

Factors which can be examined independently
l.

where t

Vo'cabulary level of the program

and als

The vocabulary level of the program must be within the range of the
There are several

inflect

One way would be to compare the

One of

students in order that they can benefit from the program .
ways of determining ideal vocabulary level .

the ace

list of words used in the program with the list of words used in the instructi
materials which are being used in the curriculum.

Another means might b

pre-test the students on the vocabulary which is used in the program.

to
4

The

I

pre-test can take the form which is used in curriculum materials which
usually consists of a series of pictures in which the student circles the
alternative which is mentioned on an audio-tape.

be twee

cor~

langua

This type of test was used

r

in both the "Vive La Compagnie" and the "Allons-Y" evaluations.

must 1:

A variation

was used in the "Allons-Y" evaluation in which the student numbered one of twen

or ac1

pictures with the number of the phrase or word.

le;i.rli

However, this test was a bit

more difficult than the traditional test in whi ch the student circled one of
four alternatives.

6

·...
I
I·

I:.•

..
I

l•I

2.

'f"

The types of constructions used

The formats of constructions will effect comprehension of students.

'.

formats of construction used in the program must match the formats
··,

been used by the students in their curriculum or which have been
in the teaching.

~1. :1

·,'.c

Once again, the types of constructions which the

t udents understand can be tested or can be deduced from the program materials.

·.~

·~....

..

·::11
~

.. , '·'

3.

Accents

The accent of the actors must match those which the students are used
o hearing.

However, there is some discussion on this fact with one camp

that the student must get used to hearing a variety of accents

i'I,, '

opposite view holds that the student must hear words with the

'

~t:

'·I

This is proven to be an especially vexing problem in Canada
where the French spoken in the various regions .differs in terms of accent

I

.!

and also differs from French spoken in France .

Similarly, the types of

inflections placed on words must be similar to those heard by the students .
::·'.

One of the ways this task can be done is to ask expert personnel to judge

'·

the a ccents and inflections or to pre-test on a small number of students.
"'

The

4.

Image presented by the actors

In any materials which have as a goal the improvement of relationships
between language groups, the image presented by the actors in the second
used

language program must be very carefully monitored.

Experts in the area

Ltion

must be asked to evaluate the image portrayed by the actors.

of two

or actresses exhibit a negative image to the students, this may well inhibit

a bit

,,.
'

If the actors

le:uning .

e of

6
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I

5.

Contribution of production effects

The sets, and production techniques should be related to
of the program.

s:

In addition, these factors should be similar

of television to which the students are accustomed.

Makeshift

se~s ar~

detected very quickly by students and cannot be used if the purpose is tD
present professional television.

In addition, the sets

selves distract from the objectives.

6.

Correspondence of audio and visual message
brok1

The presentation of the new vocabulary words can
by their equivalent in a real referent.

When the French or Spanis h word tor

test
prob

cup is used, the cup should be the most prominent object on the scr een.
method would be to use a visual cue, with perhaps one of the actors pointing

who

to the cup, to indicate precisely which object is being referred to in the
auditory message.

In one of the programs, the weak correspondence between

-Fac1

audio and visual stimuli meant that students did not clearly understand which
objects an auditory message was referring to.
the

7.

str

Speed of the actors' speech

The actors must speak at a pace which is correct for the students .
the pace is too quick the students will not understand the speech.

If

However,

if the sp~ech is too slow, it seems unnatural and will distract the students

pre
eve:
faD

in other ways .
SOI

8.

Level of content

If a story is being used, the level of the plot must match the interest
level of the students.

If, as in "Allons-Y", a segment approach is used, the

segments themselves must also match the interest of the students.

th

ov

r.
9.

I

Complexity of plot

r

The plot must be complex enough to hold the students' interest and
simple enough so that the students will understand it.

Teachers and
'..

ther professionals can judge the complexity of plot relative to a group,
better means might be to use small groups of students and pilot
determine the suitability of the plot to the intended audience.

10 .

..·.···

Analysis of the program into information units

Using a procedure outlined by Friedlander (1974) the program should be
broken into information units so that these units can be tested in comprehension
tests or vocabulary tests later on.

Analysis of information units would

take place by teachers familiar with the program or by researchers

I.

who are conducting the evaluation.
t

the

.ween

d w.hioh

Factors which must be exami ned in context
1.

Correspondence with the curriculum

The television program whi ch is used should correspond in some way to
the curriculum which is being used in the schools.
structions or structure

If

If the vocabulary

con-

of the program is contrary to that of the instructional

programming used in the schools, a difficulty will emerge .

Once again, this

.;ever,

evaluation could be conducted by expert researchers or by teachers who are ·

idents

familiar with both the program and the instructional materials being used in
the school.

A subsidiary point is that the program should help fulfill

some of the curriculum objectives in the curriculum.

It is important that

..

the objectives of the program be somewhat the same as the objectives of the
ere st

overall curriculum.

d , the
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2.

How the program can · be used

In many cases, the schedule of the junior high and high schools would
make it impossible for the program to be used on an off-the-air basis
unless cable scheduling can be arranged.

The accessibility of the program t.o

the target audience, then, must be clearly identified.

In some of the Nova

Scotia evaluations, it was discovered that because of a chain of circumstaneea

in tt

certa
some
expel

many of the program materials could simply not be used by a large part of the
target audience due to the inaccessibility of equipment and the problem of

-

Factc

rotating shcedules.

3.

vari<

Preparatory and follow-up work

Through interaction with teachers the ideal means of preparatory and
follow-up work can and should be specified.

This preparatory and follow-up

by

Ve

anal~

work should help to achieve the program's obje<?tives and the objectives of the

eye 1

overall curriculum.

sirni:

One of the only ways that this effect can be tested is

to contrast the use of teacher input with a comparison group who do not have

to a ·

teacher input such as was done in the "Allons-Y" r esearch.
of t:
4.

Teacher knowledge about using the program

Through direct contact with the teachers, the evaluation should

stud
jeop

determine whether teachers are able to use the programs or whether concrete
guidelines should be provided.

By having the teacher view a number of programs

situ

and asking how the programs would be used, the evaluation team should be

moni

able to determine whether concrete guidelines are needed t o use the program.

leve
impr
p urp

or c
pr og

1..' ' ....

5.

The preparation of students

The evaluation team should try to detennine whether concrete preparation
the viewing of educational television materials is necessary for students.
no education to watch television but they may need
gaining the most from an educational television learning

....
·! ...

•'

which need students viewing the program
l.

..···.··

.'·'.'";, :

Attention

Attention, interest or appeal of the program, is one of the first
I\ l

.·

tested when students are involved.

Attention can be measured

by various means ranging from a simple count of eyes on screen, to
analyzer techniques, conjugate reinforcement

(Lindsle~,

prog~am

0. R. 1962, Ogston 1975),

eye movement studies (O'Bryan, 1975), distractor analysis (Palmer, 1974), or
similar techniques.

..

Lewis (1973) reviewed various means of° measuring. attention

audio-visual materials.

"'·- '
'

.·...

... ·

The purpose of measuring the attention is to ensure that each segment

i .•. :·

t~·.

the program is interesting enough to be watched by the students.

~

r

If the

''·..
~

I 1

student is not watching the program, all future measurement will be in
(

jeopardy.

.,

I·

(

,..

Attention can be tested either in the group situation or in a viewing

'"

situation in which one student or a small group watching the program is
by one of the techniques mentioned above to increase the vocabulary
I,

level of students, help them hear the spoken language and help them
improve their ability to construct sentence in the target language.

The

,.

Purpose of the on-site evaluation· is to determine whether any vocabulary
or correct construction has been acquired through interaction with the
I'

Program.
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3.

6.

Comprehension of the Program

Often in the target language, although the vocabulary is at a level
which can be understood, the complexity of the plot or other factors make
it hard for students to understand the exact course of action.
the comprehension of the program must be measured.

evident
be exhj

As a res.u lt,

There are various Proce

to assess comprehension, the simplest one being an interview with the student
to determine what he or she remembered from the program.

Ma

Other means which

could be used include a question technique with multiple alternatives, or a
recall test in which students are simply asked to write down what happened.•

and fi1
monitoi
the bel

learne•
in the
succes

4.

would

Attitude to program segments

The enjoyment of the various segments or total program is also one of
the most important areas to measure.

In the case of second language instructi

although the program may fail to teach any

voc~bulary

or construction, or

even in fact may fail to be completely understood by students, they may enjoy
the interaction with the program.

device

The attitude to program segments also

would measure attitude to production variables, level of plot, plot complexity,
the actors and any other relevant information.

i

c
serie~

might
an at·
measu:

5.

Attitude to production

The students who view our second language programs will have viewed a

-Canel

great deal of television by the time they interact with one of the programs
that we produce.

As a result, it is important to determine whether they

consider the production level to be similar to that of the commercial programs
that they watch.

If the production level is seen to be inferior to the

programs they watch, this will likely interfere with their learning or enjo~en
of the program.

The attitude to production can be obtained using open ended

statements or using Likert type scales.

multi
can l::

to px
the r
and

1

eval1

6.

Post-program monitoring

Many of the effects of the second language program will not be
vident irranediately after the program is viewed.

However, they may well

be exhibited later on after the students have had time to digest the program
in to their regular work.

.;.

The purpose of post-program activity

is to detennine the ability of the program to produce changes in

·..

....

t he behavior of the students.

The usage of vocabulary constructions

l earned in the program, the repetition of the types of activities produced
in the program would seem to indicate whether the program would be
successful in promoting long-term change.

Post-program monitoring activity

.

would have to take place through observational procedures or other similar

... r •
~

.

"·,.,
"

I ,

•.

7.

Attitude to French course

One would expect that if one group of students is using a French television
IO

series while t he other group is using standard curricular materials there
might be a difference in attitudes.

Gardner and Smythe (1975) hav e suggested

an attitude to French course que stionnaire which could probably be used to
measure attitudes to the French course.
...

Conclusions
The formative
y

~valuation

of bilingual television programs requires a

multi-faceted research approach so that the various aspects of the programs
can be examined.

No one approach, such as field testing, can provide guidance

to producers of television programs.
the many questions.

A vari ety of methods provide answers t o

Many of the techniques mentioned above have been tried

and teste4 both the two evaluations described above and in other formative
evaluations of television programs.

However , some of the other p r o cedures
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I

,

have emanated from the research but have not been fully tested.
much work to be done in this field by researchers in the field of
technology.

The best research designs and measurement techniques must be

marshalled to advance the learning in this area.

Fr
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EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: .THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA ·

(1970-1979)
Robert M. Morgan
Citiz-ens
f hese

A Systems Study of Korean Education - 1970

1970-71.
th

The major .aim of this study was an attempt by the Republic of Korea to

lity-.. tl'te

find if it might be able to organize its educational resources in ways that

empi rica

would make its educational programs more responsive to the nation's needs

Of

and, simultaneously, function more efficiently than its present educational

lnll Of

I

at

system. The general problem could only be addressed by answering a large

arge

number of corollary questions and the Korean government invited the Florida

system--

State University to mount a project for that purpose.

ly more

of the project it. was judged that a 11 systems approach" to the analysis of

not

In the planning phase

Korea's educational sector would be more suitable and a range of expertise .
and competence was identified as critical to the survey and analysis process.
It was quickly apparent that the varieties of needed competencies would
require.an interdisciplinary team of specialists and the University assembled
a study team of seven persons. The study team included (1) an economist;
(2) a manpower specialist; (3) an educational administrator/manager; (4) an
educational technologist; (5) a teacher training specialist; (6) a systems
management specialist; and (7) a behavioral scientist. The project also
utilized several American and Korean consultants as they were needed. The
economist, a graduate of Seoul National University, was also a native Korean.
The study team spent three months in the Republic of Korea in 1970
gathering information and data about the educational system, the economy,
the' nation's needs and wants for its educational programs and the resources
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available for .potential improvement of the system. Prior to its arrival in

data 9

Korea, the study team had identified several areas in which infonnation was

when t

needed and the Central Educational Research Institute (CERI) in .Seoul assembt

resear
an extensive inventory of historical data, research reports, planning docun:ien conclL
'

and other relevant material. This preliminary work by CERI proved to be a
great timesaver and added significantly to the efficiency of the study team.
The early portion of the team's stay in Korea was devoted to identifying
additional information requirements and more carefully formulating the quest1
that needed answers.

CERI and the Ministry of Education then worked with the

team in identifying the most appropriate sources of information and answers
to the questions.

At times during the period in Korea the study team operate

as a whole, but more often the individual members of the team worked separatel
with counterpart Korean specialists.

Before the three months were over membe

of the study team had visited schools at all level.s throughout Korea and had

talked to hundreds of teachers, school administrators and students. The team
also worked closely with several Korean government agencies, most particularly

the Kt
young
natio
cul tu
f orec

longtiona
manpc
for

<

sys ti
and I

the Ministry of Education (MOE) and the Economic Planning Board (EPB). By the
end of -the team's stay in Korea a great deal of information had been gathered,

Econ

which the team then began to sift, organize and analyze.
Clearly, the study team could not in the few months available become in· ..

depth experts in the social, economic and educational affairs of the Republic
of Korea. However, a great deal was learned. _ From what was learned the study
team formed certain .impressions, developed conclusions and made some rather
sweeping recommendations for educational reform in Korea. The team recognized

rem a

men1
to

~

lea<
ing

that there was a danger of incompleteness and even inaccuracy in so hurried an
information collection, but judged the available data of sufficient validity
to .justify its conclusions and recommendations. There were some errors or

tha
in

gaps in the study that· were apparent to the experienced Korean educator
they reviewed the study.

Korean government officials, educators and

researchers determined that these errors did not significantly effect the
conclusions and recorrmendations.
to be a
Jdy

te•.

fying
the quest
I

With t11e

answers

In the study and analysis, focus was on those issues which would help
the Korean Republic provide a better, more relevant education for more Korean
young people at a lower unit cost and at a total cost not greater than the
nation could afford. To this end, the study team collected historical,
cultural and educational data, including ·.demographic reports, economic
forecasts, manpower needs projections, educational fiscal data, current and
long-range educational plans and such information as was available on educational objectives and attainment. The data was analyzed in terms of future
manpower needs and educational output, estimated cost benefits, and strategies

and had
The team
rticularly

for appropf,iate introduction of innovation and technology into the educational
system.

Alternative approaches to relating resources to educational objectives

and problems were examined .

) • By the

gathered,

~come

fn-

Republic

the study
rather
·ecognfzed
1urried an
alidity

rs or

Economic Factors
In the post-Ko:ean Conflict period,
th: Korean economy had experienced
_,.
remarkable industrial progress and growth. There seemed to be ·general agreement among economists, both Korean and foreign, that the economy would continue
to grow in the foreseeable future, would become somewhat more stable and would
lead to an improved balance of payments position. The labor force was inceasing steadily and the rate of unemployment was decreasing.

All indications

were that i n general business would be good but in an economy as dynamic as
that as Korea, economists did not appear to be able to predict very many years
in the future nor with much specificity what that business would consist of.
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It seemed unlikely that manpower needs forecasts that extended more

(l "

or three years into the future would be of much validity--particularly at Ult
technical and subprofessional levels.
was likely to develop its greatest
qu~l~tative

Yet, it was at these levels that

m~npower

gr;

~erea

ev

defi ciencies which would b.e

fa

rather than quantitative . At that time in Korea, it was not

ti

unusual for a. job holder to have an education which was largely unrelated to
the particular job functions performed.

Furthermore, manpower waste through

over qualification of incumbent job holders coula be· observed and was anticipated to increase.

g

A major problem was likely to result in the future from

m

the lack of congruence between the nation's manpower requirements and the
projected supply of skilled labor, subprofessionals and technicians.

It was
n

suggested that the only long range solution to these problems was a reordering
of the educational priorities in the schools of Korea. ·
In recent years, the burden of financing public education in Korea had

-"
'

increasingly moved to the federal government and away ·from the private citizen,
though the private citizen was still a heavy contributor. The fonnal educational system of Korea had become, to a large extent, a publicly controlled
service.

It was noted that purely in terms of economic needs, the quantity

of schools may be sufficient for the next few years, but the quality of human
resources produced by existing middle and high schools can reach neither the
level for which purpose these institutions are intended nor that required for
the nation's employment needs. The study team contended that investment in
education is as important to economic development as investments in physical
capi tal.

As investment in education competed with investment in physical

capital in the allocation of scarce nati onal resources, it was prudent for
Korea to invest relatively more in the middle schools than in the higher ·1evels
of the educational system. Two rate of return studies were undertaken in this

6!

It seemed unlikely that manpower needs forecasts that extended more than
or three

ye~rs

into the future would be of much validity--particularly at

technical and subprofessional levels.
was likely to develop its greatest

Yet, it was at these levels that k

m~npower

deficiencies which would be

qualitative rather than quantitative. At that time in Korea, it was not
unusual for a. job holder to have an education which was largely unrelated to
the particular job functions performed.

Furthermore, manpower waste through

over qualification of incumbent job holders could be· observed and was anticipated to increase . A major problem was likely to result in the future frOll
the lack of congruence between the nation's manpower requirements and the
projected supply of skilled labor, subprofessionals and technicians. It was
suggested that the only long range solution to these problems was a reorde-r fnj
of the educational priorities in the schools of Korea. ·
In recent years, the burden of financing public education in Korea had
increasingly moved to the federal government and away from the private citizen,
though the private citizen was still a heavy contributor. The formal educational system of Korea had become, to a l arge extent, a publicly controlled
. service.

It was noted that purely in terms of economic needs, the quantity

of schools may be sufficient for the next few years, but the quality of human
resources produced by existing middle and high schools can reach neither the
level for which purpose these institutions are intended nor that required for
the nation's employment needs. The study team contended that investment in
education is as important to economic development as investments in physical
capital. As investment in education competed with investment in physical
capital in the allocation of scarce national resources, it was prudent for
Korea to invest relatively more in t he middle schools than in the higher 1eve1S
'

,\

of the educational system. Two rate of return stud ies were undertaken in this

project, which indicated. that for the high school level, the rate of return
(ll . 2%) was not much different than that for the college and university
graduates (9.5%).

The rate of return for the middle school education, how-

ever, was noti_cieably higher (20.0%}.

This latter rate of return was, in

fact, higher than that for the average capital investment in Korea at that
time.
~d

to

There were important implications of these economic and manpower c9nsid-

hrough
antici-

from
tbe

It was
ordering

erations for governmental and educational decision-makers in Korea. The
greatest needs for manpower in the years ahead would be at the level of the
middle school graduate. The rate of return on investment was astonishingly
high at this level. The educational programs through the elementary and
middle school were not as appropriate to the future economic needs of Korea
as they could be.

a had
citizen.
:!duca-

Using economic crite.r ion such as earnings, employment and

maximizing economic benefits, one concluded that .the expansion and improvement
of .the elementary and middle school programs should have been given high
priority. There were also social and .humane arguments to support this conten-

>ll ed

tion.

itity

The Contemporary Korean School System

F human
!r

the

·ed for
1t

in

The educational goals that characterized th~. Korean elementary and

middle schools appeared to be restricted to the conventional academic domain.
The student learning outcomes at these levels fell almost exclusively into

tsical

the informational and skill categories of educational objectives. Students

:al

were acquiring the skills of reading, writing and computation, though with

for

variable proficiency. This system seemed to be characterized by rote

!r levels

memorization of classically academic subjects with the overriding objective

in thiS

being to prepare the student for the national competitive examinations.
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These exams were used to select those students who would be permitted to ente,.
the next level of education. The exa·m for entrance to the middle school had
been eliminated re.c ently, but the study team did not see evidence that this
action was having any positive

effec~s

on the curriculum. The existing curri -

culum was not as relevant to preparing Korean children to live and prosper as
adults as it could have and should have been . The study team did not attempt
to specify educational objectives. This could only be done by Korean educators.
However, the team felt the curriculum could be broadened to include the teachi
of inquiry skills, problem solving_approaches and generally attend more to process

objectives-~and

that these should not only be learning outcomes, they could

also serve as effective instructional means. A general addition to the elementary-middle school curriculum and important to the enhancement of its relevance,
would be the addition of preoccupational education.
properly conceived

preo~cupational

It was suggested that a

program woald add to the graduate's employ-

ability, his retrainability and his occupationai mobility.

In other words,

the products of nine years of education in Korea could grow into a valuable
inventory of manpower which with limited but specific additional training
could be prepared for technical and skilled occupations as these needs develop
and change.
The study team predicted that the

prese~t ~orean ~ducational

system could

not in its existing form achieve these important objectives through simple
expansion or minor alteration of the existing system. An additional problem
was that with 6.7 million children in school in the age range of six to fourteen years, nearly a million youngsters were out of school.

By 1975 there

would have been 8. 2 million Korean children in the eligible age range for the
elementary and middle schools . There are many reasons--manpower needs, societal
stability and humanitarian- -that led the study team to conclude that it was

:> ent~r

I had

thi s
curriJer as
it tempt

fucators.
t eaching
to pro-

.I

essential to expand free, universal education to include the middle school
level.

It was noted that free education as it is understood in the United

States did not exist in Korea except for a few, very poor families. Almost
all families contributed directly, through purchase of textbooks, tuition
'

and various fees, to the cost of educating their children.

When these hidden

contributions to school operations were added to the visible tax contribution,
the per .student per year cost was estimated to· average 12,878 Won for the
elementary and middle schools combined. 1
A Proposed New Educational Model -

1971

1ey could
elemen!levance,

In

o~der

to develop a nation of people, all of whom had been prepared

for a life of fulfillment in tenns of general occupational and citizenship
·education, the study team suggested in its report that a nine-year, free and

mployds ,
ble
g

evelop

compulsory educational program was necessary.

If

~he

public schools through

the ninth year were open to all students, were free and of uniformly high
quality, it was reasonable to assume that the need for private schools and
out-of-school tutoring ·would virtually disappear. · It was also reasonable to
assume that funds used for these purposes would be diverted to public school
support, though in the fonn of public school taxation.

coul d

The. vocational high schools of Korea, which enrolled slightly more than

le

half of those students permitted to enter high school following graduation

bl em

from the middle schools, were not, in the judgement of the study team, effec-

Four-

tively serving the purposes for which they were formed.

re

about the potential for improved academic accomplishment at the elementary

,. t he
;ocietal

Based upon assumptions

1 All Won figures in this report are based on 1969 values.

The exchange
rate at that time was approximately 370 Won to the U.S. dollar.
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and middle school level, the study team recommended that responsibility for
all post-ninth grade occupational training be consolidated under a single
governmental agency _and that this traini.ng should have been directed exclusively to preparing people for

spec~fic

jobs. These job training programs

would have been of variable duration depending on the training requirements

•

would have been operated only as long as there were known manpower needs for
the jobs in question, and would be open to qualified citizens of any age level
It was suggested that the vocational high schools of Korea should become an
integral part of the job training program and cease to operate in their presen
for.m.
The study team recomnended that the Korean colleges and universities and
the academic high schools that feed them be maintained at their present rate
of growth and improvement measures of an evolutionary and gradual character
be undertaken in the future. These improvement measures would be of the kind
ordinarily expected in the nonnal course of events.

Based on projections of

the Ministry of Science and Technology for manpower needs at the higher levels-·
scientists, engineers, professional managers--the Ministry of Education would
need to· reappraise the enrollment quotas for the various subject areas in the
universities.
The highest priorities for extraordinary

cha~ge

and development for Korea

should have been at the elementary-middle school level.

It was believed that

through a substantial, but feasible, effort in the development and validation
of a significantly different kind of elementary-middle school that Korea could
provide an educational program of demonstrably higher quality and relevance
for all age-eligible Korean youngsters.

Further, it was predicted that this

program once developed and installed in the nation's schools would not only
be cost effective, it would in fact cost less per student to operate than was

6!

presently the case.
gle

The new school proposed by the study team involved a number of changes

xclu-

from the existing system. These included changing the basic instructional

rams

unit from its present class size form
.. to a larger grouping, introducing

nents ,

individualized instructional concepts and associated mater-ials, modifying

Js for

the role of the teaching staff and increasing the ratio of students to

Je level

teachers, and using progranmed instructional television and radio.

ne an

It was proposed that the students would be organized into "instructional
units" of 300 students with the average sized Korean school having three such
units.

es and
rate

Each instructional unit would become the responsiblity of a four

person teaching team whose functions would be differentiated and carefully
defined in terms of what each team member contributed to the learning experi-

cter

ence of the students. This would raise the student-teacher ratio from the

e kind

present 55-1 to 75-1.

ns of

students and four staff members) would have permanently assigned to it six

It was proposed that the instructional unit (with 300

levels-•

conventional classrooms.

This would make an average student-to-cla·ssroom

would

ratio of 50-1, down from the present 66-1.

In the

group into sufficient space, the Korean government would face a socially and

In order to get the learning

pol itically difficult decision, that of moving their schools to a double
· Korea
that
at ion

could
1ce

:his

1ly
was

shi f t basis.

Because of the self-study nature of.. much of the planned educa-

tional materials, the students would have been able t o do more lear ning _in
their homes or out of school.

It should have been possible to shorten the

time in school for students without reducing real instructional time or
learning achievement.
A basic reconmendation of the study team was that the Korean elementarymiddle schools be moved to a system of individualized instruction. The introduction of an individualized approach should have several benefits.

It was

performance based, permitted students to move at their own learning rate,
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and placed a larger measure of responsibility on the student fo.r self-directt
of his learning experiences.

It also reduced reliance on direct teacher-to-

student instruction. The basic instructional resource ·for that portion of
the curriculum to be individualized ,was a "student-learning unit, 11 which was
prepared in modular and overlapping fonn and was packaged for ease of storage
and retrieval by students. These units should have been sufficiently durable
to have a use-life of four to five years. The student-learning unit contained
the behavioral objectives for the unit, critical instructional materials and
directions to other resources not contained in the package, and fonnative
criterion-referenced test items which permitted the student to assess his own
progress through the unit. The principles of programmed instruction were
employed in the development of these units even though most of the instructional materials were not prograrrmed instruction per se .
Another feature of the proposed program was that the teaching staff should
be differentiated in a manner that calls for professional staff with differentiated specialties. This provided a better means for having the full range
of competencies available in the instructional unit and made it possible to
allocate different responsibilities to the
up the team.

indivi~ual

professionals making

The team functions must derive from an empirical analysis of

the new learning program and required special training be given to the teaching team . The teaching team would operate under the direction of a master
teacher whose main job was the ·management of the learning environment.
The study team proposed that a national educational radio and television
distribution system be developed which would continuously transmit instructional programs during the school day.

It was estimated that one and one-

half to two hours of television instruction would be received by each student
each day, comprising about one-third of the student's instructional day.

.

6~

·-direct

The type of television suggested was one which couples the prfociples of

her-to-

programmed instruction and good dramatic television production to yield pro-

on of

grams which are interesting and will teach youngsters who are widely varied

ich was

in age and socio-economi c background. Telev·ision sets could be made available,
programming and maintenance capability existed, and a working prototype for
central transmission and nationwi de relay was in place.

It was estimated

that a functional national educational television system could be built and
1l s and

installed including a televisi on set for each instructional unit of 300

ti ve

students plus an inventory of replacement sets for maintenance rotation.

his ·Own

This television system would be an integral component of the system of in-

~e re

structi onal resources and would not

;t rue-

tional program.

be

an "add-on'' to the existing instruc-

It would be a form of programmed instruction developed to

teach specifi c behaviors and would call for active responses from the student.
ff shoul

Auxillary printed material s would be developed to go with the ITV programs i n

ifferen-

which the students would write responses, solve problems and record reactions

range

and questions . Student learning would be closely monitored and t he teacher

l e to

would be furnished supportive and supplementary materials to help her work

king

individually with any students who experience difficulty or who fall behing

s of

in the tel evised instruction.

teach;ter

In the proposed Korean elementary-middle school

1t was

anticipated that

radio i nstruction would be used in the context of the individualized program
and be one of the instructional resources to which the student was directed.

vi sion

These were extensive changes recommended by the study team in the

rue-

educational processes for the Korean elementary and middle schools.

ne-

upon the appropriate educational goals and operationally defining them into

tudent

specific instructional objectives was a task of enormous importance to the
future of Korea.

Deciding

The kind of individualized program being recommended by the
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by the study team would work best if continuous progress of each student was
permitted.
Vocational Education
The part of education about which Korean leaders, both governmental
and educational, invariably expressed the greatest concern was vocational
preparation .

The study team strongly reconmended the addition, at both the

primary and middle school levels, of. a substantial offering in pre-occupational preparation . The learning of the specific technical job skills needed
in Korea's economy could then be readily acquired on a minimum training time
b~sis .

The graduates of the proposed nine year curriculum should have solid

academic preparation and should also be well grounded in the general fundamentals and prerequisites to specific job trainfog. · These changes will make
the vocational-technical high schools as they .have traditionally operated
obsolete and unnecessary.
What would be needed was a system of job training programs which would
have the following characteristics:
A. The training would

~e

exclusively related to specific jobs that

would be avai lable as students complete the training.

Manpower

needs forecasting would be essential for these purposes.
B. The program,. growing out of short range (two years or Less)
manpower needs predictions, would be of variable duration, the
training being no longer than is minimally required to prepare
the trainees for the available specific job. These programs
would vary from four weeks to two years in length .
C. The system would provide for the start up of new training programs,
with the shortest possible lead time, as needs change . By the

6!

same token, programs would be tenninated as they were no longer
needed.
D. These programs would be staffed wi.th personnel who knew the job
skills being taught, with

m~ch

less emphasis on degrees, teacher

certification or other formal educational requirements.

E. These schools would not only train middle school graduates; they

anal
t h the

would be used for retraining of adult employees as personnel needs

cupa-

change.

s needed

time

between the appropriate governmental agencies and the private

solid

sector to maintain the optimum relationships between training

'lg
~

F. There would need to be a very close liaison and coordination

output and manpower utilization.

~unda -

11 make

Evaluation

ited
To optimize the adoption, effect and continued improvement of these
would

innovations, i t would be necessary to develop an efficient appraisal and
evaluation activity which would provide policy-makers and public in general

at

with infonnation about the achievements, and problems which resulted from

er

these innovations.

Information for this evaluative fuoction should be
~

derived from the performance of individual students and various groupings of
students, and at the component level, it must come from the performance of
the various educational components which comprise the innovati ve pattern
being proposed.

Only by covering the range of information from the student

to the component would the public and educational decision-makers be able to
know the effectiveness with which the educational system was performing.
The purpose of evaluation was t o provide. infonnation which would permit

rams,

the continuing improvement of the educational process.

6!

Its scope should be
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Oeve
system-wide, with · a comprehensive role for evaluation at ·each level, ranging
from tracking the progress of the individual student to assessing the pe,rfarmance of the total system on a national scale. Evaluation should be based on

scho

systems performance with respect to the defined goals and objectives for. Korean

be a

education. With education conceptualized as an input-process-output model, the

The~

data base for the evaluation system would be described in terms of the corre-

gave

sponding sets of ·data comprehensive evaluation of the developmental effort,

appE

therefore, would provide descriptive and diagnostic feedback for the planning

peoi

and development, implementation, operation, and diffusion levels. Emphasis

it

would be placed on evaluation at the student level, the component level, the

mud

1

school level and the system-wide or national level. The basic purpose of this
evaluation would be to provide adequate, valid and reliable information on

rest

performance assessment at each level so that the highest performance possible
.
may be reached under the existing constraints . To create such a comprehensive

tio1

evaluation system required a series of activities . · The first of these was a

f ea

thorough review of the nature and intent of the evaluative systems currently

of

in operation in the Korean educational system. The second was to expand the

and

evaluation model outlined in the study team's report into a detailed opera-

whi

tional plan which is appropriate to Korean

res

e~ucation,

sup·

to the innovations being

· implemented, and to the formative requirements of these. The third step was

corr

the general process of testing and validation of the evaluation model. The

KEC

fourth step was widespread implementation of the evaluative procedures. This

mic

evaluation system would help bridge the transition between the current system

thE

and the installation of the proposed system and facilitate it.

act
IT\
apt

sh<

6

Development and Implementation - 1972
>Sl'ht-.

tsed

on

r Korean

1

Korean educational leaders concluded that the kind of elementary--middle
school proposed by the study team was sensible for the nation and appeared to
be a desirable and viable alternative to the present educational condition.

'del' the

They have had to address several other important questions.

corre-

government officials have had to judge whether or not the proposals that

ort,

appear to be good for Korea·are also possible. Are the various resources--

anning

people, money and time--available? What are these resources? How long would

:lS iS

it take to .develop such a system? How much would it cost to develop;
how
.

, the

much to install nationwide; then how much to operate on a yearly basis?

>f this

The responsible

The study team was optimistic that the key resource was available. This

on

resource was a group of aggressive, technically sophisticated Korean educa-

;sible

tional researchers who were prepared to spearhead the effort . . Additional

1ensive

support and technical staff needed to be prepared and this appeared to be

as a

feasible. These resource personnel needed an organization, under the Minister

ntly

of Education, which would be funded and mandated to undertake the development

the

and val.idation of the new system. The study team proposed an organization

ra-

which it labeled the Korean Educational Development Institute (KEDI) whose

being

responsibilities should include the design_and tryout of the system and its

was

components. With personnel from the MOE and representative Korean educators

'he

KEDI should reappraise the educational goals and objectives for the elementary-

This

,mi ddle schools.

stem

the various 1evel s and then design and build the instructional programs to

It should develop

definiti~ns

of desired learning outcomes· at

achieve these outcomes. These instructional resources--student learning units,
ITV, radio and teacher di'rected activities--should be chosen in terms of their
appropriateness to particular content and objectives in the curriculum.

KEDI

should be responsible.for empirically demonstrating the instructional effec-

698

tiveness of these new programs of learning, and should plan and develop a
comprehensive educational evaluation system. The

ev~luation

system

sho~ld

provide for assigning responsibility for student learnfog to the principal
elements in the educational

program~

should provide for periodic audit of

performance, and should permit system accountability.
The study team recommended that a three phase effort be undertaken:
(l) development; (2) tryout and revision in a pilot conmunity; and (3)
nationwide dissemination.

It was imagined that KEDI could best achieve the

first two phases as well as continued improvement of the program through
research, while the operating bureaus of MOE were best equipped to take
responsibility for the third phase.
The recommendation ·was made to build and try out the new educational
system in a single province but the developers should keep in mind that
eventually the system would be .used nationwide and they were designing to
that end.

Estimates were that it would take approximately four to five years

to build and install the new system in a pilot province . Nationwide diffusion
during the development phase could probably be accompl i shed in the same length
of time, if the deci sion to go nationwide had been made at the onset of the
program. However, by deciding to take the program nationwide only after the
pilot system became operational (as the study .team recorrmended), then an
additional one to two years were required for national diffusion. The cost
of development and installation on a national scale was estimated to be approx•
imately $17,000,000.00, while the same program installed only in a single test
province was estimated to cos.t approximately $7 ,500,00C>.
The per student annual educational cost for the new system was estimated
to be 9,819 Won. This would require an annual educational budget for the
Korean elementary-middle schools of 80.5 billion Won if the 8.2 million age-

,.·

eve.lop a

eligible Korean children were all enrolled in the public schools· in 1975.

em should

This is contrasted with

Principal

of children at the 1969 per student expenditure rate.

audit of

rtaken:

~he

104.9 billion Won required for the same number

The Korean Education Reform 1971 - 1977
The study team report with the reconmendations summarized in the previous

d (3)

section was delivered to the Korean government .in February of 1971, and ·seven

chieve the

years have elapsed since then. Although work on the proposed educational

through

reform is still in progress enough has been accomplished to justify a su11111ary

o take

of the activities to date.
T~e

cational
d

that

report was irmnediately submitted by the Korean government to intensive

and critical review by key staff members of the Ministry of Education, the
Economic Planning Board and educational leaders outside the government.

gning to

Robert Morgan, the FSU study team leader, returned to Korea in April, 1971,

o five years

to participate in this review process. As might be expected from such an

i de diffusion

exhaustive analysis a number of errors made

e same length

and some conditions were noted to which the team had not given appropriate

set of the

weight: However, these problems were not thought to be sufficient to invali-

after the
then an

The cost
to be approx•
a single test

by

the study team were revealed

date· the essential reconmendations of the report.

Following the reviews,

with reactions both pro and con, the Korean gove~nment decided to. undertake
the reform program.
In terms of the Korean educational program the report included two broad
targets of reform:

the elementary-middle school pr.ogram {the grades one

through nine), and the post-ninth grade vocational educational program.
1s estimated

for the
il 1ion age-

The decision was made to undertake the revision of the elementary-middle
school programs at once deferring until later, action on the vocational
educational programs.

Clearly, this was a step. of enormous importance to

.the Republic of Korea and one which would engage them for several years in a
highly complex developmental . effort.

It was anticipated that the development

and tryout of the .new elementary-middle school curriculum would require six
to seven years before it would be

re~dy

for implementation

natio~wide.

During

this projected time period a great many things would have to be accomplished.
A sophisticated educational development resource would have to be chartered,
staffed, housed and funded. Money for the project was to be secured through
an international loan agreement but it was expected that the loan would take
nearly a calendar year to negotiate.

If the project was not to be delayed

for a full year while waiting for loan funds the Korean Government would need
to provide interim financing for project start-up.
The first concrete action whi ch followed irrmediately the public announcement of the planned reform, was the creation by the Minister of Education, Dr.
Kwan Shik Min, of a small nucleus group to proceed with the detailed planning
efforts.

Professor Yung Dug Lee, of Seoul National University, was designated

the chairman of this task force and was temporarily detached from the University
· to the Ministry of Education.

Fl orida State University was asked by the Korean

Government to loan Morgan to the MOE from June, 1971 to September 1972 to work
with the task force.
~

In Figure No.l i s shown a flow chart deveioped in 1971 by the Task Force
identifying the major events in sequence which needed to be

a~complished

in

the first eighteen months of the project.
Temporary space and funding was allocated to the Task Force and in a
short time it grew to six

se~ipr

professionals recruited from Korean Universi-

ties and research institutes . Wtih a small support staff the Task Force began
its work. The FSU report was a general statement of Korean educational problems
and relatively broad-brush

des~riptions

of possible responses to these problems.
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It was an impetus for refonn not a detailed blueprint for action. The first priority the Korean task force set for itself was the development of a complete plan for the management of the reform project. They

the
nee
to

estimated the number of instructional hours for which materials of various
kinds would need to be developed.

For all the subject areas for the nine

grade levels teaching materials for nearly 8,000 hours of instruction would
be required. :his included instructional television, the multi-media mastery

SUI

be
of

learning units, texts and workbooks, and teacher guides. · ·Development groups
in other Korean research institutes had some experience in these kind of
activities and they assisted in

~he

calculation of the numbers of people and

the different specialities that would be required to complete the work in the
alloted time period.

From this analysis it was estimated that the development

group would need to consist of approximately 300.people--professional, technical and support personnel. Among this total complement of manpower a wide

pr
st
po
Ta
s1

nc

range . of competencies were represented. Writers, editors, photographers,
ITV producers and technicians, instructional designers were only a few of
the critical for which experienced people had· to be recruited or new people
had to be trained.

a1

An outgrowth of this effort was the beginning definition of the organiza·
tional structure of the planned Korean Educational __Development Institute whicl
had been described in the FSU reconvnendations • . Other by-products included
early projections of office,. laboratory, studio and other space requirements,
.
as well as the needs for generic and specialized equipment. The Program .
Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) was used in this early stage to show
how human and material resources would need to be orchestrated in time to
insure the success of the E-M project. Also revealed at this stage were the
first projections of financial requirements by month and year for the life of

m
w
t

e
E
(

the project. A reasonably accurate estimate of cash flow and total money

evelop-

needed was essential for purposes of national budgeting and was a prerequisite

Y

to the completion of the international loan agreements.

ious

Parallel to this process of man-loading the project was a nationwide

ine

survey of human resources with requisite skills and experience which could

would

be employed to work on the project. A comparison of the numbers and. kinds

mastery

of people who were available confirmed the earlier judgement by the study

groups

team that twelve to eighteen months of training time would be required to

Of

prepare a sufficient staff. There were enough people identified to begin

le and

staffing KEDI, particularly in the most senior professional, managerial

in the
elopmen~

tech-

a wide
rs,
of
eople

positions. At this point some of these senior people were employed by the
Task Force and the Task Force gradually began to function as the leadership
staff of KEDI-though the Institute had not yet been incorporated by the
national assembly.

Late in 1971 Dr. Yung Dug Lee was selected by the

Minister of Education to serve as the Director of KEDI.
. During the last quarter of 1971 the KEDI staff focused on two major
activities. These were:

{1) an intensive series of meetings, conferences

and presentations on the E-M project and KEDI, held with teachers, school

rganizar
te whict

Jded
ements,
!ITT

show

to
-e the
I ife of

administrators and boards, lay groups and representatives
from the public
.
media; and (2) the writing of .the international loan .agreement in cooperation
with the· Ministry of Finance and the Economic Planning Bureau. The first of
these activities was essential to broaden the base of support for the refonn
effort, respond to questions or criticisms and to secure the cooperation of
educators throughout the nation.

Very little public disclosure of the nature

of the E-M project had been made prior to this time, though the systematic
publication of all aspects of the project to all levels of Korean society
has been an important continuing process since the early part of 1972.
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The Commi"ssion recognized that
.n any major change effort--but they judged
_... 11dly conceived and that the potential benefits to Korea
_,ghed any associated dangers. The various allegations about the
.refonn plan were judged to be unimportant or without substance and the Presi-~

dent was advised to let the work proceed--which he did. · A salutary side-effect
of this interesting episode was that many key people, including the

Presid~nt

and the Prime Minister, had achieved a thorough understanding in all that was
involved in the proposed reform. This depth of··understanding by the highest
level Koreans was to pay dividends for the project in the years ahead.
On July 31, 1972 the Korean National Assembly approved the international
loan agreement for the educational development project and one month later.

COi

al :

to

f

August 30, 1972 the Korean Educational ·Development Institute was officially
registered as a special foundation.

t

While there were still a few legal loose

tag es

ends to tie up, for all intents and purposes an enduring, sanctioned organiza-

for

tion for educational change had been created. A board of directors was designated

t

'·

who quickly confinned Dr. Yung Dug Lee's appointment as KEDI's first director.

>ject

While the raison Q'etre for KEDI--at least at the beginning--was the

·e

conduct of the Elementary-Middle School project it was expected that it would

all

also serve other purposes for the Ministry of Education. The Project Loan

>y a

Proposal states four broad aims of the Institute.

!

.,

t

up

KEDI Purposes:
1.

To detennine educational ideals and objectives which reflect the
cultural heritage, social reality and future direction for the

any
sted

Korean society.

2. To reformulate and systematize educational content to correspond
to educational objectives.

hat

3. To develop and utilize modern educational methods, facilities and

ed

materials to achieve an effective and economically efficient

rea

program of education.

4. To establish a comprehensive research and development agency to
!Si-

assist the Ministry of Education : in formulati__~g educational pol icy

!ffect

for the nation.

lent

These statements indicate a considerably broader purpose for KEDI than

was

just the E-M project and activities of the Institute since its start-up has

st

reflected these broader purposes.

KEDI has inaugurated a "High School of

the Air" program which allows out of school adults to continue their high

nal

school education through radio instruction in cooperation with participating
local high schools .

7(

KEDI has also been funded to develop special curriculum
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¥nat project. For .the

Q>,

Q)~
~o-

~adership

fir~t

couple

had to be focused on institution

emph
stra
The

"'

~

vv

~nd

~

was more difficult than any of the original

~•
~•nee

pro~

KEDI entered into an agreement with FSU for help

cos1

.copment and for on-call technical assistance. Clearly

Educ

urgent needs of KEDI was to rapidly train and expand its

dur·
the

staff.

1974 the curriculum and

instr~ctional

development effort has repre-

Jented the main activities of KEDI on the E-M project.

Principal areas of

of
wou
she

activities include:
1.

Fie l <

but are only peripherally related to the

.-'C'

~

(<,>.

It has and is participating in several

Development and tryout of new instructional delivery models

a n

including classroom, media and management considerations.

fol

2. Development of instructional materials and programs (print, ITV

in

and radio) compatible with MOE curriculum and suitable for the

mo·

new instructional delivery system.

am

3. Construction and operation of broadcasting and transmitting

facilities for television and radio.

ne

4.

Experimentation and evaluation.

e>1

5.

Development of

teach~r-training

programs and materials; training

of participating teachers and administrators.
6. Development and maintenance of a network of contacts and communication linkages at provincial and local levels.

ar

o1
i1
S•

!Veral

Field Validation and National Diffusion - 1978-79

'thy
I

the

As the project has matured and the KEOI leadership has gained experience
many changes in the original plan of

~ction

have been made.

The syst.ematic

'Ce Of

emphasis of the FSU study appear. to have survived but many of the specific

ouple

strategies for implementation have been modified--sometimes substantial ly.

.itution

The E-M project called for several major changes in Korea's elementary and middle

riginal

programs .. While the strongest rationale in 1971-72 for the reform was in the

help

cost area, this was soon reduced as a priority by KEDI and the Ministry of

arly

Education.

s

during this period.

One reason for this shift was the Korean economy and its growth
The FSU report had projected a continuing shortfall in

the possible school enrollments based on Korea's predictions in growth rate
repre-

of its ·GNP from 1970 to 1978, assuming that the share of GNP allocated education

of

would remain relatively constant . The report also anticipated a continuing
shortage of teachers.

Both of the predictions mfssed the mark.

GNP grew at

a much higher than predicted rate and more teachers were trained and available
for classroom assignment than had been expected because of substantial increases
in salar1es. With a fairly large increase in per capita GNP there was simply
more absolute money available to support education, even though the relative
amount remained about the same .
There are two consequences of this:

(1) Korea has been able to enroll

nearly 90 percent of the age cohort in the first nine years of education and
expect to make attendance for elementary middle school education compulsory
~

and available for all in the early 1980s.

(2) KEDI, relieved in large measure

of the numbers problem, could concentrate on the E-M project in imp roving
ica-

instructional efficiency and content relevance.

With the reduced pressure to

save money, some of the more politically and socially troublesome recommendations

of the FSU report were abandoned early in the project.

These included double ..

shifting of schools, differentiated teaching staff functions, and grouping
students into larger ·learning groups .

ITV and instructional radio have also

experienced a major change in their-respective roles in instructional delivery,
but for different reasons.

It was originally intended that they would be an

integral part of the daily instruction of. all students, and indeed,
tion delivered by ITV and radio would not be given any other way.

~he

instruc-

In other

words, ITV and radio were to have been a critical part of the instructional
delivery system.

These elements had been included in the proposed instructional

repertoire to contribute both to cost-saving and improvement in the quality
of instruction.
The Korean government entered into a contract with the Tethered Corrmunicati•
Corporation (T-Com) of Westinghouse in December, 1972 for the purchase of a TV
and radio broadcast transmission system to be installed in the north central
part of the country.

KEDI built a 27,050 square meter facility to house and

support the T-Com transmitting operation. The T-Com transmitting system
included a helium filled tethered balloon flying at an altitude of 10,000 feet
to which transmitters are affixed.

It was planned for KEDI's ITV and radio

programs to originate at the main studios near Seoul, be relayed to the T-Com

..

transmitters carried by the balloon on a C Bartl mtcrowave link and be retransmitted · to television and radio receivers in school

classrooms~

Two UHF

channels were dedicated for ITV and one FM channel for radto. This first
site was to have been one of a two phase operation. The second phase would
have seen a second balloon installed in the southern part of the Republic and
the two sites together would have distributed an acceptable signal to the entire
country', including the off-shore islands.

7(

double-

This aspect of KEDI's project was fraught with technical problems from

Pi ng

the onset, both in terms of the aerodynamic stability of the balloon and the

e also

quality of the signal . After a few trial broadcasts in late 1975, the technical

delivery,

problems were judged insurmountable in the Korean climate . The system was
I

be an
e instruc*

.

declared unworkable and the site was dis.mantled in 1977 (Masoner, 1979).
During the same period KEDI had completed the installation of its TV and

other

radio production studios and many lessons using these media had been produced.

i onal

KEDI made the decision to develop a groundbased microwave relay system when

tructional

the T-Com technology was abandoned.

ality

microwave relay system presently owned and operated by the Korean Broadcasting

Such a system would parallel the existing

System (KBS) under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Communications.
:>rrmuni cati1
of a TV
mtral
;e and
~m

JOO

early 1979, discussion were still underway in Korea as to whether responsibility
for the educational transmission network would

r~main

be assigned to KBS and the Ministry of Communication.

with KEDI and the MOE or
However this decision

goes, it seems certain that there will be a nationwide broadcast network dedicated solely to educational programs, and that KEDI will retain programming,

feet

·adio
!

In

T-Com

·etrans-

production and scheduling control, even if it does not own and operate the
transmitter system.
While the T-Com Corporation irldemnified Korea for its financial losses in
this venture, the time lost by KEDI cannot be replaced, nor can the credibility
\

it lost with the Korean public, as a result of promising national color tele·st
/OUld

vision broadcasts which it has been unable to deliver.
Because of the failure of the tethered balloon transmission system bought

ic and

from Westinghouse it was impossible for , KEDI to build a reliance on the ITV and

:he entire

radio components during the devleopment period.

The instruction to have been

provided by ITV and radi o had to be given in other ways, using teachers and

and pi
instructional materials which could be made available to remote schools. While

were

a great many instructional programs in ITV and radio were developed by KEnI--

was t'

1

and most of these were tried out in classrooms on a fragmental basis--the new
instructional system neither depended~upon them nor provided for their inclusion

about

as an integral instructional element.

It now appears these programs will be

enric

broadcast as adjunct to the new teachin.g system, rather than as an essential

areas

part of it.

teacr

What then remains of the ambitious reform project started in 1971? As
it turns out, a great deal remains and probably all of the truly essential
concepts have been preserved.

KEO! seriously addressed the task of analyzing ·

teact
were
tryo1

the existing curriculum and the educational needs of Korea's citizenry and

231 :

systematically identified the places where the curriculum was not sufficiently

Stud

responsive to these needs.

effi

It then developed relatively inexpensive instructional

materials and student learning -evaluation

instru~ents ~hich

those text and other materials already in common use.

articulated with

It devised a teaching/

samp
writ

learning process which could be managed by the existing teaching personnel and

has

school

sigr

a~ministrators.

It then devised teaching guides and intensive training

programs for teachers and admini$trators to p·repare them to function effectively

and

as the orchestrators of the new instructional programs.

for

-

Finally, they conducted an iterative series of validation tryouts of the
new instructional elements and the elements in aggregation.

These field tryouts

ach
eac

were started in May, 1973 and only 745 students from two schools in Seoul were
involved.

There were two subject! areas--mathematics and science--in the third

and fifth grades which were

test~d.

This test, the first of several, was the

means of formative evaluation and feedback of the new instruction.

to
ass

It told the

re<

KEDI developers what needed to be changed in the materials and processes tested

· di1

and provided a basis of experience for future development.

hf le

The indicated changes

were on the basis of how effectively the programs caused children to learn.

It

was the beginning of a competency based program of student learning.
Dur ing the successive demonstration tryouts KEDI learned a great deal

ew

..

us ion

about areas where remediation materials were needed for some students and

e

enrichment

l

areas for individualized or self-teaching and pointed up those areas where

prog~ams

were needed for others . Student learning data suggested

teacher directed group instruction was most appropriate.

Most important, the

teachers and students know, on a daily basis what the desired learning outcomes
were and had a means of assessing progress toward these ends . The latest
ng

t ryout, completed in 1978, i ncluded 231,567 students in the first six grades of
231 schools from throughout the nation . All subject areas were included.

tly

Student achievement data, student, parent and teacher reaction, and process

:tional

efficiency data were collected from both the tryout schools and a comparable

1

sample of control schools provi ding conventional instruction.

JI

writing of this paper t he massive array of data collected during this tryout

ind

has not been completely analyzed but the results on all of the major variables

ing

signi fica.ntly favor the new program.

·vely

and four l arge--since 1973 the achievement levels have generally been higher

As of the

In the several tryouts--four small scale

for the demonstration students than for the comparison group.

As a rule, the

e

achievement differences between the two groups tended to become larger with

outs

each successive tryout.

re

In 1978, the President of the Republic appointed an external commission

rd

to conduct an independent evaluation study of the new E-M program.

~

assessed student and teacher attitudes toward the new program as well as community

the

reaction.

:ed

directed t hat the new KEDI system be implemented in

71

This group

They also selected 18 schools with some 3500 students enrol led, and
the~e

schools for five

712

months in six basic subject areas, and identified a group of· traditional schools
to serve as the control.

They found that mean achievement across all of the

..

subject areas was 24 percent higher in the experimental group than in the control

..

group, and that 30 percent more of the experimental students achieved subject
mastery.

Another finding was that experimental students in rural schools--

rural students were usually well behind urban students in
as well as students enrolled in city schools.

achievement-~perforrned

The commission reco1t1T1ended an

orderly implementation of the new E-M program in all of Korea's schools.
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KEDI has produced a large number of research reports, monographs and
position papers which have much potential use for professional educatprs.
Many of these are available in English and may be obtained directly from KEOI.

